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Abstract

This doctoral thesis is concerned with two primary research questions: first, how

does the subjective and emotional experience of urban environment influence the

process of pedestrianmovement and, second, how to systematically capture the emo-

tional experience of active outdoor walking by harnessing two novel technologies

for mobile psychophysiological measurement of electroencephalography (EEG) and

electrodermal activity (EDA).

In the context of a resurgent interest in walking and walkability, pedestrian

movement is conceptualised as a spatial decision making process, where immedi-

ate perception, prior knowledge, preferences and affective experience influence the

decision making of the person. The literature review first explores the cognitive

processes, mechanisms and brain systems necessary for navigation in large-scale

urban environments. Then, the process of decision making is reviewed, including

the role of cognitive constraints, biases and heuristics. Based on neuropsychological

literature about the influence of emotions on memory and decision making, this the-

sis argues that the manifold role of emotions in spatial behaviour needs to be better

understood.

To address these issues, a research methodology is synthesized drawing from

environmental psychophysiology, behavioural neuroscience and spatial cognition,

using mobile EEG and mobile EDA to measure how our bodies and minds interact

with the environment. This methodology was deployed in two different naturalistic

behavioural experiments with actively walking participants. The first experiment

consisted of a structured route paradigm to demonstrates how this method can por-

tray the pedestrian experience of sighted and visually impaired individuals. The sec-
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ond experiment involved a task of unconstrained navigation to study the subjective

experience during district-wide pedestrian movement in a familiar environment.

The results of these two experiments show how time-series of psychophysio-

logical data can be analysed, aggregated and visualised at different spatial scales to

compare with environmental characteristics, spatial decision making and subjective

experience. An approach for the visual exploration of spatial patterns of emotion is

developed to contribute in the wider effort of understanding the emotional experi-

ence of pedestrian behaviour in cities for research, planning and policy-making.
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Glossary of terms

Affectiv Suite A software tool, developed by Emotiv Inc, accompanying the

‘EPOC’ EEG signal acquisition system. Affectiv Suite performed EEG signal

processing and detection of four emotional states: excitement, frustration, en-

gagement andmeditation. The software was renamed ’Performance Metrics’.

BCI Brain Computer Interface. A system consisting of hardware and software

which translates brain signals into specific actions, such as spelling a word,

controlling a game interface, and more (Wolpaw et al., 2002).

CDA Continuous Deconvolution Analysis. CDA is a method proposed by Benedek

and Kaernbach (2010) to isolate the phasic from the tonic components of the

EDA signal (Dawson et al., 2000).

Choice Choice is a measure of Space Syntax Analysis which estimates how many

time a space belong to the shortest path between all other spaces in the sys-

tem (within a certain radius). It is equivalent to the graph-theory measure of

betweeness centrality (e.g. Hillier et al., 1987).

Cognitive Map Cognitive Map. The term cognitive map refers to the mental rep-

resentation of space that people and animals develop to guide their movement

through their environment. Such mental representations of space contain dis-

tortions and biases which may influence the judgements or wayfinding be-

haviour of individuals (Golledge, 1999).

EDA Electrodermal Activity refers to the physiological phenomenon that the con-

ductivity of human skin varies continuously in response to the activity of the
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eccrine glands (producing and realising sweat), which are controlled primarily

by the sympathetic branch of the Autonomous Nervous System. EDA is of-

ten used as an index of psychophysiological arousal of an individual (Dawson

et al., 2000).

EEG Electroencephalography refers to the method of recording the electrical activ-

ity of the brain, which is produced by the synchronised post-synaptic activity

of neurons. This activity produces a faint voltage that can be measure by elec-

trodes placed on the scalp, and are connect to an amplifier. (Lopes da Silva,

2009; Buzsáki, 2006).

Familiarity Familiarity refers to the prior spatial knowledge that has been accrued

over time. Familiarity facilitates the acquisition of new spatial knowledge as

well as influence the wayfidning performance and strategies of indidivuals

Acredolo (1982); Li and Klippel (2014).

GD Guide Dogs for the Blind Association is a UK charity that provides a variety

of services for visually impaired individuals, including mobility training and

canine support (guide dogs). Experiment 1 was conducted in collaboration

with Guide Dogs Research (www.guidedogs.co.uk).

GDMI Guide Dogs Mobility Instructor. In this thesis GDMI refers to mobility

instructors responsible for the orientation and mobility training of people with

sight loss as well as for the training of guide dogs.

GPS The Global Positioning System was established by the USA for military pur-

poses and was made available for civilian use since 1996. Today, GNSS

or Global Navigation Satellite Systems, include the GPS, Glonass, Galileo

and other satellite networks that are used for geolocalisation (Bonnor, 2012).

In the present research, GPS was used for the tracking of participant routes

through the urban environment.

Integration Integration is a measure of Space Syntax Analysis which estimates the

average distance (in steps, metric or angular distance) from one axial or seg-
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ment line to all other lines in the network. It is equivalent to the graph-theory

measure of closeness centrality (e.g. Hillier et al., 1987).

IRQ The Image Recognition Questionnaire was developed to assess the environ-

mental knowledge of participants with a respect to a specific area. The ques-

tionnaire involves a set of images for various locations of an area. Participants

are asked to indicate on a map where each image was taken and how familiar

they are with the location of the image.

MVI Moderetely Visually Impaired. This term is used in this resaerch for visual

impairments which maintain a degree of visual acuity, such as peripheral vi-

sion, or tunnel vision and other pathologies..

ns.SCR non-specific Skin Conductance Responses refer to the phasic changes in

the EDA singal that are not associated with a specific stimulus, and they are

quantified according to their frequency over time (Dawson et al., 2000).

PAO Percentage Above Optimal. PAO is a measure of wayfinding performance,

quantifying a route relative to the optimal route between an origin and a des-

tination (e.g. Hölscher et al., 2011). For instance, a PAO of 0% indicates a

route that is equivalent to the optimal route (shortest path), whereas a PAO of

20% indicates the person covered additional distance to the optimal.

QSR The Questionnaire on Spatial Representation is a self-reported psychometric

test to evaluate the overall ability to navigate in complex environments as well

as the type of mental representations an individual uses (Pazzaglia and Beni,

2001).

RW Refers to research experiments and studies that take place in the ’real-world’

(physical environment), as opposed to studies which take place in virtual re-

ality (VR).
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SBSOD The Santa Barbara Sense of Direction is a self-reported psychometric test

to evaluate individuals sense of orientation and ability to navigate in complex

environments (Hegarty et al., 2002).

SCL Skin Conductance Levels. SCL refers to the tonic component of the EDA

signal, in other words the slow-changing fluctuations in the skin conductance

and the associated physiological arousal of the person (Dawson et al., 2000).

SCR Skin Conductance Responses. SCR refers to the phasic component of the

EDA signals, which consists of fast, transient bursts (appearing as peaks in

the signal) corresponding to various cognitive processes relatedwith attention,

stress and other (Dawson et al., 2000).

SRQ The Street Recognition Questionnaire was developed by the author to assess

the environmental knowledge of participants. SRQ consists of a map that

participants have to identify the correct name for each street, indicate how

familiar they are and how frequently they use that street.

SVI Severely Visually Impaired. This term is used here for individual with no resid-

ual vision.

UWIST MACL The UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist (MACL) is self-reported

measure of of an individual’s mood or emotional state (Matthews et al., 1990).

VI Visually impaired is the termed used to refer to individuals with varying degrees

of sight loss.

VisQOL Vision Quality of life (Misajon et al., 2005).

VR Virtual Reality refers to the simulation of existing or imagined (artificial) en-

vironments through computer graphics. These environments can only be ex-

perienced through digital media, such as screens or head-mounted displays,

and are often used to study spatial cognition and behaviour in controlled con-

ditions.
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WEMWBS Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (Tennant et al., 2007).
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The human endoskeleton was one of the many products of [an] ancient

mineralisation. Yet that is not the only geological infiltration that the

human species has undergone. About eight thousand years ago, human

population began mineralising again when they developed an urban

exoskeleton: bricks of sun-dried clay become the building materials for

their homes, which in turn surrounded and were surrounded by stone

monuments and defensive walls. This exoskeleton served a purpose

similar to its internal counterpart: to control the movement of human

flesh in and out of a town’s walls. … The urban infrastructure may be

said to perform, for tightly packed populations of humans, the same

function of motion control that our bones do in relation to our body

parts.

—Manuel De Landa, A thousand years of nonlinear history, 2000, p. 28



Chapter 1

Introduction

This introductory chapter discusses the motivation and background of this thesis,

concerning the relationship between urban space, the emotional experience of indi-

viduals and pedestrian behaviour. This chapter presents the research questions and

introduces the methodological framework used, and then outlines the two experi-

ments that were conducted to study these questions and the contribution to knowl-

edge.

—

Why is it that we enjoy walking down some streets, and would rather choose a detour,

rather than walk on others? Are experiences like these something that could be

measured? These are the two fundamental questions underlying this research.

This thesis is concerned with how pedestrians experience their journeys

through the urban fabric, how their experiences influences their pedestrian be-

haviours such as the choice of routes and, finally, developing a new researchmethod-

ology using mobile electrophysiological (electroencephalography; henceforth EEG)

and psychophysiological (electrodermal activity, also known as skin conductance;

henceforth EDA) measurement to address the first two questions.

1.1 The experience of walking in the city

This thesis deals with the subjective experience of pedestrian movement in urban

environments— simply put, how people feel while they arewalking through the city.
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In recent years, pedestrian movement has gained interest in the fields of architecture,

urban design and planning, as societies strive for more human-friendly cities. In

this sense, a motivation for the present work is to contribute to our understanding of

pedestrian movement and contemporary efforts to make cities more walkable.

Walking and pedestrian movement is more than just a mode of transport. Other

forms of transport, such as bicycles and automobiles may allow us to minimise dis-

tance, speeding through streets and highways, but it is walking that is gives life to

cities, as people interact with each other and their environment. Being in a place

or walking at a street, is also an experience. The buildings and their architectural

details, the presence of trees and nature, the passing traffic and its noise, the pres-

ence of other pedestrians, even the interplay between sun and shade are only some

of the elements that make an experience interesting or dull, irritating or enjoyable.

Perhaps, this thesis argues, when people choose how to go from a-to-b, they not only

consider how many meters longer is one path from another, but also what will their

experience be. Will they feel calm and get lost in their thoughts, perhaps look at in-

teresting façades, shops and vistas? Will they have to seek the comfort of music in

headphones to cover the noise of the passing traffic? In other words, the emotional

experience of walking may interact with the spatial decision making process, from

which path to take or, even, if to walk at all.

Considering the number of trips that take place daily within a metropolis like

London, or how much time people spend in shorter or longer commutes, is is clear

that the experience of everydaymobility is an important component of everyday life.

It is possible for example to compute how much a person is exposed to air-pollution

during a cycling trip (Badcock et al., 2013), but what if it was possible to develop a

methodology to study how urban spaces evokes different emotions, to increase our

understanding how people feel and experience everyday trips and how that impacts

their cognition and well-being?

Motivation The motivation of this work originates in two primary directions: first,

the long-held interest of understanding the emotional experience of space —urban

space in particular. Second, as part of the wider societal change during the last
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decades in terms of designing ‘cities for people’ Gehl (2010) that invite and enable

pedestrian life, it has become clear that walking in the city and walkability are as

much related with the provision of infrastructure (e.g. Adkins et al., 2012; Ewing and

Clemente, 2013, , see also Section 1.2.3), as they are related with the experience of

space—what is often called ‘place-making’. In this context, studying the interaction

between the characteristics of the surrounding urban environment and the experience

of people walking through it, has ramifications both for understanding the effects

of architectural or urban design and for addressing shortcomings of urban design

and planning. One specific dimension of this is the issue of ‘inclusiveness’ and

‘accessibility’. In other words, the extent to which cities and their infrastructure

are designed and prepared to accommodate the needs, requirements, abilities and

desires of different groups of people, from children to older residents, wheelchair

users and visually impaired pedestrians, amongst others.

This thesis In this context, this thesis proposes a methodology for studying these

questions, focusing on the spatial experience of urban space and how wayfinding

decisions may evoke different emotional states. The research began with three pri-

mary aims:

1. to study the role of human emotion and subjective experience in the process

of pedestrian movement;

2. to understand the cognitive mechanisms of navigation which underlie pedes-

trian movement, including the acquisition and organisation of spatial knowl-

edge and the decision-making mechanisms that are involved in route-choice;

3. to develop a systematic research methodology to harness novel technologies

which enable the measurement of indicators of emotion in the field such as

mobile EEG and mobile EDA.

This thesis unfolds in three interrelated stages. First, a literature review draws

from the fields of spatial cognition and decision making to establish the cognitive

framework underlying pedestrian movement. Indeed, one prerequisite for purposive
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urban movement is to know where a destination is, a process which involves man-

ifold cognitive mechanisms, from perception to memory, and various strategies to

guide navigation and movement. Second, the question of how people make spatial

decisions is addressed, for exampe the choice between different paths that can lead

to a destination, and what is the potential role of emotions in such a decision making

process. Third, building upon this theoretical framework, the main focus and contri-

bution to knowledge of this work is to focus on the development of a methodology

to use mobile psychophysiology to measure how our bodies and minds react to our

environment.

Subsequently, this methodology is validated through two behavioural exper-

iments (walking) advance the methodology of environmental psychophysiology,

studying pedestrian experience in situ. The methodology was first validated in a

structured route, systematically exposing participants into a limited number of envi-

ronments, and then tested in the context of naturalistic and unconstrained pedestrian

behaviour in a large-urban area. Thus data collection, analysis and visualisation

methods are developed for each experimental paradigm, and their potential and lim-

itations are explored in depth.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 The urban exoskeleton

There is a reciprocal relationship between the structure of the urban fabric and its

characteristics on one hand, and the patterns of movement and pedestrian experi-

ences, on the other. In Manuel de Landa’s epigram, he calls our attention to how the

structure of human settlements, from huts, to buildings and ultimately cities, serves

as the “exoskeleton” of all human activity. Indeed, any trip in a city relies on the

physical boundaries imposed by our surroundings—where we can go andwhere not,

how close things are to each other. As Bill Hillier argued, “Every trip in an urban

system has three elements: an origin, a destination, and the series of spaces that are

passed through on the way from one to the other. We can think of passage through

these spaces as the by-product of going from a to b” (Hillier, 1996, p.53). For Hillier,
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this passing through intermediate spaces that are between the endpoints of our jour-

ney, is a ’by-product’ of movement. This is of primary importance because it brings

people together and creates opportunities for interactions of all sorts, from socialisa-

tion to commerce. But this ’by-product’ of movement is not random. As Hillier and

others have demonstrated, the position of streets within the urban network, and the

overall spatial configuration of the network can explain the convergence of people’s

paths in certain streets instead of others. Such phenomena can be studied through

the method of space syntax (discussed further in section 3.2.4, p. 95). However,

urban configuration not only influences patterns of movement, but even how people

create mental presentations of the city. In the seminal ‘Image of the City’, Kevin

Lynch (1960) showed that there is a strong relationship between the structure of the

city (and space in general) and the ‘cognitive maps’ of people: their ‘mental im-

age’ of of the city. Based on interviews and sketch maps, Lynch proposed that these

images consist of five primary urban elements: landmarks, paths, nodes, edges and

districts. Since then, spatial cognition research has shown that these mental repre-

sentations of space are characterised by various systematic distortions (Chapter 2).

At the level of the individual, pedestrian movement is the result of processing this

mental representation about locations, and making decisions about which path to

take, in other words navigation can be considered a spatial decision-making process

(Gärling and Gärling, 1988). From the vantage point of the people who walk in the

city, however, strolling or walking briskly through the streets, these spaces not only

serve as the backbone for movement, but are also the basis of subjective and emo-

tional experiences. These experiences often pass unnoticed, lost in the background

of urban life as part of repetitive and familiar activities, but occasionally, during a

visit to a new neighbourhood or city, one becomes intensely attuned to the influence

the environment exerts on our experience.

1.2.2 The psychological experience of the (pedestrian) envi-

ronment

There is a long intellectual history in the idea that the environment evokes differ-

ent psychological states. On the cusp of the 20th century, the German philosopher
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Georg Simmel wrote, in his essay “Metropolis and Mental Life” (1903), that the

new metropolitan life which emerged out of the industrialisation and urbanisation

of 19th century, transformed our relationship with the environment at an emotional

level : “the psychological foundation, upon which the metropolitan individuality is

erected, is the intensification of emotional life due to the swift and continuous shift

of external and internal stimuli” (Simmel, 2002, p.11). In Simmel’s view, the urban

environment is characterised by a sensorial over-stimulation, that was so radically

different to life in rural areas that it reshaped the psychological mould of citizens.

In Simmel’s own words, “There is perhaps no psychic phenomenon which is so un-

conditionally reserved to the city as the blasé outlook. It is at first the consequence

of those rapidly shifting stimulations of the nerves which are thrown together in

all their contrasts and from which it seems to us the intensification of metropolitan

intellectuality seems to be derived” (Simmel, 2002, p.14).

The idea that cities have a psychological or emotional ‘footprint’ remained cur-

rent throughout the 20thcentury. The avant-garde group of Psychogeographers, ac-

tive in the 1950-60s, explored the different ambiances and the atmospheres of cities,

as a manifestation of social, political and natural forces. Their research was prac-

ticed through urban rambling, the dérive, where the intention to get lost and immerse

oneself into the city, disrupted the everyday mode of purposive mobility (Coverley,

2010). While many of these explorations of the psychological experience of the city

could be described as critical, aesthetic or radical cartographies of the urban condi-

tion, indeed carrying a political dimension, during the last quarter of the 20th century,

similar themes begun to be explored empirically from various scientific standpoints.

Restorative theory emerged through two strands of research into environmen-

tal psychology by Roger Ulrich, and by Rachel and Steven Kaplan, which posit that

urban and natural environments, differ in their capacity to restore people’s ability to

cope with stress, to focus and sustain attention (Chapter 4). These restorative theo-

ries gained support by the study of neural activity (e.g. Ulrich et al., 1991) and more

recently looking into the ‘urban brain’ (Aspinall et al., 2013) using mobile elec-

troencephalography to study restorative experience of actively moving individuals.
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In this sense, empirical and quantitative observations of the effects of experiencing

different environments, for example watching or being immersed in natural or urban

settings, become a prominent way to study the psychological, physiological (bodily)

and even neural manifestation of human-environment interaction.

This is a fundamentally new approach to studying urban life, exploring what

is the interaction and the effect of the environment of individuals. In the recent

paper “Living well in the Neuropolis”, Fitzgerald et al. (2016) trace the convergence

of theoretical and scientific concerns, from disciplines as diverse as sociology, to

psychiatry and neuroscience, in the focus of the fundamental relationship between

people and their environment. They call this emergent transdisciplinary perspective

on cities the Neuropolis, which is, in their view:

…the city understood as a matrix of transactions between urban life and

the always-developing, malleable brains of urban citizens. Its object is

a real conurbation, and not an ideological fiction: it describes an orga-

nization of physical spaces and social lives, of interpersonal exchanges

and chance encounters, of economic relations and commercial transac-

tions and all of these simultaneously lived and transacted through the

embodied lives of Neuropolitan citizens (Fitzgerald et al., 2016).

And what would be more relevant, today, than applying this epistemological

convergence from urban studies to affective neuroscience, to the study of pedestrian

movement, as a contribution to wider societal efforts to make life in cities more

meaningful, rich and perhaps enjoyable experience?

1.2.3 The fall and rise (and rise) of walkability

In the urban history of the last century, pedestrian mobility —walking —, has un-

dergone very different stages of public discourse and planning policy, from being

marginalised in favour of motorised transport, to being ‘rediscovered’ as part of re-

generating urban centres across the world. It is ironic, that although walking is a

major characteristic of humankind and a fundamental mode of movement, urban

and transportation planning practices of the last century prioritised the automobile
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over pedestrians to such an extent that the adjective “walkable” had to be coined

to describe urban environments that facilitate and encourage walking, by providing

nearly accessible amenities, an interesting and safe urban environment and consis-

tent presence of pavements (Speck, 2012). As Marshall (2004) eloquently describes

in his book Streets and Patterns, urban and transport planning theories and policies

after the Second World-War, conceptualised the automobile as the primary mode of

movement and, over time streets became mere links between destinations. Planning

policies, focused on improving single indicators such as flow of cars and increas-

ing capacity, sidelined other important functions of streets as the the backbone of

urban life, through socialisation and commerce. Tailoring the streets for vehicular

movement, from the total width, the ratio of pavement to carriageway, the speed of

movement or the setback of buildings, changed dramatically how people experience

and design the environment. In his essay Close encounters with Buildings, the Dan-

ish urbanist Jan Gehl explains that our relationship with the environment is dictated

by the limits of our perceptual system (primarily vision) and the nature of movement.

As he argues, buildings that are designed to be perceived from proximity and low

speeds, include architectural and decorative features to attract the eye and ‘entertain’

the passer-by. In contrast, buildings that are designed to be perceived from afar at

high-speed omit small scale details —and make for unworthy companions of pedes-

trians (Gehl et al., 2006) 1. Thus, the primacy of the automobile has also changed

how buildings are designed, often leading to environments that are perceived as dull

and unappealing from the pedestrians’ level, discouraging walking and urban life.

In 1961, the architectural critic and urban theorist Jane Jacobs published her

seminal book The life and death of great American cities, calling planners’ attention

to the importance of human-scale urban design and street-life for the city. She ar-

gued that four critical elements foster urban life: small street blocks that support a

multitude of routes, mixed-use environments and aged buildings which accommo-

date different users (p.187), and higher population density. These four factors are

generators of pedestrianmovement. The interaction of people walking by, observing

1The amount of detail a human can perceive is very different between objects that are close or

far, and changes whether the person is moving at a walking speed (4 km/h) or inside a car (50 km/h).
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and interacting with each other throughout the day is, for Jacobs, an ‘urban ballet’.

Further, this activity contributes to feelings of community, safety, and livelihood.

Jacobs recognised that pedestrians with their presence are an intrinsic part of city

life, but also realised that the structure of the environment can support or impede

pedestrian life (Jacobs, 1961).

The power of walking to transform spaces was captured by the French philoso-

pher Michel de Certeau in his essay Walking in the city, where he proposes that

walking is much more than a way of movement, but indeed a ’actuator’ of city life.

In his words,

“[i]f it is true that a spatial order organizes an ensemble of possibilities

and interdictions, then the walker actualizes these possibilities. In that

sense, he makes them exist as much as emerge. But he also moves them

about and he invents others, since the crossing, drifting away, or impro-

visation of walking privilege, transform or abandon spatial elements”

(de Certeau, 1984, p.98).

Today, the writings of Jacobs and de Certeau are still relevant, inspiring collec-

tive efforts make cities more liveable. Through the work of urban designers such as

Jan Gehl, our understanding of pedestrian life has been expanded, but also demon-

strated that cities can be reconfigured to foster walking and cycling. Nevertheless,

despite the theoretical and applied examples of success, the effort to make cities

friendlier for pedestrians is still part of an active debate and citizens, planners and

local authorities worldwide

1.2.4 Lateral support for walkability

Here, another line of support for the creation of walkable environments increasingly

comes from the lateral direction of public health research. In this context, “the most

common moderate intensity activity is brisk walking, which can be done at any age

... [for] transportation, health, or leisure purposes, so transportation and health pro-

fessionals are beginning to cooperate to create solutions to the challenge of physical

inactivity” (Sallis et al., 2004, p.250). It is consistently found that living in a ’walka-
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ble’ neighbourhood which affords walking for leisure or transport, is associated with

improved health- and well-being related indicators, partly due to increased levels of

walking by residents. For example, in a Canadian longitudinal study of thirty-two

thousand people over a period of more than ten years (2001-2012), Creatore et al.

(2016) found that people who live in areas with a higher walkability score, had

lower rates of obesity and diabetes. Meta-analyses of several such studies show

that in spite of differences in methodology, country, and city, the positive effects of

walkability are significant (Ferdinand et al., 2012; Ding and Gebel, 2012). Beyond

health benefits, walkable environments also encourage civic life, giving residents a

greater sense of community (e.g. Appleyard and Lintell, 1972; Lund, 2002).

Findings such as these, are reshaping public debate and planning of cities, be-

cause they remind and provide evidence about the impact of typologies of urban

development. As Sallis et al. (2004) highlight, “transportation professionals need

to understand the public health implications of the investments they promote, and

hopefully become more involved in multi-sector coalitions seeking to improve pub-

lic health by increasing physical activity” (Sallis et al., 2004, p.261). There is a

growing interest in more indicators associated with walkability. In many of these

large-scale studies, walkability is defined indirectly, often without environmental

audits, for instance by the density of retail and service outlets within a walking dis-

tance, street connectivity (Glazier et al., 2013), others measure residential density,

retail floor area, density of intersections and land use mix (Frank et al., 2010). This

thesis argues for the study of walkability at an even more disaggregate level, quan-

tifying the subjective experience of individual pedestrians, as a complimentary ap-

proach to support the development of walkable cities.

1.2.5 Inclusive Cities

Within this broader framework of walkability, it is important to emphasise that cities

should be designed in an ‘inclusive’ way, enabling access to all citizens regardless

of their age or ability. In other words it is important to consider, when evaluating

or planning urban environments (as well as buildings of course) the needs, abilities

and requirements of different user groups, such as older people, wheelchair users,
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visually impaired and others.

In the highly influential paper “Geography and the Disabled: A Survey with

Special Reference to Vision Impaired and Blind Populations”, the seminal be-

havioural geographer Reginald Golledge 2 wrote passionately about the radically

different experience of the environment from people with disabilities:

The disabled live in a transformed space. [...] For the disabled per-

sons the obstacles not only are multiplied, but are expanded well be-

yond the normal range; gutters become chasms, sidewalks and streets

become treacherous paths, stairs may be impossible cliffs, distinctive

sizes, shapes or colours may lose their significance, layout becomes a

maze, maps and models may be uninterpretable. Space can become

wildly distorted either by incomplete knowledge (for example in the

case of the blind or the retarded), or laboriously transformed (as in the

case of the wheelchair bound) (Golledge, 1993).

Although Golledge was calling our attention to how disabled people experience

the urban environment, he was criticised by the social geographer Rob Imrie, who

argued that the language Golledge used in his article, e.g. geography of the disabled,

the conceptualisation of disability as transformed lives, or impoverished experience,

reflected a top-down perspective on disability, reinforcing ‘ableist’ stereotypes of

what is normal and what deviates from the norm (Imrie, 1996). In other words it

suggests that it is the individual’s own compromised senses and abilities that are

responsible for their reduced ability to be independent, or for any difficulties they

face in everyday life. 3 Instead, Imrie insisted on the ‘social model of disability’,

arguing that disability is a socio-political issue, not merely a matter of abilities or

impairment.

2Golledge became blind himself late in life, which gave him a rare insight into the life changes

that comewith sight loss. For the rest of his career, he studied how blind people perceive and navigate

in the environment, as well as worked on the development of early computer-based navigational aid

systems adapted for their needs (Stimson, 2012).
3Both authors advocated the improvement of disabled people’s lives, but Imrie’s critique high-

lighted important methodological as well as conceptual issues, that have to be taken into account in

research.
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The social model of disability was articulated in 1983 by Mike Oliver in con-

tradistinction to the individual or medical model of disability (Oliver, 1990, 2004;

Shakespeare, 2006). The ‘medical’ model puts the emphasis on the individual and

regards disability as a consequence of one’s own pathology or dysfunction. The

social model of disability, in contrast, distinguishes impairment from (dis)ability.

It is society who constructs an environment (social, economic, physical or other)

and therefore society is accountable whenever failing to accommodate the needs of

people with impairments. This distinction has important implications about how we

perceive and act on the issue of impairment, disability and discriminations. As the

sociologist Thomas Shakespeare explains:

Medical model thinking is enshrined in the liberal term “people with

disabilities”, and in approaches which seek to count the numbers of

people with impairment, or which reduce the complex problems of dis-

abled people to issues of medical prevention, cure or rehabilitation. So-

cial model thinking mandates barrier removal, anti-discrimination leg-

islation, independent living and other responses to social oppression.

(Shakespeare, 2006)

This shift in approaching impairments, has a profound effect in the realm of the

built environment, as it raises the issue that cities and buildings ought to be designed

to accommodate all citizens.

Focusing exclusively on the impairment can lead to solutions that at-

tempt to fit the person to their environment, ignoring possibilities for

adapting the environment to the person. The social model requires that

disability be considered from the broadest possible perspective, where

environmental modifications are preferred but intervention at the level

of the individual is not ruled out (Ungar, 2000).

In this context, establishing a better understanding of how people experience

the urban environment, documenting and mapping where and when they encounter

issues, is a step towards improvement, adaptation and provision.
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1.2.6 Pedestrian mobility and visual impairments

In this thesis, the discussion is focused on the pedestrian experience of visually im-

paired people (see page 23). According to recent figures by the Royal National

Institute for the Blind (RNIB), in 2011 there were 1,865,900 people living with

sight-loss in the UK, and 223,500 among them live with severe sight-loss (blind-

ness). In the next twenty years, these figures are expected to rise to a total of 2.4

million people4. Globally, the World Health Organisation estimates the total num-

ber of visually impaired people in 285 million, of which 246 million are partially

sighted and 39 million blind. Moreover, 65% of the partially sighted and 82% of all

blind people are 50 years or older. The majority of the visually impaired populations

lives in the world’s two most populous countries China and India, while in Europe

there are estimated approximately 28 million visually impaired, of which 2.7 mil-

lion are blind (Pascolini and Mariotti, 2012). Sight-loss can be present from birth

(congenitally blind), or it can be occur during the course of a person’s life (adventi-

tiously blind) due to various factors that will be discussed later. Whether congenital

or adventitious, sight loss has profound effects on the physical, mental and emo-

tional well-being of individuals, some of which can be mitigated by an independent

and active lifestyle (see also Appendix A).

Walking and navigating in outdoor environments, including town- or city-

centres, is a major part of an active life, but involves significant physical, mental

and emotional challenges for visually impaired people: negotiating traffic, obstacles

and street crossings, locating points of interest and mitigating unpredictable diffi-

culties. Living in what Golledge calls ‘transformed’ spaces, means that for visually

impaired person significant efforts must be made to accomplish everyday tasks. As

Romedi Passini writes:

”Without the gift of vision, mobility has to be gained through train-

ing, patience, courage, and hard-earned personal experience. The vi-

sually impaired person who wants to live an active life, though, has no

choice. Not to be mobile by his or her own means brings about a loss of

4RNIB Sight Loss Data Tool, version 2.2 (December 2014). Available at: www.rnib.org.uk

www.rnib.org.uk/knowledge?and?research?hub?key?information?and?statistics/sight?loss?data?tool/Sight_Loss_Data_Tool_Version 2.0.xls#link
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personal, social, and professional independence” (Passini and Proulx,

1988, p.288).

Considering this loss of independence through the social model of disability,

it becomes clear that architecture and planning have an important role to play in

making provisions so that spaces are physically accessible and enable people with

impairments to access and use them independently. Kitchin et al. (1998) using ethno-

graphicmethods, such as interviews and sketch-maps, demonstrated that for visually

impaired people the experience of urban space is associated with intense emotions

that are often negative, documenting their anxiety associated with obstacles or dis-

orientation.

Therefore, the methodology proposed in this thesis to measure the emotional

experience of urban spaces and pedestrian mobility could be applicable to detect,

identify and communicate where stress occurs or which spaces evoke pleasant and

unpleasant experiences.

1.2.7 The emotional dimension of navigation: a gap

In the early 1990s, the neuropsychologist Antonio Damasio corroborated that brain

lesions leading to emotional impairments, were associated with deficient decision-

making. This challenged centuries’ old theories about rationality, proving that emo-

tions are in fact essential for rational behaviour (Damasio, 1999). Such findings

raise questions about the role of emotions in decision-making in general and, in par-

ticular navigational choices (Chapter 3). Yet is is unclear whether the subjective

and emotional experience of walking impacts pedestrian behaviour, such as route

choices and preferences. Emotions are not only the constituency of our individual

or collective subjective experience, but also a motivation for behaviour and choice.

People may avoid unpleasant, unsafe or boring places, and prefer others, that feel

safe, stimulating and interesting. Why walk down a noisy, dull or dangerous place,

when there is another path which feels more interesting, safe or calmer?

In general, there is a gap in current knowledge of the relationship between emo-

tions and spatial cognition. Given the influence of emotion on cognitive processes

like memory consolidation (e.g. Sharot et al., 2007), recent studies have begun to
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investigate the role of emotions on spatial memory (e.g. Gardony and Taylor, 2011;

Credé et al., 2017). The relationship between spatial experience, emotion and de-

cision making, however, is still unexplored. Route-choices will guide us through

spaces, but each space will evoke different experience which, in turn, will influ-

ence, later, our future wayfinding decisions. This research bring together the liter-

ature from these different fields, and develops a methodology that allows to study

these questions in action, observing the emotional experience of pedestrians as they

make navigational choices.

1.2.8 The role of new technologies in planning

During the past decade, the emergence of equipment formobile psychophysiological

measurement is reshaping research in the broader environmental psychology, cog-

nitive neuroscience, and urban studies. Devices such as Emotiv EPOC (a low-cost

consumer orientedmobile EEGdevice used for this thesis), or several other skin con-

ductance and heart-rate monitoring devices, made the measurement of electrophys-

iology and psychophysiology both mobile and affordable, next to the higher-grade

of research equipment used in laboratory studies. In addition, research in brain-

computer interfaces (BCI; Wolpaw et al., 2002) fostered the development of com-

putational tools for the automated evaluation and classification of EEG and EDA

signals, ‘detecting’ the emotional or cognitive state of the user. While the field is

still developing fast, various studies have validated the quality of the data obtained

with such devices, showing it is realistic to obtain electrophysiological data from

actively moving subjects who walk or cycle (e.g. Debener et al., 2012, 2016; Zink

et al., 2016).

In order to employ psychophysiological methods in the field of architecture

and planning, for example as part of walkability evaluation studies, it is important

to assess the feasibility and reliability of using consumer devices and classification

algorithms. This involves the development of tools and paradigms for data collec-

tion, for example different experimental setups, as well as the validation of their

output in different scenarios and experimental designs. This research contributes to

this question by using widely available devices and signal classification workflows,
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such as Emotiv’s own Affectiv Suite for the classification of EEG and Ledalab for

the analysis of EDA (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010), and critically discussing their

potential.

1.3 Research Questions

This thesis stems by the primary research question what is the relationship between

urban space, the emotional experience of individuals and pedestrian wayfinding

behaviour. This overarching research question consists of several elements and sub-

questions, which are explored in the following chapters:

1.3.0.1 What are the cognitive mechanisms that are involved in pedes-

trian wayfinding?

In order to better explain the patterns of movement of people in the city, it is impor-

tant to understand the mechanisms and processes of spatial perception and cognition

that allow individuals known their own location, as well as the location of their des-

tination.

1.3.0.2 How can the emotional dimension of pedestrian experience be

measured systematically?

A primary question of this thesis is how to systematically measure and quantify the

emotional aspects of pedestrian journeys in the city. How can we investigate how

people feel, and where different emotions arise, whether patterns in urban spaces are

random, circumstantial or systematic? This research question is addressed through

the exploratory use of mobile psychophysiology: methods to study the function of

the brain (electroencephalography, or EEG) and autonomous nervous system (elec-

trodermal activity, or EDA).

1.3.0.3 Does the urban environment evoke systematic patterns of emo-

tion among individual pedestrians?

The research question asks whether emotional reactions during pedestrian journeys

are random and idiosyncratic (if each individual has an independent different expe-

rience), or whether systematic spatial patterns of emotion can be observed, which

are common among different individuals travelling along the same path at different
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times or days. In other words, is there something in the physical or immaterial char-

acteristics of places, from their design to their levels of traffic that evokes congruent

emotional reactions across individuals?

1.3.0.4 What is the relationship between the pedestrian experience and

navigation?

Anecdotally, people can name their preferences or recall their affective experiences

of walking in different places, for instance some are interesting, others relaxing and

others stressful. Arguably, when people plan their routes through the city take into

account the affective content of streets, avoiding for example a place that is per-

ceived as dangerous. Yet, this interaction between emotion and spatial decision

making has been under-explored in the literature. Although this thesis does not an-

swer this question, it synthesises the theoretical and methodological foundations for

future research in this direction.

Secondary research questions

Further, there are three related questions, that have shaped the direction and progress

of this research:

Experimental paradigms First of all, what research paradigms, including experi-

mental methods and protocols, are appropriate to the study the experience of pedes-

trians? Here, this thesis draws from Behavioural Geography and Cognitive Science

to develop the experimental paradigms that will allow to empirically investigate

emotions in the built environment.

Analytical paradigms The second question regards how to process and analyse,

psychophysiological data and maintain the richness of the spatial context they were

collected? Methodologically, the combination of psychophysiological measures,

such as EEG and EDA in the study of spatial experience is a new field, and conse-

quently, the analytical approach is a research question in itself. Previous research,

studied experience of environments in an aggregated manner, comparing large tracts

of spatial experience, for example urban versus green spaces (e.g. Ulrich et al.

(1991); Aspinall et al. (2013), see more in Chapter 4). Thus, one contribution

to knowledge this thesis aims to make, is to explore how data can be collected,
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processed, aggregated at different spatial and temporal levels, within or across indi-

viduals to make sense of their emotional reactions, as well as explore the collective

dimension of their subjective experience.

Visualisation and communication paradigms Finally, what types of spatial visual-

isation of emotional data are more suitable for urban studies? The aim of this thesis

is to contribute to the fields of study of cities and their life, as well as their process

of planning. Therefore, a separate research question considered during the experi-

mental part of this thesis is what types of data and data visualisation are suitable to

communicate the content as well as the uncertainty of primary data, to allow stake-

holders, for example, an urban designer or a layperson, understand the occurrence

and patterns of emotions in cities.

1.4 Methodology and Limitations

In order to study the emotional experience of pedestrian navigation, this thesis draws

primarily from two disciplines: spatial cognition and environmental psychophysi-

ology.

1.4.1 Spatial Cognition

According to Montello and Freundschuh (2005), navigation consists of wayfinding,

the process of using cues to guide purposive movement and locomotion, the process

of movement itself. Spatial cognition research is concerned with perceptual and

cognitive mechanisms (Chapter 2) and decision-making strategies (Chapter 3) that

are necessary to go from a to b, in large-scale environments like cities.

1.4.2 Environmental Psychophysiology

The study of the relationship between people and their environments, using diverse

approaches, from perception, to cognition or health, can be measured through phys-

iological and psychological manifestations. This approach is called environmen-

tal psychophysiology (cf. Parsons and Tassinary, 2002, discussed further in Chap-

ter 4), which follows the premise that: “our confidence in the psychological effects

of human-environment transactions becomes stronger when we can establish one-
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to-one psychophysiological relationships” (Parsons and Tassinary, 2002, p.175), be-

tween psychological processes and their physiological outcome. Although, as they

note, establishing such one-to-one relationships is often challenging, the value of

this approach is to establish the physiological and psychological effect of environ-

mental factors, beyond traditional qualitative approaches, such as self-reports.

In recent years, a variety of technological developments have enabled ambu-

latory environmental psychophysiology. Mobile sensing devices can now measure

and record the faint variations in skin conductance, an index of arousal, or measure

brain activity directly through electroencephalography. In particular, consumer ori-

ented technologies have made mobile psychophysiological measurement possible at

a low cost, which stimulates the question of how such technologies can be adopted

and explored for the purpose of urban analysis. If such technologies are reliable

and a road-map of their application can be explored, they could change how spa-

tial analysis is approached; allowing, for example, planners, stakeholders or even

citizen-science groups to gather data beyond the laboratory. Thus, this thesis is a

methodological exploration not only of how emotional experience of urban space

can be measured and studied.

1.4.3 Experiments

1.4.3.1 Rationale

Here the rationale for the two experiments is introduced.

The first experiment (Chapter 5) serves as a methodological pilot, to investigate

how well the measurement of mobile EEG and EDA corresponds to the subjective

experience of pedestrians. Building upon this groundwork, the second experiment

(Chapter 6) applies this methodology to investigate unconstrained pedestrian navi-

gation in a large-scale urban environment. The broader focus of this work concerns

the process and the subjective experience of everyday navigation in familiar en-

vironments. In highly familiar places, navigation is effortless as it relies on prior

knowledge of one or more routes. Prior studies have shown that indeed people rely

on different neural systems for ‘automatic’ path following than those used for ‘ac-

tive’ navigation (Hartley et al., 2003). In this context, two behavioural experiments
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were conducted to develop and explore the application of mobile psychophysiology

(EEG and EDA) and whether these methods can portray the experience of pedestrian

movement in everyday and familiar urban environments. The experiments combine

methods from the fields of spatial cognition and environmental psychophysiology.

Here, their rationale and broad experimental design are outlined.

The aim of the first first experiment was to validate the measures, develop the

data-collection tools necessary as well as the framework for the processing and anal-

ysis of the data. Furthermore, to explore its relevance for architecture and planning,

it was investigated if the method can be sensitive to the experience of different user-

groups, in this case sighted and visually impaired participants. Consequently, the

experimental design follows the ’structured-route’ paradigm, where participants are

instructed to follow a predetermined route. The rote was designed to control en-

vironmental exposure to different environment types; these sections included busy,

quiet, pedestrianised areas, urban green. Thus, for each route section there was an

equal number of participants. The ‘structured-route’ paradigm consists of distinct

route segments which facilitate retrospective recollection of the participants expe-

rience, and these sections facilitated the comparison the psychophysiological mea-

sures with participants’ own retrospective appraisals of their experience. Finally,

the condition of navigating effortlessly in a familiar environment was emulated by

the segmentation of the route in to smaller parts (sections) reduced the amount of

wayfinding instructions a participant has to remember to 1-2 turns ahead. This was

important to reduce the possibility of errors and spatial anxiety, because this would

interfere with primary aim of the experiment to study the affective influence of the

urban environment (and not the task). While a structured route paradigm is ap-

propriate to investigate the distinct effects of specific types of environments (for a

discussion on how this is used in Environmental Psychology, see Chapter 4), the

great majority of everyday trips occur in uncontrolled conditions where people are

continuously exposed to various types of environments.

This is the specific aim of the second experiment: how can we measure and

understand the subjective experience of pedestrian behaviour in large-scale and ev-
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eryday urban environments. In order to understand everyday pedestrian mobility, it

is critical to test how the present methodology can be applied to similar situations of

unconstrained pedestrian route-choice. In particular, the study explores the interac-

tion between the route-choices of pedestrians and the emotional experience that is a

result of their exposure to their immediate urban environment.

In this context, the second experiment aimed at the deployment of this method

study the subjective experience of pedestrians in large-scale urban areas, uncon-

strained from a predetermined (structured) route. To investigate the role of familiar-

ity in the spatial decision making process, participants were tested in an area they al-

ready had long-term knowledge of several years. Furthermore, as participants were

already familiar and knowledgeable with the area, their emotional experience would

be less influenced by navigation-related emotions, such as spatial anxiety, and more

influenced by the characteristics of their immediate environment. In this context,

the experimental design allowed participants to navigate freely in more than hun-

dred different street segments with different spatial and environmental properties,

from small alleys to wide roads with heavy pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

1.4.3.2 Experiment 1: Pedestrian experience and visual impairments

The first experiment (Chapter 5) sought to establish the methodology of recording

multiple streams of data and validating the results of mobile psychophysiological

measurement. This study addressed the question of assessing the accessibility of

urban spaces, by involving a group of visually impaired participants, and measuring

their emotional experience of moving through urban space.

Context of the study This experiment was conducted within as part of Cities Un-

locked, a research project by Guide Dogs for the Blind Association (UK), Microsoft

Research and Future Cities Catapult (UK), together with a wide range of partners

from the educational and commercial sectors, which aimed to develop new technolo-

gies to facilitate the mobility of disabled citizens (Future Cities Catapult, 2015).5

The Cities Unlocked research project involved a set of qualitative, quantitative and

design studies to assess the issues and opportunities around mobility and urban in-

5Initially named the Family Day Out project, which is documented at: http://futurecities.cata-

pult.org.uk/project/cities-unlocked/, (Last accessed: April 21, 2018)

http://futurecities.catapult.org.uk/project/cities-unlocked/
http://futurecities.catapult.org.uk/project/cities-unlocked/
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frastructure. Microsoft Research, for example, developed an innovative smartphone

application working with a custom headphone prototype (Figure 1.1) to provide

users with both navigational and contextual information about their surroundings

using spatialised sound, in order to increase independent navigation and enhance

spatial experience.

Figure 1.1: The Cities Unlocked project led to a variety of assessments and technology

interventions to improve the pedestrian mobility of visually impaired people. In

the image above is depicted an early functional prototype of the head-mounted

mobility aid, which was developed by Microsoft as part of the Cities Unlocked

collaboration. It consists of a pair of bone-conduction headphones, a GPS and a

smartphone to relay location-specific information to the user, without disrupting

auditory awareness of the environment. Image source: Future Cities Catapult

(2015).

Chapter 5 present a research experiment conducting as part of this larger col-

laboration and applies the novel methodology of mobile EEG and EDA for the de-

tection of emotional “hotspots” in everyday pedestrian mobility of visually impaired

individuals. The output of this process could be targeted by advocacy or local stake-

holders, and mitigated through physical or technological interventions. It is demon-

strated that it is possible to distinguish the experiences of sighted, partially sighted

individuals, both through self-reported and psychophysiological measures, and that
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visualisation methods enhance our understanding on the spatial patterns of mobility

barriers.

1.4.3.3 Experiment 2: Pedestrian experience of wayfinding in familiar

environments

The second experiment (Chapter 6) takes the development and testing of this re-

search methodology further, by applying it in a naturalistic wayfinding scenario.

Participants were asked to navigate to familiar destinations but were unconstrained

and free to choose their own routes to reach their goal. This experimental design was

applied in a large-scale urban environment, resulting in 162 independent pedestrian

trips spanning from 428 to 1736 meters long. The scale of urban space covered,

and the freedom to choose one’s own path, resulted in uneven number of partic-

ipants traversing each street segment, which posed data collection, analytical and

visualisation challenges. This experiment develops methods to gather mobile psy-

chophysiological data in the field, shows the variety of individual route-choice in

the urban environment is associated with the levels of familiarity and that pedestrian

experience can be documented in the context of naturalistic everyday navigation.

1.4.4 Limitations

Inevitably, this thesis also has limitations. The primary one is that the ‘urban ex-

perience’ consists of more elements than those we can quantify: from the nature

and climate, the sounds and smells of the city, the social interaction of individuals,

the meaning of places, and many others. Many of those are necessarily left out by

the quantitative research methodology applied in these experiments. For example,

it may seem challenging to explain behaviour, without exploring the subjective ap-

praisal of different environments. Indeed, the approach taken here, does not suggest

that they do not constitute important components of city life, nor that by studying

psychophysiological signals can answer all urban questions. Acknowledging this,

the present methodology suggests to complement other well-established “ways of

looking” at the city, aiming to enhance our ability to understand urban phenomena

through the close observation of the synergies between bodies and minds of citizens.

A second important limitation to be acknowledged is that the data collection was ac-
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complished with consumer-oriented devices and some of the data were also analysed

through consumer oriented classification software (see above). More specifically,

the EEG data presented in Chapters 5 and 6 have been preprocessed by a consumer

software provided by themanufacturer (Emotiv Inc.). Further work will consider the

analysis of raw EEG signals. The results and limitations of the process are discussed

further in Chapter 7.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis is concerned with the relationship of pedestrians’ experience of ur-

ban space the individual level, their navigation patterns, and the development of

a methodological approach using psychophysiological methods such as EEG and

EDA. These themes are reflected in the chapter structure. Starting with the cogni-

tive basis of navigation, the thesis will progress to arguing why affect and emotion

should be included in the study of wayfinding as spatial decision-making, the ori-

gins and rationale behind the use of psychophysiological methods in pedestrian re-

search, a focused review the mobility of visual-impaired people. Finally, these ideas

are tested empirically, through two experiments studying the quantified emotional

experience of people walking in predefined routes, or freely wayfinding in the city.

The thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 is focused on Navigation, through a review of spatial cognition as

a prerequisite of urban —or, arguably, any —mobility. The chapter discusses the

behavioural, cognitive and neural elements that are required for the successful nav-

igation between places.

Chapter 3 reviews the process of decision-making. This includes a general

introduction and how empirical research in other disciplines, from economics to be-

havioural psychology, have changed our understanding of human choices. In partic-

ular, research in behavioural economics has revealed systematic biases, and affective

neuroscience has established the critical role of emotions in decisions. The discus-

sion then returns to spatial decision-making reviewing theories of route-choice and

heuristics, and finally argues for the study of affect and emotion in spatial behaviour.
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Chapter 4 details the methodological framework which is applied for this re-

search project, and also acts as a bridge between the theoretical and the experimental

parts of this thesis. It covers the scientific basis of the research methods, focusing on

the foundation of environmental psychophysiology, using walking in research stud-

ies, and using indices of psychological experience such as electrodermal activity and

electroencephalography.

Chapter 5 presents the first case-study investigating the application of mobile

EEG and psychophysiological measures as a method to assess urban accessibility

for people with visual impairments. The chapter begins with a short review of ap-

proaches to the measurement of urban accessibility, to provide the necessary context

for the experiment. This first study explores the feasibility of using mobile psy-

chophysiological measures, using a simple experimental paradigm where all par-

ticipants follow the same predetermined route. The chapter includes the research

design and methods, analysis and results.

Chapter 6 presents the second experiment which investigates the interaction be-

tween subjective psychological experience and unconstrained navigation in a highly

familiar urban environment. This experiment builds upon the structure experimen-

tal design of Experiment 1, where participants follow a predefined, structured route,

in order to investigate how the experimental methodology of measuring emotions

in-situ by mobile psychophysiology can be applied in the naturalistic conditions of

unconstrained pedestrian behaviour. In this study, participants were asked to navi-

gate unconstrained, within a large urban area in central London. Therefore, the study

explores the interaction between the route-choices of pedestrians and the emotional

experience that is a result of their exposure to their immediate urban environment.

The chapter covers the experiment design and protocol, participation, analysis and

results.

Finally, Chapter 7 provides a critical discussion of both experiments, in the

light of the research aims and the existing literature, and concludes with a summary

of this research, a description of key findings and an outline of future work.
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1.6 Significance of the Study

This thesis makes four main contributions to knowledge:

First of all, through a critical examination of literature from spatial cognition,

decision making and environmental psychology, it demonstrates that the emotional

experience of (urban) spaces should be taken into consideration for our understand-

ing of spatial cognition processes, from spatial learning to spatial decision-making

and route-choice.

Second, it advances the research methods that can be applied to study the emo-

tional experience of spatial behaviour and, in particular, the subjective experience

of pedestrian movement in large-scale urban environments. This methodology in-

volves novel devices and techniques to obtain psychophysiological measures (EEG

and EDA) from participants actively walking in the field. The method is tested in

two experiments studying pedestrian movement and, emotional experience.

Third, it shows how this newmethodology can be applied to study urban spaces.

Two distinct experimental paradigms are used, to gather data from different types

of pedestrian behaviour (i.e. familiar route following versus directed unconstrained

wayfinding). The advantages and limitations of each experimental approach are

discussed, indicating how future research can measure different kinds of spatial ex-

perience and behaviour.

Finally, it explores how such psychophysiological data are used by researchers

or planning practitioners. This is achieved by considering different levels of analysis

and cartographic visualisation that can be used to scrutinise the emotional experience

of pedestrian navigation at various spatial scales.
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Chapter 2

The Cognition of pedestrian

movement

This chapter aims to answer the question how people know how to get from a to b.

This question is addressed through a review of the perceptual and cognitive mecha-

nisms which underlie the process of wayfinding in the city. It draws from the fields

of Behavioural Geography, Cognitive Psychology and Behavioural Neuroscience to

address how people (and animals) perceive and learn their environment, what is the

role of vision and spatial ability, and finally what the study of relevant brain systems

can reveal about navigation processes.

—

Cities, and human settlements in general, consist of built-up spaces which restrict

movement and visual access to distal locations. Structures of all kinds, and espe-

cially buildings, channel the movement of people. All creatures of the city humans

and animals alike—and soon autonomous robots—must rely on their memory and

reasoning to chart their route towards places they cannot directly see. Thus, the

everyday practices of urban movement are a fascinating tale of cognitive abilities,

learning and wayfinding strategies, firing neurons and countless decisions. This

chapter aims to understand the process underlying pedestrian navigation and how

the movement through space shapes environmental knowledge. This prepares the

next chapter, considering how spatial knowledge guides behaviour.
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2.1 Mental representations of space

2.1.1 The cognitive map

In 1948, the American psychologist Edward Tolman published the seminal paper

“Cognitive Maps in Rats and Men” on the navigation abilities of rats. In the paper,

he took aim at the popular behaviourist approach that learning is a stimulus-response

system and rats learn to navigate turn-for-turn. Tolman believed in a more flexible

cognitive mechanismwhich allowed reasoning and problem-solving, and conducted

a series of experiments to answer this question. Tolman and his colleagues trained

rats to find food pellets inside a complex maze (Figure 2.1 - left). After the rats had

learned where to find their food pellets in the maze, they replaced it with a simi-

lar one albeit with a few critical changes. In this second version of the maze, the

previously learned path towards the food was blocked and, instead, a number of

other paths were available extending radially around the initial path (Figure 2.1 -

middle). Tolman hypothesised that if rats relied on a stimulus-response mechanism

for navigation, they would choose any of these new paths randomly. In contrast, he

observed most rats quickly developed an adaptive behaviour, choosing those paths

that were in the direction of their food (Figure 2.1 - right). For Tolman, this find-

ing corroborated the theory that rats had a cognitive map, in other words a mental

representation of their environment, the location of the food-pellets, and a sense of

spatial relationships such as distance and direction.

Urban navigation poses similar challenges. Without direct visual access to dis-

tal landmarks people must rely on their internalised mental representation of the

environments, or their ability to read maps. Some activities, like the everyday com-

mute, are repetitive and performed out of habit, but many others involve taking

detours, visiting less familiar parts of the city and reasoning about the spatial rela-

tionships of places.
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Figure 2.1: Diagrams of the experimental apparatuses Tolman used to test the spatial rea-

soning of rats. Rats learned to navigate inmaze 1 (right) towards the food source

(black dot on the top-right of each maze). When transferred to maze 2 (mid-

dle), where the learned path was blocked, the majority of rats quickly identified

the corridor with the correct direction, providing evidence for an underlying

cognitive map, rather than simple stimulus-response mechanism of navigation

(Tolman, 1948). Source: Tolman (1948).

2.2 The development of spatial knowledge

2.2.1 The experience of space

Inevitably, space is experienced egocentrically, from an individual’s vantage point

and senses. When discovering a new area, direct experience provides information

about routes, places, landmarks and all the attributes environments may consist of.

Over time, more routes may be integrated into a configurational knowledge of the

environment, adding information about the relationships between various route seg-

ments and landmarks. Spatial knowledge is necessary for the organism to know

where to find food or shelter so, from an evolutionary perspective, Kuipers (1978)

notes, spatial learning should be easy and performance should “degrade gracefully”.

Learning about the configuration of an environment involves, among others,

the acquisition of spatial knowledge about the locations of objects, the relationships

between them (e.g. direction and distance), the presence of points of interest, paths,

boundaries and other restrictions of movement. At the urban scale, such information

is gathered in piecemeal fashion as a person moves from one space to another, over

time andmultiple visits. The knowledge for each part is progressively integrated into
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a whole, in a learning process that is called spatial microgenesis (Spencer andWeet-

man, 1981; Montello, 1998) to emphasise the incremental nature of spatial learning.

2.2.2 Scales of spatial perception and behaviour

From the point of view of an observer, the amount of space that can be observed, the

information available about the environment and the implications for planning be-

haviour vary greatly according to the size of the space perceived. Looking at a map,

a room, a neighbourhood, or a city from atop a hill, differ both in perceptual and

behavioural terms. Montello (1993) proposed a taxonomy to categorise the envi-

ronment into different scales of space: figural, vista, environmental and geographic

space. Montello made this taxonomy ”on the basis of the projective size of the space

relative to the human body, not its actual or apparent absolute size”Montello (1993).

Figural space refers to spaces (or structures) that are smaller than the human

body (objects, pictures, maps, etc.) and can be observed and perceived without lo-

comotion. Geographic space (e.g. a country) is too large and can only be perceived

through somemediated form of representations, for examplemaps or, recently, satel-

lite images. Vista spaces are ”apprehended” from a single point of view, such as a

set of objects arranged on a table, a room or even a city square. At this scale, move-

ment can be planned and executed directly using sensory input, with low memory

demands. Environmental, or ‘large-scale‘, space —that of complex buildings and

cities—cannot be ”observed from a single viewpoint” (Kuipers, 1978). Therefore,

navigation in large-scale spaces requires the use of a memory-based mental repre-

sentations.

In contrast to vista spaces, environmental spaces are impossible to perceive

without physical movement or an external reference like a map. Despite their ex-

tent, with sufficient exposure spatial properties such as distance or topology can be

acquired from direct experience alone (Montello, 1993, p.315). Learning the spatial

configuration of large-scale space demands the integration of information over time,

and often after repeated exposure to an environment. Purposive movement in build-

ings, neighbourhoods and cities, require an internal representation of their structure

or a combination of external cues (e.g. signage or maps).
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Figure 2.2: Waller and Greenauer’s (2007) taxonomy of sensory systems which provide

spatial information about the environment. The taxonomy is focused on infor-

mation necessary for spatial awareness or tracking movement.

The transition from external representations in figural space, like maps, to the

scale of real environments, is not seamless and is subject to errors and distortions.

Research has shown that individuals do not perform equally across these spatial

scales, which suggests the involvement of different abilities and cognitive systems

(Hegarty and Waller, 2005). This reflected on the low correlation between the

’paper-and-pencil’ spatial aptitude tests and the behavioural results of individuals on

environmental space tasks (navigating and learning the layout of buildings, neigh-

bourhoods etc).

2.2.3 Direct sources of information

Environmental perception, for example keeping track of movement and progress

through space, is based on a combination of internal and external cues. The shape

of objects, their visible areas and their geometric properties as well as their posi-

tion in space are perceived to change during movement. Such information provides

a relational context for the individuals who compare their viewpoint with the rel-

ative positions of object to determine the distance, direction and displacement of

movement (cf. Golledge, 1999; Allen, 1999a).

An array of sensory systems is active during the perception of space. Ac-

cording to Waller and Greenauer (2007) a first distinction of systems can be made

based on the source of input: external input informs us about changes in the envi-

ronment, whereas internal, body-based senses provide feedback about body states

(Figure 2.2).

Vision and optic flow creates a continuous stream of visual information about

the environment, the speed of movement, the presence of boundaries and obstacles.

Further, through the phenomenon of binocular disparity, the distance between the
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eyes which produces a small change of perspective of the visual field of each eye,

vision enables humans to perceive the world immediately as three-dimensional. Ex-

ploring large-scale space on the other hand, perceiving the surrounding environment

in its totality requires locomotion and the integration of multiple snapshots into a

continuum to make sense of movement and speed.

However, vision is not solely responsible for keeping track of our position in

space. The body-based senses proprioception (sense of the position of limbs relative

to the body) and kinesthesis (sense of movement) also provide information about the

position and movement of one’s own body. Cues from the vestibular system provide

inertial information about the linear and rotational accelerations of the head or the

body (for example when looking around while standing still or accelerating in a car,

thereby signalling changes of speed and direction (Waller and Greenauer, 2007).

Information from the kinaesthetic and vestibular senses are integrated to mon-

itor locomotion; keeping track of changes in direction and speed provides informa-

tion about the route and the distance travelled, a process known as path integration.

Thus, when visual information is unavailable, as in blind or blindfolded navigation,

people are still able to monitor their movement in space by monitoring the internal

senses (see also Section 2.5. Although humans are able to monitor movement via

path integration, reliance only on path integration usually produces considerable

errors even traversing small distances (Loomis et al., 1992; Loomis and Klatzky,

1993).

Auditory positioning is also possible to some extent, and congenitally blind

people (i.e. from birth) perform better in this challenging task comparedwith sighted

or adventitiously blind (Després et al., 2005). Olfactory information is also present

in cities, and places are often strongly associatedwith specific smells which are com-

mon across individuals (the artist KateMcLean has been exploring this topic through

direct experience or even social media, as in Quercia et al., 2015). However, beyond

avian species like pigeons (Gagliardo, 2013), there is little evidence yet that humans

use such information to navigate. Most often, these sensory modalities operate in

tandem and the information is integrated into a coherent whole —navigation in the
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Figure 2.3: Testing sensory contributions of spatial perception. Left: The experimental ap-

paratus used in the study by Waller and Greenauer (2007). A small camera (B)

captures the view which is then projected to the participants through a Head-

mounted Display (A). Right: Bar chart with data from the same experiment,

showing participant performance in a pointing task, according to the three per-

ceptual conditions. Source: Waller and Greenauer (2007).

absence of vision will be discussed later in this chapter.

In order to investigate the contribution of each modality to the formation of

cognitive maps, Waller and Greenauer (2007) compared 3 groups of participants

who had to learn a route under selective access to visual, vestibular and propriocep-

tive cues. The first group moved through space actively, thereby having access to

all cues. The second group moved seated on a wheelchair, providing access only to

visual and vestibular but not kinaesthetic cues and, finally, the last group watched

statically a video walk-through (Figure 2.3). Afterwards, all three groups were able

to form cognitive maps that were sufficiently accurate to calculate distances between

locations (route length), but those actively walking were more accurate when point-

ing to various locations along the route (less angular error), regardless of the com-

plexity of the route (calculated by the number of turns). This suggests that during

locomotion, optic flow provides sufficient information to accurately monitor linear

movement (translation) but results in systematic errors on the rotation and turns.

Therefore, visual information is sufficient to create route-based representations

of the environment and calculate path distances frommemory, but the vestibular and
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proprioceptive cues about one’s movement provide qualitatively different informa-

tion about angular changes of direction. Access to such cues facilitates the creation

of a configurational representation of the environment. Participants who were asked

to complete the same task in an outdoor setting had even better performance, which

suggests that being able to situate oneself within a larger context, for example mak-

ing use of distal cues to establish a global reference frame, improves the quality of

people’s mental representations of space. This has implications for the formation of

configurational knowledge from virtual reality (VR) (Richardson et al., 1999;Waller

and Greenauer, 2007), an issue that has been the matter of significant debate due to

the widespread use of VR in spatial cognition research (e.g. Taube et al., 2013).

Information from the other senses (auditory, olfactory, haptic) is certainly part

of our spatial experiences, although their role is not as crucial for the perception

of space; hence we can navigate in virtual environments for example. However,

the cognitive map integrates contextual information about the dynamic properties

of space (for example noise levels or air pollution would probably be associated

with walking next to a busy avenue) which, if not necessary to navigate, are still an

important part of the spatial decision making process.

2.2.4 Frames of reference

The perception or recollection of spatial relationships among objects involves the

use of reference frames, in order to establish the positions of objects relative to the

observer or to each other. For example, to compute how far objects are, or in which

direction, one needs to take a location as a reference point. Broadly, reference frames

can be classified in three types: egocentric, allocentric and extrinsic (or global).

Space is necessarily experienced and perceived egocentrically through the senses,

and therefore spatial perception is in a sense egocentric, as locations are defined

relative to one’s own position. However, mental representations of space are also a

result of cognitive processing, which allows for example, to establish an allocentric

reference frame, in which spatial relationships are independent of the position of

the observer. Using an allocentric reference frame makes it easier to imagine the

positions of objects from novel vantage points as, for example, when arriving to a
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N

Egocentric Allocentric Global

Figure 2.4: Conceptual diagram of spatial relationships can be described according to dif-

ferent frames of reference. In the egocentric reference frame, spatial relation-

ships are estimated from the perspective of the observer. In contrast, in the

allocentric reference frame, spatial relationships are independent of the posi-

tion of the observer. Finally, in an extrinsic, or global, reference frame (e.g.

north). Individuals show systematic preference and use of specific frames of

reference which are manifested in performance differences in spatial reasoning

tasks, such as pointing towards a landmark from an unfamiliar point of view.

familiar location from a new route. Further, some people are also able to maintain

their orientation relative to extrinsic frames of reference, which can refer to a non-

visible entity, such as cardinal directions (e.g. north, south etc.), or can be imposed

by the spatial layout of space, for example a major axis. Allocentric and extrinsic

frames of references, allow to flexibly reason about the relative location of places

and navigate towards them even through unfamiliar territories. People show the

tendency to systematically encode and use spatial information in a preferred frame of

reference, which can be predominantly egocentric or allocentric. This proclivity can

be measured with self-reported tests, such as the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction

(Hegarty et al., 2002, discussed further in page 2.4.1), behavioural tests such as

turning towards the homing direction which elicit distinct activation in brain areas

associated with the allocentric processing of spatial information (Gramann et al.,
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2010).

2.2.5 Types of spatial knowledge

Siegel and White (1975) proposed that spatial knowledge develops in three distinct

phases, which they called: landmark-, route- and survey-knowledge. As a person

learns a new environment, spatial knowledge initially can be thought of as a se-

quence of instructions, which includes information about a location and an asso-

ciated behaviour, e.g. where to turn and what direction to take, as a sequence of

egocentric instructions, e.g. ”turn left at the bakery”. With increased exposure, they

argued, this knowledge is extended with information about routes, including more

metric information about the distances between locations. Finally, this matures into

survey knowledge which, akin to a map, allows a topological and metric understand-

ing of spatial configuration. Thus, survey-knowledge allows to flexibly reason about

the bearing and distance towards non-visible places, and is a prerequisite for adap-

tive behaviours, like shortcuts. In their view, this knowledge is acquired over time

in a step-wise manner. This model has been extremely influential, firstly because it

provided classification of different types of knowledge and secondly for proposing

a temporal order of development. Due to its impact on spatial cognition research,

this theory has been called the dominant model (Montello, 1998).

However, this model conflicted with empirical data suggesting that accurate

cognitive maps can develop with relatively little exposure to a new environment,

and that there are people who are able to learn both landmark, metric and configu-

rational information from a single visit Ishikawa and Montello (2006). To address

this, Montello (1998) proposed that landmark, route and survey knowledge develop

in parallel, rather than sequentially, and it is their accuracy that increases with re-

peated experience. This hypothesis was corroborated by Ishikawa and Montello

(2006). During 10 consecutive weekly visits to an unfamiliar neighbourhood in

Santa Barbara, California, participants were driven in two complex circuitous routes,

and were asked to learn about the locations of landmarks and the distance between

them. Then, the researchers measured how the accuracy of responses in tasks that re-

quired topological, metric and survey knowledge evolved over repeated exposures.
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Contrary to the dominant model, with repeated visits participants became indeed

more accurate in their responses, but most were already able to grasp the fundamen-

tal aspects about the distance and configuration of locations from the very first visit.

Of course, individual ability is also a factor (see page 49); some participants did not

improve even after 10 weeks. As Meilinger et al. (2013) put it, “some navigators

develop survey knowledge immediately, some over time and others never”. Thus,

spatial knowledge is still categorised in three types, but it is accepted that people

may develop such knowledge at different rates based on their individual proclivity

and for each type of spatial information (i.e. a person may learn a sequence or a

route faster than creating a survey representation of that same environment).

2.2.6 Cognitive styles for spatial learning

People show a proclivity for spontaneously adopting one type of spatial knowledge,

and organise spatial information accordingly. This has been called ‘cognitive style’,

and has implications for the information that can be derived from spatial knowl-

edge. For example, a marked difference between route- and survey- (configura-

tional) knowledge is that the latter enables estimates of distance and direction be-

tween routes to non-visible places on- and off- route. As Reginald Golledge notes:

“simple route learning cannot provide details of off route features” (Golledge, 1999).

In fact, route and survey knowledge of familiar places can be uncorrelated, depend-

ing on the mode of learning. Investigating this idea, Meilinger et al. (2013) observed

that participants were more accurate if they had learned the area walking (egocentric

experience) rather than from an aerial perspective (map). Meilinger et al. (2013)

argue that learning from direct experience engages multiple reference frames and

provides information for the development of route-based and survey-based knowl-

edge.

Various studies show that the preferred type of spatial knowledge, impacts peo-

ple’s ability to process information flexibly. Meneghetti et al. (2011) found that

understanding verbal spatial descriptions is the result of an interaction between the

preferred frame of reference of the individual and the frame of reference used for the

description. Individuals who use preferably landmark- and route-based knowledge,
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performed better if the description was in their preferred perspective. In contrast, in-

dividuals who prefer survey-based knowledge could adjust more flexibly to informa-

tion expressed in any perspective perspectives, able to learn configuration from route

and then reconstruct a survey-like representation to make a map. Another study by

Pazzaglia and Beni (2001) asked participants to complete an indoor wayfinding task

of approximately 150 meters, using either a map or a written description. Although

overall performance was similar between individuals, those using a survey strategy

performed generally better, needed less time to study the instructions and hesitated

less. Nori and Giusberti (2003) asked participants to learn a route and then make

directional judgements, assuming various positions along the route. Again, survey

individuals were accurate regardless of the alignment of the new perspective, but

landmark and route made significantly more error when changing from the learned

perspective.

The preference for type of spatial knowledge is also related with gender. In

general men report more frequently the use of survey-based strategy, allocentric

representations and cardinal directions. Instead, women report more frequently the

use of an egocentric perspective and route strategy, for example using landmarks

and right-left hand turns (Dabbs et al., 1998; Meneghetti et al., 2011; Pazzaglia and

Beni, 2001). For example, Holding and Holding (1989) found a male advantage in

making accurate path distance estimates, higher confidence of judgement, accuracy

in angular directions, whereas females tended to underestimate long distances and

overestimate smaller ones. More recently, in a virtual navigation study with 558,143

participants from across the world, Coutrot et al. (2018b) found that males system-

atically navigated more efficiently (less distance travelled, duration, more accurate

pointing towards the origin).

2.3 Organisation and biases of cognitive maps

2.3.1 Distortions and Errors

Mental representations of space, or cognitive maps, are not accurate representations

of the real world but contains abstractions and distortions —although, arguably this
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is true for all maps. Rather they are abstractions of space, dynamic and flexible

mental structures, susceptible to updates and distortions, biases and inaccuracies.

These distortions are manifested and influence everyday behaviour in a variety of

ways, for example when one makes a wrong turn, underestimates the distance or the

direction of the destination, or when finds oneself lost. In addition, mental represen-

tations of space are not fixed and rigid products, but rather dynamic and malleable

entities of information. Information about new places is accrued over time, while

some knowledge is forgotten. However, as the psychologist Barbara Tversky high-

lights, it is important that such distortions should not be regarded simply as errors

or problems but rather “... as natural products of the systems, and as such are clues

to the way the system operates” (Tversky, 1992, p.131). It is through the study of

systematic errors that illuminates significant aspects of human spatial cognition and

behaviour. Here, two examples of distortions and biases are introduced: the asym-

metry of distances, alignment effects.

Asymmetry of distances A first example of distortion in cognitive maps is the

asymmetry of distance. A consistent finding of studies in distance perception is

that people make different distance judgements between objects in a room, or loca-

tions within a city, depending which one is the origin and which the destination. In

other words, distance perception is asymmetric: dA−B 6= dB−A. In urban terms (en-

vironmental scale) this phenomenon is called route asymmetry (Sadalla and Staplin,

1980a).

According to (McNamara and Diwadkar, 1997), depending on the formula-

tion of the question one location of each pair serves as the referent which brings to

memory an area, or spatial context, around it. As they explain, when the referent is

salient, e.g. a landmark, it evokes a significantly larger spatial context, both in terms

of number of other locations recalled, and the radius of the spatial context (Mc-

Namara and Diwadkar, 1997). Early studies taking place in the physical environ-

ment (Sadalla and Staplin, 1980b; Sadalla et al., 1980) and more recent ones taking

place in virtual reality (Jansen-Osmann and Wiedenbauer, 2004; Jansen-Osmann

and Berendt, 2005), have identified the feature accumulation effect which postu-
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lates that the number of ‘features’ along a route, for example turns, intersections or

landmarks, lead to overestimated distance travelled.

Alignment effectsAnother factor influencing distortions in cognitive maps is

known as the alignment effect, which refers to the viewpoint dependence of spa-

tial memory. It has been consistently observed that people to tend to be more fast

and/or accurate when imagining a location from a particular orientation. The Prin-

cipal Reference Theory (PRT) argues that the preferred orientation is organised hi-

erarchically, based on available information (Marchette et al., 2011a). Egocentric

representation (from the individual’s viewpoint) is the first organisation cue. How-

ever, the environmental context (e.g. the walls of a room or street), the symmetry

of a spatial configuration, or other strong organisational cues, can bias the orien-

tation of the preferred representation. Thus, the memory of locations or objects in

space may be dependent on the viewpoint of the individual when they were expe-

rience (viewpoint dependent) or dependent on the context in which they exist (con-

text dependent). This effect can be examined through pointing, a technique which

is, according to Golledge: ”the externalisation of cognized directions” (Golledge,

1999). In a pointing task, participants are asked to imagine being at one location

facing towards a second location and then point towards the direction of a third lo-

cation. In a viewpoint-dependent, egocentric representation, familiar views should

be more accessible than novel views, whereas in a viewpoint-independent, allocen-

tric representation, familiar and novel views should be equally accessible (Shelton

and Mcnamara, 1997).

Indeed, this task requires the ability to use a configurational, map-like mental

representation of space. For example, to investigate the role of viewpoint in the

accuracy of mental representations, Shelton and Mcnamara (1997) presented partic-

ipants a room-sized scene of objects from two different viewpoints with 90°angle

between them. Later, participants had to make judgements about the position of

various objects from memory, imagining they are looking at the objects from the

learned, or from novel orientations (Figure 2.5). Participants performed better (less

angular error and faster response times) when they made estimates from the learned
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Figure 2.5: Example of pointing errors due to viewpoint dependence. Two charts showing

the mean angular error (a) and latency (b) of pointing judgements as a function

of imagined heading. This is an example of the effects of learned viewpoint

(0°) or the intrinsic axis (90°) of an environment, on the difficulty (latency) and

accuracy of spatial representation. Source: Shelton and Mcnamara (1997).

perspective. This demonstrates the effect of experience and familiarity on establish-

ing a reference frame and a dominant orientation of the spatial structure of cognitive

maps.

Other studies have shown the orientation of maps can also bias the spatial

knowledge that is extracted from the map, such as the North-up bias (e.g. Franken-

stein et al., 2012). Typically, maps are oriented North-up (in the northern hemi-

sphere), and this alignment dominates people’s representations of the environment.

As a result, people are more quick and accurate to make estimates and find routes

when they perceive places from this dominant perspective. To address this, maps in

public spaces are often placed according to the direction the reader of map is facing,

to facilitate the orientation of the user, but this often means the person has to up-

date (switch) the orientation of representation of the environment they know from

north-up maps to what they see in the map.
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Modality effect In everyday life, we expect to acquire spatial knowledge either from

direct contact, or from representations, such as maps or even virtual reality environ-

ments. How accurate does the mental representation match the real environment?

Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) suggested that spatial knowledge differs if it is

acquired from direct experience is or from a map. However, a limitation of their

experiment was that one group of participants had 30 minutes to study the map

and the other had one year of familiarity with building on average. More recent

studies have targeted this issue, providing comparable amounts of exposure to the

various environments (e.g. Ishikawa andMontello, 2006; Howard et al., 2014; Schi-

nazi et al., 2013). In large-scale environments, such as buildings, neighbourhoods or

whole cities, the environment is never visible for a sole viewpoint. Alignment effects

are stronger when spatial information is acquired from maps or Virtual Reality, but

the effect is attenuated when individuals have direct experience of the environment

(Richardson et al., 1999; Frankenstein et al., 2012; Meilinger et al., 2013). On the

other hand, alignment effects are also present in real-world environments, and can

be partly explained by the structure of the environment; for example in Marchette

et al. (2011a) study participants made fewer errors when imaging facing north facing

heading which was the dominant direction of the city blocks.

2.3.2 Hierarchical organisation of spatial information

As we have seen earlier, mental representations of space can be categorised in

landmark-, route- and survey-based, according to the topological detail and the em-

phasis placed upon different aspects of the environment, such as landmarks, dis-

tances and directions. Another important question regards how such information

about multiple places is integrated in memory and organised into a whole. As Bar-

bara Tversky notes, the humanmind “does not use a mathematical formula that takes

a point on a map or in the world in to a point in some mental representation of the

map or the environment. Rather, the human mind seems to reorganise the informa-

tion entirely” (Tversky, 1992). Multiple strands of experimental evidence support

the theory that systematic errors can be explained by the hierarchical organisation of

spatial knowledge. To emphasize the incomplete nature of mental representations of
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space, Tversky (1993) calls them cognitive colleages, which are “thematic overlays

of multimedia from different points of view. They lack the coherence of maps, but

do contain figures, partial information, and differing perspectives”.

A classic example of hierarchical organisation is the oft-cited experiment of

Stevens and Coupe (1978). They asked participants to indicate the direction from

one location to another, for example from Reno, Nevada to San Diego, California or

Seattle, USA to Montreal, Canada. Surprisingly, respondents erred systematically,

for example by considering San Diego to the west of Reno. Stevens and Coupe

(1978) hypothesised that participants reduced the complexity of the spatial reasoning

process by using the hierarchically superordinate entity to make their judgements,

in other words comparing the relative positions of the states rather than the cities. In

another experiment, individuals were faster to make distance judgements between

locations which belong in the same hierarchical group, for example between Lon-

don and Liverpool, rather than London and Edinburgh; here England and Scotland

served as hierarchical entities (Maki, 1981). This demonstrates that superordinate

structures, such as a state, region or district, act as anchors for their encompassing

locations. Of course, as Lynch (1960) first observed, these ’regions’ do not have

to be defined by political boundaries as in the above examples, but can reflect the

structure of the city itself.

Personal and collective landmarks constitute reference points are also used to

structure spatial information. Locations near reference points are perceived to be

closer to the main landmark, constituting clusters (Sadalla et al., 1980). To exam-

ine this, Sadalla et al. (1980) employed the reference-point hypothesis proposed by

Rosch in 1975, which posits that salient objects serve as points of reference for the

position of other objects. Extending this idea, Couclelis et al. (1987) proposed the

anchor-point hypothesis which posits that major reference points, such as salient

landmarks, function as ‘anchors’ that organise the mental representations of nearby

locations. In a more recent example, Marchette et al. (2011a) found that people

made more accurate judgments of direction when they were pointing between places

of the same spatial hierarchy, such as a cluster of buildings, than when they were
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pointing between locations across groups.This anchoring effect suggests that spatial

knowledge is organised hierarchically, and that salient cues play a key role in its

organisation and retrieval (Couclelis et al., 1987).

So what makes a good landmark? Landmarks are prominent spatial elements

(for example buildings) of particular salience due to their location, architectural fea-

tures, the contrast with their surroundings or even personal meaning. For example,

the location of buildings at decision points, like street intersections, renders them

‘structurally’ salient (Lynch, 1960; Röser et al., 2012). Behavioural and neurolog-

ical data suggest that, in general, landmarks situated at key decision points func-

tion as ‘mnemonic markers’ (Schinazi and Epstein, 2010) to facilitate wayfinding

processes. Landmarks can be personal and idiosyncratic, or shared between a com-

munity, what Conroy-Dalton and Bafna (2003) call ‘consensus landmarks’. The

salience of a landmark may be shared or obvious for a community, for example a

church or a bakery, but also individuals may recognize particular elements of the en-

vironment as reference points and use them as personal beacons for their everyday

navigation. Consensus landmarks, in particular, are defined by their spatial charac-

teristics, such as the visual catchment area and their location near highly integrated

parts of the urban fabric.

2.3.3 Implications for navigation

The implications of these findings are significant for our understanding about the

function of cities. Perceptual and cognitive errors in spatial estimates of distance

and direction are consistently observed and are related with the structure of envi-

ronment (effects of alignment with dominant axes, regionalisation based on spatial

hierarchies). Such distortions and errors in cognitive maps may not compromise our

ability to navigate in the world, but should be taken into account in any discussion on

spatial behaviour (e.g. route choice). For example, it is often assumed that humans

tend to optimise routes for efficiency (e.g. shortest path), but the studies reviewed

suggest that distortions are systematic. Sadalla et al. (1980) have shown that judg-

ments of distance are different depending on the direction of travel towards or away

from a landmark or reference point. Similarly, it has been found that people over-
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estimate the distance of paths with many turns is overestimated Sadalla and Magel

(1980), which Montello (1991) calls the ‘route-angularity’ effect. The corollary of

this phenomena of distance asymmetry is that judgements of routes can be distorted

by the properties of the route or the direction towards or away from a reference point.

Indeed, the hierarchical organisation of spatial knowledge has important impli-

cations for navigation. As Wiener and Mallot (2003) explain: “humans plan routes

using different levels of the hierarchical representation of space”. During naviga-

tion people do not only take into account how places are connected (e.g. origin-

destination), but also how their higher order organisation, regions, are connected.

In their experiments, Wiener and Mallot (2003) found that people employ complex

heuristics using regions to decide upon a travel direction and then adjust and fine-

tune their navigation as the enter individual regions.

2.4 Spatial Abilities

Aswith other aspects of cognition and behaviour, people vary greatly in the ability to

learn, remember and reason about spaces. The performance of individuals in spatial

tasks reflect both innate and acquired individual abilities and competences.

2.4.1 Assessing Spatial abilities

Historically, the development of paper-and-pencil tests for the assessment of spatial

abilities evolved from the need to efficiently predict performance for individuals

in various tasks, e.g. for the selection of personnel, or for targeting education pro-

grams (Hegarty and Waller, 2005). Spatial ability is differentiated from general

intelligence. Certain spatial abilities, for example mental rotation skills, are impor-

tant for abstract thinking and predict performance in various other disciplines such as

STEM education (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics), but have low

explanatory power of behavioural data from large-scale navigation (Kozhevnikov

et al., 2006).

Interestingly, spatial abilities are not consistent across scales of space. Some-

one may find it easy to resolve with accuracy a “paper-and-pencil” mental rotation

task, but perform poorly on a wayfinding task. Even more, there is variation in
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ability in different spatial tasks too, which suggests that tasks may involve different

cognitive processes. In the context of spatial cognition research, it is important to as-

sess spatial abilities of participants in order to control whether performance reflects

the demands of the task, or participants’ individual abilities.

Until recently there was not an established manner to assess the ability orien-

tate and navigate (Richardson et al., 1999). For example, Malinowski (2001) found

that sex, or mental rotation skills accounted only for 29% of the performance in a

wayfinding task. As a response to this issue, first Pazzaglia and Beni (2001) and then

Hegarty et al. (2002) developed two self-reported measures of spatial ability adapted

to the spatial scale and individual strategies of large-scale space. The questionnaire

on spatial representation (QSR) has 11-items and taps into the preferential use of

landmarks, route or survey representations in everyday navigation (Pazzaglia and

Beni, 2001), while the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction (SBSOD) is a 15-item ques-

tionnaire addressing the competence in maintaining a sense of direction in various

environments and using maps or cardinal directions (Hegarty et al., 2002). Later, as

these two tests tap into complementary abilities, Münzer and Hölscher (2011) com-

bined them in a 19-item questionnaire (FSBSOD). The assessment of one’s own

sense of direction or the ability to indicate the bearing to non-visible locations, are

good predictors of large-scale spatial abilities Cornell et al. (2003). These question-

naires are now used to select participants for testing according to their general skill

or to relate spatial ability and performance of individuals.

Another approach is to use performance to directly assess the abilities of indi-

viduals in specific tasks. For example, Nori and Giusberti (2003) asked participants

to learn a route inside a building and then complete three spatial tasks: identify a

number of landmarks along the route from a list, describe the route in detail, and

make distance estimates of each route segments. Individuals were classified ac-

cording to their scores as well as the spatial strategy used in each task (landmark

or survey). Thus participants abilities were assessed through performance in the

task, rather than self-report. Another example comes from Cornell et al. (2003),

who found that both individuals scoring high and those scoring low on self-reported
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sense of direction (SOD) can identify novel shortcuts. However, those with poor

sense of direction take more time to complete and rely on different aspects of the en-

vironment. Persons high in SOD reported frequent use of distant landmarks and had

better knowledge of the route shape. Instead, those low in SOD relied on landmarks

and preferred to stay close or travel parallel to the familiar route. Taken together,

such findings suggest that individual can make relatively good assessments of their

own orientation and navigation ability, and adopt strategies that are more suited to

their own strengths and proclivities.

2.4.2 Natural variation in Spatial Abilities

Amajor component of spatial ability is the proclivity to create, in Siegel andWhite’s

terms, landmark-, route- or survey-based mental representations. The preferential

use of a frame of reference (egocentric or allocentric) is consistent and determines

a cognitive strategy, or ‘cognitive style’ (Meneghetti et al., 2011). The cognitive

style of individuals correlates with their ability to estimate bearings and distances

to non-visible locations, respond faster and take shortcuts and even acquire spatial

information from verbal descriptions. In Cornell et al. (2003), the ‘confidence’ of

one’s own sense of direction was reflected in a variety of indicators, from the walk-

ing speed of individuals to the amount of deliberation at decision points.

Some effects of sex are consistently identified in studies, but it is not clear

whether these reflect innate abilities or are developed due to a sociocultural con-

text. Although in self-reported measures female participants consistently assess

their spatial ability to be lower than that of males, behavioural performance (e.g. tak-

ing shortcuts) is often on a par. One difference between the sexes is the proclivity

in the cognitive style. Lawton (1994) observed that females rely on a route-based

strategy while men prefer a survey like representation; such results have been re-

ported in more studies (e.g. Meneghetti et al., 2011; Dabbs et al., 1998). Males

may also perform better in judgements of relative direction (JRD) for imagined lo-

cations but performance is similar in some wayfinding tasks estimating bearings in

situ (Cornell et al., 2003). Women are as good in situated (on-site) pointing tasks,

navigation and short-cutting, but score lower in off-site tasks. In general, the effect
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of sex is present in studies of spatial abilities but in real-world behaviour the effect

is somewhat mitigated by the use of compensatory strategies.

In conclusion, sense of orientation is an ability that varies naturally between in-

dividuals, and is a significant factor that determines how people perform in wayfind-

ing tasks. The ‘cognitive styles’ used to encode spatial information also varies be-

tween people and influences the type of mental representations that are derived from

experience, maps or other instructions, and how efficiently this information can be

used to guide behaviour and decision-making.

2.5 Navigation of visually impaired individuals

Here, we turn to the cognitive basis of navigation of visually impaired individuals.

This is relevant when considering the emotional experience of pedestrian movement

of visually impaired individuals (Chapter 5).

2.5.0.1 The impact of visual impairment on spatial ability

Spatial cognition researchers have systematically examined the ability of visually

impaired persons to create mental representations of space, investigating how people

integrate perceptual information into spatial knowledge. In particular, researchers

have examined whether the reduced vision impacts individuals’ ability or accuracy

of cognitivemapping, and how congenitally blind or adventitiously blind individuals

adapt to the task of learning their environments. This question has both operative im-

plications for the provision of adequate training, as well as theoretical implications

about the role of vision and the other senses in the formation of spatial, topological

maps.

From a theoretical standpoint, much of this research has focused on congeni-

tal blindness, following “the premise that without sight both spatial knowledge and

spatial ability would be both diminished and impoverished” (Kitchin et al., 1997,

p.228). Researchers have asked whether the ability to form spatial representations

is innate or acquired through vision, how information from several sensory modal-

ities (vision, hearing, smell, proprioception) is integrated in a coherent view of the

world, and how is this affected if one sense is reduced or lost (Ungar, 2000). Sev-
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eral theories have tried to explain experimental results and a useful departure for this

discussion is Sona Andrews’ oft-cited taxonomy of the Difference, the Deficiency,

and the Inefficiency theories on the spatial abilities of the blind (Andrews, 1983, as

cited in: Golledge, 1993; Kitchin et al., 1997).

The Deficiency Theory posits that without any visual experience individuals

do not develop the ability to process and organise spatial information, and thus their

spatial abilities are deficient. The Inefficiency theory postulates that visually im-

paired people do have the ability to build mental representations of space, but their

representations are inefficient and inaccurate, because the input from the non-visual

senses is less precise. Finally, theDifference theory takes a more moderate position,

suggesting that mental representations of space may be different but not worse.

Empirical data from experiments provide more support to the difference the-

ory. Although on average sighted or late-blind participants perform better than early

blind ones, there are studies showing that one or more congenitally blind participants

performed equally, and sometimes better than sighted in some of the spatial tasks

(such as estimating the direction to an object or a location, repeating or creating a

model of a route etc). Such findings suggests that the ability to extract spatial infor-

mation from various sensorymodalities does not depend on having visual experience

in the first years of life. Another case in support on the difference theory comes from

Rieser et al. (1980), who hypothesised that visual experience is necessary to learn

how to organise spatial information into a mental representation. Therefore, they

argued, congenitally blind individuals would be less efficient in establishing a topo-

logical knowledge of the environment. In their experiments, however, Rieser et al.

(1980) found that blind participants were more accurate with functional distances

than Euclidean, which suggested they had the ability to integrated spatial informa-

tion about the distance travel and changes in direction, but were less effective in

integration of this information into a map-like representation. In addition, those dif-

ferences did not prevent individuals from constructing mental representations that

are sufficiently accurate for travel, or to create detailed and accurate sketch maps. In

three separate studies with congenitally blind participants, Jacobson (1998) found
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that they were able to learn and repeat routes in the environment (with an exception

due to lack of mobility confidence) and that access to tactile maps reinforced their

level of configurational knowledge leading to the creation of increasingly accurate

spatial maps.

Finally, ability may be confounded with competence and practice. Participants

are often asked to accomplish tasks that they are not used to perform, for example,

asking a blind participant to point towards a distal landmark. This holds true for

the sighted participants, as they too are “forced to operate at a disadvantage and

rely on manipulatory and tactile strategies that would not usually be used if vision

were available”(Schinazi, 2006). Thus, what appears to be an effect of ability, could

equally be an outcome of underdeveloped competence.

Similarly, practice with specific tasks also influences performance. As Loomis

and Klatzky (1993) observed, participant performance seemed to be an effect of

independent mobility, not visual condition. Blind participants who were generally

active and independent, were able to perform on a par with sighted individuals. For

example, Golledge et al. (2000) found that after 4 learning trials, the wayfinding,

pointing and sketch-map performance of blind participants was on a par with that

of sighted. Notably, in their experiments Golledge et al. (2000) applied the method

of ”active learning” (e.g. asking individuals to point or make distance estimates)

after each learning session, which further demonstrates both that people posses such

abilities, and also the importance of developing competences.

To further understand how spatial abilities and competences impact the abil-

ity of visually impaired people to navigate in urban spaces, the following sections

examine spatial cognition in small- and large-scale spaces (Montello, 1993).

2.5.0.2 Cognition of small scale spaces

In small-scale spaces, such as a room, keeping track of one’s own movement during

locomotion is possible even at the absence of vision. For example, Klatzky et al.

(1990) have shown that blindfolded sighted people were able to complete small path-

integration tasks, which require that participants keep track of distance, direction and

rotation of movement for a fewmeters in order to retrace or complete a path. In a an-
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other study, Loomis and Klatzky (1993) found that in a path-integration task, some

congenitally blind participants performed as well as blindfolded sighted ones, sug-

gesting that lack of visual experience alone does not impair the ability to construct

mental representations of space, and there are more factors that come into play, such

as mobility training and spatial competences.

2.5.0.3 Cognition of Large scale spaces

The challenge of creating mental representations of large-scale spaces, such as a

neighbourhood or a city, is that spatial information has to be integrated over both

distance and time. On larger-spaces, such as a building, keeping track of movement,

and learning a spatial configuration is also possible, but the size of space begins to

have an effect on the kind of mental representations. For example, Schinazi con-

ducted two experiments at the Dorton College of the Royal London Society for the

Blind, asking 29 and 33 subjects respectively to take part in two experiments: the

first based on their prior knowledge of the College campus, and the second, learning

an ad-hoc maze (Schinazi, 2005, 2006). In general, all groups were more accurate

when pointing from- or towards- highly familiar areas, and importantly, at least some

visually impaired participants performed as well as sighted ones, supporting the idea

that high-level spatial abilities can be independent of vision.

Rieser et al. (1980) found that when people are highly familiar with a build-

ing, congenitally, adventitiously blind, and sighted participants performed equally

well in estimating path-distance, but adventitiously and congenitally blind partic-

ipants had lower performance in estimating Euclidean distance. This observation

suggested a difficulty to switch from the more egocentric landmark- and route-based

representations to allocentric survey-representation (which would facilitate the es-

timation of Euclidean distances). This is further supported from the fact that blind

participants had a tendency to “exaggerate Euclidean distances between locations

that are functionally separated by corners and turns more than did sighted subjects”

(Rieser et al., 1980, p.190).

Similarly, Byrne and Salter (1983) asked eight (8) congenitally blind and eight

(8) sighted individuals (controls), to make distance and direction estimates between
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different locations selected from each participant’s own neighbourhood, to ensure a

high degree of familiarity. Although both groups had comparable performance in

making Euclidean distance estimates (as the ‘crow flies’), there were significance

differences in making direction estimates. Blind participants made larger pointing

errors, especially when pointing from a distal location to their home. This suggests

that they had developed a sense of distance magnitude from their experience, but had

not have accurate survey / topological knowledge of the area. The implication of

this is that they would have to rely more on egocentric and route-based information

which “is particularly a handicap when they are imagining themselves at a remote

location from which the direction estimate is made” (Byrne and Salter, 1983).

In another study by Passini and Proulx (1988), fifteen total-blind (i.e. without

residual vision) and fifteen sighted individuals matched for age and sex, received

two guided tours of a 250-meter route through a large building at the University of

Montreal. After this learning stage, participants had to describe the route, then re-

peat it independently and finally create a tactile model of the route on a magnetic

board. No significant difference was found in the repetition or memory of the route

between blind and sighted participants. However, blind participants required more

time for the mental preparation of their route in more detail, making 58% more de-

cisions when planning the journey and making 76%more decisions while executing

the journey. Importantly, there were visually impaired persons that made no error

during the tasks, although in general for visually impaired persons decisions were

more aware of the decisions underlying wayfinding. As Passini and Proulx (1988)

note:

Most of the visually impaired subjects, for example, identified a door

frame of a fire barrier located half way along a corridor. This door frame

became a reference point and led to a specific decision. The sighted per-

son, on the other hand, seeing the end of the corridor, paid no particular

attention to the door frame and did not formulate a decision at that point.

Passini and Proulx (1988)

This higher number of decisions, can be conceptualised as an indicator of dif-
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ficulty. The visually impaired traveller will require more information to make the

same trips and this information will come from a different sources, such as “small

features, such as a radiator, a door frame, or an ashtray, that went unnoticed by the

sighted wayfinder were shown to be important reference points for the blind trav-

eller” (Passini and Proulx, 1988). In that sense, open spaces, such as public squares

or parks can be difficult to navigate if they lack adequate features (clearly demar-

cated or tactile paving) to provide direction and guidance at regular intervals.

More empirical studies can help portray the abilities and complexities of learn-

ing an environment, for example the difference between spatial knowledge and being

able to use it effectively. Golledge et al. (2000) showed that with repeated exposure,

people with different levels of vision are able to learn a novel route through an unfa-

miliar urban area. In a dual experiment conducted in parallel in Santa Barbara and

in Belfast, thirty (30) participants (10 blind, 10 visually impaired and 10 sighted, di-

vided between the two locations), were asked to learn from direct experience, repeat

from memory and represent (make models) of a route. The routes were matched for

length (1.7 km) and complexity (number of turns and intersections). Participants

walked the route four times: the first time they received instructions, and then for

another three times they had to repeat the route on their own, while pointing to lo-

cations along the route. At the end of these three trials, there were no statistically

significant differences observed between participants’ ability to learn, repeat the

route independently or construct a model of the route and point to locations. This

shows, that although blind and visually impaired participants required more trials,

they were able to reach the same level of spatial knowledge as the sighted ones.

Lack of vision hinders “putting knowledge into action as effectively and quickly”

(Golledge et al., 2000).

Furthermore, Golledge et al. (2000) argue that the mistakes, deviations from

the learned path of participants did not reflect a lack of spatial knowledge, but a

restricted “ability to recognize location cues along the route as they traversed it”.

Also, as it emerged, from participants’ interviews, the ‘active learning’ of routes,

using pointing, distance and model making tasks reinforced both the spatial knowl-
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edge and the confidence of visually impaired participants.

As a final point, the spatial configuration, e.g. the urban design characteristics

of a site, can also influence the ability of people to create a mental representation of

space — an idea that goes back to Kevin Lynch. As Golledge et al. (2000) observed

that overall, participants in Belfast performed better compared to those in Santa

Barbara, which they explained by the wide curvature of street-segments and street-

corners in Santa Barbara, which “made it harder to establish a coherent survey frame

of reference” (Golledge et al., 2000).

2.5.0.4 Understanding performance in spatial tasks

Beyond the debate on ability, research has identified various factors that influence

the performance of visually impaired people, and their ease or difficulty in complet-

ing various spatial tasks. Some of these factors are competence, general experience

with independent travel and learning strategy.

CompetenceOne issue that has been raised by several researchers is whether the

experimental tasks typically used to examine the spatial abilities of visually im-

paired persons, measure their abilities or their skills. Ability regards whether a per-

son is able to accomplish a physical or mental task. On the other hand, competence

reflects the extent to which a person can apply this ability, how well a person can

perform a task. For example, one may be able to throw a ball, but not competent

enough to hit the target. Similarly, sight-loss, or old age, may impact competence

to complete certain tasks, although the actual ability is intact. This distinction is

critical because it shifts the focus from the ability—which is often taken as innate

and stable—to skills and competences that can be improved with adequate training.

People do not necessarily have enough experience with the task or test used by the

researchers, and thus, any differences in performance may not be a result of abilities

but one of competence (Loomis and Klatzky, 1993; Schinazi, 2006). For example,

Schinazi notes, “pointing to objects at a distance is not an action commonly under-

taken by visually impaired and particularly by blind individuals” (Schinazi, 2006,

p.6). In contrast, sighted persons are used to pointing to distal places, pointing to an

interesting object or to give directions; provided with equal familiarity and practice
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with the task and the mental process required, visually impaired participants would

perhaps perform on a par.

Kitchin and Jacobson (1997) classified methods used to assess the cognitive

maps of visually impaired into route-based (such as route learning and route recon-

struction, distance estimation, direction estimation) and configurational techniques,

(such as sketch maps or physical models) which focus on the configuration of mul-

tiple elements. As he points out, these methods have “weak methodological conver-

gence”, as both sighted and visually impaired participants often perform very differ-

ently across the various tasks. Therefore, Kitchin and Jacobson (1997) emphasises

the variety of methods used to assess the cognitive mapping processes of visually

impaired people, should be used with caution with regards to their reliability. The

environment used should also be a matter of attention and real-world environments

should be preferred over laboratory, because individuals are accustomed to “inhabit”

them and are behaviourally adjusted.

Expertise in independent travel Similarly, people’s experience (and competence)

with independent travel is also reflected in their performance in spatial tasks. In

an experiment by Loomis and Klatzky (1993), congenitally blind participants suc-

ceeded in several tasks, in contrast to previous findings with the same protocol.

They explain this discrepancy on the bases of their participant recruitment process.

As they argue, participants perhaps had “better-than-average” spatial skills, because

they rigorously selected people who were able to travel independently. This obser-

vation could put into question the prior debate on the possibility of spatial abilities:

“... if independent travel, not prior visual experience is the causative

factor that promotes the development of spatial ability, then including

such individuals will falsely predispose the research toward that con-

clusion that visual experience is important in the development of spatial

ability.” (Loomis and Klatzky, 1993, p.90)

Learning StrategiesAnother factor influencing the ability of people to form men-

tal representations of space is the cognitive strategies they use to learn and organise

spatial information. Cornoldi et al. (2009) observed that congenitally blind can learn
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a spatial configuration from a tactile map as well as the sighted group, and are able

to use a ‘spatial’ strategy (“visualising” locations) instead of “verbalising” instruc-

tions to oneself. In another recent study of fifty participants (twenty-five blind)

by Schmidt et al. (2013) on the effect of different cognitive styles (see page 40),

found that people automatically and spontaneously adopt a learning strategy which

is more related with levels of independent mobility than their level of vision: “the

autonomous [independent] blind participants did just as well as our sighted partici-

pants not only in the route, but also in the survey condition”.

2.5.1 Disorientation and Spatial Confusion

As discussed above, visually impaired individuals have the ability to learn routes

between places, even if this spatial knowledge may contain metric or topological

distortions and individuals differ in their abilities and competences. Indeed, in the

majority of studies, people are able retrace or repeat a previously learned route,

or to estimate path-distances (i.e. not Euclidean) towards familiar locations (e.g.

Passini and Proulx, 1988; Golledge et al., 2000). However, spatial knowledge is only

one component—however critical—of everyday mobility. Even if trips to highly

familiar destinations can be feasible, they can still be a source of concern or anxiety.

The question that arises is what other the causes and consequences of disorientation

and spatial confusion.

According to Golledge et al. (2000), people’s wayfinding errors may not be due

to a lack of spatial knowledge, but due to missing environmental cues at decision

points. For example, one person may be able to distinguish the colour of a sign-post,

but not be able read the text or discern the sign; another may be able to use only their

peripheral vision, while others have very little or no perception of light at all. Indeed,

vision facilitates the ability to access one’s relationship with distal spatial location,

reducing in many cases the need to have an accurate cognitive map to navigate. In

turn, visual impairments limit the amount or the quality of information individu-

als are able to extract from the environment and thus visually impaired individuals

have to rely more on non-visual cues, and their internal mental representations of

space. Marston and Golledge (2003) provide a useful classification of the five types
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of environmental knowledge that are “restricted or unavailable” due to reduced or

absence of vision:

1. Specific information for the positive identification at locations;

2. Spatial information accessed from distance;

3. Directional cues to distant locations;

4. Self-orientation and location information;

5. Integrated model of space.

These restrictions lead to a higher probability of making a navigation error,

with the result of disoriented or even lost, but also increase the difficulty to recover

from such errors (Marston and Golledge, 2003). There are different navigational-

and psychological implications of such errors.

According to Kitchin et al. (1998), spatial confusion can be distinguished in

two kinds: either self-produced or situational, depending on the source of disorien-

tation. Self-produced confusion is due to a mistake of the person “caused through

the actions or misperception / miscognition of the visually impaired person as they

navigate a route”. For example, this may be due to lack of sufficient spatial knowl-

edge about the route or the area, or not identifying a cue to take a particular action,

e.g. where to cross the street or turn towards a particular direction. Situational con-

fusion, on the other hand is a result of “a localised occurrence that may be permanent

or temporary in nature”, in other words, it is due to an external factor that the person

cannot adhere to her desired route and navigation plan, for example when a sign is

misplaced or concealed by an obstacle.

Even when people know the route to their destination, a variety of factors can

make their journey complicated or deter them frommaking a trip at all. Kitchin et al.

(1998) asked twelve (12) total blind and fifteen (15) visually impaired persons living

in or around Belfast about their daily experiences “negotiating the urban environ-

ment”. From their responses to an open-ended semi-structured interview, several

themes emerge. A variety of obstacles were routinely identified as reasons to veer
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off or detour from a familiar route, which often leads to spatial confusion, for exam-

ple the presence of pavement clutter, other obstacles in the pavement, road works

or cars blocking street crossing. In addition, the lack of environmental features can

also render places illegible. Lynch (1960) defined as the legibility of spaces those

qualities which facilitate the formation of clear and distinct mental ‘images’. The

presence of clearly demarcated local features, such as an entrance or lobby, or a hi-

erarchy of space in the case of complex building can both contribute to making the

building or city more legibile.

Such incidents have a psychological impact. As Kitchin et al. (1998) notes, the

situation of spatial confusionwas associatedwith a variety of negative feelings, from

wariness, stress, and anxiety, to panic and fear, but also feelings of embarrassment

and frustration. In response, people have to adopt certain coping strategies. For

many people, one strategy is to restrict their independent travel only to familiar

routes. To recover from such spatial confusion events, people may often choose to

ask others for directions, or to retrace their steps back to where a mistake was made,

or sometimes follow where other go. Personal guidance systems, combining GPS

and GIS, were less frequent reported, but this may reflect the stage of technologies

at the time (1998).

To summarise, although visual impairments may limit the role of vision in the

wayfinding process, visually impaired individuals maintain the ability to acquire the

spatial information necessary to navigate their environment. This ability is, how-

ever, related with practice, training and competence and thus may need additional

learning effort and resources to be efficient. The wayfinding process is often the

source of negative emotions. In particular, incidents of disorientation and spatial

confusion, which are often caused by external factors, are stressful and may act as

a deterrent for independent mobility. These issues will be revisited in Chapter 5, as

part of exploring the role of novel, mobile psychophysiological measures as a means

to assess the urban experiences of visually impaired pedestrians, and the influence

of urban infrastructure in the quality of their pedestrian journeys.
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2.6 Neural systems supporting navigation

In this final section, it is worthwhile to ask how does human brain support naviga-

tion processes, and what brain areas are involved in this process. Research in the

neural underpinnings of spatial cognition, not only allows to understand the basis of

cognitive function, but has also allowed to ”dissect” and understanding the cogni-

tive mechanisms involved in the process of recognising where we are and where we

aim to go.

In their 1971 groundbreaking paper, O’Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971) described

the fascinating discovery of a bundle of neurons inside the rat brain which appeared

sensitive to the position of the animal: “These 8 units responded solely or maximally

when the rat was situated in a particular part of the testing platform facing in a

particular direction” (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). Because the firing of these

neurons was associated with a specific location, they called them place cells.Their

discovery spurred decades of research by numerous researchers and was followed

by the discovery of more “spatial” cells including: grid cells, boundary vector cells,

head-direction cells (named according to their specialisation).

Place cells are found in the hippocampus, an brain area which belongs to the

medial temporal lobe (MTL). The MTL is one of the evolutionary older brain struc-

tures, which have strong similarities between animals and humans. Such similar-

ities “enable neuroscientific findings from invasive experiments in animals, such

as recordings from electrodes inserted in their brain, [to] be integrated with non-

invasive (behavioural, neuropsychological, and neuroimaging) findings in humans”

(Burgess, 2008).

2.6.1 Distance, complexity and places

The hippocampus, a brain structured at the Medial Temporal Lobe is considered

responsible for many of our spatial reasoning, including the ability to register or

remember routes and flexibly make associations about them. A fascinating example

of this ability and the role of the hippocampus, comes from London’s Black drivers.

Taxi (Black Cab) drivers in London are required to undergo extensive 2-3 year

training, called the ‘Knowledge’, which requires them to memorize ‘by heart’ the
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approximately 25000 streets that comprise central London. Because of this training,

London’s taxi drivers constitute a sample with rather homogeneous spatial knowl-

edge of a very extensive environment. A comparison of the size of the hippocampus

of taxi drivers against a control group with matched experience of London (e.g. bus

drivers), showed that the size of their hippocampus was significantly larger than the

control groupMaguire et al. (2003). Because this effect was only for drivers passing

the test but not the ones that failed, the researchers hypothesised that this change in

the size of the hippocampus was an effect of learning. Thus the researchers argued

that “hippocampal volume changes were acquired [and not innate], and reflect the

nature of the taxi drivers’ detailed representation of the city” (Maguire et al., 2003).

Thus, it is argued that the hippocampus, a central piece for memory in general, is

also responsible for encoding spatial and topological networks like London’s streets.

Specifically, the right posterior hippocampus is thought to be the storehouse of the

spatial representation of an environment, and grey matter volume increases to store

new information (Maguire et al., 2003).

It has also been shown that the size of the hippocampus varies between indi-

viduals and that a large hippocampus is associated with spatial learning in general.

Schinazi et al. (2013) found, for example, that the size of the right hippocampus

influences the ability to integrate spatial information and perform complex reason-

ing tasks. Participants learned two different routes, over three training sessions and,

in the final session, learned short-cuts between the two initial routes. Participants

knowledge was stable after the second session, and did not improve further with

more exposure. In addition, grey-matter volume in the right hippocampus was larger

for those participants whowere able to integrate the two initial routes and their short-

cuts into a whole, and thus make pointing judgement about places from the two

different routes (Schinazi et al., 2013).

The hippocampus is not only responsible for storing information, but also in-

volved in the processing of this information, for example to ‘calculate’ distances

within a street network. Morgan et al. (2011) presented participants with images of

pairs of landmarks and found that activation of the hippocampus correlated with dis-
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tance between the landmarks. Participants were not asked to physically or mentally

navigate between landmarks, but the hippocampal response indicated sensitivity to

the spatial relationships between landmarks. Euclidean and path distance correlated

with activation of left anterior but not other areas of the hippocampus, after control-

ling for the possibility that successive landmarks may have been both visible from

same location. This suggests that hippocampal activation reflects the distance to

goal (Morgan et al., 2011).

To further untangle how the hippocampus is involved in the calculation of Eu-

clidean and path distance, Howard et al. (2014) designed a novel experiment asking

participants to perform detours, in other words navigate towards goals that were

physically close (Euclidean distance) but required a long path to access. Through

this approach, they found that the brain activation of the anterior (frontal part) of the

right hippocampus correlated with Euclidean distance and that of the posterior hip-

pocampus correlated with path distance. However, there are many everyday tasks

that do not recruit our navigational abilities, such as travelling to familiar places,

which often feels automatic. Indeed as research shows, that the hippocampus is en-

gaged only when complex spatial reasoning is required such as when deciding to

take a short-cut or exploring a new route.

Such findings suggest that the hippocampus is essential for the process of spa-

tial problem solving, like remembering environmental structures or potential routes,

estimating distances and taking a decision. However, when problem solving is un-

necessary (e.g. when the route is known), the hippocampus is not engaged (Hartley

et al., 2003). In their study, Hartley et al. (2003) compared brain activity in the

medial temporal lobe during the process of following a previously known path or

wayfinding (reasoning) through an environment. While wayfinding requires to rea-

son about the spatial network and select an appropriate route was found, as expected,

to activate the hippocampus. However, following a well known path, did not engage

the hippocampus but, rather, a nearby structure the caudate nucleus. This entails that

following a well-known route taps on different cognitive systems to access mental

representations of the route and information that has already been encoded.
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The neural basis of cognitive style Shelton and Gabrieli (2002) found that learn-

ing from survey perspective (map view) activates a subset of the areas engaged in

route perspective learning, including the Medial Temporal Lobe. In other words,

they argued that cortical activity could reflect a persons cognitive style (landmark,

route, or survey). Marchette et al. (2011a) tested this hypothesis asking participants

to navigate in a familiar environment in virtual reality. First, researchers counted the

proportion of shortcuts taken by each participant, and computed a place/response in-

dex, “an index of an individual’s tendency toward place or response learning”, where

‘place’ is associated with more shortcuts and ‘response’ with taking more familiar

paths. This index correlated positively with the spatial abilities of subjects (R2 =

0.37). Participants did not differ in the ability to find goals, but in the strategy used,

i.e. taking a shortcut or sticking to the learned. The ratio of activation between the

hippocampus and the striatum (where the caudate nucleus is located) correlated sig-

nificantly (R2= 0.44) with the place/response index (i.e. preference for shortcuts).

This activation ratio also predicted 19% of the variance of subsequent memory per-

formance. Most importantly, although the activation ratio was unrelated wayfind-

ing performance, it did predict the cognitive-strategy used (Marchette et al., 2011a).

Therefore, (Marchette et al., 2011a) postulate that individuals naturally engage both

place and response learningmechanisms but have a baseline preference/bias for how

they will balance the engagement of those systems. Perhaps this underlies the idea

that navigation abilitiesmay reflect innate traits of individuals (Maguire et al., 2003).

Indeed, Gramann et al. (2010) has shown that the proclivity to turn towards the ori-

gin (homing vector) after a short sequence of turns is systematic for each individual

(akin to a trait) and is related with distinct patterns of brain activity (activation of

the retrosplenial cortex).

2.6.2 Place recognition

The ability to recognize a location or remember it is essential for navigation as well.

Next to the array of different cells which provide spatial information, another major

topic of research is how the brain recognises unique and particular locations. Is the

perception of places a by-product of our general ability to recognize things (objects,
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faces shapes etc.) or is there distinct mechanism? Scene recognition is found to rely

on specialised mechanisms in the visual system responsible to perceive and distin-

guish the recognize objects and spaces. Objects are things one acts upon, whereas

spaces and scenes are things one acts within (Epstein and Macevoy, 2011, p.256).

Figure 2.6: Preferential activation of the Parahippocampal Place Area (PPA) and Retrosple-

nial Complex (RSC) at stimuli of places versus objects or faces. Source: Epstein

and Macevoy (2011).

Evidence suggests that the street network and places are calculated indepen-

dently. Two structures near the hippocampus are candidates for encoding spatial lo-

cations (places). The Parahippocampal region, called Parahippocampal Place area

(PPA) due to its preferential response to places but not faces (Aguirre et al., 1998) or

objects and other stimuli (Epstein and Macevoy, 2011; Epstein and Vass, 2014) and

the Retrosplenial Complex (RSC). A recent study by (Marchette et al., 2015) found

that the pattern of activation of the PPA was similar when viewing both external and

internal scenes (images) of the same location, which suggests a high-level encoding

of places which able to contain and link multiple views, external and internal of the

same place (building). According to Schinazi and Epstein (2010) the PPA responds

preferentially to images of unfamiliar places (newly learned area). For ‘well-worn’

environments, however, Schinazi and Epstein (2010) report a condition of ‘satu-

ration’ in which buildings both at decision points (DP) and non-DP evoke similar
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activation in PPA and RSC suggesting that they are used flexibly in order to set the

context of the scene.

2.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter reviewed the cognitive mechanisms and strategies used to learn and

navigate within complex environments such as large-building or cities. The theories

of how people developmental representations of space out of direct experience of the

environment, as well as the properties and qualities of such mental representations,

underpinning adaptive spatial behaviour such as pedestrian wayfinding. Further,

this chapter examined how visually impaired individuals create mental representa-

tions of space, and how experiments during the past decades have demonstrated that

environmental knowledge and independent mobility of visually impaired individ-

uals are a complex, yet prescient issue. Finally the chapter explored key aspects

of the neural systems underpinning these processes of spatial cognition and navi-

gation, which relates with the research methods applied in the experimental part of

this research thesis.

In this context, the purpose of the next chapter is to address the question of how

humans use spatial knowledge derived from mental representations of space, for

their spatial behaviours such as wayfinding in complex environments. In the myriad

of short and long trips that are completed every day, these cognitive mechanisms and

neural systems are required to identify what is the space and evaluate the alternative

routes between one or more places.



Chapter 3

Spatial Decision Making and

Emotion

This chapter reviews theories of decision making and spatial decision making, as

well as investigates their potential intersection with emotion in the light of recent

empirical research. First, key theories of decision making are explored, from early

normative theories to recent developments in behavioural economics and the study

of heuristics and biases in human decision making. Second, the notion of spatial

decision making is introduced in the context of navigation and route-choice in cities.

Third, it explores recent theories about the role of emotions in decision making and,

finally, it proposes a synthesis of spatial decision making and emotion, identifying

potential areas of research.

—

Whenwe are navigating in the city we constantly makes choices: where to go, which

route to take, or when and where to take a turn. In addition, our emotional states

can also influence how decisions are made, by influencing our ability to process

information or by providing information about the outcome of our decision—antic-

ipating the experience of walking in lively street. Thus, this chapters is concern with

this intersection between navigation as decision making, and the role of emotions in

this process. The aspiration to understand how people make choices or “advise” how

to make better ones, is probably as old as humankind. For centuries philosophers
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and scientists have tried to illuminate the process of choosing between alternatives,

and proposed strategies to improve human choices. Before we delve into decision

making in the context navigation and urban behaviour, it is useful to trace the origin

of dominant ideas in transport studies and urban planning. The third section of this

chapter, investigates how the study of emotions led a paradigm shift and reshaped

our understanding of rationality and decision making.

3.1 General Theories of Decision Making

3.1.1 From normative to descriptive theories of bounded ra-

tionality

Historically, the study of decision making processes originates in the efforts of

philosophers and mathematicians to define what is the best course of action, when to

take a risk, or what is a moral way of making choices. Early approaches to decision

making, from Bernoulli to Laplace, Bentham or Von Neumann and Morgenstern in

20th century, emphasised the role of rationality, assuming the decision maker is a

homo-economicus. These theories had great influence in most scientific domains,

from economics to transport planning.

The majority of those theories have been developed to address economic de-

cisions under very different —yet familiar —circumstances. For example, when a

coin-toss gamble is advantageous, whether to take offers with outcomes of differ-

ent likelihood, or whether a merchant should opt for an expensive insurance for his

overseas shipment. Some of the earlier theories proposed that a decision should

be evaluated simply on the gain different choices yield. Unsatisfied with this sim-

plistic approach, the mathematician Daniel Bernoulli, proposed that the probability

of gain should also be taken into account, and this would constitute the ‘utility’ of

a choice or a risk. In his famous 1738 paper on the ‘Exposition of a new theory

on the measurement of Risk’ (1738/1931), first introduced the theory of expected

utility. Bernoulli rejected the idea that the value of the outcome should be the only

criterion for making “risky choices” for two reasons. First “value” is relevant to

existing wealth rather than absolute (an idea captured in Prospect Theory more than
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200 hundred years later) because, he argued,“... there is no doubt that a gain of one

thousand ducats is more significant to a pauper than to a rich man though both gain

the same amount” (Bernoulli, 1954, 8 p.27). Second, he suggested that the value of

a certain risk depends both on its (monetary) value as well as its likelihood —what

he called expected utility:

“the determination of the value of an itemmust not be based on its price,

but rather on the utility it yields […] If the utility of each possible profit

expectation is multiplied by the number of ways in which it can occur,

and we then divide the sum of these products by the total number of

possible cases, a mean utility [moral expectation] will be obtained, and

the profit which corresponds to this utility will equal the value of the

risk in question …” (Bernoulli, 1954)

Armed with this definition, Bernoulli proposed a solution to the famous “St.

Petersburg Paradox” and evaluated whether it was reasonable for a merchant to in-

sure his shipment, evaluating the merchant’s current wealth, the future gains and

the probability of loss (as in the case of a shipwreck). This early view of decision

making was influential as it distinguished between the value or profit of a possible

decision and its significance to the person. A gain that is highly unlikely, should not

be judged equivalently to a more probable but less significant amount. Bernoulli

theory was very influential as it provided a rationale, as well as a system to evaluate

options.

In 1921, Frank Knight made the seminal distinction between risk and uncer-

tainty, both of which are met frequently in everyday situations (Wu et al., 2004). A

decision is said to be taken under risk, when the probabilities of different outcomes

are objective and known in advance with confidence. For example, when tossing

a (fair) coin the probability of landing heads or tails is 50% and thus the utility of

each alternative can be calculated objectively. On the contrary, if the likelihood of

different outcomes is unknown, and must be estimated subjectively, then a decision

is made under uncertainty.

As Wu et al. (2004) explain, Bernoulli’s expected utility theory ‘took off’ more
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than a century later, in the 1940s following Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s use

of this model in their influential Games and Economic Behaviour [1947]. Their

important addition was the ‘Independence Axiom’ which postulates the transitivity

of preferences, in other words it assumes that if option A is preferred to option

B, then a person should also prefer a mix of A and a third option C than B and

C (Wu et al., 2004). A few years later, in his book “Foundations of Statistics”,

Leonard Savage [1954] proposed a formal way to extend the theory of expected

utility to accommodate uncertainty, defining the subjective expected utility (SEU).

These ideas have been very influential for economics and decision sciences, but have

limited power to explain people’s actual choices.

3.1.1.1 Limitations of the neoclassical approach

As the sociologist Amitai Etzioni wrote, “one of the virtues of the neoclassical

paradigm is that it provides a clear, concise, and simple conception of the human

nature it presupposes” (Etzioni, 1988). However, this is precisely the main limita-

tion of the neoclassical approach. It presupposes that people are rational and im-

passionate decision makers, who have the information, the cognitive ability and the

time to evaluate all possible alternatives, in order to select the optimal one and thus

maximise the derived utility of their choice. The neoclassical approach to decision

making has been criticised for being prescriptive about how decisions ought to be

made, rather than descriptive about how people actually make decisions in real situ-

ations. This is of value too, because as March notes, “pure models of rational choice

seem obviously appropriate as guides to intelligent action, but more problematic for

predicting behaviour” (March, 1978).

There are several ecological limitations to the assumption of these theories. The

first one is uncertainty because, as Knight observed, in many everyday situations the

probabilities of different outcomes cannot be estimated. Second, the information

about alternatives can be either scarce or over-abundant, exceeding the cognitive

abilities of the animal or the person. Thirdly, time itself is a scarce resource, which

canmake exhaustive evaluation of alternatives a suboptimal strategy. Finally, as em-

pirical research has shown since the 1950s, such theories of perfect decision making
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do not fit with data from human decision making and cannot explain the systematic

errors or biases of human behaviour (Stanovich and West, 2000).

3.1.2 Bounded rationality

A radical departure from the neoclassical approach was the concept of bounded ra-

tionality introduced by Herbert Simon, (1945/1957; 1955; 1956). Simon studied

how individuals, groups of people and large organisations (e.g. corporations, lo-

cal or national governments) operate, and suggested that the rationalist doctrine of

expected utility could not explain the actual behaviour of people in different situa-

tions. In Administrative Behaviour Simon argued that the information, assumptions,

goals, attitudes of individuals play a major role in their expectations and decisions.

As he argued, although people may strive to make the best choice, their ability to

be ‘rational’ is bounded by manifold internal and external constraints. Such con-

straints include, for example, the incomplete knowledge about the inherent risks or

uncertainty of the outcomes, or -even- incomplete knowledge about the range of al-

ternatives. In addition, decision makers operate within natural psychological limits

(perceptual and cognitive abilities) without an ability to accommodate the computa-

tional cost necessary to evaluate all possible outcomes. All of these factors limit the

possibility of a perfectly rational choice. Therefore, Simon argued, rationality is ‘ap-

proximate’. Decision makers indeed consider a subset of solutions, which consists

their planning horizon. Rather than an exhaustive search for the optimal choice,

the decision maker looks for a satisficing choice, in other words a “good-enough”

alternative that meets the decision criteria but may not be unique or the best (Simon,

1972).

In order to identify such a ‘satisficing’ choice, it is necessary for the individ-

ual to use some kind of system or strategy. For Simon this was an issue of prob-

ability. If an organism lives in an environment where resources (food) are evenly

and regularly distributed, then no memory or search strategy is necessary; random

movements towards any direction have equal probability to provide access to the

necessary resources. In contrast, if the resources are unevenly distributed in the

environment then the organism will need some kind of search strategies, which op-
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timise behaviour, for example by taking into account where resources have been

discovered in the past and where not.

3.1.2.1 A dual system of thought?

Realistic decision making under risk and uncertainty, is complicated by scant evi-

dence for the future and limited resources in terms of information, time and effort.

Even in everyday situations, decision makers have to reconcile the trade off between

speed versus accuracy of judgements.

As a result, according to Stanovich and West (2000), people apply a dual sys-

tem of decision making processes: the first one is based on intuition and the second

on deliberative reasoning. The two systems operate in parallel, as a two-tiered archi-

tecture of cognition. To circumvent misconceptions and popular associations about

terms such as intuition or reasoning, they gave these systems two neutral names:

System 1 & 2.1 System 1, what might be called intuition, is effortless, spontaneous

and automatic and relies on mental shortcuts called heuristics to facilitate judge-

ments. On the other hand, System 2, or deliberative reasoning, is effortful and re-

quires significant mental resources.

The two systems are used depending on the requirements of a given situation as

well as the state of the decision maker. For Daniel Kahneman, System 1 is engaged

by default in every decision making process, whereas deliberative reasoning (Sys-

tem 2) may also be ‘recruited’ when a situation demands it (Stanovich and West,

2000; Kahneman, 2011). As Busemeyer et al. (1993) proposed with the Decision

Field Theory, time constraints have an impact on the decision making process, and

individuals may change their evaluation strategies depending on the amount of time

available for deliberation.

3.1.3 Heuristics and their Biases

As we have seen, one critique to the neoclassical model is that decisions require

extensive information and significant cognitive effort to evaluate the available in-

formation. In the face of this task, decision makers (both humans and animals)

1Daniel Kahneman later popularised these terms in his book Thinking fast and slow (2011) where

he describes those cognitive mechanisms in detail.
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are systematically found to use simple “rules of thumb”, called heuristics (from

the greek word ευρίσκω,‘to find’). Heuristics are cognitive strategies to evaluate,

prioritise and make inferences from any available cues. Heuristics are used con-

sciously or unconsciously for quick and resource-efficient judgements and deci-

sions. Thus, heuristics bring both benefits and biases in the decisionmaking process.

For Gigerenzer and Todd (1999), given that information can be scarce and decisions

made under uncertainty or time pressure, they allow quick decisions. However, as

Tversky and Kahneman (1974) have demonstrated, such rules of thumb can also be

a source of systematic bias. To better understand human behaviour, it is important

to study both cases.

The empirical study of heuristics was pioneered in 1969 by the eminent psy-

chologists Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, who departed on a long research

programme expanding upon Simon’s work, “to obtain a map of bounded rationality,

by exploring the systematic biases that separate the beliefs that people have and the

choices they make from optimal beliefs and the choices assumed in rational-agent

models” (Kahneman, 2003, p.1449). Formally, Tversky and Kahneman (1974) de-

fine heuristics as principles that “reduce the complex tasks of assessing probabilities

and predicting value to simpler judgemental operations”. Heuristics are used par-

excellence when making decisions under uncertainty, i.e. without prior knowledge

on the likelihood of different outcomes. For example, in some of their early experi-

ments, Tversky and Kahneman (1974) found that people estimate the probability of

an event based on how quickly or vividly the could remember the event happening

in the past; thus, the probability of more salient, dramatic events was overestimated.

Kahneman and Tversky’s fundamental insight was that heuristics can be useful but

also a source of errors (bias).

The German psychologist Gerd Gigerenzer argued that heuristics are not only a

source of bias and error but also bring speed and efficiency into the decision-process.

According to Gigerenzer and Todd (1999) heuristics are part of an “adaptive tool-

box”, an example of ecological rationality, adapted to the internal and external con-

straints of the organism. Heuristics offer a “fast-and-frugal” way to make decisions,
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because they are resource efficient and effective in real environments. For exam-

ple, there are situations when there is no time to consider the statistical probability

of an outcome. For example, in his studies Gigerenzer on decision making in A&E

(Accident and Emergency) hospital departments, he found that in order to assess pa-

tient risk doctors must either evaluate 19 different indices, or use a sparse decision

tree of simple binary heuristics. The latter option is not only easier to remember

and less prone to human error, but also outperforms a statistical procedure that com-

bines all indicators in a regression model (Gigerenzer and Todd, 1999; Gigerenzer

and Gaissmaier, 2011).

3.1.4 Examples of Heuristics

Several examples of heuristics have been identified (spatial decision making heuris-

tics will be discussed later, in Section 3.2):

Availability The availability heuristic posits that when individuals have to estimate

the likelihood of an outcome, more memorable outcomes (or events) are judged to

be more likely, due “to the ease with which instances come to mind” (Tversky and

Kahneman, 1973). In general, availability is considered an ‘ecologically valid clue

for the judgment of frequency’ and advantageous for survival because more recent,

frequent, or salient outcomes should be recalled more easily. However, it can also

lead to biases as the probability of more salient events can also be overestimated. For

example, Tversky and Kahneman showed that individuals regularly overestimated

the probability of throwing heads or tails after six consecutive throws. Although

useful, the availability can produce insensitivity to the prior probability of outcomes

or to the sample size used to draw interferences, and even misconceptions of chance.

For example,

“Many readers must have experienced the temporary rise in the sub-

jective probability of an accident after seeing a car overturned by the

side of the road. Similarly, many must have noticed an increase in the

subjective probability that an accident or malfunction will start a ther-

monuclear war after seeing a movie in which such an occurrence was

vividly portrayed” (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973, p.230).
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Representativeness The representativeness heuristic posits that when individuals

compare the degree to which an object/event or outcome is representative of each

class, based on its essential features, and extrapolate representativeness for proba-

bility: “one estimates probability or connotative similarity distance” (Tversky and

Kahneman, 1973). In a classic experiment of the representativeness heuristic, they

asked people to select out of a list, what is the profession of a person based on de-

scription of their characteristics (e.g. “Steve is very shy and withdrawn, invariably

helpful, but with little interest in people, or in the world of reality. A meek and tidy

soul, he has a need for order and structure, and a passion for detail” and a list of

alternatives such as “farmer, salesman, airline pilot, librarian, or physician” etc). As

they noted: “the fact that there are many more farmers than librarians in the popu-

lation [does not] enter into any reasonable estimate of the probability that Steve is

a librarian rather than a farmer” (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). In this example,

people made judgements based on a narrow selection of features, in this case those

the professions associated Steve’s personality, neglecting the statistical probability

of different professions in the general population.

Adjustment and anchoringWhen there is a lack of information about the proba-

bility of outcomes, people use an arbitrary starting point. For example, the task in-

structions or some partial computation can be used to make an initial estimate. Due

to this anchoring effect, even the way a decision is framed can skew the judgements

of individuals. This is the case for simple or complex problems, e.g. estimating the

product of complicated multiplication, assessing risk of failure in stock valuations.

An important implication of anchoring is that it leads to unwarranted optimism in

evaluation risks, and that probability “will be overestimated in conjunctive prob-

lems and underestimated in disjunctive problems”2 (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974,

p.1128).

Recognition Heuristic The recognition heuristic (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier,

2011) posits that if only one of two alternatives is recognized, then decision makers

2Conjunctive problems refer to the probability an outcome occurs successively (product of prob-

abilities), and disjunctive problems refer to an outcome that has to occur at least once (sum of prob-

abilities).
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will estimate a higher probability (or value) for the recognised one. The underlying

principle comes from research indicating that “a sense of recognition (often called

familiarity) appears in consciousness earlier than recollection”. This often leads

people to ignore contradicting cues about the salience or likelihood of the unfamil-

iar option, thus unconsciously favouring the recognised alternative. This has been

demonstrated in people’s judgement of electoral outcomes, tennis competitions,

investment or consumer choice . A variation of this, is the fluency heuristic: if

both alternatives are known and recognised, the one that is recognised more quickly

or easily is estimated as more likely or prerable. For example, when asked which

city has more residents, Modena versus Milan in Italy, or Basel versus Bern in

Switzerland , individuals responded by using their familiarity with the city to infer

population, substituting one kind of information for another.

One-reason decisions This class of heuristics includes the one-clever cue, and the

take-the-best heuristics, and is based on taking only one cue into account— ignoring

other evidence (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011). For example, the take-the-best

heuristic consists of three steps: search for relevant cues between the alternatives,

stop searching once a cue has been found which discriminates between the alterna-

tives, choose the alternative with the best score upon this cue. As Gigerenzer and

Gaissmaier (2011) note, this heuristic has important predictive abilities, and often

performs better than statistical models. Of course, they note, a good inference relies

on knowing which cues are relevant. Experiments on geographic crime profiling,

for example, show how experts use this heuristic to quickly prioritise relevant infor-

mation .

Social heuristics Social heuristics are a category of heuristics, including the imita-

tion, tit-for-tat, averaging the judgements of others, the default heuristic and others,

where the decision makers rely on the behaviour of the social environment to find

cues about optimal decision or action, and are “particularly helpful in situations in

which the actor has little knowledge” (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011).

The affect heuristic The affect heuristics posits that people often use their emotional

appraisal of different outcomes — and not their probability (Slovic et al., 2007). In
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our mind, decision outcomes ”are tagged to varying degrees with affect. In the

process of making a judgement or decision, people consult or refer to an affect pool

containing all the positive and negative tags consciously or unconsciously associated

with the representations” (Slovic et al., 2007, p.1335-6).

Prospect theory Prospect theory Kahneman and Tversky (1979) revolutionised

economic thinking, first by providing multiple empirical examples demonstrating

that people regularly violate neoclassical assumptions, such as transitivity, and sec-

ond, by demonstrating that people can be both risk-seeking and risk-averse, de-

pending on the probability and the outcome. In particular, they showed that gains

and losses are not evaluated equally (in the next section, we will consider a transport

based example).

To conclude, in traditional economic thought, individuals have perfect knowl-

edge of their alternatives as well as their probability of occurring. Based on this

information they estimate the utility of each option to make choices. However, this

is only a normative model. In reality, as part of adaptive cognitive mechanisms,

rationality is bounded by constraints of time, effort and insufficient knowledge. To

reconcile these constraints with decision making needs, individuals make use of

simple heuristics which albeit useful can also lead to systematic biases. In the next

section we will examine how these ideas can be applied to spatial decision making.

However, use of heuristics does not exclude the analytic, deliberative mecha-

nism for making decisions. As Slovic and colleagues note, “if it was always optimal

to follow our affective and experiential instincts, there would have been no need for

the rational/analytic system of thinking to have evolved and become so prominent in

human affairs” (Slovic et al., 2007, p.1347). Indeed, depending on the situation, the

time for deliberation and the gravity of the decision, people may employ different

heuristics and decision making mechanisms to resolve the task, in the famous Sys-

tem 1 and 2 approach (Stanovich and West, 2000; Kahneman, 2011). Yet, a better

understand of heuristics, these cognitive shortcuts is very important to understand

everyday systems and behaviours. One such example is spatial behaviour.
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3.2 Spatial Decision Making

3.2.0.1 Navigation as spatial decision making

Navigation in a complex spatial environment, like a large building or a city, in-

volves continuous decisions at multiple levels, to decide which direction will bring

us closer to our destination, where and when to take a turn, how to avoid a busy part

of the city or an obstacle on the pavement? According to Montello and Freundschuh

(2005), navigation is the “coordinated and goal directed movement through space”

which consists of the processes ofwayfinding and locomotion. Locomotion refers to

the sensorimotor coordination for the movement towards proximal (visible) targets

and avoiding collision with obstacles. Wayfinding, on the other hand, refers to “the

process of determining and following a path or route between and origin and desti-

nation” (Golledge, 1999). It consists of purposeful movement to a distal destination,

which “cannot be perceived directly by the traveller” (Allen, 1999b) and therefore

requires a process of “cognitive coordination”Montello and Freundschuh (2005) us-

ing information stored in memory (cognitive maps) and external cues (e.g. signage,

landmarks, architectural differentiation) to infer the direction towards a destination.

Importantly, wayfinding involves decisions about the path to follow to reach

a direction. In his seminal book Wayfinding in Architecture, Passini (1984b) em-

phasises the importance of decisions during this process, defining wayfinding as a

spatial decision making or spatial problem solving task. Localisation is followed

by route-choice or path-planning (Golledge and Garling, 2002), the set of decisions

about the paths, streets or spaces to traverse in order to reach the destination. For

Hoogendoorn and Bovy (2004), spatial decision making is “the process of making

decisions about where to go and how to get there. Urban navigation requires choices

from an infinite number of alternatives, which happens for the most part at an uncon-

scious level” (Hoogendoorn and Bovy, 2004). This process involves the interaction

between an individual’s cognitive map and the information available from cues in

the environment (from landmarks to signage), to identify the orientation of oneself

the direction of the destination.
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Why study spatial decision makingA realistic model of human wayfinding, espe-

cially in the urban context, can have many implications. Apart from increasing our

fundamental understanding of human cognition and behaviour, it can also help im-

prove models of travel behaviour. For example, if automobile drivers consistently

deviate from the shortest-path (Papinski and Scott, 2013), then standard models of

traffic underestimate the actual trip length and resulting estimates of fuel consump-

tion, road emissions and air pollution. Pedestrian mobility is also of interest for

its implications on the urban realm (cf. Jacobs, 1961), the economic activity along

streets, pedestrians’ exposure to air pollution, or to develop computational models

of spatial behaviour, such as the movement of crowds (e.g. Moussaïd et al., 2011).

3.2.1 Pedestrian decision making

The focus of this thesis is on pedestrian decision making, because although the un-

derlying cognitive mechanisms of navigation are same for pedestrians, cyclists and

car drivers, the factors and criteria that influence their decision making are poten-

tially different.

Oneway to understand the differences between pedestrians, cyclists and drivers

is to classify their mode of operation within different realms of opportunities, prior-

ities and constraints (Table 3.1). In terms of movement, as Seneviratne and Morrall

(1985) note, drivers have constraints in speed, lane, one-way streets, stopping or

change of directions, whereas pedestrians have a freedom of movement, they can

make U-turns at any time, or can “can stop to window-shop or browse as desired”.

Walking also involves physical effort and expenditure of energy. Pedestrians are

also consistently exposed to the physical and natural environment, and therefore are

more influenced by weather conditions, air-pollution, noise, and even feelings of

safety. Also, due to the speed of walking (around 1-1.25 m/s or 4-5km/h) and the

—usually—effortless nature of walking, pedestrians can allocate more of their at-

tention to environment, observing the scenery or interacting with other people. In

contrast, a cyclist who is similarly exposed to the environment, is required to pay

attention to the street, while car drivers and passengers are isolated from their im-

mediate environment and other people by the car itself and the speed of travel.
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Table 3.1: Simple taxonomy of transport modes

Walking Cycling Driving Public

Transport

Exposure to the environment high high low low

Attention demands low high high low

Perception of effort high high low low

Navigational constraints low moderate high very high

Sociability / human interaction high moderate low high

3.2.1.1 Levels of decision making

Spatial behaviour involves a great variety of decisions, at the level of wayfinding

and route-choice or the level of locomotion. An individual must choose what path to

take, where to turn, which landmark to use for orientation, how to avoid a lamp-post

or a puddle of rain in the pavement, but also what is the best time to leave home in

order to avoid traffic. According to Hoogendoorn and Bovy (2004), all these kinds

of decisions can be categorised into three distinct levels:

Strategic level Individuals decide on timing activities, for example what is the best

time for departure, depending on external factors, such as rush-hour;

Tactical level Individuals decide on the schedule of their activities (including order

of destinations), the activity area and the route-choice;

Operational level Involves walking behaviours, such as locomotion and obstacle

avoidance.

This distinction echoes, an earlier suggestion by Passini (1984b) who distin-

guished between behavioural and wayfinding decisions. For Passini, wayfinding

decisions include higher-order tasks, such as which route or what direction to take.

In contrast, behavioural decisions involve all the necessary locomotion behaviours

at the micro-scale. Most of the time, all these decisions go unnoticed, unless the

result is a navigational error.

Spatial decision making involves decisions that extend beyond the process of

route-choice. The complexity of spatial decision making is highlighted by the va-

riety of factors that have to be considered by a person and the plethora of tasks
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Figure 3.1: Passini 1984a proposed a hierarchy of spatial decisions, in which a wayfinding

process can be broken down into multiple tasks and sub-tasks. Source: Passini

(1984a).

and decisions that need to be performed. For Passini (1984b,a), wayfinding can be

conceptualised and structured as a hierarchy of tasks and subtasks, which can be

structured into plans (Figure 3.1). As he writes:

A complex wayfinding task is, thus, structured into a hierarchy of sub-

tasks which allows for solving more manageable problems in semi-

isolation, while still taking account of the problem as a whole (Passini,

1984a, p.155).

Such distinctions are useful because they allow to examine decision making

behaviour at the appropriate level. People may use different strategies and heuris-

tics to make decisions at each of those levels. At the strategic level, an individual

might use deliberative reasoning, e.g. consulting bus schedules or the weather fore-

cast, to decide what is the right time of departure, yet the same person may use

simple heuristics at the tactical level to navigate towards the destination. In other

words, tactical and operational decisions are situated and take place in the travel
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environment.

Each level of spatial decision making can also be related to the scale of space

(e.g. Montello, 1993) it takes place into. For example, operational and locomotion

decisions (avoiding obstacles) take place at the vista scale (e.g. a room, an atrium

or a square) and rely mostly on vision. In contrast, route-choice, and tactical-level

decisions, involve knowledge about large-scale space (environmental scale) for ex-

ample to decide which street to take at an intersection, and thus rely on mental and

external (maps) representations of space. As a result route-choice is sensitive to any

the distortions and biases of the mental representations of space.

3.2.2 Route-choice: from criteria to heuristics

Wayfinding can be conceptualised as an interaction between the person and the en-

vironment (Gibson, 1979) then route-choice consists of two primary elements: the

spatial environment which enables different alternative paths and the individual who

has to make choices between those.

The first component for any decision is the presence of alternative choices, or

choice-set. In the spatial decision making context, Bovy (2009) defines choice-sets

as “the collection of travel options perceived available by individual travellers in

satisfying their travel demand”. In an urban context, the choice-set consists of all

the streets, alleyways, paths and other walkable spaces that are possible to traverse.

A B

Figure 3.2: The city as network. Map of London, centred around Oxford Circus, demon-

strating the abstraction from geographical characteristics of the streets, building

footprint and other environmental features (A) into a network of links and nodes

(B). Data: Ordnance Survey.
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Space as a network In the context of spatial decision making, urban or architectural

spaces is simplified in an topological network of links and nodes, which allows us to

define a choiceset. The city can then be conceptualised as a graph network, where

intersections between streets or paths of movement consist the nodes of the network

and the paths are the links (Figure 3.2). Streets (or links) are then associated with

attributes of interest, such as distance, surface, width, number of lanes or amenities

and more. Understanding which of those links are used and why is worthwhile for

three main reasons (Bovy, 2009):

1. to analyse the travel alternatives within a given network as part of decision-

support system, such as a navigational-aid.

2. estimate flow and demand in road networks to be used in modelling

3. predict flows and demands in an existing or future network to answer policy

related questions.

Systems to evaluate choices The second component of the route-choice process

is a system to evaluate alternatives and choose the one that meets certain criteria,

which discussed in the previous section may take the form of intuition and heuristics

(System 1) or deliberative reasoning (System 2).

In a route-choice problem, a person can have a set of consciously and uncon-

sciously stated criteria and preferences, which are presumed to rank order and fa-

cilitate the choice between alternatives. Stern and Portugali describe this process as

“the synergistic interplay between external and internal inputs and outputs, ordered

by one or a few order parameters, which evolve in the process and enslave the in-

teracting representational system” (Stern et al., 1999, p.99). The decision process is

not static, but a result of the dynamic interaction between the changing state of the

individual and the changing conditions of the environment.

There are multiple stages of a trip where route-choice might occur. According

to Bovy (2009) the choices between different routes or route-segments (e.g. streets)

can be simultaneous, sequential, or strategic. In the simultaneous mode, all deci-

sions are preplanned entirely at the beginning of the trip. In the sequential mode,
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choices are made at each decision-point, for example at each street intersection. Fi-

nally choices can be strategic taking into account external factors such as the state

of the network (e.g. traffic in the case of cars or levels of crowding in the case of

pedestrians or public transport users). In either case, the decision making process of

route-choice requires certain criteria to prioritise between different alternatives.

3.2.2.1 Criteria

Table 3.2 shows different route-choice criteria that have been proposed in previous

wayfinding studies. In a survey among pedestrian visitors to the Central Business

District of Calgary (Canada), Seneviratne andMorrall (1985) identified a set of nine

(9) criteria people reported using to various degrees, such as familiarity, availability,

speed, least crossings or crowding, attractiveness and others. However, they noted

that the majority of pedestrians reported using the ‘most familiar’ or the ‘quick-

est’ one. Golledge (1995b) collected another set of route-choice criteria used in

map-based and real-world wayfinding experiments. Despite participants reporting

preferring the shortest-path, experimental data suggested more criteria were used,

such as the path first-noticed or the path with the least turns. Further, he highlights

that the frequency of use of the various criteria changes according to the type of

environment, such as navigating in a grid, or an area with curves or diagonals.

One limitation of the experiments of Golledge (1995b), which took place in the

University of California Santa Barbara campus, was that they were conducted in a

relatively small vista space. In contrast, Hölscher et al. (2011) asked participants to

navigate towards familiar locations at the city of Freiburg (Germany), which due to

its scale reflects better large-scale wayfinding.

During the experiment, participants were first asked to describe the shortest

route they could identify as a list of instructions (prospective planning, either to

themselves or to another person) and then, to actually walk towards the destination

(situated planning), free to deviate from their previous instructions if they identified

a better path. Interestingly, participants prioritised criteria such as distance or use of

main streets depending whether they were pre-planning the route for themselves or

giving instructions to another person (Table 3.2). This highlights the people flexibly
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adopt different strategies and route-choice criteria depending on the navigational

context.

Table 3.2: Examples of route-choice criteria from different studies.

Seneviratne and Morrall

(1985)

Golledge (1995b) Hölscher et al. (2011)

Always use Shortest distance Simple

Only available Least time Fast

Quickest Fewest turns Shortest-path

Least crossings Most scenic Direct path

Least crowded First noticed Few turns

Most attractions Longest leg first Straight path

Most weather protection Many curves Habitual

Noise Many turns Attractive

Security Different from previous Not too busy

Shortest leg first Easy to find

Easy to explain

Suitable for strangers

Distinctive

Landmarks

These long lists of criteria demonstrate the complexity of the spatial decision

making task, but it is clear that there are common themes. Hochmair (2005) used

a factor-analysis approach to data from a survey of cyclists’ preferences in order to

simplify the list of criteria used for transport planning,. He identified four high-level

classes of criteria: fast, safe, simple, and attractive, which encompass secondary

factors, for example the presence of bike lanes, avoiding heavy traffic or enjoying

nice views.

Another taxonomy for these route-choice criteria would be to follow two broad

categories: network-based and environment-based. Network-based criteria are fo-

cusing on spatial network, such as distance, turns, order of links (e.g. shortest-leg

first). Environment-based criteria, on the other hand, are related on the quality of

the surroundings, safety, familiarity, number of shops. Overall, the spatial decision

making process appears to be a trade-off between the two, and subjective experience

(aesthetics, engagement, attention, safety, comfort and others) matters as much as

spatial properties.
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3.2.2.2 Spatial Heuristics

Similar to other fields of decision making, spatial decision making and route choice

operate in a context of bounded rationality, where cognitive resources are limited.

The evaluation of all possible alternatives according to as many criteria discussed

above, would require significant cognitive resources, as well as increase deliberation

time. Instead, people use various spatial choice heuristics, as “simplifying mech-

anisms to cope with the complex decision problem” Kurose et al. (2001). Several

spatial-choice heuristics that have been proposed based on empirical findings:

1. Distance minimization (shortest-path)

2. Minimising turns (Least Angular distance)

3. Least Angle

4. North-is-uphill

5. Initial Segment Direction

6. First/last noticed

7. Region-based planning

8. Prospect Maximisation

9. Multi-level strategies

Distance minimisation (shortest path)Minimising distance, and travelling

through the ‘shortest path’ is often assumed to be a primary aim as well as strat-

egy of navigators. People often report minimising distance is their main strategy

(e.g. Seneviratne and Morrall, 1985; Golledge, 1995b). This heuristic can often be

observed as ‘desire lines’, traces left by pedestrians in open spaces such as parks.

Experimental data also show that individuals are both able to identify the shortest

path in complex urban environments (e.g. Howard et al., 2014).
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Least Angle The least angle (LA) heuristic was proposed by Hochmair (2000) sug-

gesting that a person moving towards a destination tries to minimise the angular de-

viation between her position and the destination, in other words “to proceed in the

direction of the target” (Hochmair, 2005). This heuristic is applied sequentially at

every intersection or decision point (e.g. see page 285). In a series of experiments

in virtual reality, Conroy Dalton demonstrated that people prefer routes that min-

imise the amount of turning angle, which she refers to as conservation of linearity.

This heuristic can also explain route asymmetry (e.g. Golledge, 1995b), such as the

observation that participants do not choose the same route—or retrace—when trav-

elling in opposing directions between the same two locations. This can be explained

if the angle of travel and the vector to the destination is taken into account (Conroy

Dalton, 2003, p.130). As Implementing this heuristic in an agent-based model sim-

ulation of route choice, Hochmair (2005) found that the LA is particularly easy to

navigate for pedestrians, because cyclists and cars have manymovement restrictions

due to one-way streets.

Least Angular Distance The least angular distance heuristic posits that people aim

to minimise the amount of turns of their route, and thus prefer routes that are more

straight. This heuristic has been observed in several instances. Conroy Dalton

(2003) observed that participants navigating in a virtual environment minimise turns

at each intersection, applying the least angle heuristic locally. Turner (2009) anal-

ysed the GPS traces from 2425 individual trips of motorcycle couriers from London

(UK), and also observed that drivers minimised overall turning (angular distance)

rather than travelled distance.

Initial Segment Strategy The Initial Segment heuristics prioritises routes that be-

gin with more straight segments, or a “relative absence of curves or turns” (Bailen-

son et al., 2000). This choice disregards what are the later properties of the routes

between different routes (Bailenson et al., 2000, p.307). Use of this heuristic can

explain route asymmetries, as the the characteristics of the initial segments are likely

to be different in opposite directions.
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Initial Segment Direction The Initial Segment Direction heuristic (also called by

Conroy as the British Library algorithm), which posits that people prefer routes

which begin with a direction towards the destination Conroy (2001); Conroy Dalton

(2003); Yang and Schwaninger (2011). In other words, this heuristic is a combina-

tion of the previous two, as it favours the initial segment has the least angle to the

destination, regardless of later properties of the route.

First / Last noticed Christenfeld (1995) observed that in a situation where people

have to choose between a number of seemingly equal options, for example, when

to take a turn, they tend to select the last available route. An implication of this,

he argues, should be “taken into account by urban planners. In designing one-way

streets, they should take care that the last cross street leading to a popular destination

runs in the right direction. Another possible application is ensuring that end routes

have a greater capacity than the middle ones” (Christenfeld, 1995, p.55). Notably,

this heuristic helps explain violations of least angle principle, as it can result in

greater deviation between the direction of travel and the destination vector.

North is up-hill In a number of different experiments on the use of maps for route-

choice Brunyé et al. (2010) observed a systematic bias towards for southern routes.

In sets of binary choices between equal routes, when asked which route is longer or

shorter, routes directed towards the East or West were chosen equally often. How-

ever, southern routes were systematically chosen more often than northern ones,

even if they had equal lengths. Further, distance and time judgements for northern

routes were more overestimated than for other directions, and also, northern routes

were rated higher for estimated energy expenditure (calories, fuel), traffic or scenery.

The authors suggest that this may bias could be influenced by the characteristics of

the area were the experiments took place, where the north of the city has a higher el-

evation profile, and therefore subjects implicitly associate north with great elevation

and effort, even when making estimates at different media (map) and scale. Another

possibility, Brunyé et al. (2010) explain, is that the north-up orientation of the map,

either on a screen or paper format, “makes upward movement (i.e. north) seemmore

difficult than downward movement (i.e. south)”. Both these open questions could
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be controlled by testing in cities with different elevation profile or changing the ori-

entation of the testing material, e.g. rotating the map by varying degrees to examine

whether the effect is related with the frame of reference (orientation of map) or the

spatial configuration itself (Golledge, 1995b). However, what is important is that

both these factors could result in systematic biases, even if the biases is configured

differently in different parts of the world.

Region-based planning The region-based planning (alsoHierarchical Route plan-

ning) principle (Wiener andMallot, 2003) is based in the theory that people mentally

represent space in regionalised manner (as part of larger entities or regions, see also

p. 46) and posits that people aim to leave the region they are in, and optimise the dis-

tance to the nearest region. To minimise cognitive effort navigators will try to leave

as quickly from the area of their current position (e.g. origin), and then sequentially

finding the shortest route to the next region, until they reach the region of their desti-

nation. One implication of this model, according toWiener andMallot (2003) is that

navigators do not use the same level of detail for all stages of their travel plan. Their

current region is considered in more detail (e.g. available streets), while a general di-

rection to the direction is sufficient for route-choice. Due to this difference they also

call this strategy a fine-to-coarse heuristic. Kuipers et al. (2003) has also proposed

a similar approach to wayfinding under the theory of the ‘cognitive skeleton’.

This region-by-region route-choice is similar to a problem solving strategy

called ‘hill-climbing’, and (Bailenson et al., 1998) had proposed a similar strat-

egy, called the road climbing heuristic. Based on empirical data of route-choice

on maps, Bailenson et al. (1998) suggested that when routes are difficult to compare

in terms of distance, people do not minimise distance and, instead, evaluate routes

as the “sum of a series of choices within region”. Region-based planning has been

validated by wayfinding experiments in virtual reality (Wiener and Mallot, 2003),

as well as analysis of driver data and agent-based simulation (Manley et al., 2015).

Prospect MaximisationAvineri and Bovy (2008) examine how to apply prospect

theory for route-choice or modal-choice, although in general very few studies in

transport planning have applied Kahneman and Tversky’s ideas. According to
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Prospect Theory, people are risk averse, overweight small probabilities and under-

weight high probabilities. To illustrate this with one of their examples from travel

behaviour, a traveller has to choose between two alternative routes A and B, which

have different duration probabilities (Table 3.3). They detail a model to evaluate the

probabilities of Table 3.3, and discuss how changing the reference point of the deci-

sions, changes the prospect of each option. The key idea of applying PT for transport

planning is to understand, model and predict how travellers assess and weight the

possibility of negative or positive outcomes (losses versus gains), e.g. in terms of

trip duration or being late.

Table 3.3: Table demonstrating example of how route duration probability might be evalu-

ated under a Prospect Theory approach Avineri and Bovy (2008).

Route Duration / Probability 25 minutes 30 minutes 35 minutes

A 100%

B 15% 70% 15%

Spatial heuristics for the third dimensionNavigation in the vertical axis, for

example in complex indoor environments with multiple levels such public build-

ings, requires strategies and mental representations over three-dimensional space.

Hölscher et al. (2006) studied behavioural strategies of familiar and unfamiliar peo-

ple navigating in a complex convention centre, and identified three strategies: the

central point strategy, which aims to find and use structurally salient parts of the

buildings (entrance, lobby, atrium), even “if this requires considerable detours”.

Second, the direction strategy refers to targeting the direction of the destination

in the horizontal plane, and then researching how to move vertically (e.g. look for

stairs). A third alternative strategy is the floor strategy in which people prioritise

accessing the target level, first finding one’s way to the floor of the destination, ir-

respective of the horizontal position of the goal.

3.2.2.3 Heuristics to multiple destinations

The task of route-choice heuristics becomes further complicated when a person has

to reach multiple destinations, a process also called “trip-chaining”. This is the

famous “travelling salesman problem” which consists of finding the most efficient
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sequence of visits to the list of destinations. Different distance minimising strategies

can result in different overall results, as the order of destinations can affect the total

distance travelled. One simple heuristic for the travelling salesman problem is that

navigators iteratively choose the nearest destination, the local-minimising-distance

(LMD) or nearest-neighbour (NNH) heuristic. Indeed, in sequential decision mak-

ing, minimising the total distance may require a different sequence of destinations

that minimising local distance. Two other heuristic is the clustering (CH) and the

straight-line (SLH) (Hirtle and Garling, 1992). People group nearby locations into

clusters and use the nearest-neighbour heuristic (NNH) to order their visits to the

clusters. In addition, if locations are (or perceived) to be co-linear, then the SLH

posits that “a set of collinear points will be taken in order along the line, rather than

starting in the middle. Note that the NNH can generate an entire path, whereas

the SLH is a selective heuristic to handle certain cases” (Hirtle and Garling, 1992,

p.228).

For example, minimising-distance locally (between places) may be more ef-

ficient than minimising-globally. In two (map-based) studies, Garling (1989) and

Golledge (1995b) both report a significant increase in the use of the shortest path

strategy - but not the overall optimisation of the whole trip.

Early studies found that people can follow various sequences, for example

choosing first the most distant and then minimising locally, in deviation from the

LMDhypothesis (Saisa andGarling, 1987). In a follow-up study of visitors to a local

town-centre, Gärling and Gärling (1988) found the majority (69%) of shoppers who

visited more than two different locations, had used a backward locally-minimising

heuristic, starting by the farthest destination and then finding each nearest store.

Kurose et al. (2001) categorises these heuristics in two classes: the route-choice

heuristics LMD, TMD and GMD, which emphasise minimization of distance, and

the sequence-based ones which avoid the difficulty of distance-minimisation: the

nearest destination oriented (NDO; first visit nearest store), or the farthest destina-

tion oriented (FDO; first visit the more distant store), an intermediate destination-

oriented (IDO) and an attractive street oriented (ASO). In more recent experiments,
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Wiener et al. (2009a) showed that people can flexibly switch between heuristics

(nearest-neighbour or local-minimisation), but also that performance also depends

on the cognitive and memory demands of the task.

3.2.3 New sources of data

Due tomethodological limitations, many of the studies described in the previous sec-

tion, were conducted with small samples of participants (in the tradition of Cognitive

Psychology), some of the studies relied on stated preference data, others gathered

route-choice responses from maps, or experiments involving relatively small urban

areas of few hundred meters. With the advent of Global Positioning System (GPS)

devices and their increasing presence in the public, as part of ubiquitous, embedded

and pervasive computing or, more recently, the quantified-self movement, large-

scale datasets which include thousands of trips have been available to researchers to

validate theories and hypotheses.

Route-choice data from professional drivers have been analysed to study what

strategies and heuristics are used systematically. Turner (2009) analysed 2425 in-

dividual trips of motorcycle couriers, and observed in their traces evidence for use

of shortest path and also for minimising turns (least angular distance). Broach et al.

(2012) collected and analysed GPS data from 164 cyclists, which after several steps

of preprocessing (e.g. map-matching, excluding non-purposive trips such as leisure

and exercise) resulted in route-choice data for 1449 trips. After network character-

istics, such as traffic, weather, elevation and availability of cycling infrastructure,

were taken into account, cyclists trajectories showed a tendency to minimise dis-

tance, but also that the shortest path does not capture real behaviour: “Half of all

observed trips were less than 10% longer than the shortest path, and 95% of trips

were less than 50% longer” (Broach et al., 2012). Other factors such as the presence

of intersections or dedicated cycling infrastructure are factors which attract cyclists

routes. Romanillos et al. (2015) gathered trajectories for 6,022 individual trips of

cyclists in Madrid, to understand the preferences of different groups of cyclists (pro-

fessional couriers, commuters etc). A recent study by Manley et al. (2015) analysed

trips collected from the GPS traces of Minicabs in London which supported previ-
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ous evidence that individual trips deviate systematically from the shortest path, in

favour of hierarchical planning strategies that have been previously observed only

in small scale experiments Wiener and Mallot (2003); Wiener et al. (2009a).

Similarly, Papinski and Scott (2013) used GPS tracking in order to study route

efficiency and why people deviate from the shortest-path principle. They provided

volunteers with a GPS-enabled mobile phone, tracking the (car) trips of one ran-

domly selected member of each household for two consecutive days. Participants

were also to maintain a daily activity log , and completed a time-diary survey the day

after the two-day reporting period had ended. This resulted in 237 home-to-work

trips. Only 20% of trips was the same as the calculated shortest-path, but additional

factors, such as length of residency, household size (>=5 persons), a higher edu-

cation and economic profile, and making shorter trips or travel closer to the town-

centre (were the choice-set is increased) were associated with increasingly optimised

routes.

This source of data is particularly useful due to the differences between people’s

conscious route-choice and their actual situated decisions. As Hölscher et al. (2011)

noted, none of the participants followed the exact same route they had pre-planned in

advance but, rather, they opted to deviate, making situated decisions they considered

better.

On the other hand, as Romanillos et al. (2015) note, these datasets have limita-

tions. Many datasets are collected through personal tracking applications (such as

Strava.com or others) which contain very high number of trips but very few infor-

mation about the users for privacy reasons. This complicates efforts to disaggregate

the route-traces, take into account trip-purpose, or the characteristics of the traveller.

Such issues can be mitigated with the development of dedicated data-collection ap-

plications, which may have a smaller sample, but also gather data about the individ-

ual users, their preferences, trip purpose and experience.

3.2.4 Space Syntax

So far we have explored the cognitive strategies people are believe to use in or-

der to make reasonable spatial decisions. However, as Herbert Simon and James
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Gibson argued, cognition and behaviour are embedded and adapted to a particular

environment. In turn, the structure of environment itself can also exert influence on

cognition and behaviour of organisms. And since Kevin Lynch’s seminal studies, it

is clear the layout, structure and physical elements of cities influence the ‘image of

the city’ of their residents, as well as their mobility patterns (Lynch, 1960).

One way to systematically analyse the spatial configuration (the structure and

layout of the environment) of buildings or cities, as well as predict collective pat-

terns of wayfinding behaviour, is the theory of Space Syntax. The theory of space

syntax which was first proposed by Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson, and posits that

the structural and topological properties of the environment permit and predispose

patterns of spatial behaviour. According to this theory, spatial configuration acts as

“a major determinant of movement flows” (e.g. Hillier and Iida, 2005), which cor-

relates with observed movement at different scales and modes of movement, from

traffic to pedestrians (Penn et al., 1998; Desyllas and Duxbury, 2001; Penn, 2003).

Traditionally, the activity (frequency of pedestrian visits) of urban spaces is

determined by some measure of attractiveness (commercial floorspace, number of

residential units etc). However, space syntax theory argues, that in addition to be-

ing generators or attractors of movement, urban spaces can also be in the route be-

tween other origin and destination. This through-movement can be determined by

the configuration of urban spaces, such as the arrangement of buildings, city blocks

or streets, which impact direct visibility between spaces, but also their connection

to the broader network. As Hillier et al. (1993) explain:

the presence of attractors can influence the presence of people, but it

cannot influence the fixed configurational parameters which describe

its spatial location. Similarly, configuration may affect movement, but

configurational parameters cannot be affected by it. If we find a strong

degree of agreement among all three, therefore, then it must either be the

result of chance or the result of configuration having influenced both the

pattern of movement and the distribution of attractors. In other words,

if we find all three in agreement then we are compelled to assign causal
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primacy to configuration (Hillier et al., 1993, p.31)

Space syntax analysis is operationalised by abstracting urban environments into

their topological street networks (see earlier, p. 84), based on two principles: the

‘axial line’ and the ‘street segment’, and also includes measures of visibility. Axial

lines represent direct and unimpeded lines of sight, because visual access to locations

is considered a primary driver of movement and can be evaluated with ‘isovists’

(Benedikt, 1979). An axial line may include several street segments (e.g. possibly

with changing street names) or, conversely, a single street may be broken down into

several axial lines due to its curvature. The ‘street segment’, on the other hand,

refers to the partition of each street between any two intersections with other streets,

and is descriptive of through-movement. Naturally, some spaces or streets have a

higher number of connections to other spaces, and has been consistently found that

such well connected spaces, have more public functions, as well as higher levels of

movement and activity.

Two key analytical measures of space syntax analysis are integration and

choice. Integration, which corresponds to the graph-theoretic measure of closeness

centrality, represents how well connected one location is with the rest of the net-

work. This is computed for each unit of space (room, street segment or axial line)

and calculating how ’far’, on average, is this space from all others Penn (2003).

On the other hand, choice, which corresponds to the graph-theoretic measure of

betweenness centrality, represents how “often”, a node (space or street) is passed

while travelling between all other spaces. As Turner describes the process: “for all

pairs of possible origin and destination locations, shortest path routes from one to

other are constructed. Whenever a node is passed through on a path from origin to

destination, its choice value is incremented” (Turner, 2005, p.147).

Space syntax has been empirically validated by multiple studies during the past

few decades, relating the aggregated counts of pedestrian or vehicles at a street

segment/axial line with different measures of its network properties. For exam-

ple, Desyllas and Duxbury (2001) applied this method to investigate the pedestrian

traffic around the junction of Tottenham Court Road and Oxford Street. Their anal-
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ysis shows that connectivity and Visibility Graph analysis are highly correlated with

pedestrian traffic. A recent study by Koohsari et al. (2016), using a survey of 2544

individuals from two neighbourhoods in Adelaide (Australia), found that a higher

score of integration was correlated with the presence of more local destinations and

with a higher walkability score (defined as walking for transport). Many more stud-

ies currently used space syntax as a parameter which quantifies and describes the

configurational properties of street networks at the building, neighbourhood, or city

level.

3.3 The role of emotion in decision making

Until the end of the 20th century, thought, behaviour and cognition were considered

to be independent from emotions and, as a result, emotions were largely sidelined

in psychological research. According to Ledoux (2000), research on emotions was

seen as less “tractable” than research on cognitive processes, and also it was con-

sidered more clouded in “subjectivity”. Second, Ledoux argues, research was still

influenced by an early understanding of emotional and cognitive processes as be-

ing distinct from each other, even at a neural level. As the psychologist Robert

Zajonc explains, in cognitive psychology and other disciplines of that time, “affect

was considered post-cognitive” (Zajonc, 1980), merely an after-effect. For example,

although preferences are fundamental for decision making, as he explained, many

theories considered preferences or affective judgement as an outcome of rational

reasoning:

“[A] variety of content discriminations are made and features are iden-

tified, examined for their value, and weighted for their contributions.

Once this analytic task has been completed, a computation of the com-

ponents can generate an overall affective judgement”(Zajonc, 1980).

For the seminal neuropsychologist Antonio Damasio 1999, this stance reflected

a century-old dichotomy between the brain and body. Ideas about the mind-body

dualism, postulating that the brain is synonymous with reason and rationality while

emotions are “bodily reactions” related with irrational impulses, can be traced back
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to 17thcentury philosophers like Descartes. However, by the late 1980s this stance

was changing. Damasio’s ground-breaking research on patients suffering brain le-

sions in the frontal lobe, narrated eloquently in his book Descartes Error, showed

that impaired emotional faculties resulted in impaired behaviour and decision mak-

ing, from small economic transactions such as playing cards, to maintaining a well

functioning social behaviour. As he demonstrated, behaviour includes emotional

and affective aspects and, cognition is deficient without emotions (Damasio, 1999).

“the apparatus of rationality, traditionally presumed to be neocortical,

does not seem toworkwithout that of biological regulation, traditionally

presumed to be subcortical. Nature appears to have built the apparatus

of rationality not just on top of the apparatus of biological regulation,

but also from it and with it” (Damasio, 1999, p.128)

Zajonc argued in his article Feeling and Thinking, Preferences need no Infer-

ences, that affect is dominant and intrinsic, communicated with verbal, as well as

non-verbal cues, like posture or speech.“It is much less important for us to know

whether someone has just said ‘You are a friend’ or ‘You are a fiend’ than to know

whether it was spoken in contempt or with affection” (Zajonc, 1980). Affect is also

present in decision making and preferences, reflected in statements of preference

or ‘liking’. Previously, it was thought that some non-conscious function of utility

was the basis of liking and preference, but as Zajonc puts it, affect is a much more

efficient currency than information:

“If attitudes consist of information units that have affect or utilities at-

tached to them, then to change an individual’s attitude, what could be

simpler than providing the individual with alternative information units

that have the same sort of affect as that attached to the desired attitude?”

(Zajonc, 1980)

3.3.1 What is emotion

For William James, one of the founding fathers of psychology, emotion is an in-

trinsic part of human experience, but also a mechanism for survival, moderating or
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mediating response to dangerous circumstances – the ‘fight-or-flight’ reflex. Yet,

although being aware of our emotions is an intrinsic part of human experience, ar-

riving to agreed definitions about what is emotion still is a complicated intellectual

endeavour. Although all of us knowwhat if feels to have an emotion, for the system-

atic understanding of emotional processes it is important to consider what emotions

consist of and how they can be distinguished.

According to Damasio (1999), emotions can be distinguished into primary and

secondary and both are different from what we call feelings. In Damasio’s view,

emotions are the somatic (bodily) reactions to stimuli or events and they are auto-

matic and preconscious. The difference between primary and secondary emotions

is that whether they arise automatically or after cognitive processing. As he ar-

gues, organisms can have “pre-wired” or innate patterns of perceptual information

that trigger responses – for example loud noises or large objects are often consid-

ered threatening before even evaluating their type. Secondary emotions also have

a somatic ‘footprint’, activating endocrine, myoskeletal and autonomic regulation

systems, but their trigger is internal, a result of cognitive processes and thoughts,

and involves the prefrontal cortex instead of automatic responses triggered by the

amygdala. As Damasio puts it, a secondary emotions “comes from acquired rather

than innate dispositional representations” (Damasio, 1999). Individuals interpret

and give meaning to the stream of perceptual information and this triggers an emo-

tional reaction. Feelings, on the other hand, refer to emotions that enter the stream of

consciousness, the awareness of somatic changes, as when someone becomes aware

of their racing heart-beat. Finally, another very useful distinction Damasio makes, is

between the body-loop and the as-if loop. In body-loop emotions produce somatic

reactions, while in the as-if loop, emotion are part of a cognitive process, do not

produce somatic reactions and feelings but can be used in the deliberation process

of decisions, for example to evaluate prospective outcomes.

In the urban context of this discussion, these distinctions are particularly rele-

vant. We can imagine that hearing a loud noise while walking in the street will be

perceived very differently depending whether it is night or day, before we realise it
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was door that closed a few meters away. In other times, the as-if loop, is used to

imagine how we will feel should we visit a certain place and rely on such projective

emotions to make a decision.

3.3.1.1 Taxonomies of emotions

Emotions, such as pleasure, anger, happiness, sadness, disgust or joy and many

more, hold a central domain of everyday life. Already since the 1950s and 1960s,

different theories were developed to categorise people’s feelings, as independent

and discrete or as organised along linear dimensions. Two influential examples that

are useful for this thesis are the arousal-valencemodel and the approach-avoidance

model.

Figure 3.3: Left: James Russell’s ‘circumplex model of affect’ (1980), with 28 affect words

arranging along two bipolar axes of arousal (vertical) and valence (horizontal).

Right: Russell and Pratt (1980) have applied the same classification method in

terms of arousal and valence to adjectives used to describe places, highlighting

the affective dimension of experiencing space.

Arousal-Valence ModelOne influential taxonomy of emotions is the arousal-

valence model, which originates in the pleasure-arousal-dominance model (PAD)

proposed by psychologists Albert Mehrabian and James Russell (Russell, 1980;

Mehrabian, 1996). The PAD posits that emotions can be classified in three, or-

thogonal dimensions: valence, arousal and dominance. In other words emotions

can be positive - negative, reflect a state of activation or deactivation (excited or

calm) and reflect how dominant (dependent or in control) a person feels. The ad-

vantage of using a model such as this is that the majority of emotions can be classi-

fied according to their position along the two main orthogonal axes (dominance is
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not represented in Figure 3.3, shows Russell’s later taxonomy, where he argued that

the model could be reduced into two main factors (the circumplex model of affect)

arguing that: “affective states are best represented by a circle in two dimensional

bipolar space ... based on evidence from how laymen conceptualise affective states

and multivariate analyses of self-reported affective states” (Russell, 1980, p.1162).

To classify emotions in this manner, respondents were asked to rate the extent dif-

ferent affective words match their own feelings, and factor analysis identified two

principal dimensions (arousal and valence). Results were further refined, by asking

a different set of respondents to classify these affective words according to these

dimensions (Russell, 1980). According to Cabanac (2002) these ideas can be ex-

panded into a four-dimensional model, to include the dimension of duration and

quality (whether an emotion is conscious or not).

Approach versus Avoidance/WithdrawalAccording to the theory ofmotivational

direction, emotion can also be categorised as part of a motivational system (Spiel-

berg et al., 2008). Emotions, such as pleasure, liking, excitement or joy, can be

related with appetitive or approach behaviours, engaging with the stimulus or situ-

ation. In contrast, emotions like fear, sadness, boredom, annoyance or disgust are

associated with avoidance or withdrawal behaviour. It is easy to conceptualise our

relationship with spaces in similar terms. A dark alley in the night may evoke feel-

ings of fear and avoided, increase our levels of vigilance or our walking pace. In

the contrary, people tend to stay longer or revisit places they enjoy, like a beautiful

public square.

These two models provide alternative taxonomies of emotion. The valence

axis is for the most part aligned with the approach-avoidance axis: negative emo-

tions belong to avoidance/withdrawal side and positive emotions in the approach

side, with the notable exception of anger, which is considered an approach emotion

but has a negative valence. Both models are important to measure and understand

the subjective experience of individuals. In the context of this study, as it will be dis-

cussed below, evidence from neurophysiological studies suggests that the approach-

avoidance model can be associated with patterns of brain activity measured with
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EEG (Harmon-Jones, 2004; Coan and Allen, 2004).

3.3.1.2 The neurobiological basis of emotion

Understanding which brain areas are responsible for the processing of emotion-

related information is central to our understanding of the differences between emo-

tions and their study during behaviour of humans or animals. Older theories pos-

tulated that emotions are processed and regulated in the limbic system, a set of

interconnected brain systems.

In early 20 thcentury, Papez proposed that a group of systems in the central

part of the brain, thereafter called the Papez circuit, was central to emotion across

animal species; it consisted of several systems, including the hypothalamus, anterior

thalamus, hippocampus and cingulate gyrus. Later, as more areas were discovered

to be important in emotional processing, the term limbic system was introduced by

McLean, to the amygdala, basal ganglia, and others (Ledoux, 2000). Although the

term limbic system is still used, Ledoux (2000) notes that this is not a unitary system,

but rather a term referring to several brain regions that are engaged with emotional

processing and regulation. Two such systems are the amygdala and the orbitofrontal

cortex.

Amygdala The amygdala is a small almond-shaped3, brain system that is consis-

tently associated with the emotional processing of information and has been studied

extensively in terms of fear and learning. The amygdala is considered to regulate

fear responses. Any disruption to their function, e.g. through permanent lesions or

temporary pharmacological techniques, impair the ability to assign rewards, punish-

ments and motivation to stimuli (Ledoux, 2000). Apart from being central for the

evaluation of stimuli, amygdala are also crucial for the formation of memories. Ac-

tivation of the basolateral subregion of the amygdala, in particular, for example due

to related salient and emotional events, is associated with the improved formation

of memories (McGaugh, 2015).

Orbitofrontal Cortex The Orbitofrontal region of the Prefrontal Cortex is of ma-

jor importance for the processing of emotion, as it integrates inputs from a variety

3 The term “amygdala” originates from the greek word for almond
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of other brain systems, including the amygdala, the mid-brain dopamine neurons

and various sensory cortices, such as taste, olfactory or visual cortex (Rolls, 2000).

In a variety of neuropsychological studies spanning several decades, Damasio ob-

served that patients suffering from impairments of the orbitofrontal cortex showed

both emotional and decision making deficits (Damasio, 1999). For example, in a

study by Bechara et al. (2000), patients with lesions at the ventromedial part of the

orbitofrontal cortex were asked to think and describe situations in their life when

they felt “happiness, sadness, fear and anger” (an emotion elicitation method called

the emotional imagery technique). The researchers measured patients’ psychophys-

iological measures (from skin conductance and heart-rate, respiratory frequency

and skin temperature to facial movements) to assess the intensity of their emo-

tional experience. The psychophysiological responses were intense only for recol-

lections of anger-evoking events, but none for memories happiness, sadness or fear.

This suggested that damage in the ventromedial cortex “weakens the ability to re-

experience an emotion from the recall of an appropriate emotional event” (Bechara

et al., 2000). In addition, it has been consistently found that such lesions produce

significant disruption in learning and decision making, for example the ability to

learn which choices are optimal and which not (e.g. Damasio, 1999; Bechara et al.,

2000). Such findings form the experimental basis of Damasio’s somatic marker hy-

pothesis (1994), which postulates that emotions contribute to decision making as

markers.

3.3.1.3 Frontal Asymmetry

Electrophysiological studies (EEG) of emotion have been conducted to investigate

how brain activity corresponds with conceptual models of emotion, such as the

arousal-valence and approach-avoidance theories (The topic of EEG-based mea-

surement of emotion will be revisited in Chapter 4). Neuropsychological studies

on patients suffering brain damage in prefrontal lobes suggested that positive and

negative emotions are processed in different sides of the brain. The lateralisation

of emotional valence between the right and left lobes, where the left frontal lobe is

“specialised” for positive, and the right one is specialised for negative emotions, a
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phenomenon which was called anterior cerebral asymmetry or frontal asymmetry

(Davidson, 1992). For example, patients with damage in the left frontal lobe, exhibit

systematic depressive symptomatology and patients with right-frontal lobe lesions

develop mania behaviour. On this basis, Davidson hypothesis that frontal asymme-

try reflected the valence axis of Mehrabian and Russell’s PAD model of emotion.

However, applying the arousal-valence model as a basis of frontal asymmetry, could

not explain data from experiments which found that anger, which is considered a

negative emotion, resulted in increased activation in the left frontal lobe similar to

positive emotions like joy. Such findings led support to the behavioural taxonomy of

emotions, the approach- avoidance model, and postulate the frontal asymmetry re-

flects emotions related with approach or avoidance behaviour (Harmon-Jones, 2004;

Coan and Allen, 2004).

3.3.2 The role of emotions in cognition

Memory enables our past experiences to guide our future behaviour (McGaugh,

2015, p.2). Emotions, whether conscious or not, have multifaceted links with cog-

nition, modulating the process of forming and retrieving memories or evaluating

future outcomes. The first to make this argument was the neurologist Édouard Cla-

parède who, in 1911, observed the behaviour of an amnesiac patient who was unable

to remember him despite repeated visits. Although the patient did not show signs

of recognising Claparède, or indeed that Claparède had previously pricked his hand

with pin, the patient refused to make a handshake. The fact that the patient had no

recollection of the specific event but exhibited a consistent and adaptive behaviour

(to avoid the pain), suggested that emotional events are registered in memory in a

radically different way.

Broadly, this raises the question how information is stored in short-term and

long-term memory, and whether individual are conscious of (all) their memories.

Different theories have been proposed to explain the mechanism underlying this

process, focusing on the perception of different sources of information, the encoding

of this information in short- or long-term memory, or its retrieval.

According to the modulation theory, for example, emotional events are re-
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membered more vividly because arousal leads to the activation of the amygdala,

which enhances the memory consolidation of the stimuli (discussed in McGaugh,

2015). Hormones or pharmacological agents, such as cortisol, which are released

with higher arousal, enhances the consolidation of long term memory. Amygdala

activation, elicited by emotional experiences, modulates neural activity andmemory

consolidation in the hippocampus and the caudate nucleus. The hippocampus is cen-

tral for the memory of contexts (including places, for example Spiers and Maguire,

2006), and the caudate nucleus, is related with stimulus-response memories.

However, according to Talmi (2013), this theory alone cannot explain find-

ings that emotional stimuli also modulate our attention and are remember better

than their surroundings. As she notes: “Given [a long] time course, the modula-

tion model should predict enhanced memory for all stimuli in the human laboratory

study list, not only the emotional ones, but also their neighbours”. Furthermore,

stimulant drugs have similar effects of memory enhancements even when they are

administered shortly after training, which suggests that it is not only the emotional

content of the stimulus which modulates retention, but there are also other mech-

anisms which are related with the encoding of the information from short-term to

long-term memory.

One example is the effect of emotions on memory and information retention.

For example, Talmi (2013) showed that emotional stimuli recruit our attention better.

Participants were shown neutral, arousing, positive, and negative stimuli, that were

either in a position of focus or distraction. After a fixed time interval, participants

were asked to recognise and rate for familiarity. The emotional (i.e. non-neutral)

stimuli were consistently better remembered. This is because “whenever process-

ing capacity is constrained, emotional stimuli grab a relatively larger share of re-

sources than neutral stimuli” (Talmi, 2013, p.432). As Talmi (2013) proposed one

possible way emotions influence decisions is by modulating the amount of attention

allocated to the various options. Emotional stimuli stand out from their surround-

ings, “recruiting” our attention, are often perceived as more distinctive from their

background or context.
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Emotional stimuli are also encoded differently in memory. In a battery of four

experiments, Sharot and Phelps (2004) found that emotionally arousing stimuli were

better remembered due to the influence of arousal onmemory consolidation. To con-

trol the effect of attention on arousal, neutral or arousing words were displayed for

250 milliseconds in the centre of a computer screen concurrently with other neutral

or arousing words that were displayed in the periphery of the screen. Participants

were tested for their memory of words either immediately after exposure, as well as

24 hours after the experiment. In all experiments, neutral words were better remem-

bered than arousing ones immediately after the learning phase. However, 24 hours

later, neutral words were beginning to be forgotten, while the recollection of arous-

ing words was improved. Therefore, it is suggested that arousal facilitates memory

consolidation regardless of overt attention (Sharot and Phelps, 2004).

Such examples illustrate the complex relationship between emotions and cog-

nition. The effect of emotional stimuli to attract attention and then reinforce the

memory of relevant information is a profound shift from a static understanding of

cognition, reasoning and knowledge that are independent fromwhat is being remem-

bered. This becomes even more important when we consider the role of memory as

a guidance for behaviour or emotions as a context for the perception of the environ-

ment.

3.3.3 The role of emotions in decisions

One of the first to propose a role of emotions or affective appraisals as part of deci-

sion making, was Jeremy Bentham (Bentham, 2000), who put happiness as a mea-

sure of utility of actions:

“An action then may be said to be conformable to then principle of util-

ity, or, for shortness sake, to utility, (meaning with respect to the com-

munity at large) when the tendency it has to augment the happiness of

the community is greater than any it has to diminish” (Bentham, 2000)

In the neoclassical sense, utility is derived from the value of the outcome and

its probability, but this view excludes the subjective value of certain outcomes. In
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the words of Kahneman, “utility cannot be divorced from emotions, and emotions

are triggered by changes” (Kahneman, 2003). Indeed, emotions and decisions are

intertwined in a variety of ways. According to Kaufman, bounded-rationality can

be a result of cognitive constraints —the limits in the capacity of the human agent

of estimating all possible outcomes to choose the optimal. However, rationality is

also bounded by the effects of emotions and affect, which influence the ability of

the agent to process information or access to short-term memory. In fact, he argues,

emotional bounded rationality is the default (Kaufman, 1999, p.139).

One approach is to consider emotions as a “currency”, a factor of preference

that helps evaluate quickly between alternatives. Emotions may also influence what

information goes into the deliberation process itself. As discussed above, emotional

events, from words, to situations and places, are more salient than neutral ones,

and salience makes alternatives easier to remember (in other words more “avail-

able”). One of the premises of both the recognition and the availability heuristic

(see above), is that alternative outcomes that are easier to recall are judged as hav-

ing a higher likelihood. As it was discussed previously, the emotions evoked by a

stimulus or present during the formation of memory, can modulate the consolida-

tion of information and render it more salient. In that sense, emotionally arousing

or valenced (positive or negative) options could be more likely to be remembered

and included in a choice-set, and conversely, less salient ones may not even be con-

sidered as options.

According to the sociologist Amitai Etzioni (1988), decisions are influenced

by two kinds of factors: logical-empirical and the normative-affective. The nor-

mative values and affective factors may influence decision making process in three

ways: by exclusion, infusion or intrusion. Firstly, options may be excluded from

the deliberation process altogether, for moral, social or other grounds (e.g. feeling

disgust for a certain food option). Second, normative-affective factors can be found

to ‘colour’ various facts, their interpretation, and inferences drawn with non-logical

and non-empirical weights. Finally, another way normative-affective factors may

influence the process is by intrusion, preventing the completion of the deliberation
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process. The parsimonious consideration of alternative requires cognitive resources

and stamina, and attention, fatigue, stress and other affective states can short-circuit

the logical-empirical process of making a decision.

Etzioni compiles arguments from various studies, where a normative-affective

factor can help explain an important part of the variance among preferences, perfor-

mance of individuals. For example, he argues that the drop in alcohol consumption

observed in the US in the early 1980s could not be explained by the neoclassical

paradigm, because alcohol prices were reduced, but could be better explained on

the basis of social/normative factors, such as the health movement trends of the

time. Similarly, social values, prejudices or morality can influence appraisals and

decisions beyond any strict sense of rationality.

Figure 3.4: Diagram of determinants and consequences of immediate and expected emo-

tions in the decision making process (Loewenstein and Lerner, 2003).

Other models are concerned with the multitude of ways emotions contribute

to the decision making process itself. Economists Loewenstein and Lerner (2003)

proposed two parallel ways emotions contribute into the decision making process

(Figure 3.4). First, the immediate emotions, present during the decision making

process, influence the process itself. Second, the anticipated emotions, i.e. those

associated with each possible outcome, influence the weighting of different alter-

natives. However, Pfister and Bohm (2008) criticised Lowenstein and Lerner for

echoing the centuries-old Cartesian dichotomy. As they argue, if emotions are con-
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Table 3.4: Themodel of emotional functions in decisionmaking of Pfister and Bohm (2008)

Function Emotion type Prototypes Mechanisms

information reducible emotions joy, (dis)liking integration, trade-offs
speed affect-programs, drives fear, disgust, sexual

lust
stimulus-specific
response

relevance complex discrete emo-
tions

regret, disappoint-
ment, envy

selective attention, ap-
praisal

commitment moral sentiments guilt, love, anger social coordination,
perseverance

sidered as secondary influences to a fundamental rational decision making process,

that implies that decision making per se might as well happen without emotion

(Pfister and Bohm, 2008). Yet, there is compelling evidence that in the absence

of emotion-processing faculties, decision making is severely impaired both in eco-

nomic as well as in social contexts Damasio (1999); Bechara and Damasio (2005).

Instead, Pfister and Bohm (2008) propose that emotions have an intrinsic and func-

tional role in the decisionmaking process, providing: information, speed, relevance

and commitment depending on the context (Table 3.4). In their view, emotions con-

tribute to the allocation of attention and memory, the evaluation of outcomes and

perseverance with the decision.

3.4 A synthesis of spatial decision making and

emotion

Spatial decision making during the process of navigation involves many different

decisions, at multiple levels and often under the constraint of time and task (driving

or rushing to a destination). Indeed, wayfinding also includes “emotional, value and

belief considerations and satisficing constrains into the travel process” (Golledge

and Garling, 2002) . More specifically, emotions and affective appraisals can mod-

ulate the spatial reasoning that underlies spatial decision making and route-choice.

AsMontello (1997) noted: “Affective factors, such as a traveller’s mood or the eval-

uative qualities of places, might influence subjective distance via their influence on

attention and memory for environmental features”. It is not hard to think of such ex-
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amples, such as walking in a commercial shopping streets which may bring feeling

of euphoria to some or a sense of panic to others, or a dark alley that may serve as

a shortcut by day, but would be avoided by night, perhaps evoking feelings of fear.

In many cases, spatial preferences and decisions are associated with previous and

anticipated subjective experience.

However, despite an agreement on the role of emotions in learning, memory and

decision making, there has been very little research conducted on emotions, spatial

cognition and spatial decision making. Perhaps the reason was the subjectivity that

was implicitly associated with affective factors, as well as the unclear theorisation

of their effects on spatial cognition and behaviour. As Montello writes:

“Unfortunately, it is easy to make multiple claims about the direction of

such an influence that are each reasonable yet mutually contradictory.

Places with negative associations may be stored in memory as either

closer or further away because of the importance of avoiding them; the

direction the effect should take is not clear. Does one’s optimism or

pessimism play a role? There is much speculation about the importance

of affective factors but very little empirical evidence for it” (Montello,

1997, p.302).

In contrast, Passini (1984b) argues that valence may be associated to the level

of attraction and the density of events that take place in a certain location. With

this view, he provides a more specific domain for affect , associating emotions with

places. A similar idea, had already been recognised by Rapoport for whom affective

associations of places, form part of collective perception of places, a kind of shared

emotion:

“each place has values and emotions attached to it, each route and bar-

rier is evaluated as to ease and difficulty, positive or negative valence.

These constructs are shared by smaller and larger groups and behaviour,

depending on noticing, understanding and obeying cues, depends on

these schemata rather than on objective morphologies. It is the subjec-

tive environment which affects behaviour” (Rapoport, 1977, p.177).
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.

Despite these theorisations, until recently very few studies have systematically

explored links between emotional states and spatial cognition and behaviour. At the

end of the 1960s Ekman and Bratfisch (1965) tried to measure the effect of “emo-

tional involvement” with different locations on individuals’ perception of distance

from those locations. They conducted two simple psychophysical experiments ask-

ing students to make a distance estimate (i.e. subjective distance, using the ratio

scaling technique) between Stockholm (where the study was taking place) and a

number of other cities (from the Swedish town of Kiruna to Beijing), and also rate

their level of emotional engagement and the importance of the other city. As the

found, the relationship between subjective distance and emotional engagement took

the form of an inverse square root law y = b√
x (Ekman and Bratfisch, 1965). De-

spite this finding, subsequent experiments reported conflicting results (Bratfisch,

1969; Lundberg et al., 1972), and their method was also criticised by Canter and

Tagg (1975) for using geographic scale of distance which is learned indirectly from

maps, rather than direct experience, as well as for confounding people’s dispositions

towards the different countries.

Later, Cadwallader (1979) found that the perceived attractiveness of com-

mercial destinations could explain visit patterns better than metric distance.

Nevertheless, Cadwallader’s definition of attractiveness was on consumer terms

(e.g. floorspace, number of products, prices etc) rather than affect, valence or expe-

riential terms. Yet it captured the idea that preferences may override or moderate

spatial cognition processes. Recent research has examined the emotional experience

resulting from navigational uncertainty and the impact of emotions on the use of

spatial information (cues).

One common emotional aspect of spatial experience is “spatial anxiety”, the

negative feelings associated with being lost and disoriented (Lawton, 1996). Holper

et al. (2013) found that the cognitive demands and navigational experience is re-

flected in the activity of the Autonomous Nervous System (ANS), which can act

as a measure of memory performance and errors at decision points. They asked
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participants to navigate in a maze for repeated trials, while measuring their Elec-

trodermal activity (or EDA; discussed in detail in the Chapter4). When participants

arrived a previously visited (familiar) intersection in the maze but could not iden-

tify the correct path, they produced larger skin conductance responses (a measure

of ANS activation derived from EDA). According to the researchers, this suggests

that “a high arousal response triggered by the unpleasant realization of being un-

able to remember the correct path in [subsequent] trials” (Holper et al., 2013). In

contrast, when participants were confident of their decision making, this resulted in

lower levels of arousal at intersections. In this sense, the measurement of arousal

allows to complement behavioural responses, such as wayfinding, to identify points

of stress, uncertainty or higher cognitive demand.

Gardony and Taylor (2011) conducted one of the first studies to systematically

enquire the role of affective state on the utilisation of spatial cues during navi-

gation and its effect on spatial working memory. Their research investigates the

phenomenon of ‘perceptual narrowing’ (initially proposed by Easterbrook in 1959),

which posits that emotional arousal narrows cue utilization (Edelstein et al., 2008).

Gardony and Taylor (2011) designed a virtual reality experiment. The environment

was a Virtual Morris Maze (VMM) comprised of a fenced circular area with local

landmarks inside the fence and global landmarks outside. Participants were tested

in four (4) conditions depending on which landmarks were visible: local-landmarks

only, global-landmarks only, both local and global landmarks, or no landmarks at

all. In the beginning of the experiment, participants went through a mood induction

stage with affective images and music, and after had to navigate to the landmark

as quickly as possible. Although the valence of participants emotional state did not

have a significant impact, higher arousal led to decreased use of global landmarks.

In particular, their main finding shows an effect of emotional arousal on utilisation of

spatial cues (i.e. landmarks), in support of the theory of attentional narrowing. The

best performing participants were those in the low arousal induction who also had

visual access to global cues (landmarks). In contrast, participants who experienced

the testing environment in a state of high-arousal, did not benefit from visual access
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to global cues, in other words their performance was similar to those who did not

have visual access to global cues. This has major implications on our understanding

of spatial perception and cognition:

“If arousal reliably modulates cue utilization then it can influence not

only how spatial mental models of novel environments are formed but

also the completeness of these models, given available cues.This can

have deep ramifications for populations susceptible to acute bouts of

arousal, such as military and civilian emergency first responders, who

face heightened arousal states and require strong navigational ability on

a daily basis” (Gardony and Taylor, 2011)

So far, less work has been devoted on the evaluation of affective information

during the spatial decision making process. Stern et al. (1999) proposed a model of

spatial decision making and route-choice based on an approach-avoidance process.

In their model, route-choice is the result of a process which evaluates possible ac-

tions (the path choice-set), retrieves prior experience about those choices (e.g. the

paths), and “calculates valences” for fore each alternative which then serve as the

basis of decisions. This includes the valence of different route-segments and the

anticipated traffic conditions. In other words, the utility of each choice is captured

in a valence index, which guides preference for a certain possible outcome. Such a

model can be used, for example, to study the choice between choosing the familiar

route to work (commute) with the implication of being stuck in traffic, or search

for a new shortcut but face the uncertainty (and anxiety) of being lost (Stern et al.,

1999).

3.4.0.1 Environmental affect

Pedestrians, in particular, are more exposed to environmental conditions from

weather to noise and pollution. Therefore, these environmental conditions and the

characteristics of the environment, exert an influence on spatial decision making

processes and heuristics. For instance, the route length, number of crossings, pave-

ment width, retail frontage, open space, and traffic volume are critical factors for

the perceived, as well as for the observed walkability of street networks. More-
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over, Adkins et al. (2012) found that after controlling for basic parameters moti-

vating walking such as the proximity to destinations, other factors associated with

subjective experience of places also influence the perceived walkability of urban

environments.

Converging evidence suggests that people most often do not use the shortest

path for their movement in cities. For example, analysis of large datasets of pro-

fessional drivers (Manley, 2013; Turner, 2009) and pedestrians (Foltête and Piom-

bini, 2010) shows that the shortest path is only used for a fraction of everyday trips.

Foltête and Piombini (2010) found that pedestrians follow the optimal route only for

55% of the total trips, and deviations from the optimal can be explained by environ-

mental factors. Their data show that individuals avoided routes with tall residential

buildings, and preferred routes along small commercial buildings and open spaces

(green, empty and squares). Elements most often associated with the micro-scale

built environment, such as safety, comfort and pleasure, can be considered as ‘af-

fective’ because they are related with emotional appraisals of subjective experience.

Thus, at the macroscopic scale, patterns of pedestrian movement can be explained,

on the basis of urban design characteristics that have a direct influence of how spaces

are experienced. Of course, there are local characteristics that moderate how spe-

cific environments and their characteristics are valued. For example, Borgers and

Timmermans (2005) note that walking through shops or malls is considered attrac-

tive in Eindhoven but negative in Maastricht (Netherlands).

In contrast to drivers, pedestrians are exposed to constant interactions with their

immediate environment. A situated, sequential route choice framework is supported

by several studies, where decisions are made at each intersection (Foltête and Piom-

bini, 2010) often diverting from the original preplanned route (Hölscher et al., 2011)

informed by, and in response to, environmental features, from remember a more ef-

ficient path or find preferred scenic street. To conclude, it is important to examine

the ‘environmental affect’ and how streetscapes are experienced by pedestrians, be-

cause this subjective experience influences walking behaviours at large.
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3.5 Chapter Summary

To conclude, although many theories of decision making posit that people make

choices trying to optimise the utility of their outcome. However, following the the-

ory of bounded rationality it has been shown that cognitive, temporal and infor-

mational constraints are intrinsic to the decision making process. In turn, people

use heuristics and biases to make quick decisions, and evaluate uncertain outcomes.

Recent evidence from neuropsychology and affective neuroscience have made clear

emotions are an integral component of a decision making process, modulating the

formation and retrieval of memories and information, the allocation of attention and

the evaluation of outcomes.

Spatial behaviours like navigation in cities, is a process of spatial decision mak-

ing, and thus is subject to similar cognitive phenomena such as heuristics and bi-

ases. Previous research has identified various criteria that influence people’s route-

choices, as well as specific effects of spatial structure, network connections and

environmental characteristics. Despite, evidence on the importance of emotions in

decision making, very few studies have explored the role of emotions in spatial cog-

nition and spatial decision making, partly due to the difficulty of assessing, measur-

ing and explaining how spaces evoke different emotions. The forthcoming chapters

will explore howmobile psychophysiology can contribute to studying the emotional

experience of pedestrian decision making in the field.



Chapter 4

Methodology

This chapter discusses the research methodology which is applied in the experimen-

tal part of this thesis, investigating the emotional experience of pedestrian move-

ment. It covers the origins of the experimental approach in Environmental Psy-

chology, Behavioural Geography and Affective Neuroscience. It then provides a

background on the experiment methods and materials, from the practice of wayfind-

ing experiments, to the instruments used for the ambulatory measurement of psy-

chophysiological responses, including EEG and EDA.

—

Understanding the relationship of people with their environment and, specifically,

the subjective experience of pedestrian movement, are of major importance for the

fields of environmental psychology, transport, architecture and urban design. From

this point of view, this chapter aims to synthesize and introduce a research method-

ology than can extend beyond fundamental research. In other words, although the

research conducted here aims to understand the basis of subjective experience dur-

ing pedestrian movement, the scope of this work is to develop a tool that can be used

in other circumstances, for example to gauge the quality of environments, how well

they fit the needs of users or to identify where design interventions are needed.

4.0.1 Outline of experimental approach

The research aims and scope of this research raise two fundamental methodological

questions:
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- Spatial Cognition
- Route-choice
- Pedestrian mobility

- Subjective Experience
- Psychophysiological          
   measures

Behavioural 
Geography

Pedestrian 
Experience

Affective 
Neuroscience

Research 
Methods

Figure 4.1: Venn Diagram showing the intersection of disciplines and research methods

used in this thesis.

1. How to study pedestrian movement, and what are its key parameters;

2. How to define and measure the subjective and emotional experiences of peo-

ple, during pedestrian activity.

The research methodology was developed through the critical synthesis of ex-

perimental approaches from behavioural geography, environmental and cognitive

psychology, and affective neuroscience (Figure 4.1). Each approach will be dis-

cussed in the following sections, including its background, application and limita-

tions:

1. First, the primary innovation of this thesis is the mobile psychophysiological

measurement of emotional experience, using measures of mobile Electroen-

cephalography and Electrodermal Activity during naturalistic pedestrian nav-

igation. A framework is developed for the synchronised collection of multiple

streams of behavioural and psychophysiological data, their aggregation and,

in particular, their analysis and visualisation.

2. Second, self-reported methods will be used to reveal individuals’ subjective
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experience, for example preferences or recollections of emotional state, and

validate the direct psychophysiological measures. Cognitive factors pertain-

ing to navigation behaviours, such as prior familiarity or mental representa-

tions of space, will also be measured using behavioural tasks or self-reported

methods.

3. Third, the main mode of research is to conduct naturalistic experiments of in-

dividuals walking, situated in real urban environments. Individual behaviour

will be monitored and measured using two main methods: a) GPS tracking

to register spatial position and movement, and b) visual observation and be-

havioural geo-annotation to register individuals’ behaviours of interest, as

well as other confounding variables (e.g. noise, traffic etc).

4.0.2 Chapter outline

The chapter is structured in three parts.

1. Section 4.1, presents a review of pedestrian mobility (walking) as an exper-

imental research method for the naturalistic environmental exposure and the

study of pedestrian route-choice (spatial decision-making), drawing from rel-

evant literature in spatial cognition and environmental psychology.

2. Section 4.2 outlines the methods available to study various aspects of subjec-

tive experience and emotion. It focuses on particular examples from an urban

context, drawing mainly from research on environmental psychology. This

section grounds the research methods used with a review of direct and indi-

rect methods for the measurement of subjective experience, focused on psy-

chophysiology, electroencephalography and electrodermal activity. Because

these will be the primary methods applied in the experimental studies of the

next chapters, this extended section covers the background, physiological ba-

sis and methodological considerations of their application for research.

3. Section 4.3 details the methods of psychophysiological measurement of EEG

andEDA, including their psychophysiological basis and analytical approaches
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relevant to the present research.

4. Finally, Section 4.4 offers a detailed synthesis of those methods as they will

be encountered in the experiments including equipment selection, technical

considerations, fieldwork applications and, of course, limitations.

4.1 Understanding pedestrian movement

The everyday act of walking is often the subject of scientific research on its own.

As we discussed in the introduction, disciplines have taken an increased interest

on the amount of walking people accomplish —or don’t —in their everyday life.

For urban planning pedestrian activity is associated with the socio-economic per-

formance of urban areas, and for public health related disciplines increased amounts

of walking are related with improved health outcomes. For behavioural geography,

environmental and cognitive psychology, walking has been considered a method of

environmental exposure for the study of person-environment transactions, as part of

investigation on the cognitive mechanisms of spatial cognition, perception and be-

haviour, or to measure the psychological and physiological impacts of being within

different environments (cf. Parsons, 1991). These aspects are introduced below.

4.1.1 Characteristics of pedestrian movement

In comparison with other modes of transport, the particular characteristics of pedes-

trian mobility are the slow speed of movement and the maximal exposure to the

environment. The average walking speed (“comfortable gait”) of pedestrians is ap-

proximately estimated at 4.8 km/h or 1.33 m/s, and is related with gender and age,

ranging from 1.45 m/s for young men to 1.27 m/s for women above 70 years old

(Bohannon, 1997). Therefore, in addition to health benefits as a moderate physical

activity endorsed by the World Health Organisation (WHO, 2007), or the impor-

tant implications for the liveliness and function of cities, because of its low speed,

walking is also an ideal medium to study person-environment interactions.

At this speed of movement, people are most exposed to their direct environ-

ment. For example, travelling by car takes place at a higher average speed, inside

the isolated environment of the car, while cycling puts puts significant attentional
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demands for the observation of street traffic. In contrast, walking allows the ob-

servation of the environment, and puts the emphasis on the embodied experience

with the senses. From a phenomenological standpoint, physical exposure to envi-

ronments through movement, and especially walking, is perhaps humans’ primary

means of spatial perception (Gehl et al., 2006; Wunderlich, 2008). As Gehl et al.

(2006) noted, due to the low speed and proximity to buildings and people, the pedes-

trian observes and interacts with the built, natural and social environment. The tex-

tures of the environment can be experienced through vision or touch, sounds and

odours are dominant, and even temperature can emphasize the play of shadow and

light on a summer day. Mobility at walking speed allows social interaction from

observation to direct contact, and is an un-reflexive activity, that requires minimal

attention allowing the observation of the environment from shop displays to archi-

tectural or natural elements.

4.1.2 Naturalistic walking in spatial cognition research

Spatial cognition research has a long history of using walking as part of naturalistic

experiments. In this context, the term naturalistic is used to distinguish, for example,

from observational studies of pedestrian behaviour (Gehl and Svarre, 2013) where

people are observed remotely, from those studies where behaviour is observed in

an experimental setting, participants are aware and consent to being observed and

thus behaviour may involve a potential experimentation bias. Broadly these can

be distinguished in two categories, according to their particular focus, into: spatial

learning, or wayfinding experiments.

Spatial Learning The first category are studies who study the acquisition of spatial

knowledge from direct experience. Typically, such experiments involve the sys-

tematic exposure of participants to an environment, such as a building or a small

urban area. This can take the form of a guided tour through locations of interest,

or can be based on free exploration of the environment. Subsequently, participants

are tested for the detail and accuracy of their spatial knowledge. Although exper-

iments in spatial learning can also be conducted with paper-based instruments or

room-sized environments (e.g. using maps Golledge, 1995a; Garling, 1989), the
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processes of perception, cognition and behaviour differ according to the scale of

space involved. As Montello (1993) observed, perceiving space in figural or vista

scale does not require movement, whereas to experience and learn environmental-

scale spaces, requires the integration of information over space and time (see also

Chapter 2). For this reason, walking has been used extensively to investigate learn-

ing from direct experience acquisition of spatial knowledge of urban districts (e.g.

Spencer and Weetman, 1981; Montello, 1998; Meilinger et al., 2013).

Neuroimaging spatial cognition studies using fMRI have also used naturalistic

walking as a method of physical exposure to the environment. However, in those

cases, participants are later tested in the laboratory using environmental surrogates,

to simulate presence in the environment, using images, videos or virtual environ-

ments. For example, in one such study participants walked in a university campus,

guided by a researcher along a controlled, predetermined route, andwere later shown

static images of locations along the route and asked to make distance judgements

(Schinazi and Epstein, 2010; Schinazi et al., 2013). Similarly, Howard et al. (2014)

guided participants in a controlled systematic way through a neighbourhood in Lon-

don, but then participants viewed video walk-throughs of navigation routes, and

were asked to indicate the correct direction to goals. Both these studies, real-world

naturalistic learning was followed by virtual reality testing in the fMRI scanner.

Wayfinding and NavigationWayfinding in a familiar or unfamiliar environment

is another kind of experimental situation that lends well to naturalistic experiments.

Indeed, this is a familiar task that individuals are used to perform in everyday life.

Such experiments can take place at spaces of different scale for example inside a

multi-level indoor environment, such as shopping malls and complex university

buildings (Passini, 1984b; Hölscher et al., 2013), in a small pedestrianised commer-

cial area (Saisa and Garling, 1987), or even within a whole town-centre (Hölscher

et al., 2011).

In his wayfinding experiments, for example, Passini (1984b) first guided par-

ticipants through a new complex route in large multi-level buildings in Montreal

(Canada) and later asked them to retrace the route, while verbalising their thoughts.
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This paradigm was used to classify the types of decision-making processes that take

place during wayfinding. More recently, Hölscher et al. (2011) asked residents of

Freiburg (Germany) who were highly familiar with the city, to first describe a route

from an origin to a destination, and immediately afterwards prompted them to actu-

ally walk towards each destination. As the researchers observed, participants devi-

ated from the route they had described when they identified a better route or more

familiar streets. As discussed below, similar experiments often take place in vir-

tual reality environments, of comparable scale (e.g. building, neighbourhood, small

city), with the largely the same experimental approaches.

4.1.3 Environmental Psychology goes for a walk

Naturalistic walking has also been used in environmental psychology studies to un-

derstand the psychological outcomes of different urban and natural environments.

One distinct line of research are studies investigating the ‘restorative’ effects of nat-

ural environments, such as parks or forests.

Restorative theory The restorative theory postulates a positive psychological effect

of green and natural environments, in comparison to urban settings, facilitating re-

covery from stressful situations or depleted cognitive functions. The psychologist

Roger Ulrich, one of themain proponents of this theory noted these efforts were born

in response to the patterns of urbanisation during the second half of the 20thcentury:

“In America and other urbanised areas there is a strong intuitive belief,

held by large numbers of the public as well as planning and decision-

making communities, that contact with nature is somehow good for

people [...] research to evaluate this assumption may therefore prove

useful” (Ulrich, 1981, p.524)

According to Ulrich, the experience of natural environments promotes recovery

from psychological stress, and can also ‘immunise’ against future stressors (Ulrich,

1981; Ulrich et al., 1991; Parsons et al., 1998). Another aspect of restorative theory,

proposed by Rachel and Stephen Kaplan, focused on the attentional demands of

natural or urban environments, arguing that attention is effortful, is akin to a resource
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that can be depleted and thus requires ‘restoration’ (Kaplan, 1996).

Until recently, empirical studies on restorative theory were based on laboratory

experiments. Ulrich (1981) pioneered a study using EEG to quantify and contrast

the psychological effects of visual exposure to natural versus urban environments .

In the experiment, individuals watched images of natural environments (with veg-

etation or/and bodies of water) versus urban scenes without vegetation. As Ulrich

observed EEG alpha frequency (4-8 Hz) amplitude in the frontal lobes were sys-

tematically increased when participants viewed images of vegetation as opposed

to viewing urban scenes. Higher alpha frequency amplitude is a measure associ-

ated with reduced brain activation or relaxation (EEG is discussed extensively in

page 141). However, although a less contentious issue than in spatial cognition, the

stimuli used in these studies have been called “environmental surrogates” (Parsons

and Tassinary, 2002). Such research designs relied on visual exposure “because vi-

sion is by far themost important sense in terms of yielding information about outdoor

environments” (Ulrich, 1981). In follow-ups of this study, Ulrich and his colleagues

increasingly added different types of stressors to examine the restorative effects of

different environments. To further disentangle the effects of image and noise, and

perhaps to add a degree of realism, Parsons et al. (1998) extended the laboratory

visual exposure paradigm, with an overlay of sound and use of video walk-throughs

instead of static images.

In other cases, researchers turned to longitudinal studies, controlling people’s

exposure to different environments over long periods of time. Again Ulrich (1984)

analysed hospital records, studying the recovery rates of patients as well as the type

of environment available through their hospital room and found that patients recov-

ered faster when they had a view to a green space. Recently, Ward Thompson et al.

(2014) used interviews, questionnaires and salivary cortisol levels (an bio-marker

of stress) from people living in two different communities in Scotland, and showed

a restorative, positive effect of green/natural environments, even through indirect

exposure, for example living in geographic proximity to a park.

Increasingly, naturalistic experiments with walking participants, were used by
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researchers interested in the potential positive psychological effects of short-term

visits to natural environments. Early experiments used self-reported measures, such

as the Perceived Restorativeness Scale (Hartig and Korpela, 1997), and more re-

cently mobile psychophysiological measurement of people’s mental state (in terms

of effort, emotion or attention). For example, Roe and Aspinall (2011) asked people

with mental health issues as well as a healthy control group to take short, found that

thirty-minute walks in green/rural settings bring positive psychological outcomes

especially for people with issues of mental health. In another example, Takayama

et al. (2014) found psychologically “therapeutic” effects, in terms of stress reduction,

of walks in forests1 using several self-reported psychological scales (Positive and

Negative Affective Scale and the Profile ofMood States, Restorative Outcome Scale

and others). Using a similar naturalistic experiment design involving 50 minute

walks, Bratman et al. (2015) found that walking in natural environments resulted in

increased working memory capacity, as opposed to walking in urban areas.

The recent development of mobile methods of psychophysiological measure-

ment has led into several studies exploring the restorative environment hypothesis

in situated, field experiments. Christian Nold was the first to pair a portable EDA

(skin conductance) sensor with a GPS device. He then asked people to walk in vari-

ous urban locations. Nold used this method as a prompt for community participation

and discussion, rather than empirical investigation of person-environment interac-

tions (Nold, 2009). Piloting a new methodology, Aspinall et al. (2013) used mobile

EEG to measure the emotional responses to place of individuals walking in the city

contrasting environments with and with a natural element (e.g. park versus major

road). Aspinall et al. (2013) asked participants to walk through urban and natural

areas (park), measuring their brain activity using mobile EEG, which suggest a dif-

ferent brain activity consistent with the restorative effects of green environments.

Tyrväinen et al. (2014) explored the use of a different indicator of physiological

stress, measuring the variation in levels of salivary cortisol of people to walking in

different settings (park, woodland, town-centre) in Helsinki, in Finland, and found

1 According to the authors, this kind of walk follows the Japanese tradition of “forest-bathing”

or shinrin-yoku (Takayama et al., 2014).
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a reduction of salivary cortisol after walks in the natural environments (Tyrväinen

et al., 2014). Measurements of skin conductance (EDA) and subjective experience

of the urban environment have appeared, as for example in Bergner et al. (2011) and

Hijazi et al. (2016) studies with the spatial analysis of geo-annotated EDA signals

to detect obstructions or “emotional barriers” in the urban environment (discussed

in more detail in Chapter 5).

In conclusion, taking advantage of technological innovations during the last

40 years, research in the psychological effects of the environment, have progressed

from tightly controlled, visual exposure of various environmental scenes to situated

and often mobile experiments of people walking “in the wild”.

4.1.4 Real world versus Virtual Reality studies

Both spatial cognition and environmental psychology studies are conducted in real-

world — or physical — environments, as well as in virtual reality (VR) simulations

of either real, or imaginary settings. Many studies involve the experience and learn-

ing of artificial settings, such as fictional or abstracted maps, rooms with objects,

video walk-throughs, or virtual-reality simulations. In contrast, naturalistic stud-

ies take place in the physical environment, in real, non-artificial settings, such as

an existing buildings or urban areas. This has raised a debate of ecological valid-

ity, namely whether data and findings between these two experiment modalities are

equivalent, comparable and relevant for real-world behaviour.

Experiments taking place in physical environments usually have reduced con-

trol of environmental factors which may influence procedures and findings, such as

weather conditions, ambient noise and traffic. In addition, neuroimaging studies us-

ing fMRI, PET or MEG scanners are not possible because of the size of devices and

the requirement for immobile participants. Here, proponents of research in virtual

reality argue that it permits the precise manipulation of experimental variables (e.g

the structure of the environment or the presence of landmarks to name a few).

On the other hand, virtual reality has been criticised for being fundamental dif-

ferent from real world experience. Apart from the visual differences of an artificial

environment, a person (or, in many studies, animal) navigating in a VR environ-
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ment does not receive the same perceptual and sensorimotor information (Taube

et al., 2013; Minderer et al., 2016), which could result in differences in behaviour

and in cortical activity. Due to the lack of proprioceptive and vestibular cues (the

feeling of moving ones body or the feeling of acceleration and rotation), percep-

tion of movement relies only on screen-based visual flow. Taube et al. (2013) point

specifically to the fact that in animal studies theta frequency oscillations (approx-

imately 4-8 Hz) are attenuated during VR experiments. On that basis, they argue

that for humans too, it is not known whether the amplitude and characteristics of

theta-frequency oscillations which are observed in VR are identical to those of ac-

tive locomotion. At present there are no data of intra-cranial EEG from physical

active people which are necessary in order to evaluate the similarity of signals with

lab-recordings.

However, in terms of performance in spatial cognition tasks, both humans and

animals are capable to navigate in virtual reality (VR) as well as they do in the

physical (‘real’) environment (PE). In their comparison of VR and PE, Waller and

Greenauer (2007) found limited differences in acquisition of spatial knowledge,

mainly that participants were less accurate in estimating the direction of locations

during a pointing task. This suggests that body-based senses facilitate the integra-

tion of turning information, but this may not affect decision-making or wayfinding.

Indeed, in the context of navigation, Conroy (2001) was one of the first to directly

compare wayfinding behaviours of individuals in the a real-world building and its

virtual counterpart. In her studies at the Tate Gallery in London, and in a virtual real-

ity model of the same building, she observed that cumulative patterns of wayfinding

behaviour during an exploration task were strongly correlated between visitors in

the gallery and participants in the VR study. This observation was made despite

the fact the the virtual model was simplified in terms of texture and exhibits. Thus,

Conroy (2001) argued that in the context of exploration, the spatial characteristics

of the environment are major drivers of wayfinding behaviour. In another study,

Jansen-Osmann and Wiedenbauer (2004) replicated in a VR environment the route-

angularity effect (routes with more turns being overestimated as longer) that was
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initially observed in a real-world study by Sadalla and Magel (1980). In a more re-

cent study published after the completion of the present work, Coutrot et al. (2018a)

found that the wayfinding performance of participants (e.g. distance travelled and

wayfinding errors) correlate strongly between a VR based experiment and a real-

world study, despite the great differences between the testing environments (artifi-

cial game versus city).

For this thesis, the focus was to study the emotional experience of the urban

environment, and thus it was decided to conduct situated and naturalistic studies of

freely navigating participants. It is worth noting here that the first study presented in

Chapter 5 is focused on validating the study of subjective experience in a structured

route (i.e. without wayfinding), and only the second study presented in Chapter 6

investigates the application of the method in the context of unconstrained naviga-

tion. This incremental approach allows to test whether subjective experience can be

measured reliably before an unconstrained wayfinding task in a large-scale urban

environment. The rationale for this decision was the focus of the study in the expe-

rience of real-world environments, and the aim to develop a methodology to study

subjective experience in many different environments. The aim for such a method is

be used to study the experience in different urban environments, and different cities.

Virtual reality studies could neither have the same level of detail of the environment,

nor create the same level of immersion, presence and sense of place for large urban

environments. This choice has of course its limitations, such as additional levels of

complexity due to the variety of factors like noise, traffic, other pedestrians that are

hard to assess and impossible to control. Thus, the aim of this thesis is the devel-

opment of naturalistic research methods of pedestrian behaviour, expanding recent

research on mobile psychophysiology, and make a contribution that is relevant for

fields beyond spatial cognition, from architecture, to urban design and planning, or

accessibility research (discussed further in Chapter 5).

4.1.4.1 Types of wayfinding tasks

It is useful, at this point, to distinguish between the various wayfinding tasks that

can be used in to expose individuals to environments and/or examine their cognitive
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process of spatial behaviour.

Figure 4.2: Taxonomy of Wayfinding tasks, according to Wiener et al. (2009a), based on

the different levels of spatial knowledge, the presence of a specific destination

and the use of external wayfinding aids.

Figure 4.2 shows the taxonomy of wayfinding tasks which was proposed by

Wiener et al. (2009a), and which classifies tasks based on three main criteria:

• Use of external aids, such as: maps, signage, navigation assistant;

• Navigating towards a specific destination or not (i.e. roaming);

• Level of spatial knowledge available to the individual (landmark, route or

survey).

This taxonomy allows to consider the kind of task that is appropriate for differ-

ent research questions, as well as a careful consideration of the cognitive demands

of experiments. This taxonomy can be used to classify previous research. For ex-

ample, experiments in environmental psychology use a route-following paradigm,

either walking physically or watching imagery, ensuring all participants experience
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the same environments without imposing wayfinding demands to the individuals.

Spatial cognition studies, have also employed such route-following paradigms, to

control the amount of exposure to an environment during the learning phase of

an experiment. Directed wayfinding tasks with specific goal locations are used

to study the interaction between knowledge, preference and decision-making be-

haviour (Passini, 1984b).

In terms of the present research, the two following experiments employ both

kinds of tasks. In Experiment 1, a route following task is used, in order to control

environmental exposure and minimise the navigational effort of participants; the

route is predetermined and the instructions are relayed in stages. Conversely, Ex-

periment 2 consists of a path-planning task was deemed appropriate to investigate

route-choice and subjective experience in a familiar urban environment.

4.1.5 Observing and tracking pedestrian behaviour

An issue that arises from such examples of studying pedestrian movement, is how

to record and measure patterns of walking behaviour. Tracking individuals trajec-

tories in space is necessary in order to study the navigation, route-choices and other

types of pedestrian behaviour. In the recent history of urban planning and sociol-

ogy, various approaches have been developed for the observation of social and urban

behaviour.

One of the first to systematically record physical behaviour was the American

anthropologist Edward T. Hall, who studied what he called proxemics. He called

proxemics the variety of interpersonal interactions between people, which he con-

ceptualised as ”microspace as a system of bio-communication” (Hall, 1963). Hall

devised a system of graphical notation to record a variety of interpersonal interac-

tions between people, such as their posture, their interpersonal distance and other

behaviours. The urbanist William Whyte used time-lapse photography and film to

study how pedestrians used public spaces in New York and other cities (e.g. Whyte,

1988). The Danish architect, urban designer and planner Jan Gehl famously made

series of maps of pedestrian behaviours in Italian cities, such as Sienna or Ascoli

Piceno (Figure 4.3), to understand and illustrate how people make use of different
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Figure 4.3: In this behavioural map from 1965, the urbanist Jan Gehl represents with single

points where people are standing at the Piazza del Popolo, in Ascoli Piceno.

Source: Gehl and Svarre (2013).

parts of the urban space, for various everyday activities such rest, social interaction

or movement (Gehl and Svarre, 2013). The two main components of their tech-

niques is to record the trajectories and behaviours of pedestrians.

Trajectories can be coded as continuous lines on a map. Repeated over a period of

time and for multiple individuals, line traces begin to accumulate in distinct patterns,

revealing where the people are moving, where the walk slow or fast, where they

make spatial decisions, and what are their route-choices they make.

Behaviours can be often coded as points in space. This allows to collect data about

behaviours of interest: including changes in their speed, where people pause, look
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for information, or encounter difficulties. Time is also sometimes be added as a

parameter for behaviour, simply by adding a timestamp to the location information,

to gather data about the duration or frequency of behaviours. Over time, with the

juxtaposition of many individual points, can form clusters and thus reveal collective

patterns of interactions with the environment.

These methods are also used in spatial cognition research to record navigational

choices in space. However, one limitation of these techniques is that a researcher

has to visually or physically follow (depending on the scale of space observed and

the position of the observer) one person at the time, manually tracing their path on

a paper, and recently a digital map (Dalton et al., 2012). Today, the widespread

availability of satellite-based localisation using GPS-enabled (Global Positioning

System) equipment from dedicated devices to everyday smart-phones, allows re-

searchers to observe and measure human and animal movements at a larger scale.

For example, Eloy et al. (2015) used GPS monitoring and eye-tracking in tandem

to study people’s gaze patterns over architectural landmarks. The choice of man-

ual–versus satellite–based tracking is also depending on the availability of satellite

reception in the area of study. For example, GPSmonitoring is not possible in indoor

environments, although several methods are being developed for indoor localisation.

To summarise, there is a long history of research using situated, naturalistic

experiments involving individuals walking in the environment, both from the field

of environmental psychology and from spatial cognition. Naturalistic experiments,

taking place in real – and everyday – places, can be used to study spatial learning,

spatial behaviours, such as route choice, or the psychological impacts of different

environments.

4.2 The subjective experience of pedestrians

This section reviews the methods used to study the subjective experience of pedes-

trian movement.

4.2.1 Observations and surveys
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Figure 4.4: Diagrammatic representation of street typologies and their perceived qualities.

In this seminal 1972 study, Appleyard and Lintell used detailed interviews with

residents local residents (Appleyard and Lintell, 1972).

Early and influential studies on environmental perception, such as these of Lynch

(1960) or Appleyard (1970), or more recent ones such as Hine (1996), employed

a variety of qualitative methods, such as interviews to understand people’s percep-

tions, memories and evaluations of the urban environment and its characteristics.
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Figure 4.4 shows one diagrammatic representation of such work from the highly

influential article The Environmental Quality of City Streets (Appleyard and Lin-

tell, 1972). GIS, spatial analysis, surveys, behavioural and transport observations,

and systematic audits comprise, today, the arsenal of tools available for the analysis

of the urban environment and its characteristics (Adkins et al., 2012; Harvey and

Aultman-Hall, 2016). Essentially, to understand people’s perceptions and experi-

ences in the environment, these studies rely on self-reported assessments. Interviews

of pedestrians, either on-site or off-site, have been used extensively to study the per-

ception or experience of the urban environment, studying factors such as aesthetics

or traffic (e.g. Appleyard and Lintell, 1972; Hine, 1996).

In addition, walking alongside interviewees has also been used as a mobile

method, expanding tools such a stated preference surveys or environmental audits.

According to Kelly et al. (2011), “the walking interview meant it was possible to

observe walkers interacting with traffic when crossing and when walking alongside

traffic. We observed participants [...] as they walked alongside and we were able

to discuss and find explanations for those actions” (Kelly et al., 2011, p.1505). It

is important to point out, that in the context of pedestrian mobility or navigation,

the measurement of subjective experience of has received less attention than other

aspects such as route-choice or wayfinding and cognition. Notable exceptions is

research on the effects of disorientation and related emotions, such spatial anxiety

(e.g. Lawton, 1996) and research on the psychological correlates of navigation for

people with disabilities (discussed in chapter 5).

4.2.2 The basis of environmental psychophysiology

The measurement of how pedestrians feel – the subjective experience of pedes-

trian mobility – can be achieved with a variety of approaches: self-reporting or

psychophysiological measurement.

Self-reporting involves the use of questionnaires, surveys, standardised scales

or interviews to obtain individuals’ appraisal of their own emotional state. In a

review of methods used to assess the emotional states of non-clinical populations,

Mauss and Robinson (2009) conclude that self-reports are well adapted tomeasuring
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current experience and less sensitive to retrospective appraisals of past experiences.

However, as they point out, people with high in social desirability may report less

on negative emotional states, and individuals high in alexythymia are “less capable

of conceptualising” their emotions and express them in a self-report.

Psychophysiological measurement is based on the premise that physiological

signals reflect psychological states (cf. Cacioppo et al., 2000). The nervous systems

consists of two components: the central (brain and spinal cord) and the autonomous

nervous system (ANS), which is distinguished further into the sympathetic and the

parasympathetic branches. The sympathetic (SNS) branch of the autonomic nervous

system (ANS) controls a number of systems, including heart-rate, electrodermal ac-

tivity (skin conductance), or respiration. The direct measurement of psychophysio-

logical changes instead of self-reported introspection is based on extensive research

that has established the relationship between the function of the sympathetic ner-

vous system and emotional experience of individuals (Larsen et al., 2008). Thus,

psychophysiological measurement has come to augment, rather than replace, sub-

jective evaluations. According to Parsons and Tassinary (2002), the benefit of the

psychophysiological approach is that: “it complements other research approaches,

and that complement is especially important when the psychological processes of

interest are not completely available to or accurately represented by conscious rec-

ollection and behavioural observation” (Parsons and Tassinary, 2002).

In addition to physiological responses such as skin conductance or heart-rate,

correlates of emotion in the brain have also been studied extensively. Research on

EEG signals from the anterior (frontal) parts of the brain have been associated with

emotional appraisal of stimuli (Mauss and Robinson, 2009; Davidson, 2004). Of

interest here is the phenomenon of ‘frontal asymmetry’, which refers to the associa-

tion of emotions with the relative activation of the left versus the right hemisphere.

Frontal asymmetry was initially though to be related with the valence of experienced

emotions, but more recent theories relate it with approach-avoidance tendencies (this

topic is discussed in more detail in the next section).

However, the direct measurement of ANS and CNS is rendered more com-
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plex by the fact that these systems are involved in multiple aspects of cognition and

behaviour. As Mauss and Robinson (2009) put it, “ANS measures serve multiple

masters including perceived and actual task demands, coping appraisals, and motor

behaviour” (Mauss and Robinson, 2009) . There two main aspects in the relation-

ship between autonomic phenomena and emotion: coherence and specificity. As

(Levenson, 2014) explains, coherence refers to whether a specific emotion evokes

the same “pattern” across different ANS systems (for example produce an increase

in heart rate, skin conductance and respiratory behaviour), whereas specificity refers

to whether different emotions evoke to distinct patterns. For example, the measure-

ment of skin conductance is a reliable measure of arousal but the valence of the

emotion that is experienced is not distinguished.

4.2.2.1 Biomarkers in environmental research

According to Aronson (2005), the chairman of the British Journal of Clinical Phar-

macology, the term “biomarker” (alternatively surrogate marker or surrogate end-

point) appears in the clinical literature in the late 1980s to refer to “a characteristic

or variable that reflects how a patient feels, functions, or survives” (NIH Definitions

Working Group, 2000, as cited in Aronson 2005). As Aronson explains, biomark-

ers or surrogate endpoints are used as substitutes, or indicators, of conditions that

are much harder to measure. For example, he argues that “it is easier to measure a

patient’s blood pressure than to use echo-cardiography to measure left ventricular

function” (Aronson, 2005, p.491). Outside the medical domain, biomarkers have

also come to be used as indicators of a state or a condition.

Biomarkers have been used in the context of environmental psychology. Di-

urnal cortisol levels can be measured as a robust measure of physiological stress.

Yet, even cortisol measurement is intrusive, because it involves taking samples of

saliva with a cotton bud, thus interrupting the participant and is not appropriate for

continuous measurement (Tyrväinen et al., 2014). In addition, cortisol levels are a

the slow-response system, and may not be appropriate for assessing fast-changing

psychological phenomena like instantaneous emotions. The psychophysiological

measurement of EDA and EEG, on the other hand, can be performed a fine-temporal
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resolution of multiple samples per second, providing a continuous monitoring of the

autonomous nervous system and the brain.

4.2.3 Psychophysiological measurement in the field

Which methods of measuring emotion are appropriate for fieldwork and situated

naturalistic studies? In the past, researchers have used a combination of direct and

indirect methods, including interviews, self-reports and, increasingly, biomarkers of

emotional states.

Some of the early studies of restorative theory (as discussed earlier in page 123)

relied on screen-based methods, using images and videos of environments (Ulrich,

1981; Ulrich et al., 1991; Parsons et al., 1998). Alternatively, longitudinal studies

allowed researchers to establish how medium- and long-term exposure to differ-

ent environments leads to different psychological and health outcomes (e.g. Ulrich,

1984; Ward Thompson et al., 2014).

Increasingly researchers have addressed this question with situated exper-

iments, asking participants to complete short walks (Roe and Aspinall, 2011;

Takayama et al., 2014), or even just sit (Bratman et al., 2015), while the amount of

time spend in different environments is varied and controlled. The impact of each

environment on participants’ emotional state can be tested with self-reported mea-

sures, for example the UWIST Mood Adjective Check-list (Matthews et al., 1990)

or the Perceived Restorativeness Scale (Hartig and Korpela, 1997). However, these

studies are limited by the sparse sampling (low temporal resolution) of subjective ex-

perience, for example before and after exposure, which does not allow to understand

the variations of the experience during the exposure. Furthermore, these surveys do

not illuminate whether there is an underlying physiological or biological mecha-

nism associated with the response to an environment. As a response, researchers

have increasingly turned to the use of biomarkers and psychophysiological methods

in real-world, naturalistic experiments.

In this context, EDA has been used to measure arousal and stress in naturalistic

settings paired with visualisation of participants’ trajectories reveals the spatial con-

text of their emotional arousal (e.g. Nold, 2009; Bergner et al., 2013). EEG has also
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been used to measure stress, attention and restoration (Ulrich, 1981; Ulrich et al.,

1991), and has recently also taken in the field. In a recent study, brain activity was

measured while participants walked through urban and green environments in the

city of Edinburgh, suggesting an association between the type of environment and

mental states (Mavros et al., 2012; Aspinall et al., 2013).

In the context of this thesis, the discussion will be focused on the measurement

of electrodermal activity (EDA; also referred to as skin conductance), and electroen-

cephalography (EEG), because of their relevance for the present studies, and in gen-

eral for research in environmental psychology and spatial cognition. These methods

are employed in this research due to the extensive previous research in the applica-

tions of the method and the procedures to analysed such data, their relevance for

the indirect measurement of emotions and, in particular, due to recent technological

innovations have made both methods ambulatory and feasible in outdoor settings,

creating new opportunities for studies in the field.

4.3 Methods of measurement

4.3.1 Electrodermal Activity

This section discusses the physiological basis, methods of measurement and analysis

of Electrodermal activity (EDA), which is also referred to as skin conductance or

galvanic skin response. EDA is a method of measurement of the changing electrical

properties of the human skin, which is a result of physiological and physiological

reactions to external stimuli.

The measurement of EDA originates in the late 19thcentury, when the French

neurologist Feré observed momentary increase in the skin resistance in response

to a variety of stimuli including visual, auditory and others. EDA became widely

used in research after the 1970s, as the standardization of measurement instruments

and the systematic reviews of prior research established both the reliable methods

to measure it and the analytical approaches to extract various phenomena from the

recorded signal (Boucsein et al., 2012; Dawson et al., 2000).
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Physiological Basis The underlying principle of EDA measurement is that when an

external current is applied to biological tissues, such as skin, they act like electrical

networks of resistors and capacitors (Boucsein, 1992). The physiological mecha-

nism behind the ‘electrodermal’ property of skin, is the presence of networks of

sweat glands under the skin, which are connected to the skin’s surface through mul-

tiple perpendicular ducts running in parallel to each other. These sweat glands are

controlled primarily by the Sympathetic Nervous system (SNS), one of the com-

ponents of the Autonomic Nervous system (ANS). The ANS is responsible for the

regulation of non-conscious organ function and SNS, in particular, is involved in the

regulation of the electrodermal system, heart rate, pupil dilation and blood flow, and

is generally related with preparing the body for “fight or flight” responses. Beyond

those bodily responses, neuroendocrine reactions, e.g. changes in noradrenaline or

cortisol levels, are responsible for attuning brain function to the content and affective

nature of stimuli (Codispoti et al., 2003).

EDA corresponds to the general state of arousal of the person, but it is not

necessarily correlated with other bodily functions like heart-rate or respiration. In

general, activation of the SNS does result in increased sweat-gland activity levels,

but it is worth noting that the sweat-glad system is also connected the body’s ther-

moregulation system— hence the production of sweat under stress, as well as when

it is hot.

EDA responds to a variety of different cues or stimuli, from social interaction,

speech, affective imagery, stress or fear amount others, which can be explained by

the variety of independent neural pathways that contribute or control EDA, including

inputs from the cortex, the limbic system and the brainstem. For example, both the

amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex influences regulate activity in response to

stimuli of emotional significance.

The measurement of EDA The measurement of EDA is based on the placement of

two electrodes to assess sweat gland activation (i.e. the amount of sweat levels under

the skin). The electrodes are most often positioned on the distal or medial phalanges

of the fingers, on thenar or hypothenar eminences of the palms or move recent on
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the volar side of the wrist (Dawson et al., 2000; Garbarino et al., 2014). As detailed

in the Publication recommendations for electrodermal measurements of the Soci-

ety for Psychophysiological Research, the method to assess the EDA relies on the

passage of faint external current across the skin, e.g. 0.5 volts, which is modulated

by skin resistance or skin conductance. There are two variations of this method:

the endosomatic method, in which the current applied through the electrodes is kept

constant and therefore it is possible to measure skin potential (changes in voltage).

However, the most widely used method is the exosomatic, where the voltage is pro-

vided externally and kept at a constant level (a more straightforward method using

battery-based devices). The sensor registers changes in the amplitude of the current

that is transmitted (Boucsein et al., 2012). Skin resistance is very large in the range

of a million Ohms (MΩ) and, conversely, skin conductance is small, measured in

micro Siemens (µS). Importantly, EDA can be observed before moisture (sweat)

actually appears on the surface of the skin, because the glands can also store small

amounts of sweat under the skin which therefore functions (electrically) as a capac-

itor.

Early experiments on geo-referenced EDA measurement, required the re-

searchers to develop a bespoke device which allowed the concurrent measurement

of EDA and GPS Nold (2009). Over the last few years, new wearable devices, such

as the Q-Sensor developed in theMITMedia lab (Picard, 2011) and its successor the

Empatica E3 & E4 devices (Garbarino et al., 2014) have incorporated skin conduc-

tance sensors in research-grade wristbands. Those new devices are enhanced with

additional heart-rate sensor and wireless data transmission for data monitoring and

recording, to allow the synchronous monitoring of multiple psychophysiological in-

dicators in a non-intrusive manner.

The analysis of EDADue to the nature of the sweat-gland eccrine system, EDA

is a relatively slow response system with a latency of elicited fluctuations ranging

between 1-3 seconds (Dawson et al., 2000). There EDA signal consists of two com-

ponents which can be quantified and measured: a tonic and a phasic. The tonic

component corresponds to the slow-changing fluctuation of skin conductance, and
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is also known as skin conductance levels (SCL). On the other hand, the phasic com-

ponent corresponds to fast, short-term changes in the signal (peaks) evoked by the

presentation of stimuli, and is known as skin conductance response (SCR). SCL is

considered representative of general physiological arousal and can also be modu-

lated in experimental conditions by the sustained presentation of affective stimuli.

Changes in SCL and SCR are usually observed in synchrony to a specific stimulus,

for example 1-4 seconds after the presentation of an image or a task. When EDA is

measured during experiment protocols without such triggers that elicit emotional re-

sponses, signal changes are called ‘non-specific’ (ns); correspondingly ns.SCL and

ns.SCR (Dawson et al., 2000).

In the experiments that follow, SCL and SCR aremeasured for longer periods of

several minutes while a person is walking along a specific area like a street segment,

and responses can be tied to a specific stimulus, thus the analysis will be based on

ns.SCL and ns.SCR. This was achieved using dedicated analysis software Ledalab

(Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010), which is a plugin for the MATLAB programming

environment that provides functions to isolate the phasic and tonic component of

the raw EDA signal.

4.3.2 Electroencephalography

Electroencephalography (EEG) refers to the measurement of electrical signals that

are produced as a result of brain activity. EEG registers the electrical signals pro-

duced by the synchronised post-synaptic spiking activity of large neuronal assem-

blies firing in coherence from locations in the higher layers of the cortex (Buzsáki,

2006; Misulis, 2007; Lopes da Silva, 2009). The power of EEG signals ranges

around few microvolts (µV ). One property of EEG signals is that they are dynamic

and non-stationary, in other words their statistical properties (mean, standard devia-

tion) vary constantly over time. One way to analyse EEG signals is in the frequency-

domain, in which the power of different signal frequencies is computed for a given

period of time called epoch (lasting up to a few seconds).

The raw EEG signal can be decomposed into several frequency bands, or

rhythms, such as α, β, γ, δ, θ and others (Figure 4.5), that are commonly associated
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Figure 4.5: Left: Example of raw EEG signals from multiple electrodes. Right: Simula-

tion of EEG oscillations created from sine waves, to illustrate the main EEG

frequency bands, as an example of the various signal components and the result

of their sum.

with brain activity and brain states (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Major EEG frequency bands and some associated brain or behavioural states

Misulis (2007).

Name Frequency band Associated features

δ (delta) 0 - 4 Hz deep sleep

θ (theta) 4-8 Hz drowsiness, navigation, cognitive load

α (alpha) 8 -13 Hz eyes closed, relaxation, deactivation

β (beta) 13-30 Hz alertness or cognitive demands

γ (gamma) >30 Hz various cognitive processes

EEG usually refers to signals measured by placing electrodes on the scalp, but

EEG signals can also be recorded by placing electrodes under the skull, on the sur-

face of the cortex, a technique called electro-corticography (ECoG) or by inserting

very thin electrodes deep in the brain, a technique called intra-cranial EEG (iEEG).

ECoG and iEEG are only rarely used in humans as part of brain surgery, but are

frequently used in animal neuroscience studies. In contrast, scalp-EEG — or sim-

ply EEG — is a safe, non-invasive neuroimaging method, which is also relatively

comfortable for participants. EEG has also been utilised to study the neural basis of

human emotion, and more recently to infer emotion from brain activity. The devel-

opment of new ambulatory EEG equipment and methods of analysis, has spurred a
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new field called Mobile Brain/Body Imaging, which is focused in the study of natu-

ral brain dynamics of active and mobile individuals (Makeig et al., 2009; Gramann

et al., 2014).

EEG Signal AcquisitionAn EEG signal acquisition system consists of a number

of electrodes, ranging from 3 up to 256 depending on the aims of study, which are

attached to the scalp spread over the brain areas under examination (e.g. visual or

prefrontal cortex, temporal or parietal lobes). Two of the electrodes act as a refer-

ences, and EEG ismeasured as the voltage difference between each electrode and the

references. In general, reference electrodes are positioned on either the nose, the ear

lobe or the mastoid processes, while additional electrodes are sometimes positioned

near the eyes to measure ocular muscle signals. The placement of electrodes on the

head is standardised and usually follows the ‘International 10-20 system’ (with vari-

ations for higher density of electrodes), a positioning system internationally agreed

in 1957 to ensure the consistency of placement regardless of anatomical differences

in head size or shape (Jasper, 1958).

Good conductivity (i.e. low impedance) between the scalp and the electrode

is achieved using a conductive medium (usually conductive gels), while new sys-

tems sometimes use wet (saline solution) or entirely dry electrodes to make devices

more user friendly and target commercial applications. EEG systems operate in

very high sampling rates (128 - 2000Hz) for two reasons. Firstly, to capture differ-

ent frequency bands satisfying the Nyquist theorem which posits that a signal must

be captured at a sampling rate at least twice the frequency of interest (Allen et al.,

2004; Cohen, 2014). Secondly, to register fast occurring neural phenomena, such as

event-related potentials (ERP) which take place at very low latency after a stimulus

(e.g. 50-300 milliseconds), sampling is sometimes necessary at 1 KHz and above

(for the present research this was not necessary as the focus is on frequencies up to

30Hz).

Finally, in comparison to other methods of brain imaging, such as fMRI (func-

tional Magnetic Resonance Imaging), MEG (Magneto-encephalography) or PET

(Positron Emission Tomography), EEG’s main advantage is its portability. fMRI,
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a method used extensively for spatial cognition experiments, has an excellent spa-

tial resolution especially for the non-invasive study of systems situated deep in the

brain, such as the hippocampus or the amygdala, but fMRI equipment is bulky, noisy

and imposes posture constraints for participants, such as lying still and horizontal

for the duration of the experiment. On the other hand, EEG is less restrictive, it is

lightweight, it can be wireless, and with new analytical tools becomes increasingly

tolerant to head and body movements, even allowing participants to walk freely.

For example, while EEG has excellent temporal resolution of less than 1 millisec-

ond, it is usually restricted to the study of neural activity from areas close to the

surface of the skull (the cerebral cortex) (Lopes da Silva, 2009), although novel 3D

source-reconstruction techniques can partially address this issue.

The analysis of EEG The analysis of EEG comprises of a set of signal processing

techniques that aim to distinguish noise (extraneous signal) from the oscillations

reflecting cognitive function. Electrical noise, also referred as artifacts2, can be of

biological origin, for example due to stronger electrical signals elicited by muscle

movement due to blinks, eye- or head-movements. Non-biological artifacts are due

to the movement of electrodes on the scalp, or other sources of electrical noise,

such as interference from the mains or other stray electromagnetic signals. For the

analysis of EEG signals, artifacts have to be filtered (removed or corrected), then

the signal is split in segments of equal duration, called epochs, and then epochs are

compared in terms of frequency and power over time across different experimental

conditions (e.g. different kinds of stimuli).

There are many signal processing techniques to evaluate EEG, relative to the

various experimental paradigms. For example, a commonly used paradigm is the

event related potential (ERP), which involves the analysis of signals derived during

a time locked event (e.g. presentation of an image) and the comparison of signal

changes between different conditions. Other methods measure the synchronisation

and desynchronisation of the signals across different locations, the clustering of sig-

nals etc. The aim of these analyses is firstly to observe a difference in the signal that

2The term is usually used with its American English spelling as artifact, rather than artefact.
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correlates with a particular experiment condition, stimulus or behaviour, and also to

estimate the most likely origin of this signal. This can be computed by measuring

signal power over various frequencies, which can be achieved by the methods of

fast Fourier transforms (FFT), or of wavelet transforms. Both approaches compute

the power, for example in alpha frequency band, and can be computed with various

signal processingmethods (Cohen, 2014). EEG signal analysis can be accomplished

with a variety of peer-reviewed and open-source software to analyse data after the

experiment (i.e. off-line). The most widely used is EEGLab, a plugin for Matlab

with a very active community (Delorme and Makeig, 2004).

4.3.2.1 From clinical diagnosis to consumer electronics

The first human EEG was recorded in 1929 by the German neurophysiologist Hans

Berger, who was investigating epilepsy (Swartz and Goldensohn, 1998). Until re-

cently, traditional EEG systems were restricted to the laboratory, due to large equip-

ment, cabling and need for electrically isolated rooms, and thus, the main applica-

tions of EEG were restricted to a clinical or research context, for example to study

brain function, to identify abnormalities, or to diagnose epilepsy (Gilliam et al.,

1999).

The first mobile (ambulatory) EEG equipment was developed to monitor pa-

tients exiting the hospital (e.g. after an epileptic seizure) and already in the 1980s

72 or even 96-hour continuous mobile EEG recordings were possible using mag-

netic tape-recorders (Askamp and Putten, 2014). The advent of mobile EEG was

a result of miniaturisation of the signal amplifier and the use of wireless protocols

for data-transfer from the head-mounted amplifier to an auxiliary recording device

like a desktop or tablet computer. This eliminated the need for long electrode leads

and allowed participants to be involved in tasks much closer to natural behaviour,

whether static (seated, screen-based) or active (walking, moving).

Today, mobile EEG devices are available either for research purposes, which

include a high number of electrodes and high sampling rates, or for the consumer

electronics industry, thus with reduced specifications and cost. Although consumer-

grade mobile EEG are rather limited in terms of electrodes, by targeting only brain
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areas that are of interest to applications such as gaming or neurofeedback, they

have spurred many applications within and beyond neuroimaging. Neurofeedback

is a procedure in which the user receives information (feedback) in real-time about

her/his brain activity, and deliberately tries to control the electrical activity of the

brain (Gruzelier, 2014). For instance, in a neurofeedback training paradigm a person

may be instructed to increase alpha-band activity and suppress theta-band activity.

The individual receives feedback over multiple sessions, which has been found to

improve performance in cognitive tasks related with memory, attention and cogni-

tive function (for a review see Gruzelier, 2014) .

In parallel, there has been an increase in the development of software tools

for EEG recording systems, adapted from computers to smartphones and tablets,

and a variety of operating systems. For example, the ‘Smartphone Brain Scanner’

project was one of the first to integrate signal acquisition and analysis in an Android

application (Stopczynski et al., 2014). while new devices now come with cross-

platform capabilities and software tools (SDKs), to be discussed in the last section.

EEG signal processing in real-time has also become feasible, partly as a result

of research on Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI), which “refers to communication

system[s] in which messages or commands that an individual sends to the external

world do not pass through the brain’s normal output pathways of peripheral nerves

and muscles” (Wolpaw et al., 2002, p. 769). Interest in the BCI field comes from ef-

forts for the restoration of function for patients with neuromuscular disorders, where

a BCI system can analyse EEG data in real-time to gauge the user’s intent and trigger

an adequate response from the system. As these systems become more robust, BCI

will leave the laboratory and show robust performance in real-life environments,

such as at patient bedside, at patient home environments for long-term monitoring,

or as a neuro-rehabilitation training tool, for prosthesis and wheelchair control, or

for the monitoring of mental states and attention of healthy individuals at various

workplaces (De Vos and Debener, 2014, p.1). BCI is relevant for spatial research

too, as it has led to the development of tools to infer the mental states of the user in

real-life conditions, giving users new kinds agency over their environment, but also
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creating the opportunity to investigate mental states as part of this research, as it is

discussed later.

4.3.2.2 Inferring affect from Brain Activity

Frontal Asymmetry A large body of research points in the hemispheric special-

isation of the brain and the phenomenon of lateralisation of emotion (discussed in

the previous chapter in the context of emotions). This phenomenon of lateralisation

refers to the asymmetric activation of the two hemispheres during specific emotional

experiences, and is named frontal asymmetry (Davidson, 1988). Many studies have

consistently found evidence for that emotion is lateralised in a variety of experimen-

tal paradigms and ages, from infants to elderly (Spielberg et al., 2008). As Davidson

notes, many cognitive processes involve preferentially one of the two hemispheres,

as for example in the processing of language. A variety of early studies, observed

that experience of different emotions evokes patterns of brain activity in a system-

atic fashion, in which the left frontal lobe is more active during emotions of positive

valence while the right was more active during emotions of negative valence (Ah-

ern and Schwartz, 1985; Davidson, 1988; Davidson et al., 1990). The key driver

behind those studies was the observation by neuropsychologists that patients who

have suffered lesions in either the right or the left parts of their frontal lobes con-

sistently exhibit various changes in behaviour that “seldom affect intelligence per

se, but rather, the regulation of behaviour, particularly its emotional and motiva-

tional aspects” (Ahern and Schwartz, 1985, p.746). In addition, other studies have

showed that resting state frontal asymmetry (in the absence of any task) is related

with personality traits of affect and behaviour.

In computational terms, frontal asymmetry is calculated as the ratio of power

at a given frequency (e.g. alpha-band), by subtracting the power of activity from the

left frontal lobe from this of the right, and normalising by the total power (Davidson,

1988). In this model, relatively higher power in the right frontal lobe will produce

a positive ratio and a relatively higher power in the left frontal lobe will result in a

negative ratio (Davidson, 1988; Allen et al., 2004):
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Asymmetry Index=
Right α −Left α

Right α +Left α
(4.1)

Initially, researchers hypothesised that frontal asymmetry reflected emotional

valence. In this model, positive emotions would elicit relatively higher frontal acti-

vation on the left frontal lobe (i.e. reduced alpha power in the left frontal lobe and

thus positive asymmetry index). Conversely, negative emotions would elicit greater

right activation (i.e. reduced alpha power on the right and thus negative asymmetry

index). For example, feelings of happiness were associated with greater left frontal

activity compared to feelings of disgust (Davidson, 2000).

However, this view was challenged by observations that anger, a negative emo-

tion, also elicited greater left frontal activity as did positive emotions. Based on

such findings, Harmon-Jones (2004) argued for an updated model of frontal asym-

metry, based on the theory of motivational direction (see also p.102). In this the-

oretical model, emotions and behaviour can be categorised into either approach or

withdrawal, according to their motivation for behaviour. For example, happiness or

anger are considered behaviourally as approach emotion, whereas disgust, fear or

sadness are considered as withdrawal emotions.

Another aspect of frontal asymmetry is that it can be conceptualised both as

mediator and moderator of emotion. In an meta-analysis of previous studies, Coan

and Allen (2004) explains that the asymmetry in resting state frontal activity (i.e. in

the absence of any task) reflects personality traits, thus is called a ‘moderator’ and

predicts reactions to affective stimuli. At the same time, frontal asymmetry in the

presence of stimuli or tasks, reflects the emotional experience of individuals, and

thus ‘mediates’ their emotions. Thus, based on this ‘mediator’ function of frontal

alpha asymmetry, it has been hypothesised that frontal asymmetry can be used to

infer the affective states of people.

ApplicationsRecently, researchers have employed the frontal asymmetry model to

examine the subject experience of naturalistic situations. This opens a window for

research who aim to gauge the nature of peoples subjective experience to employ

frontal EEG (alpha) asymmetry to determine how participants’ feel when exposed
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to a variety of stimuli, from music, to images, films and other media.

A study by Schmidt and Trainor (2001) applied the frontal EEG asymmetry

method to study the influence of music on emotions. They exposed subjects to mu-

sical excerpts of different valence (positive, negative) and intensity (high, low) and

found that positively valenced musical excerpts elicited increased left frontal alpha

power while negatively valenced ones, elicited greater right alpha power. In ad-

dition, the total frontal alpha power was greater for high intensity emotions. The

implications of their findings were that musical excerpts induce, not only emotions,

but also brain activity that is consistent with the frontal asymmetry model. Rajanen

et al. (2015) employed the frontal alpha asymmetry score on a naturalistic task, in

order to examine readers’ disposition (approach/motivation) towards different me-

dia (comparing print versus digital, e.g. print form or tablet). The asymmetry scores

were then used to identify the disposition of people towards the different media, ex-

tended to other methods of self-report. Such studies are examples that support to

the idea that frontal asymmetry could be used as a index, or biomarker, of emotional

experience.

4.4 The synthesis of a research methodology

One of the main aims of this thesis was to develop and explore research methods

for the study of emotional experience of the urban environment, in naturalistic con-

ditions beyond the laboratory. The following section discusses how to assess the

emotional experience of individuals from their EEG signals. One related question

is whether EEG can also be used to investigate the correlates of navigation, as men-

tioned in Chapter 2; however this aspect was not addressed in this thesis and remains

as scope for future research.

4.4.1 Methodology

The researchmethodology employed in the experimental part of this thesis consisted

of several elements. Two behavioural experiments were conducted, one involving

a route-following task, and another involving naturalistic unconstrained wayfinding

towards a familiar destination. In both cases, data collection took place in real-world
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environments, and actively walking participants. The subjective and emotional ex-

perience of participants, in both cases was assess by psychophysiological measures,

including brain activity measured by mobile EEG, and arousal measured by mo-

bile EDA (skin conductance). In addition, self-reported measures of emotions were

obtained. This research methodology was applied in two different cases of pedes-

trian behaviour, to examine the benefits and limitations of the method in different

experimental scenarios.

The first experiment served as a methodological pilot. The methodology of in-

tegrating pedestrian movement with mobile psychophysiological measurement de-

scribed here was validated with a structured route paradigm. This paradigm extends

previous research where participants walk along predetermined routes (e.g. Roe and

Aspinall, 2011; Aspinall et al., 2013), and adds new methods of path tracking with

a custom smartphone application, spatial analysis and visualisation of the data and

validation of the psychophysiological data through multiple self-reported measures

of subjective experience. In addition, the first experiment applies this method to

the use-case of understanding the urban mobility of visually impaired people, to ex-

amine how the measurement of pedestrians’ emotions can portray challenges and

highlight issues of accessibility. In this experiment, 11 participants (4 sighted, 4

partially sighted and 3 blind) walked along a 1.8 km route, consisted by 13 different

street-segments, grouped in six sections (more details in Chapter 5).

The second experiment builds upon the methods and results of first (note that

the second experiment did not involve visually impaired participants). The subjec-

tive experience of pedestrians is studied in natural conditions of unconstrained nav-

igation within a large-scale already familiar urban environment (district). This sec-

ond experiment was designed specifically to explore the application of this method-

ology in a condition of naturalistic wayfinding, to approximate as closely as possible

the wayfinding process and experience of everyday pedestrian journeys through the

city. The testing and analysis methodologies that were developed in the first experi-

ment will be tested in large-scale, uncontrolled settings. The experiment took place

in the entire district of Fitzrovia in London, which consists of 127 individual street
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segments

4.4.2 Implementation

In order to implement the research methodology described, a variety of data must

be collected from a variety of sources and sensors. For example, data streams from

the psychophysiological sensors need to be coupled and synchronised with location

tracking, behavioural data, and external environmental variables. To this end, a data

collection framework was developed which consisted of the several pieces of spe-

cialised equipment, as well as custom software, written for the needs of the project.

Location tracking Firstly, intrinsic to the research method is the tracking of move-

ment and the precise location of participants in space and time, in order to

associate their affective responses with specific urban environment. To this

end, a LG Nexus 5 Android smartphone was used to obtain and record the

GPS signal, tracking the location of participants during the experiment. The

procedure of data rectification, included smoothing, detection of reception er-

rors and relating the correct street segment each GPS point was measured (a

process called map-matching); the method is described in detail in Appendix

A.

EEG The brain activity of participants was measured in real-time, using a mo-

bile EEG device, a modified version of Emotiv EPOC Debener et al. (2012);

Stopczynski et al. (2014). The modification to a traditional EEG-cap (Fig-

ure 4.7) allowed to use conductive gel instead of saline solution to achieve

low impedance between the electrode and scalp, because conductive gel does

not dry within the experiment duration and conditions (more than one hour,

outdoors). In addition, using a cap helped ensure the correct and consistent

positioning of the electrodes and three cap sizes were used (54, 58, 60) to

ensure a good fit between the electrodes and the head-size of participants.

EDA The Empatica E3 wristband (www.empatica.com) was used for the data col-

lected in this studies. The E3 wristband includes 4 types of sensors to measure

www.empatica.com
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electrodermal activity (EDA), heart-rate (HR), skin temperature and move-

ment using a 3-axis accelerometer (Garbarino et al., 2014).

Behavioural observations Apart from location, six important aspects of partici-

pants’ behaviour, which may impact their attentional, emotional or cogni-

tive function, were also systematically recorded using a custom-made smart-

phone application to obtain high-precision timestamps. The application called

‘Fieldworker’ was developed by Katerina Skroumpelou and is maintained by

the author (www.github.com/pmavros/fieldworker).

• Obstacles

• Crossing intersections

• Looking

• Loud Noise

• Pause

• Start/Stop

Behavioural Responses Participants’ responses to the experimental tasks, were

registered with different methods in the two case-studies. For the first experi-

ment (Chapter 5), the task and responses were administered verbally following

a script. For the second experiment (Chapter 6), a custom Android applica-

tion called ‘Presenter’ 3 was developed by the author, for the systematically

controlled delivery of experiment instructions (see page 263).

4.4.2.1 Time Synchronisation

Data collection frommultiple data streams and multiple electronic devices raises the

issue of ensuring the data can be synchronised (time synchronisation). During data

collection, each data point is associated with a millisecond-precision timestamp.

This timestamp allows to merge different datasets by interlacing records based on

their timestamp. This step is performed during the preprocessing stage of the anal-

ysis.

3The app is available at https://github.com/pmavros/presenter
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One critical issue, is that electronic devices operate within a small range of

time variation, in other words, their clocks are relatively synchronised with varying

degrees of error. This is important because, timestamps recorded in one device can

vary from those of another device, in a range between a few milliseconds to several

seconds. Therefore when two streams of data (time-series) are joined based on their

timestamps, a possible offset between their clocks will result into a temporal shift.

The implications of the shift depend on the temporal resolution of the data collection,

and especially, the temporal resolution of the analysis.

Different strategies were applied to identify and rectify this source of error. For

the first study, including Experiment 1 (Chapter 5), the data were time-synchronised

indirectly. The primary devices used for data collection (the tablet and the smart-

phone) were prompted to update their internal clocks using the standard operation

of connecting to an Internet Time Server. Although convenient, this process can

be improved if the two devices can compare their time-offset directly. So for the

second experiment (Chapter 6) a custom mobile app was developed, implementing

the Network Time Protocol (NTP), which enables the comparison of the time differ-

ence between a server (the smartphone) and a client (the tablet). In this process, the

server sends a ‘message’ to the client, which is returned carrying a timestamp from

the client-side. The time-offset between the two clocks can be then established by

comparing the timestamp of the client and the timestamp of the server, after account-

ing for the delay of the round-trip (the time elapsed between sending the message

and receiving a response). The app4 was used at the beginning of the experimental

procedure to establish the time offset between the devices, and then applied later

during the process of merging the various data streams.

4.5 Equipment

4.5.1 Emotiv EPOC EEG Acquisition system

For this research, EEG was measured with a modified version of an Emotiv EPOC

(2014 version), a low-cost consumer oriented EEG device (Figure 4.6). EEG was

4Available at https://github.com/pmavros/inSynch
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EEG Headcap
1.16 electrodes
2. Three head sizes

Signal Amplifier
1. 128Hz Sampling rate 
2. Wireless data transmission (Bluetooth)

Empatica E3
1. Skin conductance (EDA)
2. Heart Rate measures
3. Skin Temperature
4. 3-axis accelerometer

Nexus 5 Smartphone
1. GPS tracks
2. Experiment management

Figure 4.6: Left: The Emotiv EPOCEEG acquisition system, asmodified by the author (see

Figure 4.7). Right-top: The LG Nexus 5 smartphone used for behavioural geo-

annotations, GPS tracking and delivering instructions for Experiment 2. Right-

bottom: The Empatica E3 wristband for psychophysiological monitoring.

recorder at a sampling rate of 128 Hz. The Emotiv EPOC consists of 14 electrodes

position on the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital areas. The precise electrode

locations were (following the 10-20 system): AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, O1, O2, P8,

T8, FC6, F4, F8, AF4, P3 was the active electrode for the Common Mode Sense

(CMS) and P4 was the passive electrode for the Driven Right Leg (DRL). The EEG

data were transmitted wirelessly over Bluetooth to a Dell Tablet running Windows

8, where they were recorded using Emotiv’s Testbench software for the raw EEG

and a custom made application for the Emotiv’s Affectiv Suite data.

The rationale behind this choice was that: a) it was one of the first low-cost,

wireless and multi-electrode EEG devices in the market and had been validated from

various independent studies, b) it is a low-cost alternative to high-end EEG equip-

ments, which come at more than 20 times the cost. Several studies have compared

the consumer-grade Emotiv EPOC with higher-grade EEG recording devices, in

terms of signal quality and application for standard EEG tests such as the detection

of auditory event-related potentials (Debener et al., 2012; Duvinage et al., 2013; De

Vos and Debener, 2014) or visual tasks (Longo et al., 2014). Although, research-
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Figure 4.7: Images from the conversion of the Emotiv EPOC EEG acquisition system from

a wet-electrode plastic casing (top-left) into a gel-electrode cap-based setup

(bottom-left), more suitable for outdoor and mobile recordings, as proposed

inStopczynski et al. (2014). The process, involved attaching new electrodes

into the amplifier board and verifying their correct wiring and signal quality

(bottom-right). The conversion was performed by the author in May 20, 2014.
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grade systems are superior, their results suggest that Emotiv’s accuracy can be suf-

ficient for many experiments aiming for frequency-domain analyses (Allen et al.,

2004; Cohen, 2014), i.e. computing the power of select EEG frequency bands such

as alpha (8-13 Hz).

Further, several researchers have proposed modifications to the electrodes to

increase signal quality and overall reliability, especially for mobile experiments

(Debener et al., 2012; Stopczynski et al., 2014). Figure 4.7 shows the steps of this

process, as performed by the author, keeping the electronic components of EPOC

(amplifier and Bluetooth transmitter) but rewiring it to an EEG-cap with gel-based

electrodes which have the benefit of better fitting to skull (three sizes of caps were

used, for 54, 58 and 60 cm head circumference) and the use of conductive gel im-

proves signal quality as the gel dries as a slower rate than saline solution which is

usually used for wet-electrode caps.

Apart from access to raw EEG signals from the 14 electrodes, Emotiv EPOC

also implements a simple kind of BCI (brain computer interface, see page 146) in-

tended for consumer neuro-feedback applications: raw EEG signals are classified

into mental and emotional states to control some feedback towards the user. This

includes three modules (called ‘suites’)5. The Expressiv consists of a set of signal

processing and feature extraction methods running in the background to detect facial

expressions, such eye or mouth movements. The second, called Cognitiv suite, pro-

vides users with an interface to train a machine learning algorithm to detect simple

‘mental commands’. For this research, the third, Affectiv module was particularly

relevant as it is specialised in the detection of mental and emotional states. Here we

focus on the Affectiv suite, because of its relevance as an emotion detection system.

4.5.1.1 Emotiv’s emotion classification

The exact EEG classification algorithms used for the Affectiv suite are not disclosed

or peer-reviewed due to their status as industrial intellectual property. Nevertheless,

because of the interest in using consumer electronics for BCI, several studies have

used Emotiv’s Affectiv metrics, to explore complex cognitive processes such as in-

5The name of these real-time analysis modules have been changed from ‘suites’ to ‘performance

metrics’ in recent versions of the Emotiv systems (www.emotiv.com)

www.emotiv.com
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sight (Cernea et al., 2011), the psychological assessment of environmental experi-

ences (Aspinall et al., 2013) or the discrimination of environmental images (Roe

et al., 2013), as well as other fields such as experimental art, market research or

computer games.

The interest in these algorithms, as well as peer-reviewed others that will

emerge in the future, is that they make analysis of EEG more accessible to users

without a neuroscience background. This creates opportunities to employ mobile

EEG beyond the laboratory, in fieldwork studies on subjective experience in the

disciplines of design, planning or environmental psychology.

Emotiv’s ‘Affectiv suite’ analyses the raw EEG signal into four mental or af-

fective states: excitement, engagement, frustration and meditation. The output is

normalised according to the participants observed range of responses, so that the

final metric is a real (floating) number in the range between 0.0 and 1.0. Although

the exact algorithms used to compute these metrics are not published. According

to Emotiv, the accuracy of these detections varies (which is often the case with

machine-learning approaches) “Excitement is very accurate, Frustration and En-

gagement a little less and Meditation covers some types of meditation” (Emotiv,

2016a). Emotiv provides general descriptions of how these were calibrated and val-

idated:

Instantaneous Excitement The excitementmetric refers to a feeling of “physiolog-

ical arousal [...] and activation in the sympathetic nervous system which re-

sults in a range of physiological responses including pupil dilation, eye widen-

ing, sweat gland stimulation, heart rate and muscle tension increases, blood

diversion, and digestive inhibition. The Instantaneous Excitement detection is

tuned to provide output scores that more accurately reflect short-term changes

in excitement over time periods as short as several seconds. Related emotions:

titillation, nervousness, agitation” (Emotiv, 2016b). Emotiv claim that excite-

ment is very robust and ”80% accurate for over 80% of people”.

Long-Term Excitement “It is experienced and defined in the same way as Instan-

taneous Excitement, but the detection is designed and tuned to be more accu-
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rate whenmeasuring changes in excitement over longer time periods, typically

measured in minutes” (Emotiv, 2016b).

Engagement The engagement metric refers to “alertness and the conscious direc-

tion of attention towards task-relevant stimuli”. According to Emotiv, this

is estimated by the increase in beta frequency and and an increase in al-

pha-frequency. “Examples of engaging video game events that result in a

peak in the detection are difficult tasks requiring concentration, discovering

something new, and entering a new area. Deaths in a game often result in bell-

shaped transient responses. Shooting or sniping targets also produce similar

transient responses. Writing something on paper or typing typically increase

the engagement score, while closing the eyes almost always rapidly decreases

the score. Related emotions: alertness, vigilance, concentration, stimulation,

interest” (Emotiv, 2016b).

Frustration The frustration index is closely related with stress. According to Emo-

tiv, frustration was calibrated on the EEG data from 30 participants who were

playing a computer game that became increasingly difficult to control: “a Pac-

Man style game where controls randomly failed or reversed with increasing

frequency, and a FPS game where the subject was gradually overwhelmed and

their equipment was unreliable”. This experience elicited frustration – or as

they admit “confused with anger a little [as] they frequently occurred in our

training data at the same time” (Emotiv, 2016b).

Meditation According to Emotiv, the “meditation” index is derived based onmoni-

toring the brain activity of experts in meditation. It will not be used any further

in this thesis.

Valence Valence measures whether a n emotional state is positive or negative. The

valence metric became available after the completion of Experiment 1 (data

collection in 2014), hence it was not used in the analyses of Chapter 5. How-

ever, although there is less information about how this metric is derived, the
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metric was included in the data collection of Experiment 2 (data collection in

2015) and the results are visualised for exploratory purposes in Chapter 6.

Despite the lack of access in the processing algorithms, it was decided to use

these for the analysis of the experimental data. One of the aims of this research was

to explore how psychophysiological measures could be informative and perhaps

even integrated into the process — broadly— of architecture and planning. Sev-

eral studies had already employed these metrics (e.g. Cernea et al., 2011; Roe et al.,

2013), as an accessible method of classification of EEG signals into emotional states

(emotion detection). Thus, the rationale of using such ‘metrics’ is that such prepro-

cessing routines allow new sources of data to contribute to another discipline. Such

processing algorithms, if validated, would allow researchers from other disciplines

to integrate them in their workflows.

4.5.2 EDA Measurement

The Empatica E3 (www.empatica.com) is a wearable, wrist-worn device which al-

lows psychophysiological research ”outside the lab”. The E3 device was designed

“to conduct health research outside of the lab by acquiring continuous data for am-

bulatory recording in a comfortable and compact wearable form” (Garbarino et al.,

2014). It consists of four embedded sensors: electrodermal activity (EDA), photo-

plethysmograph (PPG) to measure blood flow, a 3-axis accelerometer and a skin-

temperature sensor. EDA is measured at a high dynamic range (0-100 µS) and a

resolution of 900 pico-Siemens. The E3 allows two modes of data collection. The

first is called ‘in-memory recording’ in which the data collection is initiated with a

button press and data are stored on the device, to be retrieved later through a con-

nection to a computer. In the second mode, called ‘real-time streaming’, the data

are transferred wirelessly to an external device (computer or smartphone), using the

Bluetooth Wireless transfer protocol and the data are subsequently uploaded on the

Empatica server. Later, the data can be downloaded by the researcher for further

analysis. In both modes, the data is collected anonymised, in order to adhere to US

and EU privacy regulation (Garbarino et al., 2014). For the two experiments de-

scribed in the next chapters, the ‘in-memory’ data recording mode was chosen to
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avoid data loss due to Bluetooth signal drop, an incident that occurred during pilot-

ing. At the end of each session, the data are downloaded for further signal processing

and analysis (described in page 199).

4.6 Limitations of methodology

Three main limitations of this methodology should be acknowledged at this stage.

Real world experiments Firstly, the nature of situated, naturalistic experiments, re-

quires participants to engage in behavioural tasks (in this case, walking) in the real

environment. As opposed to virtual reality experiments, real world experiments,

have the additional benefit of a potentially greater ecological validity, but also in-

crease the number of uncontrolled and uncontrollable confounding variables. For

this research, conducting naturalistic experiments in the urban environments, meant

that variables such as vehicular traffic, pedestrian traffic, noise, air-pollution, social

interactions and visual stimulation (e.g. from the architectural environment) were a

lot harder to account for. In response, effort was put to minimise the effect of those

variables, by standardising the time of day of experiments, limiting experiment dur-

ing week-days, to maintain similar amounts of pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

GPS trackingGPS is known for its bad reception in urban environments due to the

phenomenon of urban canyons, where signal are reflected in tall buildings before

they reach the ground, thus leading to positional error (Modsching et al., 2006). To

address this a state-of-the-art smartphone was used (LG Nexus 5) which uses both

GPS reception and other means of assisted GPS (e.g. cellphone towers, Wi-Fi) to

optimise the localisation of the device, as well as significant efforts were put in the

post-processing of the signal, as described in Appendix B.

Behavioural annotation The method of visually monitoring participants and

adding geo-tagged and time-stamped behavioural annotations, was chosen as the

most efficient method of recording behaviour in the field. Manual observation con-

strains the number of different behaviours that can be recorded, as the smartphone

app Fieldworker which was developed for this purpose allowed only for eight (8)

types of behaviours.
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This method effectively relies on the ability, focus and speed of the observer

(in this case the researcher) to register behaviours as they happen, and thus, the

research can be a source of error or variability. However, in a validation study of

observation, Kuhnmünch and Strube (2009) demonstrated that trained observers can

be very efficient in this kind of task, and the scoring of behaviour does not vary sig-

nificantly between observers. Therefore, although there is a possibility some events

are missed from the observer and inevitably omitted from the analysis, behavioural

observations like this are robust methods of recording human behavioural in natu-

ralistic tasks such as wayfinding.

4.7 Chapter Summary

Closing, this chapter covered the basis of the research methodology adopted to in-

vestigate person-environment interactions through the lens of subjective experience

of pedestrians. The method of measuring the electrophysiological (EEG) and psy-

chophysiological (EDA) as indicators of brain activity and subjective experience

have been used in environmental psychology. Walking in architectural and urban

environments is also an established method of exposure to different environments,

either in systematic (controlled) or unconstrained (naturalistic) experiments, and has

been used to study the perceptual, cognitive and emotional processes associated

with pedestrian movement in cities. This thesis proposes the synthesis of these two

methodologies, based on recent technological and scientific developments. This

methodology combines geo-annotated mobile EEG and mobile EDA, and will be

used in subsequent chapter in empirical experiments into the subjective experience

of urban mobility.
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Chapter 5

Experiment 1
Assessing Accessibility

This chapter describes the first experiment conducted to explore the relationship

between the characteristics of the urban environment and pedestrian experience,

which was focused, in particular, on the experience of visually impaired people.

This experiment aimed to explore how psychophysiological measures such as mo-

bile EEG and EDA can be used to measure and represent the experience of urban

environments at different spatial and temporal scales, as a measure of accessibility.

—

Walking in a city — pedestrian movement — is characterised by a wealth of stim-

ulating elements, from streets lined with cafes, architectural details in the facades

of buildings, peering into the displays of shops, interactions with other pedestrians

and more. However, walking in a city is also characterised by roadworks that create

obstacles, sometimes vehicles blocking access to the street crossing, uneven quality

of pavements, misplaced elements of urban design from bins to benches. Although

for the majority of pedestrians these go unnoticed, for many citizens these obstacles

are the source of anxiety, considerable difficulty and sometimes even danger. For

visual impaired people, as for older people, wheelchair users, and others, navigating

the city’s streets can be challenging.

In this first experiment, the methodology of mobile psychophysiological mea-

surement is applied to the pressing issue of assessing andmeasuring the accessibility
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of urban environments. The focus will be on the pedestrian experience of visually

impaired people, a group of ’users’ of a city that relies on the good quality and design

of urban infrastructure. This chapter begins with a brief review on the source and

heterogeneity of visual impairments and their implications onmobility, and different

approaches that can be used to assess the accessibility of urban spaces. Afterwards,

the rationale and methods of the experiment, before explaining the analytical ap-

proach and discussing the results.

Figure 5.1: Example of everyday barriers for the pedestrian mobility of visually impaired

people. Image of an non-controlled crossing in Reading, taken by the author

during one of the experiments. Roadworks create an obstacle blocking access

to one side of the street, but this is not shown on the other side. Source: Mavros

(2014).

5.1 Experiment

5.1.1 Background

In 2014, in the UK, there were 174,724 persons registered blind and another 175,084

registered as partially sighted, out of an estimated 1,819,220 people living with
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sight-loss (source: RNIB, Sight Loss Data Tool). The term ‘visually impaired’

people, in fact, encompasses a wide range of conditions, as well as abilities and

competences, which should be taken this into account when discussing the mobil-

ity needs of people or the measures to address them. It is important to understand

how these differences within the visually impaired population affect everyday mo-

bility and how the design of buildings and cities can support their needs and foster

independent mobility.

There are four main sources of heterogeneity in the visually impaired popula-

tion: the type of pathology, the age of onset, how many years a person has been

living with sight-loss and the presence of other disabilities (presented with addi-

tional information in Appendix A. A variety of different pathologies can cause visual

impairments. These include age-related macular degeneration, cataract, glaucoma,

ocular hypertension, diabetic retinopathy among others. Overall, total blind individ-

uals (i.e. without residual vision) consist approximately 9.6% of the total visually

impaired population, while most maintain various degrees and types of residual vi-

sion.

A second source of heterogeneity is the presence of other disabilities. For ex-

ample, in the UK, the majority of visually impaired people are 65 years old, or older.

When sight-loss occurs in old age it can be much harder for people to adapt and learn

the necessary skills for independent mobility. In addition, 35% of those registered

blind and those registered partially sighted are also registered as having an additional

disability, such as hearing, speech, physical, health or learning (HSCIC, 2014). This

is important, because the presence multiple disabilities impacts the ability of the per-

son to overcome various difficulties.

Finally, sight-loss and visual-impairment is not a unitary condition, and can

take different forms. Although, visual impairment is usually measured by tests of

visual acuity or contrast sensitivity (such as the LogMar and Snellen charts), such

tests say little about the actual difficulties a person is facing in everyday life. A

person who maintains peripheral vision may find it much harder to read information

from signage but be able to detect obstacles, whereas a person with tunnel vision
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may still be able to see the traffic lights but not an overhanding branch.

As Schinazi et al. (2013) notes, it is important to acknowledge that a result of

this heterogeneity is that people can have different skills, competences and abilities,

despite their condition. Assigning people into groups by condition or visual acuity,

without taking their functional abilities into account, could obfuscate what are their

real abilities and needs. Indeed, the precise impact of sight-loss on independent

mobility is more complicated to measure (West et al., 2002), and is often evaluated

not with visual but through physical tests of mobility (Leat and Lovie-Kitchin, 2006)

and everyday competence (Diehl, 1998; Wahl et al., 1999).

5.1.2 Assessing the Accessibility of Urban Spaces

There are various factors that influence the quality of pedestrian mobility of visually

impaired people (see also Appendix A). These include perceptual barriers, which

influence the information a person has about the immediate or distal environment

which can be used for safe locomotion and navigation, which were discussed in

Chapter 2. One the other hand, there are also significant environmental factors, such

as the quality of the urban infrastructure. Indeed, the presence of obstacles and the

consistency of public infrastructure have a major influence the experience of urban

mobility. Inadequate infrastructure, obstacles, or frequent incidents of disorientation

have a negative impact on the emotional dimension of navigation, associated with

feelings of stress and anxiety.

Golledge and Stimpson catalogued the variety of obstacles can be found in the

person’s way serendipitously, and have profound effects for blind and visually im-

paired people (cited in Jacobson, 1998, see page 380). Low-hanging branches from

trees, bollards and poles, cars parked on the pavement or blocking street crossings

can be nuisances for sighted people, but can cause major problems for people with

reduced or absent vision. Obstacles like low-hanging branches can result in injuries,

or force detours, as in the case of blocked access to crossings, putting the person in a

state of confusion. People with diverse mobility-related disabilities report common

problems such as uneven surfaces, coffee tables, or A-boards blocking their passage

(Puech and Atkin, 2012). As discussed in the previous section, people often use a
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restricted repertoire of highly familiar routes, and so any undesired deviations from

the familiar route can be complicated and emotionally taxing.

There are various ways to assess the accessibility of urban spaces, including en-

vironmental audits, or ethnographic and observational methods, such as interviews

and ‘shadowing’ people in their pedestrian journeys (e.g. Atkin, 2010; Puech and

Atkin, 2012). However, as discussed in Chapter 4, direct psychophysiological mea-

surement has been increasingly used to understand the subjective aspect of spatial

experience, complementary to behavioural observation and self-reports.

In the context of understanding the pedestrian experience of visually impaired

people, some researchers have explored the integration of Electrodermal Activ-

ity and GPS. Bergner et al. (2011) proposed the EmBa-GIS framework, from the

emotional-barrier GIS, a system to detect barriers in the mobility of disabled peo-

ple, in order to identify locations that could be improved in terms of accessibility.

The system consists of an mobile skin-conductance sensor, measuring emotional

arousal and a portable GPS unit. Their project explored the use of this combina-

tion of Electrodermal Activity and GPS sensors in two studies, one with visually

impaired individuals and one with physical disabilities. Their aim was to collect

“valid and objectively measurable subjective data [...] for urban planning to deter-

mine urban spatial barriers” (Bergner et al., 2011, p.249). Through their analysis

of the data, they identified barriers in the comfort of pedestrians: traffic lights and

an area with inadequate ramps. As Zeile et al. (2015) note, this could enhance ex-

isting methods of gathering information about the quality of environments directly

through citizens, through crowd-sourcing approaches for volunteered geographical

information (Goodchild, 2007).

However, there are a few limitations in their approach. First, low GPS accu-

racy is a common issue with GPS measurement in cities (due to the phenomenon of

urban canyons, for example see Modsching et al., 2006), and their results only in

aggregated assessments (e.g. per street or zone). As a result, individual obstacles

or barriers cannot be extracted from the dataset. Second, in their experiments they

propose a system which can be carried by the participant, unsupervised. This limits
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the ability of researchers to “triangulate” behavioural observations of participant ex-

perience and behaviour to contextualise the psychophysiological events (e.g. Elec-

trodermal Activity peaks) observed. Other external influences, such as meeting a

friend for instance, should not be confused with negotiating obstacles. These two

limitations raise the need for supervised experiments, or rigid experiment protocols,

and that particular effort must be placed in the improvement of GPS data, either with

better sensors or with post-hoc procedures.

Here we propose to use a combination of EEG and psychophysiological mea-

surement to assess the spatial experiences of visually impaired people.The use of

electroencephalography (EEG) to assess environmental experience was put forward

by Ulrich (1981) who monitored the alpha activity of people observing natural and

urban images on a screen. The application of mobile EEG, to assess the experience

of space was put forward by (Mavros, 2011; Mavros et al., 2012) and successfully

piloted by (Aspinall et al., 2013).

5.1.3 The present study

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the emotional experience of urban

spaces of visually impaired and sighted people, to understand how the urban envi-

ronment evokes different experiences and whether novel mobile psychophysiolog-

ical measures (EEG and EDA) can assist to identify incidents and patterns of such

emotional experience. In this context, the experiment consisted of two parts, which

are also reflected in the project description for the ethics application (Appendix D):

1. The first part of the experiment, which is presented in this chapter, was a

path-following task, in which visually impaired and sighted participants’ ex-

perience a predefined set of urban environments.

2. The second part of the experiment was a week-long study. After the end of

experiment 1 (discussed here), participants were providedwith a psychophysi-

ological monitoring device (wrist-worn EDA) and a positioning device (GPS),

and kept a mobility diary for one week. These data will not be reported here,

as they are beyond the focus of this chapter.
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5.1.4 Aims

The overarching aim of this study, informed by the collaboration with the Guide

Dogs for the Blind and the Future Cities Catapult (see page 23), was to understand

the pedestrian experience of visually impaired persons moving through everyday

urban environments, as a novel paradigm to assess the accessibility of urban spaces.

This primary aim can be broken down into two specific aims, to:

1. Measure the emotional experience of visually impaired and sighted pedestri-

ans in a variety of everyday urban environments;

2. Investigate whether the application ofmobile EEG and EDA in the study of the

mobility experience of people with visual impairments can be used to assess

the accessibility of urban spaces and identify ‘usability hotspots’.

5.1.5 Objectives

The aims of the study were defined as specific objectives:

1. Validation The first objective is to explore the feasibility of using mobile

EEG and psychophysiological methods capture the emotional experience of

visually impaired individuals navigating in the city.

2. Experience The second objective of the study was to study whether there

are differences between the directly measured and the self-reported reported

(indirectly measured) experience of individuals with different levels of vision.

3. Environment The third objective was to identify whether different urban en-

vironments evoke different emotional states.

4. Visualisation to develop a method to analyse and visualise psychophysiolog-

ical data to compare subjective experiences at different spatial scales.

5.1.6 Hypotheses

The aims and objectives of this experiment are investigated through a set of hypothe-

ses:
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H1 There will be a different effect of walking in the city on the overall emotional

state (mood) for the visually impaired as opposed to the sighted participants.

H2 Systematic differences in the levels of stress experienced during the walk will

be observed between groups.

H3 There will be no difference observed between the self-reported (subjective) and

the psychophysiological (objective) measures of emotion.

H4 Environmental characteristics will be associated with the psychophysiological

measures of emotion along the route.

H5 The patterns of emotional states distributed along the route will differ for each

group, revealing their experiences of the mobility task.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Rationale

The experiment design aimed to gather data about the everyday urban experiences

and pedestrian mobility stressors of visually impaired persons. One of the first ques-

tions was whether to measure people’s emotional responses in their own everyday

environment (their neighbourhood), or in a typical, but unfamiliar, urban environ-

ment. The former approach was not chosen because it would be difficult to as-

sess whether participants had coping strategies to deal with issues in highly familiar

places. Instead, the approach taken here was to lead all participants through the

same route, to visit typical urban environments and to control environmental expo-

sure. Furthermore, collecting and comparing data from the same environment was

preferred as an approach to validate the overall methodology. Finally, as part of the

Cities Unlocked project, the Guide Dogs research team and the project partners were

conducting other studies in parallel (e.g. investigating the use of new technologies

in public space) and, thus, investigating the same environments would contribute

into the wider research agenda of the Cities Unlocked project.
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5.2.2 Experiment Design

To investigate how visually impaired individuals experience everyday urban envi-

ronments, and validate the use of mobile psychophysiological methods to detect

emotional hotspots, the experiment involved sighted, partially sighted and blind par-

ticipants.

In order to achieve a uniform environmental exposure between participants,

across several urban environments, the experimental design adopts the paradigm of

a structured route, in which participants walk along a predefined route, that leads

them through a variety of pre-selected urban environments (discussed below). This

paradigm has been successfully used by previous studies and allows to compare sim-

ilar experiences and maintains the same sample size across all environments (e.g.

Aspinall et al., 2013). In wayfinding terms, the structured route can be thought of as

a “path-following” task following the taxonomy of Wiener et al. (2009a), because

participants are given instructions with information about the route (route knowl-

edge), the landmarks along the way and the destination.

Another way of conceptualising the focus of this experiment is usingMontello’s

distinction between wayfinding and locomotion (Montello and Freundschuh, 2005).

In this experiment, the accessibility of urban environments is studied at the level

of locomotion, investigate the ease, difficulty, anxiety or contentment of walking

through a particular environment.

Another concern was that for visually impaired participants it would be men-

tally demanding, and potentially stressful, to have tomemorise an entire route and re-

peat it without navigation aids like a map. Therefore, participants received wayfind-

ing instructions in sections, delivered at the start of each section and containing

information how to reach the next waypoint. This segmentation of the route and

wayfinding information was devised to reduce the mental effort required to remem-

ber the instructions, to reduce the risk of making mistakes or getting lost, and reduce

the overall wayfinding demand of the task. The reason for this choice was ensure

the experiment measures participants’ experience of the environment, rather than

the difficulty of the wayfinding component of the task.
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During the walk, participant psychophysiological data (EEG and EDA) were

collected, while an experimenter gathered additional observational data about inci-

dents and behaviours of interest (see page 189).

Before and after the experiment, participants completed a self-reported mea-

sure of their mood (Matthews et al., 1990), to allow an overall evaluation of walking

in the city, which can be compared with analogous studies (e.g. Roe and Aspinall,

2011). At the end of the task, participants were led to the Guide Dogs headquar-

ters, where they completed a set of questionnaires and semi-structured interviews

reporting on their subjective evaluations of their experience.

5.2.3 Experimental route

Figure 5.2 shows the experimental route. The route was 1.8 km long and was lo-

cated in the commercial centre of Reading, a town near London, UK. The size of

the town-centre and the presence of streets with different urban qualities facilitated

the experiment design. The route was devised as closed-loop, starting and ending

at the same location (Reading Train Station). It exposed participants to a variety

of typical and everyday urban environments of UK cities, such as streets with and

without shops, a small park, narrow and wide pedestrian areas (Table 5.3). It also

involved use of a variety of accessible pedestrian signals, in controlled and uncon-

trolled crossings. The sequence of visit to these environments (i.e. street segments),

was kept constant across all participants. This decision was dictated by practical

limitations, as this experiment was based in a small sample and a counter-balanced

or randomise the order of visit would not be practical. In addition, the field of view

is not identical from opposing ends of a street (cf.isovist Benedikt, 1979) and thus

the experiences of different people traversing a street in opposing direction may not

be comparable.

5.2.3.1 The Reading town-centre

Reading is a town in the South East of England, located in the County of Berkshire,

and according to the 2011 census has a population of approximately 155,698 per-

sons (Office for National Statistics, 2013). It features a vivid commercial centre,

with a significant pedestrianised part along Oxford Street, Broad Street and adja-
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Figure 5.2: Map of central Reading, showing the experiment route, which was travelled

counter-clockwise and is shown colour-coded by section. The numbers indicate

instruction points, and the dots indicate the location and type of street crossings

participants encountered and had to complete as part of the route. After the ex-

periment, participants recollected and reported on their experience in terms of

route sections and junctions. In this manner, these sections and junctions corre-

spond to a unit of reflexive self-reported assessment of participants’ subjective

experience.

cent branching streets. Reading was chosen as the site of the experiment for three

primary reasons.

1. Reading was already the territory of case-studies for the development of new

technologies for urban mobility as part of theCities Unlocked project between

Guide Dogs, Microsoft Research, as well as local stakeholders. The initial aim

of this experiment was to contribute directly into these case-studies, so the

environment was chosen to overlap with other strands of the Cities Unlocked

work-packages.

2. Due to the Cities Unlocked project, the local Guide Dogs training centre in
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Winnersh (near Reading), was already involved in the recruiting of volunteers

from the Berkshire region for other studies.

3. Critically, the relatively bounded scale of Reading’s town-centre facilitated

the design of a route, because diverse urban environments could be found in

close proximity.

5.2.4 Environmental Characteristics of the route

The primary focus of this experiment was the development and validation of the

methodology of data collection and analysis; therefore, the environmental character-

istics are specified to a level that allows general comparisons between the respective

environments (see 114).

Table 5.2 shows the precise order of visiting each street environment as well

as major characteristics. The experiment route was designed to be relatively short

(1.8km), yet take participants through a range of different typical street environ-

ments and intersection typologies. During the experimental design, the route was de-

vised to include different typologies of streets and street crossings, based on the fol-

lowing criteria: land-use, commercial activity, urban design characteristics (width,

open space, green space), traffic, type of crossing (Table 5.1 and Table 5.2).

Table 5.1: Route design criteria. The table shows the environmental characteristics consid-

ered during the design of the experimental route.

Category Characteristic Description Measure

Street segments Land-use and pedes-

trian activity

With and without com-

merce

Number of shops

Urban design charac-

teristics

Narrow and wide pave-

ment

Pavement width

Pedestrian open space Townhall square -

Urban green space St Mary’s Butts Gar-

dens

-

Traffic levels High or low vehicular

traffic

Road category

Street crossings Controlled with traffic signals

Non-controlled without traffic signals
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5.2.4.1 Street crossings

As shown in Figure 5.2, the route included eight (8) controlled crossings and five

(5) non-controlled street crossings. In controlled crossings there exists a traffic light

with pedestrian priority and auditory or/and tactile signalling for the visually im-

paired is available. Conversely, in non-controlled crossings, where there is only

tactile paving to indicate the crossing point and the pedestrian has to assess and de-

cide on her own when it is safe to cross. As explained below, for participants’ safety,

in non-controlled crossings an instructor assisted safe-crossing.

5.2.4.2 Commercial Activity

For the context of this experiment, commercial activity was defined as the number

of shops for each street segment (between two intersections), counted at the side of

travel. Point data were obtained from Openstreetmap’s database, which includes a

variety of point features (shops, addresses, urban infrastructure) and were filtered to

include commercial activities, such as shops, and exclude other point features, such

as traffic lights, postal boxes or benches.

5.2.4.3 Pavement width

The width of a pavement can impact the amount available to pedestrians and lead to

more frequent interactions or collision-avoidance behaviours from pedestrian (e.g.

Skroumpelou, 2014). The pavement width was estimated from GIS using data from

the Topography layer of the Master Map by Ordnance Survey, at a scale of 1:1250,

which includes polygons for urban surfaces, including the precise area allocated to

pavements.

5.2.4.4 Traffic and crowds

Pedestrian and vehicular traffic are a major influence on pedestrian experience. Al-

though a certain amount of pedestrian traffic is considered desirable, as it allows

visual and social interactions (cf. Jacobs, 1961; Gehl, 2010), increased amounts of

pedestrians may lead to disruption of walking patterns, (near) collisions with others

and potentially result in feelings of discomfort. Vehicular traffic impacts the levels

of noise (from engines and tires) depending on the speed of travel, the amounts of

air pollution from exhaust fumes. In addition, increased vehicular traffic increases
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can increase the feelings of confusion and anxiety at street crossings (see page 379).

Traffic data are usually gathered at an aggregate level, e.g. vehicles per hour or

pedestrians per square meter. However, for this experiment, data about the pre-

cise levels of traffic, pedestrians, or noise were not available and it was beyond the

scope of this work to collect. Thus the ‘average’ conditions at each environment

were estimated based on the road classification. According to the UK Department

of Transport, the experimental route traversed tertiary and pedestrian streets. This

classification was used in the analysis to examine if street category can be associated

with evoked emotional states.

Further, a more direct impact of pedestrian traffic is the disruptions to each par-

ticipant’s route or walking speed, for example, slowing down, stopping or changing

their course to avoid other pedestrians. This was measured at a fine temporal scale,

using a smartphone application, ‘Fieldworker’, which allows to mark behavioural

and other events, using a set of eight (8) buttons specified by the user, including ge-

ographic coordinates from GPS as well as temporal information at a very fine preci-

sion (milliseconds). The version of Fieldworker app used was initially developed by

Katerina Skroumpelou, as part of her MSc Dissertation (Skroumpelou, 2014), and

is currently maintained by the author (see www.github.com/pmavros/fieldworker).

5.2.4.5 Exposure to noise

Although, noise and specific sounds (car horns) can influence the emotional expe-

rience in a particular environment, this was not the focus of this study, and noise

levels were not measured or controlled. More recent studies, after this experiment

have proposed a methodology to study the influence of noise levels on pedestrian

experience (Puustinen-Hopper, 2015). However, for indicative purposes, the De-

partment for Environment, Food Rural Affairs (DEFRA) who maintains estimates

of noise levels for the UK, suggests that during daytime, when the experiment was

conducted, the main source of noise along the experimental route is vehicular traffic.

The noise levels were visually estimated based on DEFRA’s maps (see Figure C.1 in

the Appendix C.1) and were, on average, in the range of 60-64.9 dB(A) and rising to

65-69.9dB(A) near intersections. Thus, on average there were not major variations
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in the exposure of participants to significantly different levels of noise (e.g. did not

walk near major roads or highways).

5.2.4.6 Route Sections

As discussed earlier, the route was subdivided in sections to facilitate the experiment

and reduce its wayfinding demands. The route was split in six (6) sections ranging

between 129 and 562 meters in length (M=286 meters, SD=159), and each section

consisted of one or more streets (i.e. sections were not equivalent to street segments).

Table 5.3: Traffic characteristics of the experimental route, grouped according to the six

sections of the experimental route, their constituent street segments and their

general traffic characteristics which determined their inclusion in the route.

Section Length Constituent Streets General characteristics

1 551 m. Station Road, Friar Street

(West), West Street

Busy

2 162 m. St Mary’s Butts Moderate

3 243 m. Churchyard path, Chain

Street

Green, Pedestrianised

4 296 m. Broad Street, King Street Pedestrianised, Low traffic

5 133 m. High Street, Market Place Low traffic

6 381 m. Townhall Square, Friar Street

(East), Station Road

Pedestrianised, Low traffic,

Busy

5.2.5 Participants

5.2.5.1 Participants

A total of eleven participants (N=11, 4 sighted, 4 partially sighted and 3 blind, in-

cluding 6 female and 5 male) took part in the experiment in the period between May

and August 2014. Participants’ age varied between 23 and 79 years old (Mean=45.9

, SD=18). Table 5.4 shows the general characteristics of the The wide range of age

was an unintended consequence of the difficulty to recruit participants. Neverthe-

less, as shown in Figure 5.5, all participants reported high levels of physical activity

and independent mobility.

5.2.5.2 Recruitment Criteria

The population of visually impaired individuals is not homogeneous and approxi-

mately one third of the visually impaired population have additional disabilities (see
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Figure 5.3: Images from the data collection, showing the different stages of the procedure.

Top left: Controlled crossing at the corner of Friar Street and West Street. Top

right: St Mary’s Butts. Bottom left: Townhall Square. Bottom right: A partic-

ipant is receiving instructions at instruction waypoint 3, at the corner of Chain

Street and Broad Street.
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Figure 5.4: More images from the experiments, showing the different stages of the proce-

dure. Top left: Kings Street. Top right: St Mary’s Butts Gardens. Bottom left:

Chain Street. Bottom right: Broad Street and Kings Street intersection.
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Figure 5.5: Participants frequency of visit to town centres and independent mobility

(i.e. travelling alone).

Appendix A). A variety of pathology and level of vision impairments, age of onset,

mobility training, and type of mobility aid used, even the diverse levels of mobility-

related confidence, influence the levels of mobility and the emotional experience of

pedestrian movement. Because this experiment was conceived to demonstrate the

efficacy of the method, the sample of participants was aimed to be representative of

this heterogeneity of visual impairment (as for example in Golledge et al., 2000).

As noted also by Passini and Proulx (1988) it would be of value to do a similar study

with a wider sample, but for practical reasons, at this stage it was not feasible to have

a representative sample of the entire visually impaired population. Further, one re-

quirement of EEG is to maintain constant the handedness of participants (usually

right-handed).

Therefore, the following selection criteria were applied:

1. Sighted, partially sighted and blind individuals;

2. 18-60 years old;

3. Right-handed;

4. No history of mental illness;

5. Able to move in the city independently;
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6. Willing to use a smartphone application to navigate in the city if necessary;

7. Prior knowledge or use of smartphone was not required.

Criteria 6,7 were included to reflect the wider scope of the experiment , as

an option to test novel technologies developed as part of Cities Unlocked project,

however this was finally not required.

5.2.5.3 Recruitment Procedure

Visually impaired participants were recruited from the Guide Dogs network of in-

dividuals, living in near Reading in the Berkshire County. After obtaining ethics

approval by the UCL Ethics Committee (Project ID: 4329/001, submission date:

March 06, 2014), participant recruitment was delegated to Guide Dogs members

of staff. This arrangement was decided to avoid transfer of sensitive personal data

from Guide Dogs to the researchers, such as names, medical conditions, among oth-

ers. Instead, it was decided that Guide Dogs would identify potential participants,

based on the above criteria, (handedness, age, mobility, residential location). Then,

a Guide Dogs representative contacted shortlisted participants, informed them about

the aims of the study and upon participants’ interest, scheduled the experiment. Dur-

ing the experiment day, upon arrival the participants were briefed by the researchers

about the purpose of the experiment and consent was obtained after answering po-

tential questions. All sessions with visually impaired participants were supervised

by a GDMI.
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5.2.6 Procedure

Table 5.5, shows the four main stages of the experiment procedure 1) recruitment

and consent, 2) experimental route, 3) debriefing for route and, 4) a diary study

which was not analysed further. The main experimental route took place in central

Reading and all other procedures at the Guide Dogs Mobility Centre in Winnersh

Berkshire. Transportation between the two locations was provided by the regular

railway service.

Table 5.5: Timeline of experimental procedures, their location (where they took place) and

approximate duration.

Step Stage Task Location Duration

1 1 Recruitment telephonically 15 min.

2 1 Obtain informed consent GDMC 10 min.

3 1 Equipment fitting GDMC 20 min.

4 - Transport to Reading (railway) - 30 min.

5 2 Start physiological data collection Reading 5 min.

6 2 Measurement of mood (before) Reading 5 min.

7 2 Complete Experimental route Reading 40-70 min.

8 2 Stop data collection Reading 5 min.

9 2 Measurement of mood (after) Reading 5 min.

10 - Transport to Winnersh - 30 min.

11 3 Debriefing surveys GDMC 30 min.

12 3 Standardised questionnaires GDMC 30 min.

13 3 Demographic survey GDMC 30 min.

Completion of Experiment

14 4 Instructions for longitudinal study

(diary)

GDMC 10 min.

15 4 Diary study - 7 days.

16 4 Debriefing for diary study GDMC 30 min.

End of data collection

GDMC: Guide Dogs Mobility Centre, Winnersh Triangle, Berkshire.

Stage 1 Following recruitment over the telephone, participants were met at the des-

ignated Guide Dogs Mobility Centre (GDMC) in Winnersh, a location approxi-

mately 6 km outside Reading. After the information sheet was read and any ques-

tions answered, written consent was obtained at the presence of Guide Dogs member

of staff.
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Afterwards, the equipment was fitted, including the placement of the Empatica

E3 wristband and the EEG headcap. Impedance between the scalp and electrode

was minimised using conductive gel (Abrasive Electrolyte HiCl from Easycap) and

monitored through Emotiv’s Control Panel around a range between approximately

10-20k Ohm 1.

Stage 2During the second stage, taking place in central Reading, participants were

asked to walk along the experimental route using their preferred mobility aid (long

cane, symbol cane or guide dog). EEG, psychophysiological and observational data

were collected during this period.

Stage 3 Finally, upon return at the GDMC office, the equipment was removed and

participants were asked to respond to series of surveys about their experience. At the

end of this process, participants completed standardised questionnaires and provided

demographic data.

5.2.7 Quantitative Measures

A battery of quantitative measures were included in this experiment. Mobile EEG

(Mavros et al., 2012; Aspinall et al., 2013), and skin conductance (Zeile et al., 2015),

as well as activity and location tracking using smartphone devices. These sources

of data were combined with qualitative methods, such as established questionnaires

tapping on emotion (Matthews et al., 1990), well-being (Tennant et al., 2007) and

spatial cognition (Hegarty et al., 2002; Pazzaglia and Beni, 2001), as well as semi-

structured appraisals of the experiment.

5.2.7.1 Psychophysiological Measures

The rationale, background and limitations of psychophysiological measures are dis-

cussed in Chapter 4.

EEG signal acquisition EEG was measured with a modified version of an Emotiv

EPOC, at a sampling rate of 128 Hz. The electrode locations were kept the same

as in the standard Emotiv EPOC positioning, following the 10-20 system: AF3, F7,

1Emotiv shows the levels of impedance as colours, rather than publish the actual levels of

impedance, but estimates the range of green to be approximately 10-20k Ohm ( www.emotiv.com/fo-

rums/topic/About_the_impedance/#post-215839, last assessed March 13, 2018)
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F3, FC5, T7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8, AF4, P3 was the active electrode for the

CommonMode Sense (CMS) and P4 was the passive electrode for the Driven Right

Leg (DRL). The EEG data were transmitted wirelessly over Bluetooth to a Dell

Tablet running Windows 8, where they were recorded using Emotiv’s Testbench

software for the raw EEG and a custom made application for the Emotiv’s Affectiv

Suite data.

EDA signal acquisition Skin conductance data were collected at a sampling rate of

0.25 Hz, using an Empatica E3 wristband (Garbarino et al., 2014).

5.2.7.2 Behavioural Measures

Participant position as well as behavioural observations were recorded using the

custom-made Android application “Fieldworker”, which allows the recording of a

predefined set of behaviours together with geographical coordinates were it was

observed as well as a timestamp. The application was operated in two identical LG

Nexus 5 (4.95-inch touch-screen display; screen resolution of 1080x1920 pixels at

445 pixels per inch), and is explained in the Appendix.

Positioning Data The trajectories of participants in the urban environment were

used to associate the continuous time-series type psychophysiological data with the

location were each point was measured. Trajectory data were gathered by the Global

Positioning System (GPS) sensor of an LG Nexus 4 smartphone, at a sampling rate

of 0.2Hz (every 5 seconds), using the custom Fieldworker application (see below).

Observational DataDuring the experiment, participants were followed by a re-

searcher and a Guide Dogs Mobility Instructor (GDMI) at closed distance (3-5

meters), a technique called shadowing. The researcher collected behavioural obser-

vations, using an bespoke smartphone application Fieldworker, while the GDMI re-

layed instructions and monitored the participants’ safety. Participants of the sighted

group (CNT) were not supervised by a GDMI. Gathering behavioural observations

through the ‘shadowing’ method is applied frequently in similar studies, e.g. a spa-

tial cognition study (Passini and Proulx, 1988) or a study on intersection crossings

(Barlow et al., 2005).

Observational data during the routes were collected using the Fieldworker An-
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droid application (initial version developed by Skroumpelou, 2014), which provided

geo-annotated, timestamps for 8 categories of observations, or ‘events’, where the

following:

1. Hesitates

2. Pauses

3. Uses an uncontrolled crossing

4. Uses a controlled crossing

5. Receives Instructions / Talks

6. Start walking

7. Looks Around

8. Avoids obstacle

The eight types of geo-annotated behavioural events were used in different

ways during the analysis. Starts walking, Pauses, Uses an uncontrolled crossing,

Uses a controlled crossing andReceives instructions / Talkswere used to pre-process

the data (spit in segments). The events Avoids obstacle and Hesitates were used to

evaluate the difficulty of the routes (see page 203). Finally, Looks around proved

ambiguous to define during the observational stage, and therefore was excluded

from analysis.

5.2.8 Self-reported Measures

A set of self-reported measures were included in the study, to evaluate participants’

general well-being, spatial abilities, and spatial experience during the experiment.

The majority were standardised questionnaires, as well as a custom questionnaire

on spatial experience which reflected the needs of the experiment design. These are

discussed in turn.

5.2.8.1 Standardised Questionnaires

A set of standardised questionnaires were used to assess spatial abilities, well being,

mood, as well as general quality of life (see Appendix E).
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Spatial Abilities The spatial abilities related with orientation and wayfinding were

measured to assess the similarities and differences in orientation ability between

groups. This was aimed to control the potential effect of wayfinding demands on

the emotional experience of individuals. Participants were asked to rate their own

Sense of Orientation using the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction (SBSOD) scale

(Hegarty et al., 2002) and the Questionnaire on Spatial Representation (or QSR;

Pazzaglia and Beni, 2001).

The SBSOD includes 15 items with self-referential statements about one’s own

spatial cognition performance, positively or negatively phrased, such as “I am very

good at giving directions” or “I very easily get lost in a new city”. Even though the

SBSOD relies on self-assessments of ability, the score is found to correlate highly

with spatial cognition tasks, such as learning a new environment from direct expe-

rience or updating one’s orientation blindfolded, which suggests that people can be

“somewhat truthful and accurate in estimating their environmental spatial abilities”

(Hegarty et al., 2002).

The QSR was developed to assess general orientation ability as well to distin-

guish individual proclivity for landmark-centred, route and survey mental represen-

tations (Pazzaglia and Beni, 2001), which can be used as an indication of what is the

preferred mode of mental representations of space for people or what type of spatial

information modality they can use more efficiently (e.g. Meneghetti et al., 2011).

Well-being The Warwick Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWBS) was

used to assess participants general sense of well-being. WEMWBS was developed

by Tennant et al. (2007), “as a tool for monitoring mental well-being at a population

level”, and it asks to rate questions such as “I have been feeling optimistic about the

future”. This information was used to assess whether participants experience and

ratings might have been skewed by their overall mental well-being.

Mood To explore whether walking the experimental route had different outcome

on participant’s overall mood, the the University of Wales Institute of Science and

Technology Mood assessment Check-list (UWIST MACL) was used (Matthews

et al., 1990). The MACL includes 12 words (items) that describe an affective state
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(e.g. “contented” or “nervous”). The items of the check-list are organised into three

groups of emotional dimension: arousal, hedonic, and stress; the scoring process

involves averaging the response of all items of each group.

Other questionnaires Two more questionnaires were included in the experiment

and the data collection procedure for exploratory purposes. The first, Perceived

visual ability for Independent Mobility was developed by Turano et al. (1999) to

examine the impact of vision loss in the self-evaluation of ability to move indepen-

dently and accomplish everyday tasks; the second, Vision Quality of Life (VISQOL)

developed by Misajon et al. (2005) captures people’s evaluation of the impact of vi-

sion (and vision loss) on their quality of life, intended for “the economic evaluation

of eye care and rehabilitation programs”. Data from these questionnaires will not

be discussed further, as although relevant for understanding visual impairments and

mobility at large, they are outside the scope of analysis for this experiment.

5.2.8.2 Assessment of Spatial Experience

In order to understand and contextualise the specific subjective experience of the

experiment, and to draw comparisons with the psychophysiological data collected,

participants were asked to rate and describe their recollections of the experiment

route, through a semi-structured protocol (non-standardised questionnaires).

Participants were asked to rate on 7-point scale their experience according to

different keywords. Because of the diverse participant sample, and the different

levels of vision impairments, it was important to facilitate the recollection process,

without reference to landmarks or street names. Hence, the ordered sequence of the

route provided the skeleton of the questionnaire. The unit of measurement for the

subjective recollection and evaluation was, first, each route section and second, each

street crossing.

Route Section Each route section was rated in 8 dimensions, to capture participants’

experience during the walk. The route section was defined as the part of the route

between two consecutive instruction points (Figure 5.2). The questionnaire scale

was inspired by the UMACL (Matthews et al., 1990, see appendix), providing a

keyword of interest, (e.g. an affective word) and participants were asked to rate
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how well the following words reflected their experience for each route section:

1 Positive feeling / Happy 5. Long

2. Exciting / Arousing 6. Tiring

3. Stressful 7. Comfortable to walk

4. Pleasant 8. Noisy

For example, the question was formulated: “rate how stressful was the section

from the second instruction point until the third instruction point”. Descriptions of

the environments were occasionally enhancedwithmore ad-hoc detail if participants

required more information. Additionally, participants were asked to elaborate on

the reasons underlying their ratings, and contribute with general remarks about their

experience.

Street crossings Street crossings were defined as each time a participant had to cross

a street intersecting vehicular traffic (Figure 5.2) and where categorised according

to the crossing typology into controlled and non-controlled crossings, depending on

the presence of traffic lights and pedestrian signalling. Participants were asked to

score each street crossing on a 7-point scale (1-7) according to:

a) stressfulness, and

b) easiness to cross.

As it was shown these two parameters refer to different constructs and were not

correlated (see page 207). Crossings are named according to the street and intersec-

tion (e.g. the crossing at Garrard Street and Station Road) but, similar to sections,

to facilitate participants’ recollection the crossing was described relative to route

sections, e.g. “the first crossing on the section 1 , after the turn”.

5.2.9 Materials

5.2.9.1 Spatial Descriptions / Route Instructions

Route instructions can be described in different frames of reference, according to

an egocentric or allocentric perspective. Previous research (e.g. Meneghetti et al.,

2011) suggests that giving information in the preferred frame of reference and type

of spatial knowledge (landmark, route or survey) can influence people’s ability to

absorb the and integrate it efficiently in a mental representation. People who prefer
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landmark-based descriptions have a greater difficulty to use survey-based descrip-

tions.

Table 5.6 shows the instructions used to guide participants along the route. As

described above, the 1.8km route was split in six (6) sections, to facilitate the relay of

wayfinding instructions and reduce the cognitive load of memorisation. The instruc-

tions were developed together with two experienced Guide Dogs Mobility instruc-

tors, Chris Yates and Suzy Luff. The instructions were devised from an egocentric

perspective, e.g. “as you walk, turn left”, to facilitate comprehension. In addition,

because blind participants would not have access to visual landmarks, building or

street names, participants were asked to locate persistent features of the environ-

ment, such traffic intersections with blister paving, and then make an egocentric

change of direction. The instructions were kept identical for all groups, i.e. the text

of Table 5.6 was used without any changes for the instruction of the three groups of

sighted, partially sighted (MVI) and blind (SVI) participants (see page 197)
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Table 5.6: Script of Experiment Instructions, read aloud by the GDMI, or the researcher in

the case of sighted participants.

Section Instruction script

Introduction This route will last approximately 30-40minutes. Wewill be doing

the route in 5 stages. You will stop 5 times during the route so we

can give you further directions and ask a few questions relative to

the route, so it may help if you try to mentally map the route as

you re walking it. Due to the nature of the testing and to ensure

accurate results we ask that you pretend you are on your own and

not to chat with us unless of course you need advice or help. If at

any time you feel uncomfortable please let me know.

1 [ participant is assisted to the right direction as necessary ] Con-

tinue straight until the first controlled crossing, cross and turn right.

Continue straight until the next controlled crossing with busy main

road in front. Cross and turn left and continue straight to the next

controlled crossing, stop here for further directions.

2 Cross the road in front, turn left and locate the controlled crossing.

Cross and turn right. Carry on straight down this stretch passing

over a pub driveway until the next down kerb then stop for further

directions.

3 Angle 10.00 o’clock and continue, passing a church on your left.

Follow the pathway as it descends downward until the end narrow

exit. On exiting onto the pavement turn left and continue straight

until meeting the High Street.

4 Turn right with building line on your right and continue straight

along this pedestrianised stretch until the first crossing. Cross and

turn left for the next controlled crossing. Cross again and turn right

to the next down kerb. Stop there for further directions.

5 Cross the road and turn left. Continue straight up this stretch meet-

ing tactile paving at the top. Note for GDMI: Give sighted guide

across road and will face volunteer towards tactile area.

6 Carry on straight to tactile paving in front, be aware this is an open

area with 3 obstacles and the tactile paving only has a small surface

area. Once at the tactile, cross the road which is uncontrolled and

bear left. Continue straight, you will cross over an access road then

continue to the next controlled crossing. Cross and turn right and

continue straight to the finish point at the start of the route.

7 End of experiment.
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5.3 Analysis

Table 5.7 summarises the data collected and discussed for this experiment, noting

the final data available after the preprocessing stages described in the next sections.

The rationale and steps of data processing and analysis for each dataset is explained.
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5.3.1 Group constituency

Table 5.4 shows how participants were split in three groups based on their levels

of vision, into sighted (control, CNT)), moderately visually impaired (MVI) and

severely visually impaired (SVI - including blind participants) (see ). Due to the

diversity in pathologies and competences of visually impaired persons (see Ap-

pendix A, this grouping is suggested as a qualitative and categorical distinction,

rather than an ordinal one. In other words, this grouping reflects the similarity of

levels of vision, rather than serving as a predictor of performance.

5.3.2 Spatial Abilities

To examine difference between participant groups and self-assessed sense of orien-

tation ability from the SBSOD (Hegarty et al., 2002) and the QSR (Pazzaglia and

Beni, 2001), the Kruskal-Wallis H Test, will be used.

The Kruskal-Wallis H Test is a non-parametric method to perform Analysis of

variance (ANOVA), which does not assume or require normally distributed data.

In this case it will be used due to the very low sample size per group. Any results

are indicative of differences between the groups and should be interpreted with cau-

tion. In contrast to typical hypothesis testing, the results will be used to evaluate

participant responses, but due to the small sample size, it is not argued that potential

statistical effects will generalise to the whole population.

5.3.3 Well-being

The Kruskal-Wallis H Test will be used to assess whether there are statistically sig-

nificant differences in the levels of self-reported mental well-being of participants

between the three groups (Sighted, MVI, SVI).

5.3.4 UWIST

To capture the effect of the walk on participants mood, the individual items UWIST

Mood Adjective Check-list were transformed to capture the change in mood, by

subtracting the starting (pre-walk) score from the final (post-walk) score:

mood change = scorea f ter − scorebe f ore
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Thus, a positive number will signify an increase in eachmeasure (arousal, stress

or hedonic tone) after the route, and a negative number will signify a reduction in

each respective dimension.

The Kruskal-Wallis H Test will be used to compare mood change between the

three different participant groups.

5.3.5 Self-reported spatial experience

In addition to the standardised questionnaires discussed above, participants were

also asked to evaluate their experience during each route section and each street

crossing. The Kruskal-Wallis H Test, will be used to compare the responses between

the three different participant groups.

5.3.6 Behavioural data

The analysis of behavioural data serves to provide insight into the performance and

experience of participants during the walk. Due to the limited and diverse sample,

these data are analysed and presented for context rather than statistical inference. In

other words, to facilitate the comparison of the route experiences of different par-

ticipants, rather than claim that these observations reflect the highly heterogeneous

visually impaired population as a whole (see Appendix A).

Route durationKruskal-Wallis H Test will be used to evaluate participant groups

had systematic differences in the completion of experimental route.

Obstacleswill be analysed at a group level, to determine if any of the groups had

a higher incidence of obstacles. Second, the location of obstacles will be examined

using spatial analysis, to determine if there are locations with a higher occurrence of

obstacles, or ‘obstacle hotspots’. A separate map will be created for each group to

allow comparisons between the total number of obstacle incidents, as well as their

location.

Hesitationswill also be analysed at a group level, to determine if any of the groups

had a higher incidence of hesitations during the route. Second, the location of obsta-

cles will be analysed using spatial analysis methods, to determine if there ‘hesitation

hotspots’, which could reflect uncertainty or difficulty. A separate map will be cre-
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ated for each group to allow comparisons between the total number of hesitation

incidents, as well as their location.

5.3.7 Preprocessing of EEG and EDA

In terms of mobile psychophysiological data, three datasets were analysed for each

participant:

1. Electrodermal Activity;

2. Emotion data fromEmotivAffectiv Suite (derived from emotion classification

on EEG), but not raw EEG;

3. Trajectory (regular GPS points and geo-tagged observations).

5.3.7.1 Preprocessing EEG

The raw EEG data were classified into emotional states in real-time, i.e. during the

experiment, by Emotiv’s Affectiv Suite. The Affectiv Suite algorithm, classifies the

ongoing EEG activity into four independent emotional/mental states: excitement,

frustration, engagement, meditation (see more on page 156). For this experiment,

the raw EEG data were not processed or analysed further.

5.3.7.2 Preprocessing of Electrodermal Activity

EDA analysis was performed in Matlab using the Ledalab toolbox Benedek and

Kaernbach (2010). The raw EDA data were analysed using the process of Continu-

ous Deconvolution Analysis (CDA), which decomposes the raw signal into its tonic

and phasic components, by “retrieving the signal characteristics of the underlying

sudomotor nerve activity (SNA)” (Benedek and Kaernbach, 2010).

The tonic component of EDA, or Skin Conductance Level (SCL) was not used

because, firstly SCL levels varied greatly between individuals, and secondly, it is

considered a slow response system and thus it is less appropriate to capture the im-

mediate responses to the environment.

The phasic component of the EDA signal, i.e. the skin conductance response

(or SCR), represents fast transient changes in skin conductance and is also measured

in microSiemens. Ledalab’s CDA analysis outputs the time of onset as well as the
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amplitude of each Skin Conductance Response (SCR). In this experiment, the SCRs

can not be associated with a specific stimulus, and thus are considered non-specific

SCR or ns.SCR. Ns.SCR will be aggregated to represent the general arousal over a

period of time (Boucsein et al., 2012).

The CDA method calculates the amplitude and timing of phasic peaks. In the

absence of specific stimuli, all these are treated as non-specific Skin Conductance

Responses (ns.SCR), which are associated with the level of general arousal (Bouc-

sein et al., 2012). Boucsein recommends a threshold of 0.05 microSiemens to clas-

sify a peak in the signal as a non-specific phasic event (i.e. a skin conductance re-

sponse).
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Figure 5.6: Three charts showing the variation in count and amplitude of SCRs between

participants.

Figure 5.6 shows the SCRs of all participants during the experiment, and large

variation can be observed between participants in the amount of SCRs, as well as

their amplitude. Initially, analysis of variance showed that the difference between

groups was significant (F(2,7)= 2.449, p=0.156), suggesting that participants levels

of arousal were related with their levels of vision. However, participants also dif-

fered in the time taken to complete the task (see page 5.4.2.1). When the number

of SCRs was normalised by the total experiment duration per participant, the effect

disappears (ANOVA F(2,7)=0.314, p=0.74).

For analysis, the data will be geo-annotated (i.e. merged with the location co-
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ordinates where each sample was taken), to evaluate where SCRs occur in urban

space.

5.3.7.3 Preprocessing GPS points

The coordinates of trajectory data, obtained from the smartphone’s in-built GPS

unit, had to be rectified. The data exhibit varying degrees of accuracy, manifested

as dispersion around the actual location of each individual measurement, an com-

mon issue in urban settings due to the urban canyon effect.2 To account for the

reduced accuracy of the data, all GPS points were projected to their nearest street

segment, using a custom R-script (R Core Team, 2016) and the library geosphere

(Hijmans, 2016) . Then, the nearest point on the nearest street segment was used

a substitute for the original observation. An iterative verification process based on

visual inspection and manual correction in GIS, ensured that points were assigned

in the correct segment and sequence.

5.3.7.4 Geo-annotation of psychophysiological data

Each psychophysiological dataset (EEG Affectiv or EDA) was merged the corre-

sponding rectified trajectory data, using their timestamps, which had been recorded

at a millisecond precision to allow for correct temporal merging. Due to the dif-

ference in sampling rates, the merge process resulted in rows with missing data.

For example, GPS was sampled every five seconds and so the merge between two

consecutive GPS observations would result in 35 (5*7Hz) EEG Affectiv data points

without coordinates (longitude and latitude).

To account for such instances, a linear interpolation was performed between

each two valid records. This process allowed to estimate the approximate geograph-

ical position were each record was collected. Through this process for each individ-

ual psychological measurement, there was a corresponding set of coordinates, which

was assigned to a particular street. This allowed to estimate the environmental char-

acteristics of the location each point was measured, and explore their relationship

iterative in different spatio-temporal scales.

2The urban canyon effect is a result of reflections of the signal emitted by the satellite and is

received on the GPS unit either directly or indirectly after being reflected on buildings around the

GPS receiver, and such reflections produce false estimates of distance and location.
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Subsequently, the data were aggregated at different levels, in order to allow

comparisons with other sources of data. The first aggregation level was the route

section (1 to 6), in order to compare psychophysiological data with participants’

subjective ratings. Second, the data were aggregated at a street-segment level to

be compared with the environmental characteristics of each street. Finally, the data

were aggregated based on a raster grid, to allow a fine-grained spatial and temporal

analysis of pedestrian experience at the local level (see page 220).

5.4 Results

The results of this experiment are introduced in this section and discussed in more

detail in Chapter 7.

5.4.1 Abilities and Well-being

5.4.1.1 Spatial Abilities

Overall, there was not a significant difference in the self-evaluations of participants

own spatial orientation ability (Figure 5.7 A). The differences in the SBSOD scores

between the three groups, were not statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum

test H(2)=1.7485, p = 0.4172). Responses to the QSR also did not yield any signif-

icant differences between groups.

5.4.1.2 Sense of Well-being

Figure 5.7 B shows the self-assessed mental well-being of participants. There

were no significant differences between groups (H(2)=0.23949, p=0.8871, Kruskal-

Wallis rank sum test). The results should be interpreted with caution due to the small

sample.

5.4.2 Behavioural Measures

5.4.2.1 Experiment Duration

Figure 5.8 A shows the experiment duration per participant aggregated per group.

Visually impaired participants required more time to complete the experimental

route (H=8.9091, p = 0.01163, Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, with an average for

sighted=27.3 min., for MVI=36.4 min. and for SVI=43.08 min). Unfortunately, in-
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Figure 5.7: Box plot of participants’ self-reported Sense of Direction (A), Mental Well-

being (B) by participant group. None of the differences between groups was

statistically significant, although results should be interpreted with caution due

to the small sample.
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Figure 5.8: Box plots of experiment duration (A) and observational data, hesitations (B)

and obstacles (C) by participant group.
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struction time at waypoints was not possible to disentangle from the rest of the task,

so the longer task completion time reflect both potentially longer instruction times

as well as longer task completion times.

5.4.2.2 Observation data

Table 5.8 shows descriptive statistics for obstacle and hesitation observations. Fig-

ure 5.8 illustrates the amount of obstacles and hesitation events per group.

Obstacles Firstly, the difference in obstacles encountered during the route was not

statistically significant (one-way ANOVA F(2)=0.436, p=0.663). This could sug-

gest either that the incidence, or that the measurement of obstacles was similar be-

tween the groups.

The maps 5.9 shows the amount of obstacle events at different locations along

the route. The map is produced by counting the number of events in each raster cell.

Overall, all groups encounter similar number of obstacles, but also becomes clear

that these incidents are spatial clustered in specific parts of the route. Higher density

of obstacles can be observed on pedestrianised areas, such as Broad street.

Hesitation Table 5.8 shows the amount of hesitations per participant between

groups. The number of hesitations per participant was also tested for systematic

differences between the three groups, approached but did not reach statistical sig-

nificance (F(2)=2.896 , p=0.121). However, when the data from SVI and MVI

groups are collapsed together and compared with the sighted group, the difference

approached significance (F(1)= 4.517, p=0.0663), which suggests that indeed the

visually impaired participants faced more incidents of uncertainty in their wayfind-

ing.

Themaps of Figure 5.9 show the location and amount of hesitation events along

the route.On thismap, higher density of hesitations can be observed near street cross-

ings, and on pedestrianised areas, such as Broad street or Townhall square.For the

sighted participants there were very few instances of hesitation, and in contrast,

for the visually impaired participants higher density of events was observed on the

western part of the experimental route where there is higher amount of commercial

activity, as well as near street crossings and in places where the available pedestrian
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Figure 5.9: Right: Maps showing the concentration of obstacle events in the urban space,

for each group. Left: Maps showing the concentration of hesitation events for

each group along the experimental route.
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surface is narrowed, e.g. near bus stops.

Table 5.8: Descriptive summary of behavioural events geo-annotated during the experi-

ment.

Measure Group N Mean St.Dev Min Max

Obstacles

CNT 4 11.750 11.325 2 23

MVI 3 12.667 10.693 6 25

SVI 3 12.333 11.015 5 25

Hesitations

CNT 4 2.000 0.816 1 3

MVI 3 7.333 9.238 2 18

SVI 3 12.333 5.033 7 17

CNT 4 2.000 0.816 1 3

SVI+MVI 6 9.833 7.195 2 18

Note: Data were not available for 1 participant of the SVI group.

5.4.3 Self-reported Measures

5.4.3.1 Route-related Mood change

Figure 5.10 shows the change in emotions as a result of the walk, as reported using

the UWIST mood adjective checklist Matthews et al. (1990). One participant was

excluded due to missing data. None of the results were statistically significant for

any of the UWIST MACL’s mood dimensions (Table 5.9), in other words the walk

did not produce a specific change in the mood of participants.

Yet, as can be observed in Figure 5.10, the self-reported stress levels of par-

ticipants in the MVI group, showed a tendency to be higher after the experiment, in

contrast with the other two groups. A similar effect is observed when data from SVI

and MVI groups are collapsed.
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Table 5.9: Group comparison of mood change after experiment.

Mood-dimension chi-squared df p.value

Arousal by condition 0.3459677 2 0.8411512

Hedonic by condition 0.5390625 2 0.7637374

Stress by condition 3.701299 2 0.1571351

Arousal by group 0.108871 1 0.7414332

Hedonic by group 0.1171875 1 0.7321051

Stress by group 1.753247 1 0.1854691

Kruskal-Wallis test

Note: one participant from SVI group excluded due to missing data.

Condition: CNT, MVI, SVI; Groups: VI or Sighted.
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Figure 5.10: Box plot of self-reported mood change (pre-/post- walk), using the UWIST

MACL scale.

5.4.3.2 Evaluation of Street Crossings

Street crossing appraisals were analysed to compare the impact of crossing typology

(controlled versus non-controlled) to pedestrian experience.

The first question was whether participants responded differently to the two

street crossing evaluation scales: “stressful” and “easy”, or if they used the terms

interchangeably. A paired T-test between each participants response revealed signif-

icant statistical differences (t = -6.8604, df = 101, p-value < 0.001), which suggests

that the responses to two questions were independent.
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Table 5.10, shows the results of two-way Analysis of variance (ANOVA) com-

paring participants appraisals of the street crossings in terms of stressfulness and

ease to cross, the typology of the crossing and participant group. There were no

statistically significant differences observed in the reported ease to cross. However,

stress during the crossing differed both for participant group and type of crossing.

Overall, non-controlled crossings were evaluated as more stressful than controlled

ones. Second, visually impaired participants (both SVI and MVI) had significant

differences in their responses compared with the sighted group (Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5.11: Box plots showing the self-reported levels of ease and stress at street crossings,

depending on their typology (controlled versus non-controlled).
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Table 5.10: Two-way ANOVAs for self-reported stress and ease of street crossing as de-

pendent variables, and participant group and crossing typology as independent

factors.

Dependent variable:

Self-reported rating (7-point)

Stressful Easy

(1) (2)

MVI group 1.630∗∗∗ −0.118
(0.396) (0.364)

SVI group 1.562∗∗∗ 0.052

(0.402) (0.366)

Crossing type: non-controlled −0.681∗ 0.349

(0.375) (0.341)

Constant 2.393∗∗∗ 5.218∗∗∗

(0.295) (0.274)

Observations 106 102

R2 0.195 0.012

Adjusted R2 0.171 −0.018
Residual Std. Error 1.679 (df = 102) 1.498 (df = 98)

F Statistic 8.233∗∗∗ (df = 3; 102) 0.413 (df = 3; 98)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Also, two participants were excluded due to missing data.

Individual evaluation of Street Crossings To further understand how different

street crossings were experienced and evaluated by participants, the measures were

also submitted to individual analysis for each crossing using Kruskal-Wallis rank

sum test to evaluate the differences between the three groups. Tables 5.11 and 5.12

show the results of Kruskal-Wallis tests for each street crossing, according to the

two scales: stressful and easy. As in the above section, the majority of crossings did

not differ in stressfulness or ease between the groups.

However, two street crossings stand out in terms of their stressfulness ratings:

the controlled crossings at West Street and Oxford Rd, an intersection busy with

traffic, and the non-controlled crossing at the intersection of King Street and High
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Street, which is busy with traffic from cars and buses but has no signalling at all.

However, because this is a result of multiple comparisons, we should account for

the probability of finding an effect as a functions of the number of different compar-

isons. Themeasure of significance after a Bonferroni correction is 0.05/12 = 0.0041,

which is not reached by any of those crossings. Thus the results should be treated

as suggestive.

Table 5.11: Kruskal–Wallis H tests for group comparisons of self-reported stress at street

crossings.

Junction Junction name type H df p-value

1 Garrard Str and Station

Rd

non-controlled 0.667 2 0.717

2 Friar Str W. and Station

Rd

controlled 1.484 2 0.476

3 Friar Str W. and West Str controlled 0.160 2 0.923
4 West Str and Oxford Rd controlled 5.843 2 0.054
5 Oxford Rd and St Marys

Butts

controlled 2.575 2 0.276

6 Before churchyard non-controlled 1.802 2 0.406
7 Broad Street and Minster

Str

controlled 3.006 2 0.223

8 Minster Str and King Str controlled 3.017 2 0.221
9 King Str and High Str non-controlled 5.646 2 0.059
10 Forbury controlled 0.281 2 0.869
11 Blagrave Str controlled 2.629 2 0.269
12 Friar Str E. and Station

Rd

controlled 2.996 2 0.224

In addition, individual box plots for every crossing (Figures 5.12 and 5.13) also

highlight which crossings were perceived as more stressful or ease by all partici-

pants. Figure 5.12, shows that in terms of ease, although the majority of crossings

are rated highly, between 5-6 (on a 1-7, 7-point scale), lower scores are observed for

intersections across busy roads, for example at crossings: 2 (West Street), 5 (Oxford

Road) or, 12 (Friar Street). These same crossings are rated as more stressful (Fig-

ure 5.13), in addition to others such as the crossing at King Street (9). A common

characteristic with those crossings is the presence of vehicular traffic perpendicular

to the direction of crossing.
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Table 5.12: Kruskal–Wallis H tests for group comparisons of self-reported ease at street

crossings.

Junction Junction name type H df p-value

1 Garrard Str and Station

Rd

non-controlled 2.616 2 0.270

2 Friar Str W. and Station

Rd

controlled 0.161 2 0.923

3 Friar Str W. and West Str controlled 0.479 2 0.787
4 West Str and Oxford Rd controlled 1.006 2 0.605
5 Oxford Rd and St Mary’s

Butts

controlled 2.511 2 0.285

6 Before churchyard non-controlled 2.528 2 0.283
7 Broad Street and Minster

Str

controlled 0.211 2 0.900

8 Minster Str and King Str controlled 1.279 2 0.528
9 King Str and High Str non-controlled 0.273 2 0.872
10 Forbury controlled 0.095 2 0.953
11 Blagrave Str controlled 0.700 2 0.705
12 Friar Str E. and Station

Rd

controlled 4.126 2 0.127
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Figure 5.12: Box plots of self-reported ease at each street crossing, per group.
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5.4.3.3 Evaluation of Route Sections

Route sections were evaluated in the following criteria: comfort, excitement, length,

noisiness, fatigue, pleasant, positive, stressfulness. To evaluate participants expe-

rience along each route section, as well as whether potential differences could be

attributed to participants vision levels, the responses (7-point scale: 1 - 7) were com-

pared for each section and criterion. The comparison was conducted at two levels,

using a Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test for three groups (sighted, MVI and SVI) and

Wilcoxon test for two groups (sighted or visually impaired ), as well as visualised

to explore the responses at different route sections.

Tables 5.13 and 5.14 show that for the majority of route sections, differences in

participant responses were not statistically significant. The only exception is route

section 3, which included pedestrianised areas at St Mary’s Butts Gardens and Chain

street, and there were statistically significant differences in the response to feeling

positive, and stressful. Due to the small sample, these results are indicative, espe-

cially with the Bonferroni correction of 0.05/6 = 0.008, after which any effects dis-

appear. More criteria may have approached significance with an increased sample.

Visual inspection of the responses, reveal a variety of interesting trends. Interest-

ingly, sighted participants responses are often subdued near the middle of the scale,

in comparison to more pronounced responses from visually impaired participants, as

for example with positive feeling along route sections in Figure 5.17 or Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.14 shows density plots of route section ratings of pleasantness (left)

and walking comfort (right), per group. Overall, the majority of participants from

all groups evaluated all the route sections as highly “comfortable to walk”, although

route sections 1, 2, and 3 had lower ratings from sighted participants, perhaps reflect-

ing the impact of distractions such as road works and narrow pavements. However,

participants ratings of how pleasant each section was differed, and later sections re-

ceived lower ratings, regardless their lower levels of pedestrians, which could reflect

either the influence of less attractive part of the urban environment, or participants’

mental fatigue from the task. Figure 5.17 shows that overall, participants of the

SVI and MVI groups reported higher ratings of positive experience (feeling) and
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excitement compared with the sighted control group.

Figure 5.16 shows the density of ratings of stress and noise3 per route section.

Within each group a different in the distribution of responses can be observed (e.g.

a participant from the MVI group, rating route sections 2 and 4 as highly stressful)

which could reflect either incidental effects of the testing day or idiosyncratic eval-

uations of participants. Route section 3, blind participants (SVI) reported a lot more

stress that the two other groups, yet for visually impaired participants (including

SVI and MVI) the section was experienced positively. Route section 4 had different

ratings for each group, being evaluated as more stressful by SVI than sighted partici-

pants, perhaps reflecting the demands of negotiating narrow pavement with multiple

bus stops and non-controlled street crossings. In terms of noise (Figure 5.16-right),

there is wide variation of responses between and within groups, which could reflect

the highly subjective nature of the question, as well as incidental variations during

testing.

Finally, Figure 5.15 shows that participants of the SVI group rated later sections

of the route as longer andmore tiring, despite the fact that these sectionswere smaller

in terms of metric distance, which suggests a potential mental fatigue from the route;

the other two groups do not exhibit such a subjective reaction.

3Noise here refers to a subjective estimate of how noisy was a route section. Objective measures

of noise (sound-levels) were not collected during this experiment.
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Table 5.13: Tests of group comparisons of spatial experience per route section. Kruskal-

Wallis rank sum test for three groups (H) and Wilcoxon test for two groups

(W).

Section Question CNT, MVI, SVI CNT, VI

H p-value W p-value

1 Positive feeling 3.840 0.147 3 0.120
2 Positive feeling 0.970 0.616 6 0.477
3 Positive feeling 6.099 0.047* 0.500 0.029*
4 Positive feeling 1.123 0.570 5 0.354
5 Positive feeling 2.667 0.264 3 0.134
6 Positive feeling 3.471 0.176 2 0.088
1 Exciting/arousing 4.624 0.099 7.500 0.786
2 Exciting/arousing 1.786 0.409 4.500 0.279
3 Exciting/arousing 2.737 0.255 3 0.145
4 Exciting/arousing 2.550 0.279 5.500 0.427
5 Exciting/arousing 0.483 0.786 7 0.694
6 Exciting/arousing 2.667 0.264 5 0.350
1 Stressful 0.638 0.727 6 0.513
2 Stressful 0.981 0.612 5.500 0.410
3 Stressful 6.171 0.046* 4.500 0.270
4 Stressful 2.206 0.332 4 0.225
5 Stressful 4.025 0.134 3.500 0.174
6 Stressful 2.889 0.236 4.500 0.276
1 Pleasant 5.310 0.070 0.500 0.035*
2 Pleasant 1.322 0.516 5 0.356
3 Pleasant 5.627 0.060 1.500 0.048*
4 Pleasant 1.006 0.605 5.500 0.427
5 Pleasant 0.725 0.696 8.500 1
6 Pleasant 2.055 0.358 4 0.223

Table continued on next page
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Table 5.14: Tests of group comparisons of spatial experience per route section. Kruskal-

Wallis rank sum test for three groups (H) and Wilcoxon test for two groups

(W).

Section Question CNT, MVI, SVI CNT, VI

H p-value W p-value

1 Long 1.787 0.409 5.500 0.396
2 Long 4.571 0.102 6 0.373
3 Long 4.571 0.102 6 0.373
4 Long 4.571 0.102 6 0.373
5 Long 4.500 0.105 6 0.377
6 Long 4.571 0.102 6 0.373
1 Physically tiring 2 0.368 7.500 0.637
2 Physically tiring 4.571 0.102 6 0.373
3 Physically tiring 2 0.368 7.500 0.637
4 Physically tiring 2.889 0.236 4.500 0.217
5 Physically tiring 4.500 0.105 6 0.377
6 Physically tiring 4.500 0.105 6 0.377
1 Comfortable to walk 3.340 0.188 4 0.201
2 Comfortable to walk 1.835 0.400 4 0.223
3 Comfortable to walk 3.596 0.166 5.500 0.416
4 Comfortable to walk 0.491 0.782 6.500 0.596
5 Comfortable to walk 1.216 0.544 10 0.895
6 Comfortable to walk 1.448 0.485 10.500 0.793
1 Noisy 2.574 0.276 14 0.235
2 Noisy 1.233 0.540 10.500 0.784
3 Noisy 2.074 0.355 6 0.513
4 Noisy 0.479 0.787 9.500 1
5 Noisy 1.778 0.411 12 0.508
6 Noisy 0.667 0.717 7 0.688
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Figure 5.14: Density plots of route section ratings of pleasantness (left) and walking com-

fort (right), per group.
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Figure 5.15: Density plots of route section ratings of perceived length (on a subjective 7-

point scale; left) and physically tiring (right), per group.
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Figure 5.16: Density plots of route section ratings of stressfulness (left) and noisiness

(right), per group.
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Figure 5.17: Density plots of route section ratings of excitement (left) and positive experi-

ence (right), per group.
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5.4.4 Analysis of Psychophysiological Data

As detailed in the previous section, two kinds of psychophysiological data were anal-

ysed from the experiment: brain activity measured by mobile EEG and psychophys-

iological arousal measured by a skin conductance sensor. The data are analysed at

three levels: route section, street segment and raster level (Figure 5.18).

Data pruning Table 5.15 shows descriptive statistics about the EEG and EDA

datasets. EEG and EDA data recordings included more data that the experimen-

tal route, as the data recording often started prior to starting the experimental route.

Therefore, to reduce the amount of data processing, the timeseries data were pruned,

keeping only data points between the start and the end of the experimental route as

indicated by the GPS data and associated start/end events. EEG data are sampled at

128Hz and Emotiv’s Affectiv processing results in an output of approximately 7Hz.

After pruning, therewere on average 20,320 data points of emotional state data (EEG

3. 20x20m GRID 
Fine grained spatial experience

4. STREET CROSSINGS
Controlled and non-controlled

2. STREET SEGMENTS
Between intersections

1. ROUTE SECTIONS
Between checkpoints

Figure 5.18: Diagram showing the four levels of analysis of route data. Psychophysiologi-

cal data, were analysed at levels 2,3 & 4.
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data processed with Emotiv’s Affectiv suite) per participant (SD= 13,401, range =

11,567 - 47,991).

Additionally, to remove the influence of participant - experimenter interactions,

data from instructions points were excluded. The timestamp of verbal interactions

or instructions (as recorded by the experimented using the Fieldworker mobile app)

was used to define a buffer of 5 seconds before until 20 seconds after [-5 20], which

were excluded from subsequent data analysis.

EDA was sampled at 4Hz. The phasic component of the EDA signal was used,

quantified as non-specific SCRs per second (ns.SCR/s), as a measure of frequency

of SCR reactivity. This measure that does not have a constant rate, but fluctuates re-

flecting changes in arousal or attention demands. The average number of ns.SCR/s

per participant varied between 1.4 and 2.7. The difference reflects the varying walk-

ing speeds, task completion times, as well as the differences between the physiolog-

ical systems.

Aggregation Emotional state (EEG) and arousal (EDA) data from each route section

were aggregated per participant, allowing comparisons between different participant

groups. The data were first aggregated (average) for each street as shown in Fig-

ure 5.19. Subsequently the average of each street segment was aggregated per route

section.

To generate an index for EDA at each street segment, the count of spontaneous

fluctuations of skin conductance in the absence of specific stimuli, or ns.SCR, was

divided by the duration of each segment, to create an index of frequency of SCR,

i.e. ns.SCR / sec (Boucsein et al., 2012).

Table 5.15: Descriptive measures of psychophysiological data for the experimental route

System Measure N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

EEG Affectiv 11 20,320 13,401 11,567 47,991

EDA CDA SCR 10 1,494 895 140 2,678
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Figure 5.19: Map showing the geo-annotations of psychophysiological data, colour-coded

according to the corresponding street segment they were assigned. This map

was used to validate that the map-matching and process was successful, and

to fix any errors of assignment (map-matching) of points.

Table 5.16: Descriptive statistics for the duration of the experiment and walking speed of

participants during experimental route.

Group N Mean St.

Dev.

Min Max

Duration (sec)

CNT 52 127.212 54.781 31 251

MVI 39 169.051 89.891 11 418

SVI 50 200.140 96.806 21 489

Walking speed (m/s)

CNT 52 1.122 0.370 0.465 2.011

MVI 39 0.979 0.600 0.298 3.805

SVI 50 0.757 0.341 0.212 1.993

Note: ‘N’ refers to the number of street segments measured per group,

not the number of participants.
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5.4.4.1 Route Level Analysis

The first level of analysis for the psychophysiological data was the route section,

i.e. between instruction points. Route section analysis allows comparison with self-

reported appraisals and thus provides a link between subjective recollection and ob-

jective measures of psychological experience.

Table 5.17 displays a correlation matrix exploring the concordance of different

measures of emotion. Spearman’s Rank correlations were run to assess the rela-

tionship between self-reported evaluations of emotion per route and the aggregated

emotional measures for that same route.

Table 5.17: Correlation matrix (using Spearman’s rank correlation Rho) exploring the con-

cordance of different measures of emotion. For each participant, self-reported

data per route were compared with the aggregated emotional measure for the

corresponding route section.

Self-report excitement frustration engagement ns.SCR/sec

rs p rs p rs p rs p

ns.SCR / second 0.375 0.001 -0.106 0.384 0.039 0.748 1.000 0.000

Walking comfort 0.332 0.021 -0.026 0.859 0.056 0.706 -0.334 0.046

Exciting/arousing -0.242 0.097 -0.119 0.419 0.224 0.126 0.150 0.384

Long 0.148 0.316 0.025 0.868 0.296 0.041 0.771 0.000

Noisy 0.082 0.580 0.207 0.158 0.060 0.686 0.051 0.768

Physically tiring 0.015 0.921 0.179 0.225 0.308 0.033 0.593 0.000

Pleasant 0.026 0.858 0.088 0.553 0.041 0.783 0.045 0.796

Positive feeling -0.060 0.687 -0.325 0.024 0.052 0.725 -0.114 0.509

Stressful 0.032 0.830 -0.338 0.019 -0.166 0.259 0.681 0.000

Note: Two participants were excluded due to missing data.

A number of comparisons reached levels of statistical significance. EDA

(ns.SCR/sec) was moderately correlated with Affectiv excitement (Rho = 0.375,

p<0.001), highly correlatedwith self-reported stress (Rho = 0.681, p<0.000) and also

self-reported fatigue (Rho = 0.593, p< 0.001). Additionally, Affectiv frustration had

a moderate negative correlation with positive feelings (Rho=-0.325, p=0.024) and,

surprisingly, negative correlation with self-reported stress (Rho=-0.338, p=0.01).

Affectiv excitement was moderately correlated with EDA (Rho=0.375, p=0.001),

self-reported comfort (Rho=0.332, p=0.021), and, also surprisingly, approaching but
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not reaching significance in moderate negative correlation with self-reported excite-

ment (Rho= -0.242, p=0.097) —although it was expect that the correlation would

have been positive.

5.4.4.2 Street Level Analysis

The aim of analysis at the street level is to compare psychophysiological responses

with the environmental characteristics of each individuals street segment (see also

experiment design). Four datasets were considered: EEG-derived emotional states,

excitement, frustration & engagement, and ns.SCR (EDA).

The data were aggregated per street, by calculating the arithmetic mean of all

samples that were measured along each individual street segment for each individual

participant. This allowed to control for the fact that at the same sampling rate, a

participant walking slowly would accumulate more data points at a street segment

than someone walking at a faster pace. Thus, this approach allows to account for

potential differences in the pace of individuals. First we explore these data visually.

Figures 5.20 and 5.20 shows four line charts, one for each variable of inter-

est: excitement, frustration and engagement (Affectiv) and EDA. The chart aims to

highlight how the three different groups experienced the different street segments of

the experimental route.

A few interesting points emerge from this type of visualisation. For example,

the High Street, a short and narrow part of the route, features increased levels of

excitement and frustration for the sighted group. Broad Street has high scores of

Tonic EDA (ns.SCR/sec) across groups. Townhall Square stands out for having

the highest score of SCRs overall (1.7 / sec or 102.8 / minute), which could reflect

the variety of issues participants faced trying to cross the open space of the square.

Such issues were incidents of disorientation, taking the wrong path or running into

road-works (such as those shown in Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.20: Box plots of emotional measures of skin conductance responses (ns.SCR) and

(EEG-based) excitement per street segment.
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Figure 5.21: Box plots of emotional measures of (EEG-based) frustration and engagement

per street segment.
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Figure 5.22: Box plots of emotional measures per street category

Multilevel Modelling The street level is a suitable level to compare measures of

emotion with the environmental characteristics of each street. This is the case in

Reading, but perhaps not other cities, because of the short street segment lengths

(range between 41.86 - 296.78 meters), which can be covered in a short amount of

time (Mean = 2.7 minutes, SD=1.44).

The statistical method of multilevel modelling was used to explore the relation-

ship between the measures of emotion and environmental characteristics. Multilevel

(also known as hierarchical or mixed) regressionmodels allow to examinemore than

one component of variance (e.g. participant, group, street), what is called fixed and

random effects (Gelman and Hill, 2007). The R package lmer (Bates et al., 2015,
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version 1.1-12) was used to fit individual models and the package stargazer to pro-

duce tables for latex. To determine which model is the most parsimonious, models

specified with more factors are compared with the most simple model (Bates et al.,

2015). The models were setup in the following manner:

response variable excitement, frustration, engagement & EDA (each one individ-

ually)

covariate number of shops, pavement width

fixed effect street type (tertiary, primary etc.)

random effects subject & group

And the regression formula was defined as:

response 1+ type+ streetwidth+numbero f shops+1|sub ject +1|group

Forward-step modelling was used, adding predictors one by one to a baseline

model which includes only the random effects (e.g. the variance between groups

and participants). Then all models are evaluated to identify which explains more of

the variance. The model selection and results for the four dependent variables of

interest are discussed in turn, below.

EDA Table 5.18 shows that the best fitting model for physiological arousal (EDA-

based measure of ns.SCR, see page 138) is Model 4 (p<0.001). In Table 5.19, it

can be observed that Model 4 suggests that the number of shops is a statistically

significant predictor of ns.SCR frequency along a street segment. However, the

coefficient is negative, indicating that an increase in the number of shops would

result in an decrease in ns.SCR. This is a counter-intuitive result as it would be

expected that arousal is increased with a higher number of commercial activities.
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Table 5.18: Model comparisons for ns.SCR

Df AIC BIC logLik deviance Chisq Chi.Df Pr..Chisq.

Model 1 4.000 395.174 405.713 -193.587 387.174

Model 2 5.000 396.376 409.550 -193.188 386.376 0.798 1.000 0.372

Model 3 6.000 398.221 414.029 -193.110 386.221 0.155 1.000 0.694

Model 4 6.000 389.735 405.543 -188.867 377.735 8.486 0.000 0.000

Model 5 7.000 391.191 409.634 -188.595 377.191 0.544 1.000 0.461

Table 5.19: Multilevel Models for ns.SCR

Dependent variable:

ns.SCR / sec (EDA)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Street Type .289 .399 .443 .645

(.322) (.424) (.314) (.414)

Pavement Width .009 .017

(.023) (.022)

Number of shops −.104∗∗∗ −.106∗∗∗
(.034) (.035)

Constant 1.235∗∗∗ 1.043∗∗∗ .893∗ 1.795∗∗∗ 1.543∗∗∗

(.190) (.287) (.474) (.371) (.500)

Observations 103 103 103 103 103

Log Likelihood −193.587 −193.188 −193.110 −188.867 −188.595
Akaike Inf. Crit. 395.174 396.376 398.221 389.735 391.191

Bayesian Inf. Crit. 405.713 409.550 414.029 405.543 409.634

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Excitement Table 5.20 shows that the best fitting model for the excitement is Model

4 (p<0.001), which suggests that the Number of Shops along a street segment is

statistically significant predictors of excitement values along a street segment (Ta-

ble 5.21), but with a very small negative slope.

Table 5.20: Model comparisons for excitement levels

Df AIC BIC logLik deviance Chisq Chi.Df Pr..Chisq.

Model 1 4.00 -100.42 -88.77 54.21 -108.42

Model 2 5.00 -98.43 -83.87 54.22 -108.43 0.01 1.00 0.94

Model 3 6.00 -97.84 -80.37 54.92 -109.84 1.41 1.00 0.23

Model 4 6.00 -102.96 -85.49 57.48 -114.96 5.12 0.00 0.00

Model 5 7.00 -103.62 -83.23 58.81 -117.62 2.66 1.00 0.10

Table 5.21: Multilevel model for excitement levels

Dependent variable:

Mean excitement per street

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Street Type 0.002 0.027 0.012 0.046

(0.026) (0.033) (0.026) (0.033)

Pavement Width 0.002 0.003

(0.002) (0.002)

Number of shops −0.007∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗∗
(0.003) (0.003)

Constant 0.576∗∗∗ 0.575∗∗∗ 0.540∗∗∗ 0.628∗∗∗ 0.586∗∗∗

(0.066) (0.069) (0.075) (0.072) (0.076)

Observations 136 136 136 136 136

Log Likelihood 54.212 54.215 54.922 57.481 58.809

Akaike Inf. Crit. −100.424 −98.431 −97.844 −102.961 −103.617
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −88.773 −83.867 −80.368 −85.485 −83.229

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Frustration Table 5.22 shows that the best fitting model for the frustration is Model

3 (p<0.001), which suggests that the an increase pavement width is a associated

with lower frustration values along a street segment (Table 5.23). However, the
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gentle negative slope (-0.003, on a range between 0 and 1) , suggests the decrease

of frustration per meter of pavement would be very modest.

Table 5.22: Model Comparison for frustration levels

Df AIC BIC logLik deviance Chisq Chi.Df Pr..Chisq.

Model 1 4.00 -168.37 -157.57 88.19 -176.37

Model 2 5.00 -167.94 -154.44 88.97 -177.94 1.57 1.00 0.2104

Model 3 6.00 -170.96 -154.76 91.48 -182.96 5.02 1.00 0.0251

Model 4 6.00 -165.98 -149.78 88.99 -177.98 0.00 0.00 1.0000

Model 5 7.00 -168.98 -150.08 91.49 -182.98 5.00 1.00 0.0253

Table 5.23: Multilevel Models for frustration levels

Dependent variable:

Mean frustration

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Street Type 0.025 −0.009 0.026 −0.010
(0.020) (0.025) (0.020) (0.025)

Pavement Width −0.003∗∗ −0.003∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

Number of shops −0.0004 0.0003

(0.002) (0.002)

Constant 0.538∗∗∗ 0.521∗∗∗ 0.569∗∗∗ 0.524∗∗∗ 0.568∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.033) (0.039) (0.037) (0.041)

Observations 110 110 110 110 110

Log Likelihood 88.187 88.972 91.481 88.991 91.492

Akaike Inf. Crit. −168.375 −167.944 −170.961 −165.982 −168.983
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −157.573 −154.441 −154.759 −149.779 −150.080

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Engagement Table 5.24 shows that the best fitting model for the measure of en-

gagement is Model 4. Model 4 (see ttable 5.25) shows no effect of any of the envi-

ronmental features included in the analysis (Number of shops, Pavement Width, or

street type) on the levels of engagement values along a street segment.
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Table 5.24: Model Comparison for engagement levels

Df AIC BIC logLik deviance Chisq Chi.Df Pr..Chisq.

Model 1 4.00 -496.62 -484.97 252.31 -504.62

Model 2 5.00 -495.50 -480.94 252.75 -505.50 0.89 1.00 0.35

Model 3 6.00 -493.52 -476.04 252.76 -505.52 0.02 1.00 0.89

Model 4 6.00 -493.85 -476.37 252.92 -505.85 0.33 0.00 0.00

Model 5 7.00 -491.85 -471.46 252.92 -505.85 0.00 1.00 0.96

Table 5.25: Multilevel models for engagement levels

Dependent variable:

Mean engagement

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Street Type 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.006

(0.007) (0.008) (0.007) (0.008)

Pavement Width −0.0001 −0.00002
(0.0005) (0.0005)

Number of shops −0.0004 −0.0004
(0.001) (0.001)

Constant 0.594∗∗∗ 0.590∗∗∗ 0.591∗∗∗ 0.593∗∗∗ 0.594∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.011) (0.013) (0.012) (0.014)

Observations 136 136 136 136 136

Log Likelihood 252.308 252.750 252.759 252.923 252.924

Akaike Inf. Crit. −496.616 −495.501 −493.519 −493.845 −491.847
Bayesian Inf. Crit. −484.965 −480.938 −476.043 −476.369 −471.459

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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5.4.4.3 Raster-cell Level Analysis

Analysis at the route section or the street level scale allows to relate psychophys-

iological measures with participants’ assessment of their experience, or with the

environmental characteristics of each street. However, it is possible that environ-

mental features contribute differently to this ‘aggregate’ experience. Indeed, in the

process of aggregating psychophysiological indicators over longer periods of time

or space, the contribution of different micro-environments is lost in the aggregation.

For example, the impact of individual street intersections or crossings, changes in

the crowding density due to entrances to shops, changes in the width of the pave-

ment (e.g. gridlocks near bus stops) which may introduce transient influences to

pedestrians’ experience.

To study spatially and temporally short-term, transient effects of the urban en-

vironment, a fine-grained method is proposed. The main of this level of analysis

is to segment, aggregate and compare the continuous psychophysiological data at

temporal scale of a few seconds. This way might allow to capture distinct aspects

of individuals’ experience, and at a local spatial scale of a few meters and observe

transient effects of spatial experience, from the rise of attention at an intersection,

engaging in communication, responding to a narrower and busier part of the street,

or the moment a person encounters a scenic view of the environment.

Description of the grid aggregation process The route data were transformed from

a point to a raster representation (de Smith et al., 2015).This process was performed

in the following steps:

Grid Definition A 20-by-20 meter grid was created covering the extents of the

study area. The size of the cell unit was decided as to provide a fine spatial

resolution, sufficient to be able to visually identify the relationship between

the cell and unique spatial features (e.g. a view, a building entrance, a junc-

tion, or a bus stop). In addition, at an average walking speed of 1.25m/s (4

kph), 20 meters are covered within 15-20 seconds.

Rasterisation The point data, corresponding to each individual measurement (EDA

or Affectiv) were overlayed on the grid specified in step 1. Each point was
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Frustration
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Figure 5.23: Example of the visualisationmethod at the grid level, showing frustrationLev-

els of SVI participants along the experimental route.

assigned to a grid cell based on its coordinates.

Two-step aggregation process The point data were aggregated at each cell, ac-

cording to the participant group, so that there is one value per cell, group

and psychological indicator.

For cells with multiple points per participant, the data were first aggregated

for each participant, and only then aggregated for each group (CNT, MVI,

SVI).

This allows to control the contribution of each participant to each cell average.

For example, this acts as a normalisation process for the effects of participants

who travelled at different speeds, or might have stopped in a location for pe-

riod of time (e.g. traffic lights).

5.4.4.4 Visualisation

The urban environment consists of manifold elements that contribute to its com-

plexity, from changes in views, urban design characteristics and infrastructure, and

not all of these can be quantified and included in a statistical model. Therefore, it is

useful to visualise data on spatial experience at a fine-grained scale to examine the

data in a manner that allows comparison and contextualisation with expert or local
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knowledge of an area.

For this reason, the emotional state data, derived from Emotiv’s Affectiv suite

metrics (excitement, engagement and frustration) and EDA-based ns.SCRs were

visualised in a series of maps to allow visual inspection and comparison. Figures

5.24, 5.25, 5.26, 5.27 depict the raster maps of emotions, overlayed on the map of

central Reading which provides spatial context. The maps are organised as triptychs

to allow visual comparisons between the three groups. The visualisations use a

different colour per emotional state but the same colour between groups.

As Fuhrmann et al. (2005) argue, the visualisation of geographical data is more

than a technical issue. For visualisation methods and tools to exist research and

early adopters and reach a wider audience, it is not enough to visualise as many

more variables as possible. Instead, it is critical to consider the usability of the re-

sulting visualisation, how it can be perceived, interpreted and used by the viewer.

Two approaches were employed in this work. Firstly, the visualisations were pur-

posely limited to visualising no more than three variables, including location, and a

dimension of emotion. To facilitate visual inspection and discovery, on the differ-

ences in experience between groups, the maps are displayed as triptych, instead of

computing a composite metric. Thus, viewers can compare at their own terms the

information of each map.

Colour scheme To facilitate comparison between groups, the data were visualised in

different maps for each participant group and measure. For each measure a different

colour scheme is applied to avoid confusion between the different measures.

Colour scalesDuring initial experimentations visualising the data as continuous

variables with a gradient colour scale, it was observed that it was hard to visually

assess the similarity or difference of the values in different cells, or compare cells

that were more distant, e.g. the different junctions. To address this shortcoming,

a discrete colour scale was applied. The data for each measure and group, were

converted from continuous to discrete, by splitting the data into a set of intervals.

There are many methods to do this operation and here, the natural interval breaks in

the data were identified using the Fisher algorithm (Fisher, 1958), as implemented
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in the R package ’classInt’ (Bivand, 2015).

The rationale and also the implication of using Fisher’s natural breaks algorithm

is that each dataset will have the same number of classes (in this case seven) but the

lower and upper limits of each interval will differ between different datasets. In this

manner the same colour in maps from different groups may correspond to a different

values, and therefore. In this manner, a specific colour does not correspond to the

same value range between the groups, but the comparison of cell-responses within

each group, to identify changes and points of interest, as well as to compare and em-

phasize the relative changes between groups. For example, this can be observed in

Figure 5.24, showing that sighted participants (CNT) have a lower values of ns.SCR

(EDA) around street crossings, whereas participants from the MVI or SVI groups

have both higher values in absolute terms, but also relative to the preceding and

following cells of their route. Such an observation suggest important and sustained

change of emotional state (in this case arousal) approaching street intersections and

initiating a street crossing.

EDA Figure 5.24 shows the amount of ns.SCR (non-specific skin conductance re-

sponses; EDA) measured in each grid cell, visualised in three maps, according to

participant groups. Visual inspection of the maps highlights the increased number

of ns.SCRs recorded near street crossing. Interestingly, this is the case for all groups.
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(134.7,230]

(230,264]

NsSCR count SVI

Figure 5.24: Skin Conductance (ns.SCR) along the experimental route.

Excitement Figure 5.25 shows three maps of excitement levels, one for each group.

Visual inspection of the maps reveals several patterns of interest. Concentration of
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higher levels of excitement can be observed near street crossings, as well as in spe-

cific sections of the route. Broad Street, in the middle of the map, evokes higher

levels of excitement for sighted participants than other groups. High Street andMar-

ket Place on the East part of the route, raises excitement for all groups, potentially

due to the frequent interactions with other pedestrians (avoidance). The blind group

(SVI) has high excitement levels crossing the Townhall Square (north east corner of

the route), which then drop to low levels along Friar Street East, perhaps reflecting

the contrast between the challenge of crossing the open space and then following a

simple, clearly defined and quieter path. In contrast, the other two groups, maintain

higher levels of excitement for that same section after the square, perhaps due to

their interactions with the urban environment.

Frustration Figure 5.26 shows three maps displaying frustration levels for each

group. Visual inspection of the maps reveals that for the sighted group (CNT) the

majority of the route is low in frustration levels, with peaks at specific locations, es-

pecially intersections, the narrower sections of St Mary’s Butts Gardens, and High

Street where there are many other pedestrians. For the partially sighted group, the

section near West Street (Northwest side of the map) stands out, were several ma-

jor chains have their entrance, as well as along St Mary’s Butts. The blind group,

have a more widespread distribution of increased frustration levels, clustering on

the west side of Friar Street, St Mary’s Butts Gardens, as well as approaching the

street crossing at the end of Broad Street (south-east side of the map).

Engagement Figure 5.27 shows three maps, displaying the engagement levels for

each group. Visual inspection of the maps reveals several patterns of interest. As

with the other measures, engagement levels appear increased near street crossings,

across groups. More interestingly, a different distribution of engagement levels can

be observed along the different streets. For example, the sighted group (CNT) shows

higher levels along StMary’s Butts (South-west - lower left side of themap), and less

along the pedestrianised Broad Street. The partially-sighted group (MVI) exhibits a

more dispersed pattern, which increases near Broad Street. Finally, the blind group

(SVI) shows a similarly dispersed pattern, but their engagement levels, seem to be
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generally more elevated and peak at certain places, discussed earlier, such as the

Tonwhall Square or the intersection of Broad Street with Station Road.
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Figure 5.25: Excitement Levels of participants along the experimental route.
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Figure 5.26: Frustration Levels of participants along the experimental route.
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Figure 5.27: Engagement Levels of participants along the experimental route.
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5.5 Chapter Summary

Figure 5.28: 3D visualisation of excitement levels along the experimental route from visu-

ally impaired participants.

To conclude, this was the first systematic experiment conducted as part of this

thesis. This chapter presented the research aims, rationale, experiment procedure,

analysis and results of the first experiment conducted to study the subjective expe-

rience of pedestrian mobility through the application of novel technologies such as

mobile EEG and EDA.A set of novel methodologies were developed to record, anal-

yse and visualise psychophysiological data collected in urban environments. The

results of the study are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

Eleven sighted, partially sighted (MVI), and blind participants (SVI) completed

a 1.8km route walking independently through different types of urban environments,

while their brain and electrodermal activity were measured, combined with post-

walk self-reports about their experience. The main finding are that (self-reported)

spatial abilities and sense of well-being did not differ between the three groups.

However, the experiment took significantly longer for MVI and SVI groups, which

likely reflects the additional time taken to deliver wayfinding instructions, increased

number of hesitations, which act as reminder about the additional wayfinding diffi-

culties of visually impaired pedestrians.
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The analysis of self-reported subjective experience reveals several issues. An

increase in self-reported stress was observed the walk for both groups of visually

impaired participant. Non-controlled crossings were rated as more stressful —de-

spite the assistance provided by GDMI —and comparisons of self-reported ratings

can be used to flag those street crossings which are more salient or stressful.

Statistical analysis of EEG data, classified into emotional states, was incon-

clusive with regards to relationship with self-reports or environmental character-

istics. However, statistical analysis of EDA data revealed a correlation between

the frequency of non-specific skin conductance responses (ns.SCR/s) along a route

segment and post-walk self-reported stress and fatigue for the same segment, an

observation consistent across groups.

A set of data aggregation and visualisation methods were developed to explore

the continuously measured EEG and EDA data. Data were aggregated at different

levels: at route-section level (i.e. combining several streets) to compare with self-

reports, at street-segment (single street segment) to compare with environmental

characteristics, and at a raster grid cell level to observe transient effects such as the

increase of arousal near intersections.

Although several multi-level statistical models were inconclusive, which may

be due to the small sample per group, or the emotion classification methods used,

the street-segment and raster level maps can facilitate visual exploration of the data,

as distinct patterns can be observed and discussed. Further work beyond this thesis

could explore how such data can be used for advocacy or urban design processes.

In the next chapter, the methodology will be used to study pedestrian behaviour

and experience during naturalistic and unconstrained navigation in the large-scale

urban environment (0.529 sq.km.) in the area of Fitzrovia, London.





Chapter 6

Experiment 2
Navigation, Spatial Decision Making and Experience

in familiar urban environments

This chapter presents an experiment conducted to explore wayfinding behaviour

and pedestrians’ subjective experience in familiar urban environment. Following

from the previous experiment, here the focus is to study pedestrian route choice and

experience beyond the constraints of a structured, predetermined route and develop

a methodology to analyse mobile electro-physiological and psycho-physiological

measurement collected in extended pedestrian networks.

—

This chapter presents the second experiment conducted in the development of a

methodology to study pedestrian route-choice in tandem with the psychological ex-

perience of urban environments. The study is informed by two lines of research.

First, prior studies in spatial cognition have focused on fundamental questions

about sense of direction, spatial abilities and individual differences, the processes

of spatial learning and route-choice strategies. In the majority of those experiments,

the amount of exposure in different environments is controlled, and volunteers tested

on their ability to create and use effectively mental representations of space to com-

plete spatial tasks, such as pointing towards or identifying shortcuts to destinations.

This line of inquiry has provided a profound understanding of human wayfinding

ability and its neural underpinnings (see Chapter 2). However, from the standpoint
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Figure 6.1: 3D satellite view of Fitzrovia, London.marked with a dashed polygon. Source:

Apple Maps (2015).

of urban (and transport) planning, this lineage of spatial cognition research offers

only a partial understanding of behaviour.

Apart from knowing how people navigate and what cognitive systems are in-

volved, it is as important to understand how spatial knowledge interacts with prefer-

ence and experience — the why of pedestrian behaviour. Prior research has shown

than in contrast to explicit planning of routes (e.g. giving directions), situated and

active pedestrian route-choice is opportunistic and idiosyncratic; people update their

initial path plans once they see familiar streets or discover new options (Hölscher

et al., 2011). Thus, the present study investigates how people choose their paths

and what is their emotional experience in everyday and highly familiar urban en-

vironments. In this context, familiarity is defined having learned an environment

naturally over an extensive period of time, rather than being trained as part of an

experimental procedure (e.g. Ishikawa and Montello, 2006; Hölscher et al., 2011).

Following Acredolo (1982), here familiarity is treated as the independent variable

which is associated with increased and more accurate spatial knowledge of the en-

vironment. Moreover, the fact that participants do not acquire spatial knowledge in

a systematic way as part of the experiment, means that their familiarity will vary

according to their mobility patterns. Therefore, such an approach allows us to study
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how people navigate in natural condition in cities of spatial learning through pedes-

trian mobility. Different methods to systematically measure familiarity were im-

plemented and are discussed in forthcoming sections (see section 6.2.6.2). Spatial

knowledge of familiar environments has been accrued over long periods of time,

over dozens or hundreds of individual trips. With time, individuals develop prefer-

ences and knowledge about the location, and navigate relying in habitual paths. Do

people who are more familiar with an area use different navigation strategies, and

is it possible to observe manifestation of familiarity in their trajectories?

Second, the motivation for this experiment was to extend the methods applied

in Experiment 1 (Chapter 5) in a naturalistic and less determined pedestrian route-

choice context. Indeed, in recent years volunteered GPS tracks of cyclists or pedes-

trians are increasingly used to understand large-scale patterns of movement in the

city and how these can be used for urban planning (see page 94). Further, as dis-

cussed in Chapter 4, previous studies on the psychological experience of urban and

natural environments, assumed as static or passive role of the human: exposure to

different environments in done a) through environmental surrogates (e.g. images,

video walk-through, virtual reality), or b) walking in situ following a predetermined

path. This raises several questions: can the same methods assess the psychological

experience of individuals in truly naturalistic situations? Could the measurement

of psychological experience using non-invasive and unobtrusive technologies, be of

use for researchers, planners or environmental psychologists?

6.1 Experiment

6.1.1 Aims and Hypotheses

6.1.1.1 Experiment Aims

This second experiment was conceived, designed and analysed with three primary

aims:

1. Study the relationship between familiarity and situated route-choice at the

level of pedestrian mobility.
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2. Develop further the application of mobile EEG and psychophysiological mea-

sures such as EDA, with tools to analyse large-scale urban behaviour, as a way

to assess pedestrians’ urban experience in extended urban areas.

3. Explore whether the psychophysiological and EEG measurement can be ex-

tended from structured path-following protocols that ensure an equal amount

of exposure to different urban environments, (e.g. Chapter 5, into naturalistic

experiments that include directed wayfinding with path planning (Hölscher

et al., 2011; Wiener et al., 2009a).

6.1.1.2 Objectives

These aims can be translated in several objectives:

1. Develop an experiment design that allows route-choice in a large urban envi-

ronment.

2. Test whether familiarity plays a role in people’s implicit and explicit route-

choice strategies.

3. Analyse participant trajectories to examine their route-choice behaviour, per-

formance and strategies.

4. Use mobile psychophysiological data (EEG and EDA) to examine pedestri-

ans’ emotional experience.

5. Explore whether emotional experience can be attributed to specific environ-

mental characteristics. As participants will be already highly familiar with the

area, and their wayfinding performance is not expected to produce affective

responses (e.g. as in the case of being lost).

6.1.1.3 Hypotheses

The objectives of this experiment can be formulated into specific hypotheses. First

of all, at the level of wayfinding behaviour and route-choice, it was hypothesised

that:
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H1 Participants with higher prior spatial knowledge of the area (see section 6.2.6.2

for the measurement of familiarity), will exhibit better wayfinding perfor-

mance (assessed through metric and angular distance measures)

H2 Participants will choose more highly integrated streets, i.e. streets with scores

of Space Syntax measure of Integration (closeness centrality).

Second, with respect to the psychological experience of pedestrian movement,

it was hypothesised that:

H3 The environmental features of their location (traffic, commercial activity, land-

use) will lead to heightened emotional states (increase in excitement or frus-

tration);

H4 Emotional states of participants will be correlated based on their location.

6.2 Methods

This section describes the research methods applied in this experiment: the experi-

mental design, the testing environment and its characteristics, the participating vol-

unteers, the equipment used in data collection, the experimental materials and pro-

cedures.

6.2.1 Experiment Design

OutlineA naturalistic experiment was designed to study route-choice and psycho-

logical experience of pedestrians wayfinding/navigating in familiar urban environ-

ments. Participants were asked to reach familiar destinations, walking in the real

environment on their own and at their own pace.

Description Participants were asked to navigate between 7 locations in the area of

Fitzrovia, in central London (Figure 6.3). The experiment design is inspired by the

experiments of Hölscher et al. (2011). In these experiments, participants familiar

with the city of Freiburg (i.e. residents) where asked to first describe a route to-

wards a familiar destination and then to actually navigate to that place, and were

free to deviate from their plan if they encountered a more direct route. Indeed, par-

ticipants updated their route-choice plan during navigation (Hölscher et al., 2011).
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A similarity of the present experiment is that participants are familiar with the area

and the specific destinations, however, a key difference is that they were not asked

to pre-plan or describe their routes in advance, in order to simulate more closely the

experience of everyday pedestrian trips in a familiar area.

DestinationsAprerequisite for the locationswas that participants should know them

in advance, without prior training, and would have learned them through casual en-

counters over a long period of time. Therefore the locations selected were distinct

landmarks, situated along the perimeter of the testing area, and along major streets.

Thus pedestrians would be able to learn them serendipitously over time. The desti-

nations chosen were:

1. Whitfield Gardens (starting location), on Tottenham Court Road.

2. Great Portland Street Underground Station, on Marylebone Road.

3. Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), at 66 Portland Place.

4. Natwest Bank branch, at 45 Tottenham Court Road.

5. Waterstones Bookstore, at 120 Oxford Street (permanently closed since the

experiment).

6. Broadcasting House, British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Headquarters,

at 20 Portland Place.

7. Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis (UCL CASA; it was known to partici-

pants as the starting point of the study), at 90 Tottenham Court Road.

The criteria for choosing the locations were their architectural or functional

salience and their uniqueness (i.e. non-repetition) in the area of the experiment.

The locations included: a major bookshop branch, a major bank branch, a London

Underground station, two architecturally iconic buildings of the area as well as the

university building were the experiment took place (Figure 6.2). In addition, all

locations were at the circumference of the experimental area, rather than within the

area. This choice was made so that all locations were situated on primary roads,
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Figure 6.2: Images of the six destinations (UCL CASA did not appear in the recruitment)

and therefore more likely to be known by more participants in advance, as well as

to maximise the potential distance between each origin-destination pair.

The order of visit to these locations was predetermined andmaintained identical

across participants. This decision was guided by the following considerations. The

primary issue was that a counterbalanced order of destinations would impose major

logistical issues to the experiment, such as requiring transport from one destination

to another. In addition, any additional trips in the area could introduce bias, as some

streets travelled would be more available in the memory of participants. Perhaps

participants would choose them again as cognitively easier, or avoid them avoid

repetition. Finally, the overall journey would be increased, adding to the physical

fatigue of participants. Thus, a sequence of destinations was devised, starting and

completing at the Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis.

Naturalistic time pressure Further, another aim was to explore the role of time

pressure in pedestrian behaviour and route-choice. For this reason, in two (2) of

the total six (6) routes there was an instruction that primed participants in terms of
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time. One instruction indicated they had to be fast (described as “running late”, or

time shortage) and conversely that they had additional time (meeting someone else

who is running late, or time abundance). Time-pressure may depend on the purpose

or the circumstances of the trip (Hoogendoorn and Bovy, 2004); for example com-

muters are often under more time-pressure going to work than return from it (Broach

et al., 2012). Drivers have been found to choose more efficient routes when navi-

gating under time pressure (Papinski and Scott, 2013, here indirectly estimated by

household size). In the context of pedestrians, time-abundance (additional time) and

conversely time-pressure (less time) may influence navigational choices, preferring

more direct or more familiar routes (for more recent work on this, see Brunyé et al.,

2017).

Starting orientation Finally, to account for the possibility that the orientation of

the participant when receiving the instruction for each destination could set a the

navigational context (for example priming a particular travel direction), the starting

orientation was counterbalanced to point towards or against the destination.

6.2.2 The testing environment

6.2.2.1 The area of Fitzrovia

The study area had a total surface of 0.529 km2 and consisted of a major part of the

Fitzrovia and a small part of the Marylebone neighbourhood (the two neighbour-

hoods are separated by Great Portland Street). The study area consists of two parts,

east and west Great Portland Street, which belong to the Borough of Camden and

Westminster respectively. The two parts include eight Lower Super Output Areas

(LSOA) 1, the census measurement and reporting units. Combined, they host ap-

proximately 16,260 residents of all ages (according to the 2011 Census, Office for

National Statistics, UK). During the day, the population increases dramatically due

to the Fitzrovia’s business and leisure sectors.

Fitzrovia is densely urbanised, and characterised by the diversity of its land-

uses and building stock (Figures 6.6). This study area was chosen to conduct the

1Borough of Westminster LSOA: 011A, 011C, 013A, 013B, 013D; Borough of Camden LSOA:

026A, 026B, 026D.
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experiment for four reasons.

Small blocks First, it is an area with small building blocks. The average street length

between two intersections is 78 meters and the maximum 206 meters. In a total area

of 0.529 km2, this small street feature results 197 intersections (excluding dead-

ends). This is ideal for a study on route-choice, as it leads to many alternative routes

for each origin-destination pair, as well as a high number of decision-points during

each route.

High number of streets segments As a result of the small block size, Fitzrovia

contains a relatively large number streets (given its total area), which can be divided

into 127 individual street segments (between intersections). It was hypothesised that

this high number of street segments would lead into many individual decisions, and

a variety of routes between participants. Indeed, the participants made on average

91 decisions (at intersections) within an average of 5.3 km or approximately one

hour of walking, which reminds Jane Jacobs observation about the importance of

small buildings blocks for pedestrians (cf. Jacobs, 1961).

Diversity of land-use Second, this area hosts a large diversity of land-uses (com-

merce, leisure, professional and residential), has a mix of environmental character-

istics and architectural typologies. An extensive field survey of the area by Polly

Hudson, a doctoral researcher at the Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis is dis-

cussed below (see p. 256).

Safety The experiment area belongs to parts of Fitzrovia and Marylebone that are

also homogeneous in terms of quality of urban design and infrastructure (e.g. paving

state and typology), as well as homogeneous in terms of safety. The area is pedes-

trian friendly and has low levels of vehicular traffic, has no environmental hazards,

and is overall is perceived as safe. Both factors are important, first to ensure partici-

pant safety and minimise as much as possible exposure to risks, but also to maximise

the potential streets participants could travel. In other words there are not areas that

participants could have avoided because they are considered or perceived as unsafe.

Practicality Last but not least, its proximity to UCL facilities minimised the logis-

tical complexity of the experiment. Other candidate areas in central London did
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not fulfil these criteria. The adjacent Bloomsbury, Marylebone, or Soho districts,

or the neighbourhoods north of the Euston Road, have different layouts with longer

blocks and therefore less decision points, or less diversity in terms of land-use, being

primarily either commercial, professional or residential.

1. Great Portland Street Underground Station

2. Royal Institute of British Architects

3. Natwest Bank

4. Waterstones Oxford Street Branch

5. BBC HQ

6. CASA

0. Start

200 m.

Figure 6.3: Map of the study area, displaying the 7 destinations used for this experiment,

numbered according to their order in the experiment. Basemap: OSMasterMap

Topography Layer, Ordnance Survey.

6.2.3 Environmental Characteristics

The environmental characteristics of streets play an important role in pedestrian

movement, making the environment more or less friendly, providing visual stimu-

lation through the architecture, providing destinations to amenities, commercial and

other types of activities. The majority of streets in Fitzrovia consisted of terraced

buildings positioned at the building-line, without setbacks or front-yards. Architec-

turally, Fitzrovia includes buildings from a range of eras, from 1770 to contempo-

rary (Figure 6.6). In order to assess the environmental characteristics and relate

them with route-choice behaviour, as well as psychological experience, a number of

sources were used to collect data about the experiment area.
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Land-use and activity Table 6.1 shows the Openstreetmap POI (point of interest)

data were used to infer land-use and street activity for each street segment within

the study area. Openstreetmap is an online repository of geographic data that are

volunteered or ’crowd-sourced’. Goodchild (2007) refers to as VGI or Volunteered

Geographical Information.

Trees Shops Amenities

Amount of Trees Amount of Shops Amount of Amenities

Figure 6.4: Concentration of environmental features (trees, shops, and amenities) in

Fitzrovia as individual points (above) and aggregated per street segment (be-

low).

Vegetation The presence of trees could affect the aesthetic perception of a street seg-

ment, by defining urban space in the vertical sense and creating a sense of enclosure,

or enhance the visual complexity of the scenery through their foliage (cf. Ewing and

Clemente, 2013). Trees may also contribute to the restorative characteristics of a

street (see Section 4.1.3). To estimate the number of trees along each street seg-

ment, two sources were used. First, a database of trees from the London Borough of

Camden open data online repository 2. Second, as the coverage of Camden’s data

was partial, additional points were added manual based on satellite imagery, street

2 London Borough of Camden Open data: opendata.camden.gov.uk/Environment/Trees-In-

Camden/csqp-kdss [Last accessed 1/6/2016]

https://opendata.camden.gov.uk/Environment/Trees-In-Camden/csqp-kdss
https://opendata.camden.gov.uk/Environment/Trees-In-Camden/csqp-kdss
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level imagery from Google Street View and GIS. In total, 723 trees were counted

within the experiment area, of which 285 were sourced from Camden’s database and

438 were the result of manual entry by the author.

Table 6.1: Categories of environmental features used in the analysis, their total number and

source.

Feature Number Notes

Trees 723 All trees located alongside streets were counted, those

in parks were excluded, with the exception of Fitzroy

Square where the trees of the square could contribute

to the particular attractiveness of the adjacent streets.

Source: London Borough of Camden, London Bor-

ough of Westminster and author counts from satellite

imagery.

Shops

(none

excluded)

342 Openstreetmap category (tag) used for inclusion: su-

permarket, art, clothes, hairdresser, electronics, wine,

mobile phone, tourist, health, gift, pastry, stationery,

shoes, jewellery, bras, sports, music, travel agency,

closed, health food, erotic, newsagent, tea, patis-

serie, bookmaker, photo, charity, signs, bicycle, acces-

sories, betting, camera, money, wedding dresses, de-

livery, laundry, tanning, dry cleaners, books, vacant,

optician, musical instrument, telephone, hifi, record,

gallery, printer, outdoor, confectioner, cuisine, coffee

shop, employment agency, gambling, tailor, furniture,

locksmith, misc, beauty, unknown, do-it-yourself, in-

terior decorations, phone, bakery, computer, amenity,

kiosk, yes, shoe repair & key cutting, convenience, al-

cohol, copyshop, tile, florist, hardware.

Amenities

included

355 Openstreetmap category (tag) used for inclusion: pub,

cinema, bank, cafe, pharmacy, bar, nightclub, po-

lice, restaurant, post office, fast food, bureau de

change, optometrist, college, dentist, language school,

business, employment agency, place of worship, li-

brary, studio, bicycle rental, new restaurant, hospital,

kindergarten, club, doctors, stripclub, shop

Amenities

excluded

376 Openstreetmap category (tag) used for exclusion: bi-

cycle parking, post box, ATM, telephone, clock, motor-

cycle parking, waste basket, bench, grit bin, disused,

recycling, toilets, embassy, consulate.

Built EnvironmentAn extensive survey of the experiment area was carried out by

Polly Hudson, a doctoral student at the UCL Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis,

as part of doctoral research (Hudson, 2017). Using a mix of fieldwork and street
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level imagery from Google Street View, Hudson surveyed the area of Fitzrovia

within the boundaries of Tottenham Court Road, Euston and Marylebone roads,

Portland Place, Langham Place, Regents Street and Oxford Street. Hudson used

the building footprint polygon data provided from Ordnance Survey’s MasterMap,

and for each individual building estimated a number of attributes:

1. Building Type

2. Land Use

3. Building Name

4. Number of Storeys

5. Presence and type of basement

6. Listed & Conservation status

7. Front date

8. Year constructed

9. Presence of ground-floor visuals

6.2.3.1 Assigning attributes to individual street segments

In order to explore the relationship between the environmental characteristics de-

scribed above (Land-use, activity, vegetation, and building classification), and the

route-choice and psychological experience of participants, the data had to be trans-

formed to have a consistent level of aggregation. The aggregation level used was

the street segment, rather than individual points of features.

First, all data were turned into points. To convert polygon data (e.g Building

Classification) into points, the attributes of each polygon (building footprint) were

assigned to its centroid. Subsequently, once all data-sources were converted into

points, all points were assigned to their nearest street segment. Next, an appropriate

type of aggregation was calculated for each characteristic and street segment (e.g.

sum of trees, shops or amenities, and classification with the highest frequency of

occurrence). This process was computed using custom scripts in the R software R

Core Team (2016).
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Figure 6.5: Maps of environmental characteristics of Fitzrovia. Top: The distribution of

active façades in the area. Bottom: The distribution of land-uses. Source: Polly

Hudson, 2016; For building polygons: Ordnance Survey.
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Figure 6.6: Fitzrovia’s buildings. Maps of environmental characteristics of Fitzrovia. Top:

The diversity of the building stock in terms of the year of construction. Bottom:

The relative homogeneity of building heights, as inferred from the number of

floors. Source: For the building attributes (age, floors), Polly Hudson, 2016;

For building polygons: Ordnance Survey.
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6.2.3.2 Urban Morphology

Analysis of the urban morphology of the area of Fitzrovia was implemented using

Space Syntax Analysis. Twomeasures were calculated to analyse the spatial config-

uration of the testing area: integration (equivalent to Closeness Centrality in graph

theory) and choice (equivalent to Betweenness Centrality in graph theory) (for a de-

scription of the measures, see page 95), to evaluate whether participants trajectories

gravitated towards more integrated and connected parts of the network. To calcu-

late the space syntax measures for the testing area, a subset of the map of London,

extending approximately a 2 km radius around the geographical centre (centroid)

of Fitzrovia was used. The base-map was originally created at the Space Syntax

Laboratory (Varoudis, 2016) and was adapted by for the purpose of this study by

the author. The map was optimised for the area of Fitzrovia, adding streets and

paths that are important for pedestrian movement (smaller streets such as alleys

and mews; paths through parks etc). Space Syntax analysis was performed using

the software Depthmap X version 0.50 (Varoudis, 2015). Integration and choice

measures were calculated for several radii of Euclidean distance: 400, 800, 1200,

1600, 2000 and 2400meters, in order to estimate the network properties for different

transport modes: shorter radii are related with short pedestrian trips and longer radii

approximate cycling and vehicular journeys.

6.2.4 Participants

A total twenty seven (27) subjects (Mean age = 26.56, SD=7.09, range=18-42) took

part in this study, and another five (5) took part in 5 pilot experiments. The pilot

experiments served to refine the protocol and the equipment; therefore data from

those five trial sessions were not analysed any further. The participant group was

approximately gender-balanced, with fourteen (14) female and thirteen (13) male

participants.

6.2.4.1 Recruitment

Participants were recruited through advertisements in UCL participant online

databases (UCL Psychology Subject Pool, UCL Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience

Subject Database, Student Newsletter) and serendipitous methods. An open call for
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Figure 6.7: Map of Space SyntaxAnalysis of central London, applying the segment analysis

method. The map shows the measure of integration at at radius of 400 meters.

Fitzrovia is shown with a white trapeze, where it appears as a relatively homo-

geneous region. Network data: Varoudis 2016. Space Syntax computations by

the author.
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participants living or working in the area of Fitzrovia was also placed on social me-

dia, e.g. Twitter and Facebook, but despite a limited initial interest, no participants

were recruited from those streams.

6.2.4.2 Recruitment Criteria

Participants were recruited on the basis of the following criteria:

• Physical criteria:

– Right-handedness (EEG requirement);

– No complicated hairstyles (EEG requirement);

– Ability to walk continuously for 1.5 hours;

– Between 18-45 years old.

• Prior knowledge of Fitzrovia;

• Prior knowledge of the six destinations. Figure 6.2 shows the images that

were used as part of the recruitment material.

6.2.5 Equipment

For this experiment the same equipment was used that was described in Chapter 4

and was previously used in Experiment 1, (Chapter 5). It included the modified

version of Emotiv EPOC for EEG recording at 128Hz, an Empatica E3 wristband

recording EDA at 4Hz, a Dell Windows 8 Tablet running the EEG data collection

software and two identical smartphones (LG Nexus 5) used for participant instruc-

tions (Presenter app) and experimenter observations (Fieldworker app).

6.2.6 Experiment Materials

6.2.6.1 Experiment Progress

The progress of the experiment was monitored using two mobile applications: the

Presenter and the Fieldworker, both developed by the author3. Both applications

3The version of Fieldworker used here was developed by the author, based upon Skroumpelou’s

earlier version used in the previous chapter (Skroumpelou, 2014). All code is available on the public

repository www.github.com/pmavros/fieldworker.
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recorded location data from the in-built GPS module at a fixed sampling interval

of 5 seconds (0.2 Hz), as well as with every user interaction (e.g. annotating an

observation or responding to a probe).

Figure 6.8: Screenshots of the Presenter Android app, which was developed for this ex-

periment to deliver instructions to participants, as well as to register participant

location and responses for the duration of the experiment.
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Figure 6.8, shows four screenshots of the ‘Presenter’ application was devel-

oped as a stimulus presentation software, to deliver instructions to the participant,

display the stimuli and destination, record participant’s responses to probes and reg-

ister participant location (GPS coordinates) taking one sample every 5 seconds.

The ‘Fieldworker’ application was used by the experimenter, who was follow-

ing the participant at close distance (3 – 10 meters), geo-annotating behavioural ob-

servations (events) related to the experiment. These events included: turns (turning

decisions), crossing the street (at intersections or changing pavement sides), starts,

stops or pauses, obstacles obstructing the course of participants, or the occurrence

of loud noises.

6.2.6.2 Assessing participants’ prior familiarity with the area

In order to understand how wayfinding behaviour and route-choice are related with

participants familiarity and knowledge of the area, for example if they chose streets

the were familiar with, two types of questionnaires were developed and used in this

study, to assess prior familiarity with the testing area.

In spatial cognition research several different approaches have been used to

assess individual’s mental representations of space, for example measuring the ac-

curacy of distance estimates or pointing towards distal locations, or the construction

of sketch maps (Kitchin and Blades, 2002; Montello, 1991). However, the approach

adopted here is inspired by Marchette et al. (2011a). In their study, Marchette et al.

(2011b) developed a Campus Experience Questionnaire (CEQ) for a spatial cogni-

tion experiment conducted at the Johns Hopkins University Campus. Their CEQ

questionnaire asked participants to rate their familiarity and experience with the

overall area as well as particular buildings, as well as generally about the length

of their experience of the campus, as well as where they lived on-campus and where

they attended classes.

For the present experiment, due to the geographic extent of the study area in

Fitzrovia, as well as the number of buildings and landmarks, it was deemed too

challenging to ask participants to rate their familiarity with individual buildings.

In addition, the number of individual landmarks (e.g. seminal buildings) that could
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be easily identified was limited, because of the size and the relative architectural

homogeneity of the area.

Two questionnaires were developed to address the conundrum: the Image

Recognition Questionnaire (IRQ) and the Street Recognition Questionnaire (SRQ).

The aim was to explore which of the two measures can provide more accurate data

about participants knowledge and familiarity with the area’s 127 individual street

segments. The two questionnaires are described in detail below, and the method of

analysis is described in the Section 6.3.

Image Recognition Questionnaire The Image Recognition Questionnaire (IRQ)

consisted of 111 images, taken in Fitzrovia in the summer of 2015 (Figure 6.9 b) and

asked participants to rate their familiarity and identify the location of specific street

views. The questionnaire was delivered and completed online using a custom web-

page create with in the HTML and JavaScript programming language. The images

were presented in a different randomised order for each participant. For each image,

the participant was asked two questions: a) to rate “how familiar are you with this

view?”, to which they could answer on 0-7 Likert Scale using a slider; and b) “Where

was this image taken?” for which an interactive map of Fitzrovia was provided and

participants were asked to “place a marker in the location you think this images

was taken. Click-and-hold to drag the marker in the correct position” (Figure 6.10).

A “Don’t know” button was also available to indicate if the user did not know the

location at all. For each presented image, the questionnaire captured: the familiarity

rating, the coordinates of the estimated location of image (if a response was made),

and the response time.

Street Recognition Questionnaire The Street Recognition Questionnaire (SRQ)

was also presented through a web interface, and required participants to identify

the correct name of a street, from a list of possible names. It presented participants

with a simple map of streets of the area, where the name of each street was replaced

by a number (street ID), and required participants for each street to identify the cor-

rect name from a list, rate their familiarity with the street and how frequently the

visit/pass from that street, both on 1-7 Likert scale. The main premise of this ques-
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tionnaire is that familiarity with an area, or a particular street, could be dissociated

from frequency of use, or knowledge of the name of this street.

To make the task more clear and convenient to complete, the area of Fitzrovia

was split in 7maps. The first map included themajor arterial roads enclosing the area

perimetrically: Tottenham Court Road, Euston Road, Marylebone Road, Portland

Place, Langham Place and Oxford Street. The rest of Fitzrovia’s streets were split in

six sectors (Figure 6.9 a). Participants were asked to identify which was the correct

name of the street from a list of possible street names, to rate how familiar they

consider the street and how frequently they visit (Figure 6.11).
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Figure 6.9: Top: This map demonstrates how Fitzrovia was segmented in six sectors, re-

flecting the inner structure of the urban fabric, to facilitate familiarity ratings, as

well as aggregate data during analysis. Bottom: This map shows the locations

of images taken for the Image Recognition Questionnaire.
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Figure 6.10: Examples of the Image Recognition Questionnaire instruction page (top) and

response page (bottom).
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Figure 6.11: Screenshot of the Street Recognition Questionnaire. For each street (indicated

by a number), participants were asked to identify the correct name from a list,

evaluate how familiar they are and how frequently the traverse each street.

Major roads surrounding the area were demarcated to facilitate use of the map.
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6.2.7 Procedure

Figure 6.12 shows the stages of the experimental procedures, which are described

below:

1. Debriefing
2. Familiarity Assessment
3. Demoraphic & Psychometric

1. Welcome
2. Informed Consent

EEG Fitting & Recording

E3 (EDA&HR) Fitting & Recording

Experiment (Outdoor)

Online Lab Outdoor Lab

App Demo & 
Training route

1. Advertisement
2. Recruitment 
3. Scheduling

T=0 15’ 30’ 45’ 2h 4h

Figure 6.12: Diagrammatic summary of experimental procedures. Grey box indicates the

approximate duration of each stage.

6.2.7.1 Recruitment

During recruitment, individuals were invited to fill in a form indicating whether

they know where locations of interest in Fitzrovia are, and whether they could nav-

igate there without use of external information aids. Respondents who knew all of

the locations, and fulfilled the recruitment criteria outlined above, were invited to

participate.

6.2.7.2 Consent and preparation

Upon arrival at the testing location (UCL CASA office at 90 Tottenham Court Road)

participants were provided with the information sheet, and upon having answered

any potential questions, they were asked to fill in the consent form. Afterwards, they

were given a document with general experiment instructions, emphasising theymust
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pay attention to the traffic regulations.

6.2.7.3 Equipment fitting

After obtaining consent, the recording equipment was fitted on participants.

First, the Empatica E3 wristband was placed on the non-dominant wrist of par-

ticipants, ensuring the wristband is firmly placed and does not slide, to minimise

signal artifacts due to friction or displacement of the sensor, yet to be comfortable

because of the duration of the experiment. Because EDA is considered a slow-

response indicator, it is recommended that the recording begins at least 5 minutes

before the presentation of stimuli. Therefore, the EDA recording on Empatica E3

was set to start immediately after consent, to make sure there is ample time during

EEG fitting and training, before the beginning of the experiment.

Second, the mobile EEG-cap was placed on the participant, selecting a cap of

an appropriate size (between 54, 58 and 60 cm head circumference) to ensure a good

fit. Conductive gel was applied until all electrodes had impedances below 20k Ohm

(displayed as green in Emotiv’s interface).

Finally, participants were provided with a hands-on demonstration of how to

use the Presenter Android application (Figure 6.8). Once participants had no further

questions or issues using the app, they were led at the entrance of the building (UCL

CASA), the EEG electrode impedances was verified, EEG signal acquisition started.

6.2.7.4 Experiment

Before the start of the experiment, participants were again reminded of the experi-

ment rules and were told to follow the instructions as displayed in the Presenter app.

They given an opportunity to practice the tasks and interactions with the app, and

then had to complete a short (150m) practice route to the experiment starting point

(“Destination 0”, to Whitfield Gardens).

During the experiment, participants were asked to walk (‘go’) to familiar loca-

tions in the area of Fitzrovia. To avoid priming optimising or efficient behaviour,

such as aiming for the shortest path, the instruction was to ‘go’ rather than ‘navigate’

as used in similar paradigms. Also, participants were explicitly told the route they

take does not matter for this experiment, and were also instructed to walk at their
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own pace. This set of instructions was considered necessary to study route-choice

in naturalistic, everyday situations, were optimality is not required. To further ap-

proximate everyday wayfinding, the wording of instructions was simulating familiar

circumstances such as meeting a friend or going for errands (Table 6.2).

Upon arriving at each destination, participants had to use the app to respond into

a set of spatial orientation questions, a) indicating the egocentric direction (left/right)

of local and distal landmarks, or b) answering a control question. These questions

were only used for engagement with the task and were not analysed.

Table 6.2: Destination instructions during the task.

Route Instruction Condition

0 This is just a normal day you are walking in London. General

1 You have to take the tube from Great Portland Street Station Neutral

2 You have to go to a work meeting at RIBA. Neutral

3 You are meeting a friend in front of Natwest. You left the

building and your friend just send you this message: ”Hey!

I am going to be ten minutes late”

Slow

4 Your lunch just finished. You have to buy a book from Wa-

terstones.

Neutral

5 You are going to BBC for an event. Neutral

6 You are going to CASA tomeet a colleague. You are running

late.

Fast

6.2.7.5 Debriefing and questionnaires

After the experiment, participants were asked to complete four sets of question-

naires:

DebriefingDebriefing about the experiment, using a map as a basis of prompted

recall. Participants were given a blank map of the study area, were told to trace their

route from memory and mark route-decision points, reflexive feelings and other

notable events.

Route-choice criteria Fill in a custom Likert scale about their route-choice prefer-

ences and criteria for each experiment origin-destination pair.

Familiarity Assessment The familiarity assessment about their prior environmental

knowledge using the IRQ and SRQ (described above).
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Skills and Demographic data Participants provided information about their orien-

tation skills, personality traits and demographic details, using the following ques-

tionnaires:

1. Santa Barbara Sense of Direction scale (SBSOD, Hegarty et al., 2002);

2. Spatial Anxiety scale (Lawton, 1996);

3. Big-Five Inventory (John and Srivastava, 1999);

4. Demographic information: age, sex, education level, prior residence locations

in Fitzrovia.

Participants varied in the amount of time used to complete the debriefing ques-

tionnaires. On some occasions, when the debriefing lasted longer than expected

or the participant expressed fatigue, they were allowed to leave and complete the

questionnaires online. It was considered preferable to allow participants to rest after

the battery of information provided, to ensure their comfort and the quality of their

responses.

6.2.7.6 Experiment completion

Finally, upon completion of all questionnaires, participants received £25 in Amazon

Gift vouchers as remuneration for their participation.

6.3 Analysis

Table 6.3 summarises the data collected and discussed for this experiment, noting

the final data available after the preprocessing stages described in the next sections.

The rationale and steps of data processing and analysis for each dataset is explained.

This section details the preprocessing and analysis stages that were required

to transform all the collected data into a format that can be used in the analysis, to

study the effects of familiarity on route choice, exploring the diversity of routes,

the deviation from standard measures of optimality, the role of prior familiarity and

land-use, architectural and urban environment. The analysis addressed the different

aspects of the experiment:
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1. Orientation ability and environmental knowledge;

2. Descriptive analysis of routes (complexity & optimality);

3. The role of the urban environment:

(a) Aggregated analysis - preference for streets, demonstrated by partici-

pants’ use of streets (counts of passages per street) in relation to the urban

morphology, land-use, architectural and urban environment;

(b) Disaggregated analysis at decision points.

Figure 6.13: GPS tracks of 27 Participants from the Experiment 2.

SoftwareAll data were preprocessed and analysed using:

1. The open-source GIS software QGIS for the creation, transformation and vi-

sualisation of spatial data;

2. The statistical programming language R, version 3.2.4 (R Core Team, 2016)

for the transformation, analysis and visualisation of data (the external libraries

or ‘packages’ used are mentioned in text).
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6.3.1 Prior familiarity

Familiarity with the area was assessed using two questionnaires, the map-based

Street-Recognition Questionnaire (SRQ) and the image-based Image Recognition

Questionnaire (IRQ). First, a comparison of results between the questionnaires ad-

dressed the question which one captured better individuals familiarity. Second, the

more appropriate measure was chosen as a measure of familiarity for subsequent

analysis steps.

To evaluate the familiarity of participants with the different parts of Fitzrovia,

the IRQ and SRQ data were preprocessed in several steps:

1. Data join First, data were downloaded from the respective online repositories,

and the data from all participants were combined in two files, one for each question-

naire.

2. Scoring Second, scores for each question category were calculated. Familiarity

with a view or a street and frequency of visit were rated by participants in a Likert 1-7

scale. Each questionnaire also included an estimation task. For the IRQ, participants

were asked to indicate the geographic location where each image was taken. The

error was calculated as the euclidean distance between the actual and the indicated

location.

For the SRQ, the score consisted of identifying the correct name for each street.

Each of the 6 sectors of Fitzrovia included between 9 and 13 streets. Participants

received one (1) point for each correct answer; mistakes or null response (“don’t

know”) was given 0 points. The sum of points equals to the number of correct street

names identified, and this was converted into a common scale (percent correct),

dividing by the total number of streets per sector. For example, if a participant

identified 2 out 13 street names correctly within a sector, the score would be 2/13 =

0.15. Familiarity with the area was then computed as the average score of all sectors.

3. Data validation In the third step, the data were inspected formultiple entries. The

SRQ was free of such incidents, but five participants (18%) attempted to complete

the questionnaire more than once (the reason is unclear, possibly due to internet

connection issues). However, the online form did not allow them to continue were
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they had previously stopped, and so they had to repeat the entire questionnaire. In

those five cases wheremultiple records were identified, the duplicate responses were

removed by keeping the one with the higher familiarity score, or the least distance

error.

4. Aggregate familiarity score These three preprocessing steps, resulted in two

files with the scores and ratings of participants for each street and image, respec-

tively. To be able to compare the two questionnaires / modes of measuring famil-

iarity, the data were aggregated for each participant participant and for each area

of Fitzrovia, by taking the average for each sector, with regards to familiarity, fre-

quency of visit rating, average distance to the image location and the percentage of

correct responses.

Familiarity with Fitzrovia Table 6.4 shows a descriptive summary of the familiar-

ity measures. A large amount of distance error can be observed in the responses to

the IRQ. Because it was unclear if this was a problem of recognition of images or,

conversely, a problem of localisation, the IRQ data were not used in further analysis.

Finally, to provide a descriptive summary, the average scores for each partic-

ipant were aggregated once more, computing an overall (global) average for the

entire Fitzrovia.

Table 6.4: Descriptive summary of participants’ scores in the two familiarity question-

naires. Only columns/measures marked with * were used in further analyses

Descriptive statistics

Questionnaire Measure Used Mean St.Dev. Min Max

Street Recognition

Questionnaire (SRQ)

Familiarity Yes 3.52 1.45 1.08 7

Frequency of visit Yes 2.75 1.26 1 6.5

Correct names (%) No 0.27 0.28 0 1

Image Recognition

Questionnaire (IRQ)

Familiarity No 4.06 1.44 0.84 6.97

Response Time No 0.78 1.69 0.06 20.86

Error (m) No 215.33 231.78 24.94 2,020.54

Table 6.4 shows descriptive statistics of participants responses to the two ques-

tionnaires of familiarity. Despite the high degree of reported familiarity with the

images of Fitzrovia, the large average distance error (215 m) suggested that it was
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Table 6.5: Pearson intercorrelation matrix between different measures of environmental

knowledge and familiarity.
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familiar 1 0.763 0.380 0.458 0.086 -0.330
visit frequency 0.763 1 0.452 0.279 -0.002 -0.319
correct name (%) 0.380 0.452 1 0.118 -0.104 -0.173

IRQ

familiarity 0.458 0.279 0.118 1 -0.043 -0.129
response time (secs) 0.086 -0.002 -0.104 -0.043 1 0.006
distance error -0.330 -0.319 -0.173 -0.129 0.006 1

difficult for participants to correctly identify with accuracy and precision where im-

ages of Fitzrovia were taken. Perhaps the overall architectural homogeneity of the

area, made street images “look familiar” but did not facilitate their localisation. For

the SRQ, participants had to identify a street name, rate how familiar they were and

how frequently they used a street. Recognition of street names was poor (maxi-

mum 1% of the total). In addition, the average of correct street-name responses was

uncorrelated with self-reported familiarity of visit frequency to streets (Table 6.5).

As a result it was considered inadequate as a measure of familiarity, and thus also

excluded from further analysis. Perhaps this not surprising, given that people are

able to navigate or recognize an environment without ever learning or remember its

name. Thus, SRQ-familiarity and SRQ-frequency were included in the analysis.

Correlation between familiarity and frequency of visit for each individual street

was moderate (Pearson’s r=0.366, df = 144, p-value < 0.001). However, partici-

pants’ overall familiarity and frequency of visit was also computed for each Fitzrovia

sector (A, B, C, D, E or F; as shown in Figure 6.9), and in this case familiarity was

very highly correlated with frequency of visit (Pearson’s r= 0.96, df = 10, p-value =

3.47e-07).
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6.3.2 Analysis of Route Choice

6.3.2.1 Calculation of route-choice measures

In order to study the route-choice behaviour of participants and evaluate the ef-

ficiency, complexity of their paths, as well as their potential wayfinding strategy,

their trajectories were evaluated according to several measures (e.g. Hölscher et al.,

2011):

1. Path distance (metric);

2. Metric efficiency, defined as percent above optimal (PAO);

3. Angular distance (a measure of route complexity);

4. Number of streets used;

5. Number of street segments used;

6. Number of turns.

6.3.2.2 Normalisation of GPS traces

Before route-choice measures could be calculated, the GPS records from the experi-

ments had to be pre-processed in several steps, in order to eliminate noise in the data

(see Appendix B). Two sources of noise could have influenced the results. First, the

positioning noise that forms part of GPS signal, a phenomenon associated with the

reflection and scattering of the signal in dense urban areas (urban canyons). Due

to this phenomenon, for example, a pedestrian’s position can be designated at the

opposite side of the street the person is actually at. Indeed, as Figure 6.23 shows

this issue produced a high degree of signal scattering, which had to be rectified.

A second potential source of noise was participants’ own movement, such as

changing pavement side along a street or following a curved path in a large public

space. Consider, for example, two persons who walk along the same street and

one of them follows a straight line and the other follows a sigmoid path; for the

exact same street the latter will produce a longer trajectory. Because the interest

of this study was route-choice, i.e. choice of street segment, potential noise from
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such locomotion behaviour had to be removed. Because Fitzrovia’s street network

is composed of two intersecting grids, the area characterised by the availability of

many quasi-equivalent routes (Manhattan distances), and it was considered likely

that small errors due to signal or participant movement, could dilute the ability to

compare routes.

To address these two sources of noise, GPS points were projected on the centre-

line of each street, and this simplified path served as the basis for data analysis and

visualisation. In addition, to compare route-choice behaviour between participants,

the GPS data were used as a background and routes were manually drawn in GIS as

polylines.

6.3.2.3 Deviation from optimal route – Route efficiency

The analysis of participants’ route-choicewas performed calculating the deviation of

each path from the shortest possible path, both in metric and relative terms. The in-

dicator of optimality is the percentage above optimal or PAO (Wiener et al., 2009b):

PAO(percentage above optimal) = dwalked−dshortest
dshortest

∗100

Therefore, a lower PAO score represents a more efficient route, closer to the

metrically optimal path. Of course, the PAO accounts for a metric conceptualisation

of optimality, while pedestrians may prioritise other criteria in their route choice

(Golledge, 1995a).

6.3.2.4 Number of streets

One way to characterise the complexity of different routes between the same origin-

destination pair, is the count the number of streets used.

6.3.2.5 Number of street segments

The number of segments measure was calculated based on the number of street-

segments each individual used during a single route. Overall this allows to distin-

guish the complexity of routes between participants (few or many street segments

traversed).

6.3.2.6 Angular Distance

Angular distance is ameasure to distinguish betweenmore straight andmore sinuous

or complex routes, and refer to the sum of angles turned along the route (Conroy
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Dalton, 2003; Turner, 2009). It is calculated by adding the degrees of each turn.

For example, if an individual continues straight at an intersection, this constitutes a

0-degree turn, whereas reversing on the travelled path produces a 180-degree turn.

All other angles to the left or right, are estimated between 0-180.

According to Conroy Dalton (2003) and Turner (2009), one spatial decision

making heuristic is to minimise the total angular distance, in other words avoid mak-

ing many turns. Interestingly, Turner studied motorcycle couriers but not pedestri-

ans. This measure will be used to examine if pedestrians follow the same heuristics

and to distinguish participants who preferred complex routes from those who pre-

ferred straighter routes with less changes of direction.

One challenge in the present data was the the drift and noise of the GPS signal,

estimated the angle between GPS points could introduce additional bias into the

estimates. To address this issue, the trajectories were simplified into the centre-line

of each street-segment, rather than each initial GPS point. Then, the bearing of each

straight segment was calculated, and this was used to calculate the turning angle

between each segment and the next, as consecutive sections of the route. The total

angular distance for each route was calculated as the sum of angles turned for each

route.
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DestinationAngular Distance
Route A = 270º
Route B = 90º 

Route A

Route B

Figure 6.14: Diagram illustrating the difference between metric and angular distance (left),

and the principle of least angular change (right). Angular distance allows to

evaluate the complexity of two routes who are equal in terms of metric dis-

tance. In addition, angular distance is sensitive to the urban structure (angle

between streets), providing more information that simple counts of turns.

6.3.2.7 Number of turns

The number of turns for each route was defined as the total number of changes of

heading/direction at street intersections with more than one option. Only deliberate

turns that indicated a choice were counted. For example, if change of heading was

obligatory, e.g. an ‘L’ shaped street, this was not taken into account. In network the-

ory terms, if an intersection is considered as a node, only nodes with three connect-

ing edges or more were counted. This is a measure of decision-making (deliberate

choices between alternative streets), rather than a descriptive measure of route com-

plexity. For example in a sigmoid path is more complex than a straight line (larger

angular distance), but without the requirement to make more decisions. Turns were

counted as 0 or 1 for turning at a decision point (intersection of streets). In contrast,

the total angle measure includes any change in direction between consecutive route

segments and thus accounts for the complexity of the route itself, rather than the
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decision making process of the individuals.

A comparison between angular distance and number of turns showed that they

were highly correlated (Pearson’s P = 0.87, t = 22.439, df = 160, p-value < 2.2e-16;

CI: 0.82 - 0.90).
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6.3.2.8 Aggregate preferences

As a first measure of preference for certain environments, the number of times

each street segment was travelled-through (irrespective of walking direction) was

counted, as an aggregate measure of overall choice.

6.3.2.9 Individual route-choices

Empirical research on pedestrian route-choice has demonstrated the situated and

opportunistic nature of pedestrian behaviour. As Passini (1984b) noted, the process

of navigation involves complex sequences of decisions, such as which path (corridor

or street) to take, where to make turns, or even which side of the street to use. It is

argued that rather than making complete pre-plans of their prospective trajectory,

pedestrians decide on a direction, and then adapt that plan making local decisions

at intersections, and in that sense, pedestrian route choice, is a form of sequential

decision-making.

In the present study, to explore the spatial decision-making process, participant

trajectories were transformed from polylines into sequences of decision points, in-

cluding all the intersections along each path, with the exception of intersections with

dead-ends. In other words, it was hypothesised that at each intersection pedestrians

make a choice (whether conscious or not) with regards which street segment to take

towards the perceived location of their perceived destination.

Figure 6.15 illustrates how routes were decomposed into sequence of decision

points. The decision-point sequence of each participant, was used to combine the

properties of all the decision alternatives (options), in other words all the streets

that the agent could choose from, including a binary variable (chosen= 0/1) to indi-

cate what was the outcome of their deliberation. The environmental characteristics

of each choice were also included. Figure 6.15 illustrates that at each intersection

(node), each street segment (link) can be evaluated by its properties. These prop-

erties may relate to the environmental characteristics (trees, architecture) or spatial

and topological properties (angle to destination), and others.

Table 6.6 shows an example of how participant trajectories in Fitzrovia were

translated into decision-points lists. In this excerpt from the entire table, participant
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A

B
DP1 DP2

Destination

Current segment

Angle to Destination:
a > c > b

C

Option 1: {a, b, c, ...}  

Option 2: {a’, b’,c’, ...}  

Option 3: {a”, b”, c”v, ...}  

Figure 6.15: Diagram of the disaggregated analysis per decision point. At each street in-

tersection (excluding those with dead-ends), the potential choices (street seg-

ments) were evaluated according to the angle with the heading towards the

destination.

6 is originating from node 96 (intersection, or decision point), and at node 213 has

three available options (excluding backtracking): segments 10, 79, and 80. This

choice-set is shown with a subset of the computed attributes.

Table 6.6: Example of the disaggregated route-choice computed for participants’ trajecto-

ries, considering each intersection as a decision-point.
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99 F006 3 96 12 186 no 228.089.4 27.7 448.911 12.2 1 1 2
100 F006 3 213 13 10 yes 151.390.5 12.2 439.01 15.4 0 0 0
101 F006 3 213 13 79 no 47.8 90.5 8.5 439.010 12 0 0 0
102 F006 3 213 13 80 no 231.190.5 28.1 439.011 12 0 0 1
103 F006 3 140 14 181 yes 59.7 75.9 3.2 396.217 16.7 1 0 1
104 F006 3 140 14 10 no 331.375.9 20.9 396.21 15.4 0 0 0

Note: Street network classification and space syntax measures were omitted from this table

for clarity.
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6.3.3 Analysis of Psychophysiological Data

Figure 6.16: Example of Affectiv data from a single participant. From the top: ‘medita-

tion’, ‘engagement’, ‘frustration’ and ‘excitement’. The data from the ’medi-

tation’ and ’engagement’ measures had frequent flat-line sections, suggesting

the inability of the algorithm to function correctly, and therefore were not in-

cluded in the analysis.

All EEG data were collected using a modified version of Emotiv EPOC, as

described in Chapter 4. This enabled the recording of raw EEG as well as Emotiv’s

own emotion classification data, called ’Affectiv Suite’. Emotiv’s Affectiv Suite,

analyses EEG in real-time and classifies them according to four mental states into

’excitement’, ’frustration’, ’engagement’ and ’meditation’.

6.3.3.1 Data selection

While the route data were complete for all participants, several datasets of EEG and

psychophysiological data had to to be excluded from the further analysis due to loss

or poor quality (Table 6.7).

Electrode positioning The position of electrodes on the EEG head-cap remained the

same as in the original Emotiv Headset. This allowed to use the results of Emotiv’s

Affectiv Suite, which assume a particular electrode arrangement. After 24 exper-

iments, a different electrode arrangement was tried, targeting the frontal mid-line
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Table 6.7: Table of datasets excluded from analysis with short explanation.

Source Count Participant data

excluded

Reason for exclusion

from analysis

Emotiv EPOC (EEG) 2 / 27 F006 & F025 Data loss during ex-

periment

3 / 27 F030, F031 & F032 Different electrode ar-

rangement

0 Noisy data

Empatica E3 (EDA) 12 / 27 F006, F007, F008,

F017, F019, F020,

F022, F023, F024,

F028, F029, F030

Data loss, abnormal

signal, lack of ns.SCR

Note: total number of participants was 27.

area. This change was made to explore whether electrodes along the mid-line cap-

ture theta activity. Although Emotiv has not, to this date, published their algorithms

behind their Affectiv Suite software, it is also assumed, that their algorithm relies

on the particular electrode positions, to measure the activity in particular brain areas

of interest, It is possible that a different electrode arrangement may be incorrectly

interpreted by Emotiv’s Affectiv algorithms. Therefore, the data from participants

F029-F032 were excluded from analyses described in this section.

Data lossData from 2 participants were excluded due to data-recording issues dur-

ing the experiment, which resulted in partial datasets.

Artifactual datasetsVisual inspection of the data, showed that engagement and

meditationmeasures contained flat sections in several participants, which is a sign of

the algorithms inability to calculate the particular measure (Figure 6.16). Therefore,

only the ‘excitement’ and ‘frustration’ data were included in further analyses.

6.3.3.2 Preprocessing: synchronisation of ’Affectiv’, behavioural and lo-

cation data.

The preprocessed EEG and EDA data were synchronised andmerged with trajectory

data (GPS) from the participants, using the timestamps of each respective dataset to

synchronise them.

Table 6.8 shows the descriptive summary of the Presenter and Fieldworker
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apps data. The Presenter app included instructions (e.g. new stimulus), interactions

(e.g. show / hide target destination). The Fieldworker app was used to gather experi-

menter’s behavioural observations (e.g. start, pause, turn, etc) and both also gathered

GPS coordinates. Themainmeasure used from this facet of the behavioural data was

the “obstacles”. Events that were not related with environmental exposure, such as

obstacles, pauses, crossing intersections and errors, were excluded, by filtering out a

period of five (5) seconds before and ten (10) seconds after the event. Other types of

events, such as map use, noise, errors, turns, varied between participants and were

not analysed any further at this stage.

Table 6.8: Descriptive summary of behavioural measures

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

GPS 27 764.778 112.167 560 942

Start 27 2.704 2.839 0 8

arrivedToDestination 27 7.000 0.000 7 7

Error 27 1.519 1.968 0 8

Looking Around 27 1.630 2.529 0 11

Loud Noise 27 17.444 10.595 3 41

newStim 27 46.815 3.833 37 54

Obstacle 27 9.481 6.858 1 29

Pause 27 1.519 1.909 0 8

Response 27 53.963 3.848 45 63

showDestination 27 20.333 36.310 0 190

hideDestination 27 17.667 27.151 0 140

Street crossing 27 45.852 6.431 33 62

Turn 27 17.852 7.634 8 33

Data for N=27 participants.

6.3.3.3 Pre-processing and analysis of EDA

During all experiments, psychophysiological data (skin-conductance, heart-rate, and

skin temperature, as well as 3-axis acceleration data) were collected using an Em-

patica E3 wristband. The pre-processing and analysis follows the same rationale

and steps described in the previous chapter (page 199). Figure 6.17 shows an ex-

ample of the analysis procedure. After visual inspection for irregularities, the raw

EDA data were processed using the Continuous Deconvolution Analysis method

with the Ledalab toolbox in Matlab Benedek and Kaernbach (2010). The result-
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Figure 6.17: The analysis of skin conductance (SC) involves signal processing of the signal

to extract the phasic (SC responses) and the tonic (SC levels) components,

and geo-annotation of the signal with coordinates for each data-point. Top:

Example of the Continuous Decomposition Analysis (CDA) of the EDA data

from a single participant, using the Ledalab Matlab toolbox. Bottom: The

result of this process is a map showing the location and magnitude of non-

specific Skin Conductance responses (ns.SCR), using the geo-annotated data

from the same participant.

ing CDA.SCR.Amplitude data were merged with the trajectory (GPS) data, and two

indices were calculated per street segment of each participant’s route: the average
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amplitude per segment and the number of ns.SCR (peaks-events) per segment. As

a further step of validation, the average and the standard deviation per segment was

examined. This step flagged 12 participants for exclusion due to very low number

of ns.SCR, and thus only ns.SCR data from the remaining 15 participants were ex-

plored (Table 6.7). Finally, the ns.SCR data were aggregated at the street-segment

level by computing the arithmetic mean for each participant.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Sense of Orientation and Spatial Anxiety
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Figure 6.18: Left: Box plot of participants’ self-reported Sense of Direction and Spatial

Anxiety. There was no significant effect of sex. Right: Scatter plot showing a

reverse correlation between sense of direction and spatial anxiety.

Sense of Direction Figure 6.18 shows participants’ self-reported ability to learn and

use their spatial knowledge to navigate, which was assessed with the Santa Barbara

Sense of Direction Scale (SBSOD). Overall, participants had above average SB-

SOD scores (M=4.696296 , SD=0.9221553, range: 2.4-6.8), the average being set

at 3.6 as described in Hegarty et al. (2002). Further, a Welch Two Sample t-test con-

firmed there were no significant sex-differences (t = -1.0676, df = 16.021, p-value

= 0.3015). Due to the significance variance in range, sense of direction was used as

a covariate in the analysis of route choice.
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Spatial Anxiety In terms of Spatial Anxiety (Lawton, 1994, the questionnaire taps

into people’s confidence to navigate and orientate in different environments), par-

ticipants’ scores were relatively low, indicating a navigation confidence as a group

(M=2.425, SD=0.7, range=1.250-3.750). A Welch Two sample t-test, also con-

firmed there were not any significant sex differences (t = 1.1976, df = 17.033, p-

value = 0.2475).

Further, there was a significant negative correlation between Sense of Direction

and Spatial Anxiety (Pearson Rho= -0.42, p=0.036). This suggests that participants

with high self-reported Sense of Direction also reported low Spatial Anxiety scores,

which may reflect a greater confidence to navigate in complex environments.

6.4.2 Familiarity and environmental Knowledge

6.4.2.1 Familiarity with the area and frequency of visit

Figure 6.19 and Table 6.9 show the average indicators of familiarity across partic-

ipants, collected through the IRQ and SRQ familiarity surveys developed for the

present study.

Table 6.9: Average familiarity scores for each part of the study area in Fitzrovia.

Image recognition (IRQ) Street recognition (SRQ)

Sector Familiar-

ity

Response

time (min)

Distance

Error (km)

Familiar-

ity

Visit

frequency

Correct

name (%)

A 3.85 0.70 275.86 3.25 2.28 0.26
B 4.07 0.54 215.13 3.92 3.02 0.36
C 3.63 0.66 255.16 2.69 2.14 0.19
D 4.17 0.59 150.02 4.35 3.65 0.40
E 3.53 1.59 237.26 3.37 2.70 0.21
F 4.07 0.69 224.59 3.54 2.70 0.18

The analysis of familiarity data with the area was performed using data from

the map-based SRQ, which provides a 1-7 Likert score for familiarity with and fre-

quency of visit for street in Fitzrovia (excluding service roads and dead-ends). The

data were grouped subdividing Fitzrovia in six sub-areas.

Participants’ familiarity with the area differed, and overall individuals were

more familiar with the North-East part of Fitzrovia, which is closer to the premises of
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Figure 6.19: Bar plot charts showing the results of different measures that were devised

to assess the familiarity with the six sectors of Fitzrovia, across all partici-

pants. (A) shows that the image based IRQ and map based SRQ reached sim-

ilar scores, that there were differences in the familiarity with different sectors,

and that familiarity differs from frequency of visit. (B) shows that partici-

pants street-name recognition rate and, (C) shows a histogram of street-name

recognition rates in general.

the University College London andmost likely reflects the recruitment process, from

UCL’s participant cohorts. Plotting participants’ previous addresses (residential or

professional) in the area, further reinforced this observation (discussed below), as

the majority reported having lived, worked or visited primarily the NE part of the

area, as well as specific parts such as Charlotte street, which act as major urban

attractors due to the amount of leisure-related land-use that are located there.
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Figure 6.20: Boxplots of participant performance in the Image Recognition Questionnaire

(IRQ). (A) shows the response time (seconds), grouped by sector and type of

response. (B) shows that average distance error per sector (there were no in-

stanceswhere participants indicated a distance and also selected ‘don’t know’).
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Figure 6.21: Participants’ self-reported levels of familiarity and frequency of visit per street

(NB: a street includes several street segments).

6.4.2.2 Residence

During debriefing, participants were asked to indicate current and previous ad-

dresses where they have lived in the area, as well as which public transport stations

they use most frequently.

Figure 6.22 shows participants prior and current residence locations in the

vicinity of Fitzrovia, as well as their preferred public transport access to the area.4

It can be observed that the majority of participants lived and/or worked near the

4Note that addresses are plotted within 50 meters of the actual location to preserve privacy.
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Figure 6.22: Map showing participants current (green) and//or previous (red) addresses in

the area, as well as their preferred public transport (London Underground sta-

tions). Note: All addresses are displayed with a 50m accuracy to preserve

participant privacy; addresses outside a 1 km radius from Fitzrovia are not

displayed.

North-East sector of the district, near Tottenham Court Road. This can be explained

by the fact that the majority of participants were students or staff from the University

College of London, which is based in east of Fitzrovia in the Bloomsbury area.

This can help explain why participants’ levels of familiarity were higher for

sectors B, D& Fwhich are adjacent to TottenhamCourt Road and in close proximity

to UCL.

6.4.2.3 Summary of participants’ characteristics

Table 6.10 shows a summary of descriptive statistics of participants individual char-

acteristics, from their sense of orientation to familiarity with the area, that were de-

rived from the previous steps.
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Table 6.10: Descriptive summary of participants characteristics used in the analysis.

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Spatial Anxiety 27 2.45 0.68 1.25 3.75

Sense of Direction 27 4.70 0.91 2.40 6.80

Age 27 26.81 7.30 18 42

Residence in the area (months) 27 32.78 31.03 1.50 120.00

Familiarity 27 3.51 1.06 2.11 6.21

Frequency of visit 27 2.68 0.94 1.09 5.09

6.4.3 Route Choice

6.4.3.1 Route diversity

Figure 6.23 (left) shows the raw GPS tracks of the 27 participants, walking in

Fitzrovia to visit all six destinations (tasks). Figure 6.23 (right) shows how this

data can be aggregated, counting the total number of participants who choose to

walk along each street segment. As it can be observed, almost all street segments

are used/visited at least once, during the tasks.

Figure 6.23: Maps of participant routes during the experiment. A: Map of the raw GPS

traces of participants. B: Cumulative map of passage counts for each street

segment, i.e. how many times a segment was traversed by participants during

the experiment.

Although walking between only six consecutive origin-destination pairs, par-

ticipants chose a very diverse set of individual paths, which cover almost the entire

district.
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6.4.3.2 Individual routes

Figure 6.24: Map of participant trajectories during Route 1, starting from Whitfield Gar-

dens on Tottenham Court Road, and walking to Great Portland Street Under-

ground station on Marylebone Road.

Figure 6.24 shows a map of participants’ trajectories during Route 1, starting

from Whitfield Gardens on Tottenham Court Road, and walking to Great Portland

Street Underground station on Marylebone Road.

Figure 6.25 shows a map of participant trajectories during Route 2, starting

from the Great Portland Street Underground station onMarylebone Road, and walk-

ing to the Royal Institute of BritishArchitects (RIBA) on Portland Place. It is evident

that some participants were confused about the actual position of RIBA on Portland

Place and walked further south or further west that necessary before recovering and

reaching the destination.
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Figure 6.25: Map of participant trajectories during Route 2, starting from Great Portland

Street Underground Station on Marylebone Road, and walking to the Royal

Institute of British Architects on Portland Place.

Figure 6.26 shows a map of participant trajectories during Route 3, starting

from the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) on Portland Place, and walk-

ing to the Natwest Bank branch on Tottenham Court Road. Different strategies can

be observed: complex routes with many turns, walking diagonally through the dis-

trict, others going eastwards first to the target street (Tottenham Court Road) and

others walking southwards first until the reach closer to the target latitude (nearest

perpendicular street to the destination).

Figure 6.27 shows a map of participant trajectories during Route 4, starting

from the Natwest Bank branch on Tottenham Court Road, and walking to the Wa-

terstone’s bookshop on Oxford Street. Here the variation of alternatives routes is

visible, as the majority of participants cluster in two more direct alternatives.
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Figure 6.26: Map of participant trajectories during Route 3, starting from the Royal Institute

of British Architects (RIBA) on Portland Place, and walking to the Natwest

Bank branch on Tottenham Court Road.
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Figure 6.27: Map of participant trajectories during Route 4, starting from the Natwest Bank

branch on Tottenham Court Road, and walking to the Waterstone’s bookshop

on Oxford Street.
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Figure 6.28: Map of participant trajectories during Route 5, starting from the Waterstone’s

bookshop onOxford street, andwalking to the BBCHeadquarters on Langham

Place.

Figure 6.28 shows a map of participant trajectories during Route 5, starting

from the Waterstone’s bookshop on Oxford street, and walking to the BBC Head-

quarters on Langham Place. This route offers almost typical Manhattan distances,

equidistant alternatives through different parts of a rectangular grid. Interestingly,

almost all street segments are travelled during this route.

Figure 6.29 shows a map of participant trajectories during Route 6, starting

from the BBC Headquarters on Langham Place, and walking to the Centre for Ad-

vanced Spatial Analysis (CASA) office on Tottenham Court Road. Two strategies

become apparent again: walk northwards towards the street perpendicular to the

destination, walk diagonally through the grid to the destination, or go southwards to

the salient Mortimer street —due to the vibrant local commercial activity —in order

to reach Tottenham Court Road.
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Figure 6.29: Map of participant trajectories during Route 6, starting from the BBC Head-

quarters on Langham Place, and walking to the Centre for Advanced Spatial

Analysis (CASA) office on Tottenham Court Road, which was the final desti-

nation of the experiment.

6.4.4 Self-reports of route-choice

Route-choice evaluations Participants’ own evaluations of their route choice be-

haviour were noted. One participant (F026) mentioned that a route “felt shortest”

and “direct, simple and habitual”. Another (F021) said that “all turns were because

I knew they were roughly on the right direction”. Several participants noted pref-

erence to avoid crowds: one chose a street because it “seems more quiet” (F007),

while another “tried to avoid traffic” (F008), because “there are too many pedestri-

ans and traffic” (F008), or that “I wanted to avoid the crowds on Oxford Street, so I

turned away into [the] side streets as soon as possible” (F021).

In addition to such statements, participants also completed questionnaires about

their rationale and strategies. Figure 6.30 shows five frequency plots of participants’

appraisals of their routes. The majority reported immediately knowing where the

destination was (A), and not feeling lost (B); they also reported moderate to high

enjoyment of the routes (C). In terms of their decision-making process, for the ma-
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jority of cases, participants reported that they would have taken the same route, even

without participating in an experiment (F). The majority reported making decisions

while walking turn-by-turn (E), rather than pre-planning their route (D). Overall,

there were mixed responses as to whether the selected route was the shortest possi-

ble (G).

Figure 6.30: Frequency plots of the self-reported appraisals of participants about their

routes.

Route-choice heuristics Participants were also asked which criteria “were most im-

portant” when they used during their decision making for each route. Figure 6.31

shows that participants responded preferring simple (H) and shorter routes (I), that

would get them fast (J) to the destination, and mostly preferring more direct routes

(K). Finally, selecting habitual routes (M) or fewer turns (L), were important only for

a portion of the routes. Participants also reported avoiding traffic (S), and preferring

predominantly quiet (O), and more familiar (P) routes, that were easy to find (Q).

They were less concerned with choosing attractive/scenic routes (N), or to encounter

many pedestrians (R). Finally, Figure 6.31 shows that orientation towards the des-

tination (T) was a major criterion, but their choices were opportunistic, choosing

streets as they noticed them (U).
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Figure 6.31: “Why did you choose this particular route ? which criteria were most impor-

tant for you?” Frequency plots of the self-reported criteria used during route-

choices. of participants about their routes.

6.4.5 Route choice measures

Table 6.11 shows the descriptive statistics of participants routes. Overall, a wide

variation is observed in efficiency and characteristics of routes, for example in terms

of number of streets or turns (Table 6.11).5 Two of these measures were evaluated

to understand the interaction between familiarity and individual sense of direction:

metric efficiency as indicated by percentage above optimal (PAO), and route com-

plexity as indicated by angular distance. These were analysed usingMultilevel mod-

5As explained earlier, route-choice measures were computed using the normalised to the street

centre-line path data of participants, to eliminate the potential effect of signal noise from the GPS.
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elling (Gelman and Hill, 2007), as described in the following sections.

Table 6.11: Descriptive summary of route-choice measures, across all routes (total 162, six

per participant).

Route Measure Mean St. Dev. Max Min

Errors 0.05 0.09 1.00 0.00

Number of turns 4.51 2.61 11.00 1.00

Angular distance 512.50 278.14 1,209.80 142.60

Number of streets 6.19 1.58 13.00 2.00

Number of street segments 13.38 5.29 27.00 5.00

Distance 891.42 273.41 1,735.60 428.70

Distance above optimal 124.90 129.31 775.95 0.68

Percentage Above Optimal (PAO) 17.94 23.84 181.87 0.08

N = 27. Number of routes = 162

Path distance (PAO)Multilevel modelling was used to examine the relationship

between participants path distance as the outcome variable (coded as percentage

above optimal or PAO), sense of direction, familiarity and months of knowledge of

the area as fixed effects. In addition, to account for individual variation, participants

were specified as a random effect factor.

Table 6.12 shows the results of three Linear Mixed-effects models of angular

distance (in addition to the null model). Three predictor variables of interest are

added to the null model incrementally, in a forward-selection approach. Table 6.13

showsmodel fit that was assessed comparing the log-likelihood of the different mod-

els, using the model selection function of theMuMIn R-package, which implements

the evaluation methodology for mixed-effects models proposed by Nakagawa and

Schielzeth (2013).

Model 2, with SBSOD as the only predictor, was found to have the better fit

and reveals a statistically significant effect of sense of direction. Adding more pre-

dictors, such as familiarity, or months of living in the area, does not improve model

fit. The coefficient of SBSOD (-4.94) suggests that participants with higher SBSOD

scores had a decreased distance travelled above the optimal (remember that the unit

of PAO is a percentage and not meters).

To compute the coefficient of determination, or how much of the observed
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variance is explained by mixed-effects models, two types of R2 can be computed.

Marginal R2 represents the variance explained by fixed-effects factors, and the Con-

ditional R2which represents the variance explained by both fixed and random effects

factors Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013).

The computation of R2 for Model 2 (marginal R2 = 0.0357 and conditional R2

= 0.0357) shows that the model has very low explanatory ability. Perhaps this is an

effect of Fitzrovia’s grid network, which allows several different paths can result in

the same distance travelled.

Table 6.12: LinearMixed-effects models of percentage-above-optimal route as the outcome

variable, and sense of direction, familiarity, and months of knowledge of the

area as explanatory variables.

Dependent variable:

pao

(1) (2) (3) (4)

SBSOD −4.94 (2.02) −5.13 (2.16) −5.15 (2.16)
t = −2.44∗∗ t = −2.37∗∗ t = −2.38∗∗

Familiarity 0.46 (1.85) 0.31 (1.91)

t = 0.25 t = 0.16

Months Knowledge 0.02 (0.06)

t = 0.31

Constant 17.70 (1.98) 40.91 (9.68) 40.17 (10.11) 40.15 (10.11)

t = 8.93∗∗∗ t = 4.23∗∗∗ t = 3.97∗∗∗ t = 3.97∗∗∗

Observations 162 162 162 162

Log Likelihood −742.75 −739.95 −739.92 −739.87
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,491.50 1,487.89 1,489.83 1,491.73

Bayesian Inf. Crit. 1,500.76 1,500.24 1,505.27 1,510.26

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 6.13: Model selection table comparing the four linear mixed-effects models of route

distance (PAO). Model (2) appears as the most parsimonious, but the compu-

tation of marginal R2 = 0.03572734 and R2c = 0.03572734 suggests low ex-

planatory ability.

Df AIC BIC logLik de-

viance

Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)

(1) 3 1491.50 1500.76 -742.75 1485.50

(2) 4 1487.89 1500.24 -739.95 1479.89 5.60 1 0.0179

(3) 5 1489.83 1505.27 -739.92 1479.83 0.06 1 0.8024

(4) 6 1491.73 1510.26 -739.87 1479.73 0.10 1 0.7561
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Angular distanceA very different picture emerged, however, from the analysis of

angular distance. As above, Linear Mixed-effects modelling was used to assess the

relationship between the angular distance of participants routes (outcome variable,

computed as the sum of directional changes in degrees), and the sense of orientation

ability, familiarity and months of knowledge of the area specified as fixed effects.

Participants were specified as a random effect factor.

Table 6.14 shows the results of three Linear Mixed-effects models of angular

distance. Fixed effects variables were added in a step-wise manner to the null model,

and model fit was assessed comparing the log-likelihood of the different models

(Table 6.15). Model 3 offered the best fit and reveals statistically significant effects

both of sense of direction and familiarity. Increased SBSOD scores were associated

with lower angular distance, but increased familiarity was associated with increased

angular distance.

Table 6.14: Linear Mixed-effects models of angular distance per route modelled as the out-

come variable, and sense of direction, familiarity and months of knowledge of

the area as explanatory variables.

Dependent variable:

angle

linear

(1) (2) (3) (4)

SBSOD −18.67
(33.44)

−59.59
(27.90)

−60.91
(26.16)

t = −0.56 t = −2.14∗∗ t = −2.33∗∗
Familiarity 99.47 (23.92) 88.25 (23.16)

t = 4.16∗∗∗ t = 3.81∗∗∗

Months Knowledge 1.44 (0.75)

t = 1.93∗

Constant 511.84

(30.43)

599.53

(159.92)

442.12

(130.48)

440.60

(122.30)

t = 16.82∗∗∗ t = 3.75∗∗∗ t = 3.39∗∗∗ t = 3.60∗∗∗

Observations 162 162 162 162

Log Likelihood −1,135.90 −1,135.74 −1,129.06 −1,127.31
Akaike Inf. Crit. 2,277.80 2,279.49 2,268.12 2,266.63

Bayesian Inf. Crit. 2,287.06 2,291.84 2,283.56 2,285.16

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 6.15: Model selection table comparing the four linear mixed-effects models of angu-

lar distance (degrees). Model (3) appears as the most parsimonious, and the

computation of marginal R2 = 0.1299272 and R2c = 0.1909390 suggests mod-

erate explanatory ability.

Df AIC BIC logLik de-

viance

Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)

(1) 3 2277.80 2287.06 -

1135.90

2271.80

(2) 4 2279.49 2291.84 -

1135.74

2271.49 0.31 1 0.5777

(3) 5 2268.12 2283.56 -

1129.06

2258.12 13.36 1 0.0003

(4) 6 2266.63 2285.16 -

1127.31

2254.63 3.50 1 0.0615

6.4.6 Situated Route-choice

Mixed-effects logistic regression modelling was used to evaluate the relationship

between participants choices street intersections, and the environmental character-

istics of street-segments at each intersection. Choice were as a dichotomous, binary

variable, i.e. chosen or not chosen. Thus, at every intersection along each route,

choice for a segment was coded as 1, and 0 if the segment was not chosen. Addition-

ally, individual observations (i.e. choices) were not independent, but ‘nested’ in two

levels: first, the street-intersection were the choice is made, and second the partici-

pant/decision-maker. To account for this grouping, the street intersection (node) was

included in the error term (random effect): as “1|subject/node”. Predictor variables

(fixed effects) were added to the null model in a step-wise manner, and included:

angle to destination, number of trees, number of shops, pavement width, number of

amenities, and space syntax integration (closeness centrality) and choice (between-

ness centrality) both computed at a 400, 800 and 2000 meter radius. These radii

were chosen for the Space Syntax analysis because a radius of 2000 meters would

emphasise choice and integration of longer trips more relevant for motorists or cy-

clists, whereas a radius of 400 meters analyses the properties of the street network

for the realm of average pedestrian trips (local measures of urban morphology).

Table 6.16 shows themodels (the null model and the four models with the better

fit). Model 6 was found to be the most parsimonious, and the coefficient of determi-
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nation for the fixed effects marginal R2 was computed at 0.581. This model suggests

that street segments with increased width, number of amenities and with higher lev-

els of integration are more likely to be chosen. Conversely, angle to destination, and

surprisingly, number of trees and shopfronts have a negative coefficient, suggesting

that higher numbers reduce the chances of being chosen.

Table 6.16: Mixed-effects logistic regression models of street-segment choices.

Dependent variable:

street-segment choice (0/1)

M0 M4 M5 M6 M7

angleToDest −0.190∗∗∗ −0.190∗∗∗ −0.191∗∗∗ −0.191∗∗∗
trees −0.036∗∗∗ −0.036∗∗∗ −0.028∗∗∗ −0.017∗
shopfronts 0.007 −0.0005 −0.012 0.007

width 0.076∗∗∗ 0.076∗∗∗ 0.064∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗

amenities 0.053∗ 0.074∗∗∗

Integration.R400 0.320∗∗∗

Choice.R400 0.322∗∗∗

Constant −0.827∗∗∗ 0.645∗∗∗ 0.624∗∗∗ 0.827∗∗∗ 0.890∗∗∗

Observations 7,496 7,496 7,496 7,496 7,496

Log Likelihood −4,605.993−2,861.323−2,859.576−2,816.806−2,819.856
Akaike Inf. Crit. 9,217.987 5,736.647 5,735.151 5,651.613 5,655.712

Bayesian Inf. Crit. 9,238.753 5,785.102 5,790.528 5,713.912 5,711.089

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

6.4.7 The role of the urban environment on route choice

Participants route-choices were also analysed at the aggregate level, i.e. counts per

street segment, to examine the effect of environmental characteristics on pedestrian

choice to walk through specific individual streets segments.

Aggregate participant route-choice was examined using a variation of Poisson

regression model, which is used for statistical modelling of count data (Gelman and

Hill, 2007). Specifically, Because many street segments had no visits at all, thus

resulting in excess of zero counts, a zero-inflated negative Poisson regression was

used, computed by the pscl R-package (Zeileis et al., 2008).

The count of passings per street segment was modelled as the outcome variable.

As predictors were included 7 variables: number of trees, number of shop-fronts,
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number of amenities, and space syntax measures (Integration and Choice at radii of

400 & 2000 meters).

Figure 6.32: Map of the aggregate counts of participants per street segment, across all

routes.

Table 6.17 shows the results of the zero-inflated Poisson regression model.

The number of shop-fronts per street segment and the integration at a 400 m ra-

dius (closeness centrality) were statistically significant predictors of count per street

segment. However, their effect is low (0.011 and 0.010 respectively). The two in-

dependent variables: number of trees and number of amenities did not produce an

effect in the model of participants counts. This could be potentially explained by

the fact that both these factors are quasi-uniformy distributed different parts of the

study area, as it can be observed in Figure 6.4.
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Table 6.17: Zero-inflated Poisson regression model of the counts of participants traversing

street segments

Dependent variable:

count

Number of shopfronts 0.011∗ (0.006)
Number of trees 0.011 (0.007)

Number of amenities −0.010 (0.017)
Integration.R400 0.010∗∗∗ (0.002)
Choice.R400 0.0001∗∗ (0.0001)
Constant 1.233∗∗∗ (0.115)

Observations 330

Log Likelihood −1,210.039
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

6.4.8 Exploring the psychological experience

In this section of this chapter, we turn our attention the psychological experience

of walking in Fitzrovia and how to analyse the psychophysiological data collected

through EEG and EDA. Further exploring the question of how to visualise such

multidimensional data, in this section different approaches of spatialisation and ag-

gregation are employed (Fabrikant and Skupin, 2005). The various dimensions of

emotional states are visualised in increasingly more fine-grained levels, from aggre-

gating between participants at the level of street segment to the level of a 100 sq.m.

grid cell. This is not only a spatial but also a temporal aggregation, as in the for-

mer case, a street segment is experience over a period of several minutes, whereas

a 10 x 10 m grid cell only captures transient experience of a few seconds. Thus,

these visualisation approaches allow to explore visually both broader trends as well

as fine-grained, local interactions with the immediate environment. These methods

are discussed in the following pages.

6.4.8.1 Segment-level aggregation

First, psychophysiological data were studied at the aggregate level of the street seg-

ment, similar to the previous chapter. This level of aggregation, allows the compar-

ison with other sources of environmental data which are provided or calculated at

a segment level, as described earlier in earlier sections of this chapter. Moreover,
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in the specific urban fabric of Fitzrovia, the average length of a street segment is

78.92m (range: 5-220m). At an average pedestrian speed of 1.25 m/s such an av-

erage distance is traversed in approximately one minute. Thus, in other words, the

psychological experience of individuals is aggregated in sections of 1 to 2 minutes.

It is noteworthy that for this level of analysis all the data from each participant at

any particular segment were aggregated, irrespective of travel direction or repeated

passages. This results in aggregating data from different travel directions along the

same street or/and multiple passages.

Affectiv DataAfter data selection, synchronisation and filtering as described in the

previous section, the aggregation at each street segment was performed for each

individual participant by extracting, for each segment:

• the average (arithmetic mean) of all the data-points (Affectiv) collected within

a street segmented (assigned according to their coordinates), and

• the median absolute deviation (MAD), a measure of dispersion similar to stan-

dard deviation but less sensitive to outliers.

Mean and concordance of experience If only few participants walk along a street

segment, then the resulting data may not be representative of that street, as they are

derived for a very small population sample. On the contrary, street segments with a

high participant count may better reflect the affective qualities of the segments, as

the score is the result of multiple individuals and their experience, in different days.

To capture the central tendency or “average” emotional experience along a

street segment, first the arithmetic mean of one participant’s measurements was

computed. Then the mean of each participant was used to estimate the mean and

the mean absolute deviation (MAD) between participants who traversed a segment.

Between participants the mean is considered as an indicator of “average” experi-

ence at each segment, while the MAD is an indication of variation, or conversely

convergence of emotional state between participants.

Figure 6.33 A shows a scatter-plot of the mean values of excitement and frus-

tration, as a function of how many participant were counted traversing that street.
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As it can be observed, the higher the count of participant traversing a street seg-

ment, the more the values converge towards the middle of the scale. For example,

a particular street, may evoke a sustained emotional state, such as enjoyment, or in-

clude fluctuations of excitement, valence, or other experiential factors. Therefore,

a high MAD suggests increased variance, i.e. different participants had dissimilar

experiences. Figure 6.33 A shows the MAD values for the same data. Here it can

be observed that with increased sample size per street, the MAD remains relatively

stable (0.2). Thus, the MAD measure was preferred over the typical standard devi-

ation, as it is less sensitive to outliers. Affectiv’s data often contain many “peak”

events, which could otherwise skew the measure of deviation towards peak events.

Thus, by comparing the two charts showing the Mean and the MAD it is possible to

assess the general effect of a street and the confidence of results.

Figure 6.33: Scatter plot of mean and MAD values for ’excitement’ and ’frustration’. Each

point corresponds to one street segment and one measure (either mean excite-

ment or mean frustration). Street segments with more participants tend to have

values in the middle of spectrum. (Note that the plots were made using opacity

of 0.5 and jitter of .1 to overcome the issue of over-plotting and make points

that with similar values become more visible).

Electrodermal Activity Electrodermal Activity data from 15 participants, were pre-

viously preprocessed to isolate the phasic component of the EDA signal, known as

non-specific skin conductance response (ns.SCR; see page 286 for details). The

process followed the same steps used for the EEG/Affectiv data: the ns.SCR data

were aggregated at the level of the street segment to allow the comparison with en-

vironmental characteristics and the visualisation of the participant responses.
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6.4.8.2 Visualisation of segment aggregates

The visualisation of emotional data from participants’ walks aim to address two

questions:

1. how to visualise the average experience per street segment, for the visual ex-

ploration of pedestrian experience in the urban environment, and;

2. how to display both the central tendency (average) of measurements, as well

as the certainty and confidence in these measurements.

The approach adopted here is to visualise one measure of emotional state with

colour and represent the amount of participants measured on that street segment as

line-size (thickness). Further, the number of participants that traversed each segment

serves as a degree of confidence about the score, as it reflects the experience of

more individuals. The maps below operate as diptychs. The top maps indicates the

’average’ levels of a specific emotional states.

To calculate the ’average’ level, first the mean value of the emotional state

within a segment was computed for each participant. Then this mean was used

calculate the median between all the participants that traversed that same segment.6

The bottommap of the diptych shows the MAD, as a measure of agreement between

participants.

“Excitement” Figure 6.34 shows two maps of mean excitement (top) and mad ex-

citement (bottom). Visual comparison of the two maps allows several observations.

First, the highest median excitement scores appear in the internal part of Fitzrovia,

near Great Portland street and Great Titchfield Street. In contrast, higher median

absolute deviation, or fluctuations of excitement, appear along major roads: Totten-

ham Court Road (East), Oxford Street and Mortimer street (middle).

6A note here must be added for the mean of means problem. The grandmean (mean of means)

equals the mean of the sample only if subsamples have the same number of data points. For example,

if A = (3+4+5) /3 = 4 and B = (5+6+7)/3 = 6, then the mean of (A,B) = (4+6) / 2 = 5, which is the

same as ((3+4+5)+(5+6+7))/6 = 5. If, however, the subsamples have different number of data points

the pooled mean is not equal to the mean of all the samples. A = (3+4+5+5+6) /5 = 4.6 and B =

(5+6+7)/3 = 6, then the mean of (A,B) = (4+6) / 2 = 5.3, but ((3+4+5+5+6) + (5+6+7))/8 = 5.125. In

our case, because participants walk at different walking speeds and may potentially stop for varying

intervals of time (e.g. at street crossings) it is important to compute the pooled mean based on the

mean of each subsample, to account for the different number of subsample data points.
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Figure 6.34: Maps of emotional states in Fitzrovia (EEG/Affectiv). Top: Map of the me-

dian average excitement between all participants. Bottom: Map of the median

mean-absolute-deviation of excitement between all participants, which shows

the degree of concordance across participants. Higher MAD values at a seg-

ment indicate less concordance and increased variance between participants.

“Frustration” Figure 6.35 shows two maps of mean frustration (top) and median

absolute deviation (MAD) of frustration (bottom). Visual comparison of the two
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maps allows several observations. First, the highest median excitement scores ap-

pear in the internal part of Fitzrovia, near Great Portland street and Great Tichfield

Street. In contrast, higher median absolute deviation, or fluctuations of excitement,

appear along major roads: Tottenham Court Road (East), Oxford Street and Mor-

timer street (middle).
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Figure 6.35: Maps of emotional states in Fitzrovia (EEG/Affectiv). Top: Map of the me-

dian excitement between all participants. Bottom: Map of the median mean-

absolute-deviation of excitement between all participants, in other words the

degree of ’agreement’ or convergence between different participants.

“Engagement” Figure 6.36 shows two maps of mean engagement (top) and me-

dian absolute deviation (MAD) engagement (bottom). Visual comparison of the

two maps leads to the observation that higher engagement is cluster in parts of the
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network on Tottenham Court Road (a major road, busy with pedestrian and car traf-

fic), and select parts of the rest of the area. Fluctuations in engagement (MAD) are

increased in the northern part of Tottenham Court Road and Oxford Street, as well

as sporadically within the district.
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Figure 6.36: Maps of emotional states in Fitzrovia (EEG/Affectiv). Top: Map of the me-

dian engagement between all participants. Bottom: Map of the median mean-

absolute-deviation of engagement between all participants.
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“Valence” Figure 6.37 shows two maps of mean valence (top) and median abso-

lute deviation (MAD) valence (bottom). According to Emotiv, lower scores indi-

cate negative valence, higher scores indicate positive valence, and the middle of the

scale (0.5) indicates a neutral state. Visual comparison of the two maps allows sev-

eral interesting observations. First, the major roads perimetric to Fitzrovia, reach

moderate scores of median valence. On the contrary, internal streets, especially on

the south-west part of the district achieve positive scores (i.e. more pleasant). The

greater fluctuations of valence are in Mortimer street (lower part of the district) a

road which attracts a lot of traffic, near Langham Place (destination 5), and Oxford

Street (south-west side of the area), and sporadically in other streets.
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Figure 6.37: Maps of emotional states in Fitzrovia (EEG/Affectiv). Top: Map of themedian

valence between all participants. Bottom: Map of the median mean-absolute-

deviation of valence between all participants.

EDA Figure 6.35 shows two maps of median ns.SCR count and median Sum SCR

amplitude (bottom). In other words, the first map shows the median amount of

skin conductance responses per street, whereas the second map shows their median

sum-amplitude (intensity). Thus the second map would differentiate between many
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skin conductance responses of low intensity (µ S) and few of high intensity. Visual

comparison of the two maps allows several observations.

First of all, the northern part of the district appears to elicit less skin conduc-

tance responses as opposed to the lower part of the district which is characterised

with higher numbers of pedestrians, shops and activities. On the contrary, stronger

SCRs are elicited in parts of Tottenham Court Road and Oxford Street, perhaps in

relation to pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
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Figure 6.38: Maps of emotional states in Fitzrovia (EDA). Top: Map of the median (be-

tween all participants) ns.SCR count per street segment. Bottom: Map of the

median (between all participants) sum amplitude of ns.SCR, per street seg-

ment. Note that there are the participant count per street is different to the

previous figures, as it is affected by the datasets excluded from analysis (there

were between 1-15 subjects passing street segments).
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6.4.8.3 Exploratory statistical models

Finally, it is worthwhile to explore whether there is systematic relationship between

emotional experience and the environmental characteristics of each street segment,

which can be captured with regression modelling.

Linear mixed-effects models (Gelman and Hill, 2007; Bates et al., 2015) were

computed to examine the relationship between emotional experience and the en-

vironmental characteristics of each street segment. Individual models were tested,

with the mean excitement, frustration, as well as ns.SCR count and sum ns.SCR am-

plitude, per street segment (and each participant) were included as dependent/out-

come variables. Participants were included as random effects

”The regression coefficients that are being modeled are called random effects,

in the sense that they are considered random outcomes of a process identified with

the model that is predicting them.”

. The contribution of different sets of environmental characteristics was ex-

plored with a forward-search approach: first a null model is computed and then

additional variables are added incrementally: (land use, street classification, vege-

tation, space syntax). Finally the resulting models are compared to examine which

offers the best fit (log-likelihood) and the R2 was estimated, to assess the goodness-

of-fit of the model, or how well the model explained the observed variance in the

data, using the R-package r2glmm.

However, all results were inconclusive. In all cases, the most parsimonious

model achieved very low power in explaining variance (e.g. marginal R2 < 0.1).

For example, for the median excitement as dependent variable and fixed effects: the

number of shops, the number of trees, the number of amenities, the street width, and

the street classification. The model for excitement had very low power in explain-

ing variance (R2=0.032). Similarly, the most parsimonious model for frustration,

included less variables as fixed effects: number of shops, number of trees, number

of amenities and street width, but also produced a very low goodness-of-fit with an

R2 of 0.015. Possible explanations for these observations are discussed in the last

section.
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6.4.8.4 Fine-grained analysis

In Chapter 5, the measures of emotion were also analysed at a fine-grained level of

only a few meters, as a technique to identify specific hotspots. For the final step of

this analysis, a subset of the previously discussed measures of emotion were also

submitted to the same analysis and visualisation, to explore how well this technique

applies to datasets collected at such extensive areas.

100m grid Figure 6.39 shows two maps of excitement and frustration. Opposite

to the previous section where the street segment served as the unit of aggregation,

these maps were produced by tessellating the study area using a 100 m grid, and

then aggregating the data points that are located within each cell. To identify which

data-points were in each cell, a spatial intersection function was implemented in

R, using the coordinates of each point. To account for the fact that participants

could have varying amounts of data points within each cell, as well as other source

of individual difference, the grandmean (or pooled mean) was produced for each

variable by computing the mean for each participant, and then the mean between all

participant means (see also footnote on mean of means, on p. 313). This process

was repeated for all cells. In Figure 6.39 the spatial aspect of participant experience

can be observed as, overall, different parts of the study area evoke different levels

of emotion on average. However, patterns of emotional experience can be explored

at an even more fine-grained level, while also accounting for the variance between

participants.
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Figure 6.39: Maps of excitement (top) and frustration (bottom), rasterised at a 100-by-100

meter raster grid. Each cell shows the grandmean of a variable (i.e. the mean

between participant means). Distinct patterns of emotion intensity can be ob-

served over the study area.
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10m grid Figure 6.40 shows the mean excitement levels in a 10-by-10 meter grid, so

that each cell covers 100m2. The top figure shows the mean excitement in Fitzrovia,

while the bottom map shows the ‘pooled variance’, i.e. the standard deviation be-

tween the means of different participants, as a measure of convergence between

the measures of different participants. Thus, a darker cell corresponds to cells with

higher standard deviation, in other words more variations between participants. Op-

posite, cells with a lighter hue reveal a higher agreement between the scores of differ-

ent participants. Notably, if there was only one participant, the scores are excluded.

Figures 6.40 and 6.41 show two diptychs: maps of excitement and frustration,

to demonstrate how such raster visualisation can be used to enable of observations

of emotional changes at a fine-grained level.

In these maps, it can be observed that within street segments there are hotspots

of increased levels of excitement, which were not possible to discern in the maps of

segment-level aggregation of the previous section.

For example, in the excitement maps (Figures 6.40) an increase of excitement

can be observed near several intersections, or in other cases, in the middle of the

street segment. Along the street east of destination 5 (D5), elevated levels of ex-

citement can be observed. A comparison with the bottom map of pooled variance,

suggests that there is high degree of agreement between participants in that street. In

contrast, for participants who continue walking along Oxford Street after D5, resid-

uals increase, suggesting that participants had different kinds of experience in that

section.
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Figure 6.40: Maps of excitement, rasterised at a 10-by-10 meter raster grid. Top: Map of

grandmean excitement per cell. Bottom: Standard deviation between means

of excitement (pooled variance).
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Another example of comparative use of these maps can be drawn from Fig-

ure 6.41. In the south-east corner of the map (bottom right), where Oxford Street

meets Tottenham Court Road, we can observe low levels of frustration with a sharp

increase in the middle of the street segment, where participants had to walk under

extensive and narrow scaffolding of the adjacent construction site.

Similar maps can be produced for engagement (Figure 6.42) and valence (Fig-

ure 6.43), to illustrate how this visualisation technique can be applied to identify

emotional ’hotspots’ in the urban environment.
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Figure 6.41: Maps of mean ’frustration’. Top: Grandmean of ’frustration’ means, per cell

(10x10 sq.m). Bottom: Standard Deviation of ’frustration’ means per cell,

showing the variance between participants.
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Figure 6.42: Top: Grandmean ’engagement’ per cell (10x10 sq.m). Bottom: Standard de-

viation between ’engagement’ means per cell.
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Figure 6.43: Maps of mean ’valence’. Top: Grandmean ’valence’ per cell (10x10 sq.m).

Bottom: Standard deviation between ’valence’ means per cell.
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6.5 Chapter Summary

To conclude, this chapter presented the second experiment conducted as part of this

thesis to study pedestrian route-choice in a highly-familiar urban environment, and

to investigate the use of psychophysiological methods for the study of the emotional

experience of freely navigating individuals. Twenty seven (27) participants were

asked to walk towards destinations in a familiar area. The results of the study are

discussed further in Chapter 7.

It was demonstrated that although route-choice strategies varied in general,

participants who were more familiar with the area opted for more complex routes

(i.e. increased angular distance) and conversely those less familiar choose more sim-

ple, fewer-turn paths. However, this had no effect on the total distance travelled on

average. In addition, it was observed that participants with a higher level of sense

of direction ability chose routes with less angular distance.

The analysis of psychophysiological (EDA) and electrophysiological (EEG)

data showed that it was not possible to disentangle the influence of urban environ-

ments in evoking systematic patterns of emotion, but this could be perhaps explained

by the variance of streets and their characteristics. Nevertheless, the aggregation and

visualisation techniques developed in Experiment 1 were successfully implemented

in the scope of realistic, unconstrained pedestrian movement in large-scale urban

environment. These maps of emotion allow to observe localised patterns of emo-

tional experience, such as excitement or frustration and can help us understand the

affective influence of the local surroundings.





Chapter 7

Discussion

This is the final discussion chapter of this thesis. After reintroducing the key re-

search questions of this work, it provides a critical discussion of the literature view

and how it led to the formulation of the two experiments conducted. These two exper-

iments are discussed in turn, including their aims and findings. Finally, the major

limitations that arise from this work are discussed and directions of future work are

outlined.

—

This thesis set-off to explore a research methodology for mobile psychophysio-

logical experiments, to measure the emotional experience during pedestrian move-

ment. Two real-world behavioural experiments using mobile electroencephalogra-

phy (EEG) and electrodermal activity (EDA), demonstrated the application of this

method to measure emotional responses to urban settings. A framework was estab-

lished to collect, analyse, and visualise multivariate datasets of pedestrian trajecto-

ries and associated emotions.

This thesis was organised in three parts. The first part was concerned with the

cognitive processes that underlie human movement in cities, and thus introduced

the topics of wayfinding, navigation, spatial cognition, spatial decision-making and

made a case for integrating the study of emotions in those fields. The second part

was concerned with the development of a research methodology that focuses on

pedestrian movement —walking—and the study of subjective experience, integrat-
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ing methods from behavioural geography, environmental psychology, and affective

neuroscience. The third and final part consisted of two experimental studies, explor-

ing ways of measuring, analysing and visualising the subjective, emotional experi-

ence of pedestrians in predetermined as well as in unconstrained navigation tasks.

In the next sections, a discussion of the results of each chapter is provided.

7.1 Discussion of Literature Review

The motivation for this thesis, as outlined in the Introduction, was the converging

interest in understanding and enhancing pedestrian mobility. To understand a pre-

requisite for urbanmobility, Chapter 2 focused on spatial cognition. Wayfinding is a

cognitive process which involves the acquisition and development of spatial knowl-

edge (Montello and Freundschuh, 2005; Ishikawa and Montello, 2006), as well as

the qualities, biases and distortions of mental representations of space (Tversky,

1992). The natural variation in spatial abilities influences how people store and use

spatial knowledge (Hegarty et al., 2002; Wolbers and Hegarty, 2010). The neural

basis of navigation was discussed, highlighting the role of different brain systems in

theMedial Temporal Lobe, such as the para-hippocampal place area, the caudate nu-

cleus and the hippocampus, in supporting different functions of navigation: scene

recognition (Epstein, 2008; Epstein and Macevoy, 2011), habitual path-repetition

(Hartley et al., 2003) or wayfinding (Spiers and Barry, 2014; Howard et al., 2014;

Burgess, 2008).

Wayfinding also involves spatial decision making. In the process of any kind of

urban movement, mental representations of space provide spatial knowledge about

the environment, but the person has to evaluate the different alternatives for getting

to a destination. Thus, Chapter 3 was concerned with how people make choices,

first at a general and then specifically at a spatial level. The chapter reviewed, the

progress from normative to descriptive theories of decision-making, including Her-

bert Simon’s influential theory of bounded rationality (Simon, 1955) which led to

the development of Behavioural Economics and the acknowledgement that people

make decisions under the constraints of uncertainty of information, limited time,
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and a certain cognitive capacity. In response, people often rely on heuristics, or

cognitive strategies to swiftly evaluate information and reduce the cognitive load,

which can lead to “fast and frugal” but also introduce bias into decisions (Tversky

and Kahneman, 1974; Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011). The application of these

ideas into spatial decision-making, e.g. route-choice, were reviewed, covering the

constraints and heuristics that apply to route-choice processes (e.g. Hochmair, 2000;

Conroy Dalton, 2003; Manley et al., 2015).

Finally, different theories propose the influence of an individual’s emotional

state into the process of decision-making (Damasio, 1999; Pfister and Bohm, 2008;

Loewenstein and Lerner, 2003). Indeed, extensive research has shown that emo-

tions influence various cognitive functions, for example the formation and retrieval

of memories (e.g. Sharot et al., 2007; Talmi, 2013) and without emotions decision-

making is impaired (e.g. Bechara and Damasio, 2005; Damasio, 1999). Indeed,

incidental (unrelated to the choice) and immediate (related to the choice) emotions

can influence information processing during the decision-making, or provide cues

to weight the valence of different options (e.g. Pfister and Bohm, 2008; Loewen-

stein and Lerner, 2003; Stanovich and West, 2000). Yet, this review highlighted

that there is a dearth of research on the interactions between emotions, spatial cog-

nition and spatial behaviour. Recent research in virtual reality suggests and impact

of emotional state on preference for local versus distal cues (e.g. Gardony and Tay-

lor, 2011; Credé et al., 2017), but there is still a lack of relevant research in the area

of spatial behaviour or decision-making, which sets the epistemological context for

this work.

Moving towards the experimental investigation of emotional experience dur-

ing pedestrian movement, Chapter 4 introduced the application of walking in the

fields of spatial cognition and environmental psychology, as a means of exposing

individuals to different environments and measuring cognitive (e.g. knowledge) or

psychological (e.g. restoration) outcomes. First it was shown that the everyday task

of walking has been extensively used as a research method to systematically expose

people in different environments in naturalistic conditions with a long history in Be-
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havioural Geography (e.g. Downs and Stea, 1973; Golledge, 1999; Jacobson, 1998)

or Environmental Psychology (e.g. Roe and Aspinall, 2011; Tyrväinen et al., 2014).

Second, recent developments in ambulatory electrophysiological (mobile EEG) and

psychophysiological (mobile EDA) research methods, such as the development of

light-weight, wireless, and ambulatory sensors, validated in the laboratory (Bad-

cock et al., 2013) and in the field (Debener et al., 2012), afford novel approaches for

the study of subjective experience. This has been piloted in the context of predeter-

mined environmental exposure through predefined (structured) routes (e.g. Aspinall

et al., 2013; Bergner et al., 2013; Hijazi et al., 2016). It remains open how to use this

method to investigate the spatial experience of different group of people, as well as

how to apply them to study naturalistic and unconstrained pedestrian behaviour in

large urban environments. The discussion covered the technical and methodological

aspects of their use, reviewing the literature about the analysis of EEG and EDA sig-

nals (Delorme and Makeig, 2004), and proposing a framework of deployment, data

collection and analysis to gather data from real-world, rather than laboratory, exper-

iments with pedestrians; this framework was applied and validated later in Chapters

5 and 6.

7.2 Discussion of the methodology

This thesis proposed the combination of mobile psychophysiological measures,

paired with geo-localisation measures (GPS) and spatial analysis to understand the

subjective experience and wayfinding behaviour of pedestrians. From the onset of

this work, it was considered important to conduct ’ecological’ research in real-world

environments, continuingmy own a line of work that had started earlierMavros et al.

(2012); Aspinall et al. (2013) as well contributing the a wider field of situated en-

vironmental psychology. Other methods to investigate emotional experience were

rejected due to their physical or temporal constraints. For instance, studies in fMRI

are conducted strictly in the laboratory, where the participant can watch video or

navigate in virtual reality in a supine position. Watching videos of environments

in such conditions, was considered inappropriate to study the environmental affect.
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Compared to other forms of brain imaging, EEG brings fine temporal resolution

and portability, but it is considered low in spatial resolution in comparison with

other methods. Thus, it is less used in spatial cognition research which is focused

on the the medial temporal lobe (for instance hippocampus or retrosplenial com-

plex) whose signals are too attenuated. However, recently there is increasing EEG

research on spatial cognition (Edelstein et al., 2008), such as the studies on reference

frames by Gramman and colleagues 2018. More importantly, the focus of this study

was how emotions interact with spatial behaviour and there is in fact a long history

of research on emotion and brain activity, as the brain areas under study, are situated

in the frontal cortex Davidson et al. (1990); Coan and Allen (2004); Harmon-Jones

(2004). One challenge of EEG (and most other imaging methods for that matter) is

movement from participants movement which potentially make difficulty to discern

what is brain activity and what is a motion artifact. Spurred by advances in com-

puting, today there are various computational methods to address this issue, (for

example, a recent research on gait related artifacts from walking Bulea et al., 2015).

In the present experiments, the analysis of EEG data relied on the automated ar-

tifact rejection and emotion classification of emotion (limitations of this approach

discussed later).

Multiple studies have shown that the signal measured by low-cost EEG devices

is comparable to that of higher-grade research equipment, and sensitive to the type of

analyses conducted here (frequency domain analysis, i.e. studying the signal power

of select frequency bands) as well as the more sensitive event-related potential stud-

ies which directly compare the signal between low-cost and higher-grade equipment

(Debener et al., 2012; Badcock et al., 2013; Richer et al., 2018; Pietto et al., 2018).

Motivated by the recent developments in low-cost neuroimaging equipment, there

are now increasing number of comparative studies benchmarking the signal proper-

ties and fidelity of new devices (e.g. Radüntz, 2018). In the studies presented here,

we have already addressed some of the issues highlighted with regards to the Emotiv

EPOC, such as the challenging of fitting it to different head size and shape (Radüntz,

2018), by converting it from a rigid, wet electrode cap into a gel-based headcap in
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different sizes to ensure better fit and robust impedance (Stopczynski et al., 2014).

In terms of measures of emotion used (Affectiv), other researcher studies have

found their results to be aligned with the literature and their hypotheses (Aspinall

et al., 2013; Roe et al., 2013; Neale et al., 2017). In the present work, Experi-

ment 1 showed that these measures are associated with self-reported measures (see

page 223); however, the small sample of the study (N=11) which was further subdi-

vided into different groups makes it difficulty to draw more definitive conclusions.

Implications for future research are discussed below.

Out of methods available to investigate people’s emotions in the field, these

two experiments involved two established psychophysiological measures (EDA and

EEG), accompanying with widely used self-reported measures of emotion at differ-

ent temporal scales. In Experiment 1, self-reported measures of emotion were used

tapping into long periods of time, such as the pre- and post-walk use of UWIST

MACL (2 times), the custom questionnaires for each route (6 times) and the lo-

calised questions for each intersection participants crossed (11 times). These com-

parisons helped establish the strengths and weaknesses of each approach. In Exper-

iment 2, due to the large number of streets and routes this approach was not deemed

appropriate at the time. Think aloud protocols could have been used to better un-

derstand people’s experience and wayfinding strategies (e.g. Hölscher et al., 2011),

however speaking would introduce additional muscle artifacts into the EEG signals

— especially as participants must verbalise their thoughts continuously. In retro-

spect, an alternative approach that could have been adopted is that of the method

of ’retrospective think aloud’, in which participants review their behaviour on a

video-recording and verbalise their recollections of thoughts as they occurred. This

method has been used before successfully to study cognition and behaviour (Spiers

and Maguire, 2008), and would have provided additional data with which to under-

stand how people experienced their environments and what were their strategies and

motivation for their route-choices.
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7.3 Rationale of Experiments

Two experiment were conducted to test the application of this methodology in the

context of pedestrian behaviour. Experiment 1 served as a methodological pilot in

constrained pedestrian context, and Experiment 2 explored the deployment of the

methodology in realistic everyday pedestrian conditions. In particular, Experiment

1 involved a pilot experiment with eleven participants following a predetermined

route that facilitated the comparison of self-reported and psychophysiological mea-

sures. In addition, this experiment addressed the specific context of applying this

methodology in planning to investigate the accessibility of urban spaces, by focusing

on the emotional experience of visually impaired pedestrians. Building upon these

tools and methodological approach, Experiment 2 focused on large-scale natural

pedestrian movement at the urban scale, to study the pedestrian experience of every-

day urban environments, and the interaction between route-choice and environmen-

tal familiarity. The combination of these two experiments demonstrates different

approaches for the systematic observation of pedestrian behaviour and subjective

experience in urban environments, and also shows how the methods of registering,

processing, analysing and visualising such datasets can be extended from limited

scale (structured route) to large-scale studies (unconstrained urban navigation). The

experiments is discussed in detail below.

7.4 Discussion of Experiment 1

Building upon this framework, Chapter 5 consisted of a pedestrian experiment to

measure the emotional experience of diverse everyday urban environment on emo-

tional state of visually impaired people, extending current practices of environmen-

tal audits (Atkin, 2010; Puech and Atkin, 2012), cognitive mapping (Kitchin and Ja-

cobson, 1997), mobility tests (Leat and Lovie-Kitchin, 2006) or interviews (Kitchin

et al., 1998). A major aim of this experiment was to synthesise the state-of-art in

terms of research methodologies and application of psychophysiological data in the

study of person-environment interactions, and apply them in a real-world application

to investigate the existing – and socially important issue – of pedestrian accessibility.
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The number of people living with visual impairments is increasing world-wide.

Although visual impairments are heterogeneous and sight-loss significantly impacts

people’s life, it is not the only barrier for individuals’ mobility (Golledge, 1993).

In the frame of the ‘social model of disability’ (Imrie, 1996), the way physical

spaces are adapted to accommodate the needs of different users can greatly influ-

ence whether cities or buildings are accessible and foster the independent mobility

of individuals with visual impairments. Some of the barriers reviewed related with

perception, cognition, orientation and disorientation (Kitchin et al., 1997; Ungar,

2000), but also psychological resilience (Marques-Brocksopp, 2012). Interventions

at the level of person (training) or the environment can mitigate some of the limita-

tions to their independent everydaymobility (Leat and Lovie-Kitchin, 2006) or enact

various modes of sensory substitution (Giudice and Legge, 2008), but following the

social model of disability, mitigation strategies should also tackle environmental

barriers (Puech and Atkin, 2012). In this context, subjective and objective measures

of emotional experience, for example mobile EEG and EDA can be used to identify

where environmental change is needed.

In behavioural geography, several authors have advocated for a geographywith

the disabled, one that gives voice to people with impairments on what the research

aims are and what matters most in their lives. For example, geographers such as

Kitchin et al. (1997) or Ungar (2000) argue that although geographical approaches

to disability such as studies of cognitive maps may seem to focus on function and

performance, ability or skill, there is another dimension. In fact such mappings

can be complementary to socio-political needs, providing evidence for advocacy,

education, environmental or technological intervention. Both Kitchin et al. (1997)

and Ungar (2000) cite a study by Vujakovic and Matthews (1994), which asked

wheel-chair users to create maps of their city. The maps reflected their mobility

patterns as well as the areas that were less accessible. In this way, “[r]ather than

treating the cognitive maps of their participants as distortions of reality, the maps

were considered to be versions of reality reflecting a pressing need for environmental

modification. The cognitive maps thus take on a political significance over and
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above their psychological interest” (Ungar, 2000, p.13). Participants’ did not merely

contribute data, but in fact, produced a record of their experiences, which has the

capacity to become a means of discussion, advocacy and ultimately intervention.

The present study, conducted under the auspices of the Cities Unlocked program also

aimed to uncover patterns of emotional experience, as part of a broader advocacy

efforts (Future Cities Catapult, 2015).

In this context, a method was developed for the deployment of mobile EEG and

EDA, together with GPS tracking, for the study of pedestrian experience of people

with visual impairments. Further, the analytical and visualisation approach devel-

oped, allows the comparison of experiences at different spatial scales and enables

the observation of patterns of disruption (usability hotspots).

Experiment outline Three groups of a total 11 participants, with different degrees

of visual acuity (sighted, partially sighted and blind), were asked to complete 1.8 km

route in central Reading (UK), passing through a variety of typical urban environ-

ments: quiet and busy streets, pedestrian areas, some with active façades and street

level commerce, and use controlled and non-controlled street crossings. Regardless

of their different levels of vision, participants scored similar in terms of self-reported

spatial ability (SBSOD) and well-being (WEMWBS). Differences in task duration

were statistically significant for each group, but this could be due to more time spent

at instruction points or to differences in walking speeds —current data are not suffi-

cient to determine the exact cause. As such, duration may not reflect the difficulty,

ease, perceptual or cognitive demands for participants. This is also suggested by the

fact that an overall a comparison of self-reported mood change before-after the ex-

periment did not reveal systematic differences. Still, observational and self-reported

data highlight several issues. Visually impaired participants had significantly more

instances of ‘hesitation’ and ‘obstacle’, which suggest difficulties with orientation

and negotiation of obstacles in the surrounding environment.
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7.4.1 Self-reported pedestrian experience

7.4.1.1 The effect of the entire walk

Hypothesis 1 The first hypothesis stated that “there will be a different effect of walk-

ing in the city on the overall emotional state (mood) for the visually impaired as

opposed to the sighted participants” (H1; page 171)

This hypothesis was tackled by analysing the self-reported change in mood

which was measured by the UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist Matthews et al.

(1990) which was administered twice, before (pre) and after (post) the entire walk.

There were no statistically signitifcant effects of the walk observed in either of the

three dimensions of arousal, hedonic, stress, but a tendency for higher stress after

the walk was observed for the moderately visually impaired group (see page 207).

However, given the small sample (total N=11) this null effect should be treated as

suggestive.

The null effect suggests a lack of change in overall emotional state of partici-

pants across the three groups. This could be explained that all participants, including

the visually impaired ones, were generally active with frequent visits to town-centre

environments.

Nevertheless, this neutral effect of the walk highlights a limitation of such

sparse sampling methods. The pre-port mood change does not allow us to observe

subjective experience at a more fine-grained spatial resolution to spot places that

may have triggered emotional reactions to the participants. This sparse spatial reso-

lution of such questionnaires was addressed with questions at the route-section and

street-crossing levels, as well as with the application of psychophysiological mea-

sures discussed below.

7.4.1.2 Route sections

Hypothesis 2 The second hypothesis stated that “systematic differences in the lev-

els of stress experienced during the walk will be observed between groups” (H2;

page 171).

This hypothesis was addressed by retrospective appraisals of the different sec-

tions of the route. They results are suggestive of experiential qualities of the urban
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environment (e.g. higher rating of pleasantness for the green space along St Mary’s

Butts), but otherwise did not reveal statistically significant differences between the

groups. All groups seem to agree that walking through a green area, reduces per-

ceived stress, in-line with theories about the restorative qualities of green and natural

environments. However, in contrast to the control group, when walking through a

large pedestrianised area, such as Broad street, visually impaired participants re-

ported higher perceived stress. This could be explained by the increased numbers

of pedestrians and lower number of tactile paving (drop kerbs, tactile paving) that

can act as cognitive landmarks. Due to the small sample size (N=11) it is not pos-

sible to ascertain if this lack of difference in experience is due to the comparable

experiences, or the idiosyncratic differences of the participants.

7.4.2 Psychophysiological measures of pedestrian experi-

ence

Methodology developmentA major aim of the experiment was to establish the

methodology for exploring psychophysiological data collected in the urban realm.

Analyses of participants psycho-physiological (EDA) and electro-physiological data

(EEG) based on Emotiv’s emotion detection algorithms, demonstrate the potential

of these methods. An important question was how well the different sources of

data, from the subjective self-reported ratings to the “objective” psychophysiologi-

cal measures, were congruent with each other. To answer this, these data were ag-

gregated at different spatial scales (levels), to compare with self-reported measures

and environmental characteristics. Apart from the analytical comparisons, visual-

isation was pursued, as an important tool for the effective communication of the

experience of different population groups.

7.4.2.1 Correspondence with subjective experience

Hypothesis 3 The third hypothesis stated that “there will be no difference observed

between the self-reported (subjective) and the psychophysiological (objective) mea-

sures of emotion” (H3; page 171).

The results of comparisons (correlation tests) between self-reported measures
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of subjective experience (between instruction waypoints), and psychophysiological

measures aggregated over the same route section, showed that psychophysiological

measures from EEG and EDA correlate with retrospective self-appraisals of spa-

tial experience. In particular, the EDA-based measure of ns.SCR frequency corre-

lated with self-reported stress, perceived length and fatigue of a route section, while

the EEG-based measures of excitement was correlated with feeling of comfort, and

the measure of frustration was negatively correlated with positive feelings (see Ta-

ble 5.17 on page 223).

Hypothesis 4 The forth hypothesis of Experiment 1 stated that “Environmental char-

acteristics will be associated with the psychophysiological measures of emotion

along the route (H4; page 171).

The results of the street-level analysis (page 224) showed that each of the street

segments produced different emotional responses (in terms of excitement, arousal,

etc.). Multilevel models for each variable found small effects of environmental char-

acteristics, such as the number of shops and pavement width. This could be ex-

plained due to the variation of environmental condition along the same path across

different experiment, for example in terms of other pedestrians. This could also be

attributed to the small sample of participants and their distribution in three groups

(sighted, partially sighted and blind) which may have impacted their subjective ex-

periences of the environment.

Hypothesis 5 Finally, the fifth hypothesis stated that “the patterns of emotional

states distributed along the route will differ for each group, revealing their expe-

riences of the mobility task” (H5; page 171).

The result was demonstrated by the visualisation of the psychophysiological

data from EEG and EDA at different spatial scales. In a series of triptych maps (one

map for each group) for each of the dependent measures of emotion, it was shown

that there distinct patterns of emotions that can be used to describe the emotional

experience of participants. Highly aggregated data as the route-section or street-

segment level to evaluate ho entire blocks perform. Two streets may appear identical

at the aggregate level, yet people’s experience may be radically different along the
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length of the street. A fine-grained visualising the raster grid was developed to allow

for subtle comparisons and the observation of how micro-environments, obstacles,

crossings, and other urban features contribute to the individual experience.

In particular, street crossings emerged as a particularly stressful part of pedes-

trian journeys. As it can be observed in the fine-grained raster maps of the pre-

vious section, street-crossings stand out as producing higher psychophysiological

arousal (ns.SCR/sec), higher levels of excitement, engagement, and, in some in-

stances, frustration. Interestingly, non-controlled crossings were subjectively rated

as less stressful than controlled ones, but this is likely due to fact that participants

received guidance from the Guide Dogs Mobility Instructor in uncontrolled cross-

ings o ensure participant safety. In contrast, in controlled crossings participants had

to initiate crossing on their own.

Thus, this chapter contributes to the development of a methodology to examine

the subjective experience of urban spaces through self-reported and psychophysio-

logical data. Future work should explore how people experience familiar, rather

than novel routes, and test the limits of the methodology by studying larger urban

areas.

7.4.3 Summary of Experiment 1

This experiment showed that systematic differences between the spatial experience

of sighted, partially sighted and blind pedestrians can be obtained by self-reported

measures as well as by psychophysiological measures. In particular, it highlights the

emotional impact of everyday urban environment and infrastructure on the pedes-

trian journeys of visually impaired individuals, especially the role of street crossing

typology and the design of pedestrian open spaces.

With respect to the primary aim of this thesis, this experiment, demonstrated

the feasibility of the application of mobile psychophysiological measures. It was

shown that is important to use appropriate levels of granularity in the aggregation

and visualisation of the data, corresponding to meaningful units, for example: the

pedestrian experience (between instruction points), configuration of the urban fabric

(street segment), or fine-grained spatio-temporal episodes (spatial grid). This incre-
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mental disaggregation of the data revealed that the distribution of emotional events

is clustered in specific parts of the urban journey.

However, one limitation of this experiment was that participants had to follow

a predetermined path following instruction, unlike the type of pedestrian journeys

of everyday life. The next experiment addressed precisely this topic, exploring the

spatial behaviour and emotional experience of everyday pedestrian trips.

In summary, Experiment 1 found that systematic patterns of emotions can be

observed between individuals, and these can be interpreted according to various

environmental features. Aggregate measures of skin conductance predict later self-

reported stress during route segments. Fine-grained visualisation of emotions (EEG

and EDA) allows to identify patterns of intensity, as well as differences in the subjec-

tive experience between sighted, partially sighted and blind individuals. At present,

given the small sample of participants, the results can be considered exploratory.

Nevertheless, it demonstrates the potential of this method to combine visual inspec-

tion, and geo-information visualisation to inform and validate expert knowledge of

a setting. Future work could explore how such data and visualisation could be act

as a medium for participatory design and advocacy.

7.5 Discussion of Experiment 2

The rationale for this second experiment was to investigate: a) wayfinding in highly

familiar environments and, b) the subjective experience of unconstrained wayfind-

ing in large-scale urban setting. In addition, the experiment examined how the

methodological framework of this thesis can be adapted to a natural pedestrian

movement, and the demands of a large-scale study of unconstrained navigation.

There were three primary differences to the previous experiment: firstly par-

ticipants were familiar with the area in advance, rather than experiencing a novel

environment; second, navigation was directed to previously known destinations, in-

stead of following instructions, and participants were unconstrained in terms of their

wayfinding decisions and, finally, participants did not include people with visual im-

pairments.
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Experiment outline This experiment examined how these factors influenced their

route-choice behaviour. Participants were asked to complete six directedwayfinding

tasks, which can be classified as path-planning due to their prior knowledge of the

area and the destinations (Wiener et al., 2009a) . Previous research has shown that

taking familiar versus novel routes rely in distinct cognitive and neural processes

(Hartley et al., 2003), and people may rely on familiar routes under cognitive or

temporal constraints (Brunyé et al., 2016), and people update their path-planning

making decisions locally Hölscher et al. (2011); Manley (2013).

7.5.1 Wayfinding and route-choice diversity

Pedestrians varied in their abilities, such as sense of direction, as well as their envi-

ronmental knowledge of the study area. The first observation of this experiment was

the great variety of individual routes for each of the origin-destination pairs. Some

paths (and street segments) attracted more participants, but overall nearly all street

segments in the study area were used at least once. At least one participant for each

route reached the optimal path, but the on average, most deviated from the shortest

path. Taken together, the significance of these observation is that even small num-

bers of pedestrians can cover entire urban networks even with a limited amount of

trips and destinations. This is important, because traditional methods of estimating

pedestrian activity assume that people will take the shortest-path, and thus would

not capture such an effect.

Familiarity with the study area of Fitzrovia was assessed with two different

questionnaires developed for this experiment. The map based street-recognition

questionnaire (SRQ) was found more effective than the image-recognition ques-

tionnaire (IRQ). Participants made inaccurate estimates on where images were taken

from, despite rating the images as familiar. This suggests that in areas of a large ex-

tent and a high level of architectural homogeneity people may be confused about the

exact location of specific views. Furthermore, the higher familiarity of the North-

East sector of Fitzrovia could explained by participants prior residential or work

address.
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7.5.2 Individual Route-choice

Hypothesis 1 The first hypothesis of this experiment stated that “participants with

higher prior spatial knowledge of the area, will exhibit better wayfinding perfor-

mance, as assessed through metric and angular distance measures” (H1; page 248

and page 264 with regards to the measurement of familiarity). Importantly, un-

like prior research, in this experiment, efficiency (shortest-path) was not explicitly

requested from participants, because the aim was to study naturally occurring be-

haviour and route-choice preferences in urban environments. Self-reports of par-

ticipants route-choice strategies and rationale suggest that, in general, participants

were not preoccupied with being lost, or finding the shortest path, but more often

avoiding busy or unpleasant routes. This observation suggests that participants were

engaged in a familiar navigation task, matching the intention on the experiment, and

further highlights the diversity of route-choice criteria used in everyday navigation.

On average, participant routes were longer from the optimal only by, approxi-

mately, 120.9 meters or PAO 17.5%. This is much lower to the results of Hölscher

et al. (2011) study in Freiburg (Germany), where participants achieved a PAO of

26.40%. Perhaps this can be explained by the fact that Fitzrovia consists of two

intersecting orthogonal grids, which provide many almost equidistant routes (Man-

hattan routes), whereas the centre of the city of Freiburg has a less regular medieval

urban fabric, with many curved alleys and shorter lines of sight (referring to the con-

cept of axial lines) which may increase total distance travelled or the probability of

making amistake due to lack of visibility to distal locations. Thus route-choice alter-

natives in Fitzrovia are as likely to lead someone to the desired destination without

increasing much the overall distance travelled. Importantly, the effect of this feature

of a regular grid was observed in statistical models of two route-choice measures,

PAO and angular distance, reveal an interesting effect of individual abilities and fa-

miliarity with the area. Participants sense of direction or familiarity did not have an

effect on the length of the route, i.e. the percentage above optimal. However, higher

familiarity with the area led to increased angular distance (i.e. more turns), and better

sense-of-direction ability was associated with lower angular distance. This suggests
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that participants who were more familiar with the area chose routes with more turns,

while those who were less familiar chose simple routes. Moreover, better sense of

direction led to less overall angular distance, possibly due to less errors and more

direct routes. This finding deviates from the theory that navigators aim to minimise

total angular distance (Conroy Dalton, 2003; Turner, 2009). One way to explain this

is that Turner’s findings were based on motorcycle couriers, who may indeed prefer

to avoid turns (associated with speed reduction). Pedestrians, in contrast, may prefer

routes with more turns, as they segment a longer into smaller parts, and in a grid-like

environments allows them to move more directly towards their destination. These

data, however, fit with previous observations that pedestrians ‘diagonalise’ grid-like

street networks, when the environment is legible and well-known (Conroy Dalton,

2003).

7.5.3 Situated route-choice

Hypothesis 2 The second hypothesis of this experiment stated that “participants will

choosemore highly integrated streets” (H2; page 248). To answer this hypothesis, as

well as to examine what other spatial characteristics influenced individual decision

making, route-choices were also analysed at each decision point (local level), to un-

derstand participants decision strategies at each intersection. A situated, sequential

decision-making model of pedestrian route-choice was explored, by analysing par-

ticipant routes as sequences of decisions. At each intersection, the attributes of each

available option (street segment) were conceptualised as independent variables of a

mixed-effects multinomial logistic regression model. The most parsimonious model

reached a marginal R2=0.581 (i.e. model fit with the fixed effects only) suggesting

a good fit to the data — especially given the uncontrolled nature of the experiment.

In the most parsimonious model, angle to the destination, street width, and syn-

tactical measure of integration (i.e. corresponding to the graph-theoretic measure of

closeness centrality, computed for a radius of 400 meters) were significant, but the

number of amenities, the number of shop-fronts, were not. Choosing the street seg-

ment that leads more closer to the destination is a strategy consistent with the least-

angle heuristic (see Chapter 3). A preference for wider streets is also noteworthy, as
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it suggests participants prefer more central streets. On the other hands, the negative

coefficient for trees, and the absence of an effect of number of active shop-fronts is

less obvious to explain. Inevitably, the more direct routes towards the destinations

were Fitzrovia’s internal streets which have less number of shops and amenities to

the the major arteries surrounding the area. Perhaps in this context participants pre-

ferred more direct streets (i.e. less angular deviation from the destination) rather

than more active streets. Better understanding the interaction between direction,

and environmental features is of great interest for urban planning, as streets with

active façades are often identified as major determinants for walkability.

7.5.4 Environmental influence on aggregate route-choice

Results were inconclusive with respect to explaining aggregate route-choice. The

number of participants passing street segments was counted and a zero-inflated Pois-

son regression model was estimated. Although several predictors reached signifi-

cance, including number of shop-fronts, space Integration and Choice, the coeffi-

cients of those factors were very low. This inconclusive result perhaps reflects the

relative homogeneity of Fitzrovia’s environment, where multiple streets have sim-

ilar characteristics. For example trees were present uniformly in the northern part,

but absent from the southern part of the study area, which obfuscates their effect

in the model. In addition, the small sample of participants, and the fixed order of

origin-destination pairs, could also introduce bias for specific streets. For example,

participants may have opted not to take a major road with amenities to avoid crowds,

or to take a path directed towards their destination.

7.5.5 Emotional experience

A core aim for this experiment was the measurement and analysis of pedestrians

emotions, and whether the observed subjective experience could be explained by the

environmental characteristics of the places people walked through. To this end, on

the basis of the Experiment 1, electrophysiological (EEG) and psychophysiological

(EDA) data were collected usingmobile and ambulatory devices, and later processed

to infer the emotional experience of individuals. EDA data were excluded from
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analysis due to missing data. The average levels of different EEG-derived emotional

measures were computed for each street segment, such that for every street-segment

there was a mean score for each dimension of emotion (that could be measured

through the above methods).

Hypothesis 3 The third hypothesis of Experiment 2 stated that “The environmental

features of their location (traffic, commercial activity, land-use) will lead to height-

ened emotional states” (H3; page 248).

Exploratory statistical models of participants aggregate emotions (excitement,

frustration, valence, engagement, amount and amplitude of skin conductance re-

sponses) and the environmental characteristics of the street segments they were

walking through were, so far, inconclusive. Perhaps the environmental character-

istics measured do not capture the urban factors which actually influence the sub-

jective experience of participants, the variance in conditions between different par-

ticipants, or their own characteristics dilute our ability to distinguish the effects of

different factors. The methods to classify brain activity into emotional states per-

haps is not adequate for this purpose (also discussed in the limitations below). In the

future, a different experiment design which controls environmental exposure more

systematically, for example creating strong contrasts between the variables of inter-

est, could be more successful in the process of understanding which environmental

factors contribute to the emotional experience of pedestrians.

Hypothesis 4 Finally, the fourth hypothesis of Experiment 4 stated that “emotional

states of participants will be correlated based on their location” (H4; page 248). The

set of techniques to visualise these continuous measures of subjective experience

(first introduced in Chapter 5) were expanded to allow the coverage of a large urban

area. These methods started from the visualisation of a limited number of predeter-

mined paths, and were here extended for the data of freely navigating pedestrians,

covering a total 144.42 kilometres. It is argued that visualising subjective experi-

ence, even at its aggregate form, allows the viewer to interpret, and perhaps hypoth-

esise what could trigger different levels of excitement, valence or arousal in parts

of the city. Reading the map is perhaps an exercise of interpretation. The author’s
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understanding and speculative interpretation of the maps is based on a thorough

knowledge of the area gained in endless walks following participants. But this also

brings us to a secondary aim, discussed in Experiment 1, to use such research meth-

ods and visualisations to foster a qualitative understanding of the urban experience.

7.5.6 Summary of Experiment 2

This second experiment, investigate the use of the mobile psychophysiological

methods in the study of naturalistic pedestrian movement. In particular, rationale

of the study was that route-choices of pedestrians are related to their emotional

experience; emotions are both a result of their exposure to their immediate urban

environment as well as route-choice strategies. In this context, the study provides

several novel results, in terms of route choice strategies, environmental affect, and

methodological approaches to mobile psychophysiological analyses of large-scale

unconstrained navigation.

Firstly, it is notable that four all tasks and origin-destination pairs, we observed

a great diversity of routes. This is aligned with previous research on pedestrians

(e.g. Hölscher et al., 2011) and cyclists (Romanillos et al., 2015); it is a result that

highlights the complexity and variety of pedestrian route-choice.

Second, it was found that route-choice strategies were influenced both partic-

ipants’ own spatial ability as well as by their levels of familiarity with the area.

Higher familiarity with the area was associated with an increase of angular distance

walked (making more turns), and a higher sense of direction was associated with de-

creased angular distance. This finding extends previous work by Turner (2009) who

argued that people try to minimise angular distance. Here, we find that pedestrians

indeed optimise their routes, but are also aiming to minimise their angular deviation

to their destination, which results in diagonalising routes (Conroy Dalton, 2003).

This could also be explained by the fact that pedestrians may be less sensitive to

turns than motorcycle drivers as turns do not bear a cost of deceleration and accel-

eration. The effect may also be reinforced by the fact that Fitzrovia’s street network

consists of two grids, which are easily understood by familiar navigators.

Further, at present, the analysis of subjective experience measured by mobile
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psychophysiological methods, did not yield statistically significant relationships be-

tween subjective experience and environmental characteristics. This could be pos-

sibly due to the combination of small sample size, the unconstrained navigation pro-

tocol, and other unmeasurable or yet unidentified factors, for example the presence

of other pedestrians or transient noise.

Nevertheless, it was shown that large-scale measurement of emotions through

mobile EEG and EDA is feasible, and cartographic visualisation facilitates the inter-

pretation of findings. This extends on previous work to record electrophysiological

or psychophysiological data of pedestrians moving through urban space (e.g. Nold,

2009; Aspinall et al., 2013; Hijazi et al., 2016) by providing systematic methods to

analyse and aggregate data at different spatial scales. In future work, this approach

could be synthesized with recent development to relate or predict urban experience,

such as stress, in response to the urban design qualities such as visibility (isovists),

new network-analysis measures and urban form (e.g. Knöll et al., 2018; Bielik et al.,

2018).

To conclude, this second experiment developed the tools necessary to study

subjective experience ‘in the wild’, in behavioural experiments of unconstrained

pedestrian navigation, and demonstrated the feasibility and potential of this ap-

proach for future studies.

7.6 Limitations

Inevitably this research had a number of limitations, mainly the experiment design,

participation, data collection and analysis.

7.6.1 A quantitative approach

First of all, this study has taken a quantitative approach on emotions and measuring

the subjective experience of pedestrian movement. The focus was on the quantifica-

tion, systematic and continuous measure of emotions, through electrophysiological

and psychophysiological methods, rather than the qualitative interpretations or ap-

praisals of individuals own experience. Thus, there are facets of their experiences

that is not captured. In other cases, this quantitative approach could have been fur-
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ther contextualised or explained by different methods of self-reporting.

7.6.2 Participation

The main limitations of Experiment 1 (Chapter 5) was the small sample of eleven

participants, by self-selection, and by participation bias. Firstly, as point out by

many authors (e.g. Loomis and Klatzky, 1993), the experiences and conditions

of the overall population of visually impaired people can hardly be captured by a

small sample of seven visually impaired participants. Of course, the wide variety of

pathology, age of onset, training, age and other factors that influence the ability and

competence of individuals to navigate in the urban environment independently mean

that a certain degree of representativeness is inevitable in such experiments. Sec-

ondly, the visually impaired participants were individuals who already travel inde-

pendently (e.g. reporting frequent independent visits to town-centre, see page 183).

Therefore, there are foreseeable differences in the pedestrian experience of visually

impaired people with a different background, mobility training, pathology, and years

living with visual impairment. Finally, had participants been travelling on their own

along the same route, their experiencemight have been different, because of wearing

experimental equipment and knowing they were being observed.

In Experiment 2, the focus was directed on individuals with extensive prior ex-

perience of the study area in Fitzrovia, London. In reality their actual familiarity

differed as it became apparent by the environmental knowledge questionnaires, and

this was included as a factor in the analysis. Of course, everyday pedestrian trips in-

volve both familiar and novel environments, as well as different types of wayfinding

tasks which were not investigated by the present study.

7.6.3 Experiment design

One of the aims of this research was to study the subjective experience of pedestrian

movement in urban environments. Inevitably, as this aims was pursued by natural-

istic experiments of walking participants, both experiments have a high-degree in

ecological validity (e.g. in comparison to laboratory studies). On the other hand the

experimental design also influenced the results in different ways. In Experiment 1,
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the experimental design employed the paradigm of predetermined route-following

task, to ensure all participants achieve equal exposure to different environments. Al-

though this approach allows to compare data between participants, it is also a quasi-

artificial task and it can be assessed how well it would reflect the actual wayfinding

decisions or experience the same individual might have walking on their own; they

may well have chosen easier paths, relied more on familiar routes or encounter ob-

stacles more often.

In Experiment 2, the order of destinations and their corresponding routes was

not counter-balanced. Participants could have chosen different paths through the

city, if they had been completing the task in a different order, but logistical reasons

prevailed. An important limitations was the unbalanced distribution of environmen-

tal characteristics on the study area. The area of Fitzrovia is relatively homogeneous,

in terms of architectural, street and spatial typologies. Other environmental charac-

teristics, such as the presence of nature (number of trees) or commercial activity

were asymmetric, and also not possibly to control systematically. For example, the

northern part of the area is high in nature and trees, in contrast with the southern

part. This is a general limitation of naturalistic experiments were systematic vari-

ation over specific variables is hard to achieve, which often leads to inconclusive

interpretation of wayfinding behaviour and experience, as was the case with the un-

clear wayfinding criteria reported by Hölscher et al. (2011).

This unbalanced presence of environmental characteristics, as well as partici-

pant numbers per street segment (which served as the unit of aggregation) may have

contributed to the statistically inconclusive models of pedestrian choice and experi-

ence. In future work, this could be addressed by a different analytical approach, a

different origin-destination design to guide people through areas with specific qual-

ities, or the testing the influence of the environment in virtual-reality studies.

Another difficulty was to related the analysis and visualisation techniques pre-

sented here allow us to use EEG and EDA data to understand people emotional expe-

rience, with self-reported evaluations of emotions as, for example, in the Chapter 5.

The difficulty that arises in the study of subjective experience during wayfinding
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experiments of this extent, where each route includes between 5 and 27 individual

street segments (page 304) and can last more to 20 minutes, is to ask participants to

rate their experience in each of those segments. This is an issue to be addressed in

future work.

Finally, in both experiments, participants experience environments only once,

as the majority of street segments were only traversed in one direction by a par-

ticipant. Thus, the experience measured reflects that single passage, and it is not

possible to assess whether the same person would have a similar experience again,

or if walking in the opposite direction.

7.6.4 Data analysis

One limitation of this present work is that raw EEG data were classified into emo-

tional states using Emotiv’s Affectiv suite. The primary rationale for this approach

was to explore how commercially available algorithms could make psychophys-

iological methods accessible to researches in architecture and planning. Indeed,

for such methods to be eventually used outside the laboratory context, standardised

approaches for data collection and analysis will have to be made available to re-

searchers, both to ensure the rigorous design of experiments and data collection, as

well as to provide accessible data-processing and analytical frameworks.

However, as the underlying assumptions of Emotiv’s algorithms have not been

published it is not possible to assess their reliability or correspondence to experi-

ence. For the same reason, it is not possible if the underlying processing of the raw

was influenced by potential underlying differences in brain dynamics due to vision

loss, such as differences in visuo-spatial processing in the occipital cortex. Never-

theless, previous studies (e.g. Aspinall et al., 2013) have been able to demonstrate

that these data do reflect to some extend specific experiences of urban and natural

environments.

7.7 Future Work

At the end of this research there are manifold avenues to pursue in terms of short-

term and long-term future work.
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7.7.1 A developing field

During the years that this work has been in progress, there have been multiple de-

velopments in related fields. Many researchers publications have begun to address

methodological issues of mobile brain imaging with EEG, reviewing their appli-

cations in mobile sports performance (e.g. Park et al., 2015), understanding brain

dynamics of auditory perception during cycling (e.g. Zink et al., 2016), studying

cognitive performance in working memory tasks (e.g. Kline et al., 2014), and also

focusing on the methodological developments such as uncoupling the effects of gait

on the measured signal (Kline et al., 2015). Another example of the increased in-

terest in understanding brain dynamics in action, is also manifested in the establish-

ment of the annual International Mobile Brain/Body Imaging Conference in 2016.

There has also been increasing interest in applying methods from psychology and

neuroscience to study the relationship between people and their environment, the

effects of architectural and urban environments on the cognitive processes or the

experience of individuals. Environmental and Cognitive Psychology, and Neuro-

science, have emerged as allies of architects, planners and policy-makers that seek

evidence on the effects of design of buildings and cities on people. In that context,

the Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture (ANFA) was already established in

2003, the Conscious Cities Conference and journal were launched in 2015 and 2016

respectively, and more recently, in 2017, the Leverhulme Doctoral Training Pro-

gramme for the Ecological Study of the Brain at UCL. These developments demon-

strate the wider intellectual context, increased public and research interest in the

questions addressed, as well as the potential implications of the present work. The

aim was to contribute in this emerging field at the intersection of architecture, psy-

chology and neuroscience.

7.7.2 Going forward

Going forward, there are five key directions for future work stemming from this

research thesis: methodological advances, studying the effects of emotion and spa-

tial cognition, understanding the role of emotion in spatial decision making, further

research in environmental psychology and applications of such methods in architec-
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tural and urban studies.

Development of methods Future work should address this issue by developing, val-

idating and making accessible computational frameworks and algorithms for the

processing and classification of psychophysiological signals that are transparent and

reproducible. The methodology presented here can be further explored to address

one the limitations above, and pursue the analysis of raw EEG signals to explore

brain dynamics during unconstrained navigation, for example analysing frontal al-

pha asymmetry as a way to study emotional valence, as described in Chapter 4.

Analysis of raw EEG could also lead to the study of attention, cognitive load and

other cognitive processes that underlie navigation. Importantly, this approach should

lead to reproducible methods and analysis of mobile EEG signals. Furthermore, ap-

plying novel analytical methods, such as machine learning, could lead to robust and

accessible analysis workflows for a variety of applications at the intersection of en-

vironmental psychology and architecture.

Emotions and spatial cognition In the context of navigation and spatial decision

making (Chapter 3), a major research direction is to further explore the gap in the

literature about the relationship between emotions and the broader field of spatial

cognition. The methodology has already been applied to the subjective experience

of natural environments to investigate their immediate and restorative effects on at-

tention and stress. In the same direction, there are many more aspects of wayfinding

behaviour that could be explored: searching in unfamiliar environments or wayfind-

ing in familiar places, addressing the influence of emotions on perception and utili-

sation of spatial information (e.g. Gardony and Taylor, 2011). Measuring emotions

together with eye-tracking (e.g. Eloy et al., 2015), could contribute to the study

of emotional influences on cognitive processes of memory consolidation or spatial

reasoning, for example the ability and accuracy of cognitive map formation and the

integration of spatial information in different types of mental representations (land-

mark, route or survey). This line of work will be critical to understand the mech-

anisms of spatial cognition in action, i.e. outside controlled laboratory studies, in

situations where people are experience different types of emotions while performing
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various spatial tasks, from regular navigation inside complex buildings to stressful

evacuations scenarios.

Emotions and spatial decision making In addition, more research is necessary to

understand the role of emotions in the process of spatial decision making. Presently,

it is unclear how people evaluate and decide on spatial options (e.g. paths) based

on their affective appraisals and anticipated emotions, whether incidental emotions

during the spatial decision making influence the deliberation process (System I or

II). The two experimental studies that were conducted as part of this thesis, have

demonstrated a method to measure emotions in naturalistic experiments, using mo-

bile EEG and EDA and have explored different approaches to analyse and interpret

such data. Thus, future work could further integrate these novel research methods

in established spatial decision making experiment paradigms, both in laboratory and

real-world scenarios.

Person-Environment Transactions There is, already, an increasing body of work

on the restorative effects of natural environments and green spaces and their im-

portance for the well-being of urban dwellers. Recent work has taken an active,

dynamic approach, using mobile EEG to measure the effect of walking in nature

(Aspinall et al., 2013), and in particular older people (Neale et al., 2017). The re-

search methods developed in the present thesis, including different tasks to achieve

environmental exposure (structured route, and unconstrained navigation) and ways

to analyse and visualise psychophysiological data, will allow to systematically study

the affective aspects of more different urban and architectural spaces. Beyond, green

versus urban environments, it is now possible to examine how people experience

complex buildings, museums and even urban districts. For example, more research

is necessary to address the inconclusive results of Experiment 2, namely what is the

affective influence of different spatial characteristics, such as legibility, visibility,

green, and human activity. In this direction, in-depth environmental audits could

help establish the influence of environmental conditions on specific emotions. Such

data could focus on the impact of urban design features, obstacles, or other qualita-

tive and aesthetic aspects of the environment to understand how people experience
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urban spaces. In addition, beyond physical characteristics of the environment, fu-

ture studies should investigate the influence of transient environmental factors, such

as noise or pedestrian activity.

Urban studies Finally, as proposed in Chapter 5, this line of research will not only

provide a deeper understanding of how different environments are related with the

emotional experience andwell being of people, but most important, suggest different

ways of designing buildings and cities. The relevance and value of measuring and

visualising emotional data should be evaluated in the context of architectural and

urban design, as well as advocacy. While designers could find useful to evaluate

the effects of spaces on people emotions, policy makers and advocacy organisation

could use such evidence for the improvement of urban infrastructure. For example,

controlled experiments in the field could be conducted to identify intervention ar-

eas, as part of urban regeneration plans, volunteers could record their unconstrained

(everyday)mobility experiences to provide input for local advocacy groups. Visuali-

sation maps could be used by planners, as part of participatory co-design workshops,

to prompt discussion or to identify urban ‘usability’ hotspots.

To conclude, this research contributes to several directions of future work, in-

cluding fundamental as well as applied research into the interaction between people

and the environment.

7.8 Conclusion

This thesis begunwith three primary aims: a) to study the role of human emotion and

subjective experience in the process of pedestrian movement, b) to understand the

cognitive mechanisms of navigation which underlies pedestrian movement, includ-

ing the acquisition and organisation of spatial knowledge and the decision-making

mechanisms that are involved in route-choice, and c) to develop a systematic re-

search methodology to harness novel technologies, especially mobile electrophysi-

ology (EEG) and psychophysiology (EDA) to enable the measurement of emotion

in the field.
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Contribution to knowledge This research produced three main contributions to

knowledge.

Firstly, in part I of this thesis, the critical integration of literature from differ-

ent fields, argued about the importance of looking into spatial cognition, in other

words how people perceive, learn and remember spaces, to understand the spatial

behaviour of people in cities (Lynch, 1960; Appleyard, 1970; Hillier, 1996). Further,

it was argued that the spatial behaviour of people in cities, such as their patterns of

movement, are not only a result of knowledge but of active, spatial decision making

Garling (1989). Due to the spatial complexity of urban networks, people operate in

a context of bounded rationality, relying on multiple heuristics to make their deci-

sions. Given evidence about the critical role of emotions in general (and economic)

decision making behaviour, it was argued that it is important to consider the role of

emotions in the spatial decision making process.

Second, in this theoretical context, a methodological framework was devel-

oped and tested, to integrate novel methods to measure the emotions with spatial

behaviour and decision making experimental designs. The aim was to develop a

method for the controlled and in-situ study: how urban spaces evoke different emo-

tional states (Experiment 1) and subsequently, a method for the measurement of

emotions in the context of a spatial decision making task of pedestrian wayfinding

(Experiment 2). In particular, this research demonstrated the feasibility, relevance

and developed analytical workflows to employ the techniques of geo-annotated mo-

bile electrophysiological (EEG), or geoEEG (Mavros et al., 2016), and psychophys-

iological (EDA) measurement in urban spaces. These techniques were explored

in two experiments of pedestrian mobility in urban spaces, successfully recording,

processing and analysing different types of wayfinding tasks (predetermined and

unconstrained navigation). It was shown that it is possible to observe meaningful

spatial patterns in the emotions. It showed that psychophysiological signals, reflect

the self-reported experience of pedestrian journeys, and differences in the experience

of people with varying degrees of visual impairment, are possible to measure. In de-

veloping this methodology, this thesis proposed and applied a method of analysing
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time-series data related with emotion at different spatio-temporal scales. The aggre-

gation of such data was performed in order to combine with related environmental

data at different spatial scales. Appropriate cartographic visualisation were also de-

veloped both to analyse, and to interpret the results. This showed that while data

on self-reported experience are useful indicators, high-frequency time-series data

can reveal a multitude of different phenomena, including the spatial clustering of

emotional events. This methodology for the experimental recording and analysis of

psychophysiological signals measured in the field, can now be deployed to a variety

of contexts, studying spatial experience and cognition in the field, both to address

fundamental research, as well as for applied research.

Finally, these two experiments show how important it is for architecture, design

and planning to broaden the understanding of human experience and behaviour in

the built environment. In order to create urban environments that are both vibrant

and inclusive for all, it is important to consider the perceptual, cognitive and expe-

riential processes that unfold during everyday navigation. Over the past decades,

the systematic analysis of urban form has been elaborated, as well as extensive em-

pirical research on the development across the lifespan of the ability to orient and

navigate environments. Experiment 1 showed that there are systematic differences

in the experience of pedestrian journeys for individuals with visual impairments,

and that these difference are manifested in specific patterns of spatialised emotion.

Experiment 2 showed the wide diversity in individuals’ paths, and the impact of

spatial knowledge and orientation ability on route-choice, but also that it is possible

to study emotions during un-constrained navigation in large-scale environments.

Implications and future work Finally, to return to the motivation of this thesis,

this research is inscribed in the effort to better understand the impact of the built

environment on people, in order to improve the design of buildings and cities. Wider

efforts to the enhance the walkability of urban environments comes from planners,

civic authorities and public health officials, to de-congest cars from streets, increase

public transport use, enliven urban districts and improve health through physical

activity. The urban population is heterogeneous in manifold ways, including the
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variation of spatial, perceptual, cognitive, as well as physical abilities, which must

be acknowledged and taken into account to make present and future environments

more inclusive and accessible. This thesis proposed a novel framework to study

pedestrian experience, observer and identify where different emotions are evoked

in an urban context, where people feel dullness, stress, intrigue or joy. It is hoped

that this method will contribute further to the understanding of spatial cognition and

behaviour, and to the improvement of our cities.

Future research should pursue several directions. More empirical work is

needed to understand the multiple roles of emotions in the process of spatial- percep-

tion, cognition, and decision-making, studying for example the effects of arousal on

attention and spatial learning or the effects of valence on decision-making. Studies

should expand research on the impact of urban environments on subjective expe-

rience on psychological process, such as well-being. Finally, there is a clear op-

portunity to engage with architects, urban planners and stakeholders, to apply both

knowledge and methods in the processes of shaping our environment.
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Appendix A

Mobility Barriers of visually

impaired people

This Appendix is written in the context of Chapter 5, to provide an extended

overview of the causes and implications of visual impairments, as well as the bar-

riers for the mobility of visually impaired individuals. The Appendix consists of

two sections. The first section is concerned with the heterogeneity of visual im-

pairments and its implications, as well as some of the approaches to measure visual

impairments. The second section explores what constitutes a ‘barrier’ for the inde-

pendent mobility of visually impaired people, including perceptual, cognitive and

environmental factors.

The quality of the urban environment has amajor impact on the ability of people

to be independent and active by providing accessible infrastructure and responding

to the needs of different people. The level of sight loss, the person’s age of onset of

a visual impairment, as well as possible concurrent health problems in the case of

older persons, significantly influence mobility and independence, In addition, these

same factors influence the potential measures, training, physical and psychological

adjustment people have to accomplish to maintain an active lifestyle. Apart of the

psychological impact and life implications for the well-being of people, vision loss

also has a significant impact in terms of public health and economic cost. There

are direct costs from care and related services, which are estimated at around £2.1

billion (British Pounds), but there are also indirect costs due to lower employment,
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absenteeism (absence from work), informal care and other costs, which reach more

than £4 billion. When the years of living with sight-loss are taken into account the

figure can reach a total of £21.1 billion (Access Economics, 2009).

A.1 The heterogeneity of visual impairments

The causes of vision loss and the progress of different conditions vary greatly be-

tween people. As a result, the way in which vision loss affects people’s abilities to

complete their activities differs too. It important to acknowledge this diversity in

any effort to understand visual impairments .

A.1.1 Sources of heterogeneity

There are three main sources of heterogeneity in the visually impaired population:

the type of pathology, the age of onset, how many years a person has been living

with sight-loss and the presence of other disabilities.
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Figure A.1: Estimated causes of visual impairments and blindness. A: Global figures for

the year 2010. Data source: World Health Organisation (Pascolini and Mari-

otti, 2012). B: UK figures for the year 2008. Data source: Access Economics

(2009)

Pathologies There are various causes of sight-loss, such as age-related macular de-

generation, cataract, glaucoma, ocular hypertension, diabetic retinopathy and other

pathologies. The majority of people retain some degree of vision, and ‘total-blind’

people (term referring to individuals without any residual vision) consist 9.6% of

the total visually impaired population. In 2014, in the UK, there were 174,724 per-
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sons registered blind and another 175,084 registered as partially sighted, out of an

estimated 1,819,220 people living with sight-loss (source: RNIB, Sight Loss Data

Tool). In the UK, the leading causes of visual impairments are uncorrected refractive

errors, age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and cataract is the main cause of

blindness (see Figure A.1 A). In the active working age population, the main causes

are: primarily hereditary retinal conditions (20.1%), diabetic retinopathy and optic

atrophy each causing another 14% of cases (Liew et al., 2014).

On a global level, a survey from the World Health Organisation (WHO) shows

that uncorrected refractive errors and cataract are the main causes of visual impair-

ment (Pascolini and Mariotti, 2012). Other causes such as glaucoma, age-related

macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, trachoma and corneal opacities account

for a small percentage of the total population. Blindness in particular is caused by

cataract, AMD, and childhood blindness. As the WHO report notes “three-quarters

of all blindness can be prevented or treated”, especially cataract and uncorrected

refractive errors. Indeed, this is reflected in the WHO strategies to reduce visual

impairments through screening and treatment. With improving care in developing

countries those figures are expected to decline. However, this trend is reversed in

developed countries, as visual impairments are expected to increase following de-

mographic changes of an ageing population.

Age of Onset Blindness or vision impairment is called congenital when it is present

at birth, and adventitiouswhen it develops in the course of an individual’s life, which

can be early or late onset. Congenitally blind are individuals who have never had any

vision at all. Age-at-onset is critical for mobility. Apart from the fact the late-onset

may be the result of other medical conditions affecting the mobility of individuals,

age may affect the development of spatial abilities, as well as the coping strategies to

restore an independent mobility and therefore require a response (training, services,

etc) adapted to the profile of the individual and the condition.

Multiple DisabilitiesA further issue related to the question of mobility is that an

important part of the visually impaired population were registered as having an-

other disability as well. According to a recent report by the Health and Social Care
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Information Centre, the great majority of blind and partially sighted reporting an ad-

ditional disability are 65 or older (HSCIC, 2014). Further, in the UK, 35% of those

registered blind and partially sighted individuals are also registered as having an ad-

ditional disability, such as hearing, speech, physical, health or learning. Therefore,

the strategies to address mobility barriers, have to be adapted to the very diverse

needs of the people.

A.1.2 Implications of heterogeneity

These different pathologies and their varying prevalence in the population, result in

very different levels of vision loss, affecting the visual field, the visual acuity, light-

contrast- and colour-perception in different ways. The heterogeneity of sight-loss

has crucial implications both at the level of care, in terms of providing adequate

services and training, but also in terms of research into the abilities or needs of

visually impaired persons.

This heterogeneity corresponds to a wide range in the skills, pathologies, and

therefore abilities and resilience. As many researchers note, studies should take

into account those differences and do not assume the homogeneity of the visually

impaired population. For example, Schinazi et al. (2013) notes, it is important to ac-

knowledge that a result of this heterogeneity is that people can have different skills,

competences and abilities, despite their condition. Assigning people into groups

by condition or visual acuity, without taking their functional abilities into account,

could obfuscate what are their real abilities and needs. For example, due to the many

years of adaptation and training, a congenitally total-blind person may have better

spatial orientation and mobility skills than someone who experienced sight loss later

in life and has had less time for adaptation.

In a research context, it is important to acknowledge this complexity in the

experiment design or analysing the data. And in a wider context, the mitigation

strategies that are devised to enable people to accomplish their goals should adapt

and cater for the precise skills as well as the needs of people. This variation is

reflected in the pilot study, in the diversity of participants’ pathologies, mobility

aids, sex and age.
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Figure A.2: The logMAR scale is an example of visual acuity focused assessments of visual

impairment (Bailey and Lovie, 1976).

A.1.3 Measures of visual impairment

Visual impairment is usually measured by tests of visual acuity or contrast sensitiv-

ity. However, such tests say little about the actual difficulties a person is facing in

everyday life.

A.1.3.1 Eye-tests

The ophthalmologist determines vision loss based on two main indicators. The first

is the levels of visual acuity, which can be measured by visual tests such as the Log-

MAR scale (Bailey and Lovie, 1976). Visual acuity is determined as the ability of

individuals to read a set of letters. The letters are decreasing in size, and are posi-

tioned on a board from 3 to 6meters opposite them. The second indicator is the range

of the visual field, which is used to assess peripheral or tunnel vision. According to

these two indicators it is decided if an individual is eligible to be certified as legally

blind or sight impaired. However, the precise impact of sight-loss on independent

mobility is more complicated to measure

Visual acuity or contrast sensitivity are indeed easily quantifiable by op-

tometrists, but howwell do they actually correspond to behaviour, such as the ability

to perform everyday tasks? Researchers like West et al. (2002) or Leat and Lovie-

Kitchin (2006) highlight that visual impairments do not influence the ability to func-

tion in a single manner, and thus visual measures may not be appropriate to estimate

disability or to anticipate performance in everyday tasks. In their study with 2520
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Figure A.3: Example of a naturalistic course used to test the mobility-related functioning

of visually impaired people and their ability to detect and avoid obstacles in

practice (Leat and Lovie-Kitchin, 2006).

persons aged 65 to 84 years and with various degrees of visual impairment, West

et al. (2002) found that visual acuity had a severe impact on the ability to read and

produced major difficulties on mobility, but had a low impact on everyday tasks.

Adding to the heterogeneity of visual impairments, this suggests that the impact of

sight loss should be considered differently for specific domains of everyday life.

A.1.3.2 Physical Tests

Another way to measure the impact of sight-loss is physical tests of competence

and ability to complete everyday tasks are used to evaluate individuals’ needs and

abilities. These kinds of tests can be relevant for practical applications , such as the

provision of care or Orientation and Mobility training.
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For example, to measure mobility skill, researchers test the ability of a per-

son to avoid obstacles in a quasi-artificial setting, like a corridor or an open space.

The obstacles vary in size, contrast and position, can be placed at floor-, waist-

or head-height to simulate natural conditions. In other cases, researchers create a

naturalistic route through different environments where similar obstructions occur

naturally (Figure A.3). Occasionally, the researchers will also engage in conversa-

tion with the participant during the task, to assess how everyday distractions might

affect performance (Leat and Lovie-Kitchin, 2006).

In this context, mobility skill can be assessed with various performance mea-

sures, such number of errors, hesitations, collisions, visual detection distance

(VDD), visual identification distance (VID) or percentage of preferred walking

speed (PPWS). 1.

A.1.3.3 Everyday Competence

In the field of Ophthalmology, self-reported tests are used to assess the impact of

vision loss on the quality of life of individuals, as well as their needs in terms of care,

assistance, or training (e.g. Turano et al., 1999, 2002; West et al., 2002). One useful

example is the measurement of everyday competence, or EC (Diehl, 1998), which

is defined as “the ability to perform, when necessary, a broad array of activities

considered essential for independent living, even though in daily life the individual

may not perform these tasks on a regular basis or may only perform a subset of

these activities” (Diehl, 1998). For example, respondents describe their difficulty

with tasks such as getting dressed, preparing a meal, going to shops or the bank.

Everyday competence was originally developed in the context of gerontology, to

understand the needs of older people, but has been also applied to individuals with

visual impairments . As Wahl et al. (1999) explain:

“it is not the capabilities of the elderly person per se that lead to vari-

ability in adaptational outcomes but the fit or lack of fit between the

1Walking speed can bemeasured in absolute terms (m/s or km/h) but people tend to naturally walk

in different speeds. Also walking speeds change due to ageing and as a result of medical conditions.

Therefore, PPWS is a relative measure of speed, as a percentage of the individual’s (average) walking

speed in horizontal unobstructed plane, an approach that allows to quantify performance, difficulty,

and compare change over time.
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person’s capabilities or needs and his or her environmental conditions

and demands [...] environments can be more or less complementary in

compensating for existing losses, or more or less similar in their pro-

vision of opportunities to satisfy so-called higher-order needs”. (Wahl

et al., 1999, p.141)

The perspective of person-environment transaction is particularly relevant in

the context of urbanmobility, as everyday competence cannot be understoodwithout

an account of the environment. In a longitudinal study by Wahl et al. (1999), 42

blind, 42 visually impaired and 42 sighted older individuals repeatedly completed

EC questionnaires, and for almost 70% of participants, their domestic environments

exhibited a low fit to their needs. The impact of this low fit was much greater for

visually impaired individuals.

According to Wahl et al. (1999) everyday competence can be considered as

a triptych: it is as much an outcome of person-environment interactions, it is also

a process, but also a predictor. This distinction is important because it proposes a

shift to our attention from the individual to how the person is, in fact, embedded

and operating in a particular environment (domestic, social, urban etc.). Everyday

competence is also a process, because competences can improve or decline, and

people vary in their individual or collective agency to modify their environment

to their needs. At home, people can make adjustments to accommodate their needs,

e.g. place things in particular places, which is not possible at the urban realm; people

can also receive training to develop coping strategies. Finally, everyday competence

can also predict the outcome of different tasks. The instruments used to measure

vision ormobility competence cover “a range of needs that can be compared between

administrations for each individual, allowing support requirements to be monitored.

Therefore, it can be used with other tools to plan student support needs and has the

potential to provide assessment of interventions” (Cochrane et al., 2011, p.1638).

Similarly, we can make the case to examine mobility and disability in an urban

context, as a person-environment-fit. Although there are different ways to assess

vision-loss or report on demographic trends which will then be used to guide design
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intervention policies, as this section made clear, the instrument of measurement and

conceptualisation of (dis)ability and competence can lead to different conclusions.

In the next section, we will examine how cities can be the focus of environmental

modification, adjusted to accommodate the needs of visually impaired citizens.

A.2 Psychological Implications of Sight-loss

Vision loss has a significant emotional and psychological impact, which comes

“in addition to the functional disability associated with vision loss” (Marques-

Brocksopp, 2012). The diagnosis of sight loss is always described by as a traumatic

event, with major impacts on everyday life. People regularly report loss of indepen-

dence and grief over the loss of ability to accomplish activities from reading, to cin-

ema or driving. As visual impairments are strongly associated with older age, with

50% of sight-loss being caused by age-related macular degeneration, and compro-

mise people’s independent mobility, people may face difficulties in the development

of new skills, which can lead to reliance on formal and informal care to accomplish

daily living; which again contribute to feelings of loosing one’s independence.

In a review of several studies on the psychological impacts of sight-loss in

older people, Nyman et al. (2012) identify a variety of contributing factors. Partial

or total loss of vision is associated with loss of independence, depression, reduced

self-esteem, and difficulties in social function (e.g. require help for transport, have

difficulty perceiving faces or participating in non-verbal communication). People

report feelings of stigma, a challenge to their identity, avoid asking for assistance be-

cause they feel people pity them, and feel: “insecure and stupid because they were

no longer able to independently perform activities of daily living” (Nyman et al.,

2012, p.975). People have to go through a process psycho-social adjustment, which

includes both the development of new skills and abilities, but also the development

of coping strategies. The first involves skills to accomplish domestic tasks with-

out vision or to acquire new orientation and mobility competences. Finally, people

go through a the process of acceptance; positive attitude are factors that facilitate

well-being and adjustment process where family and friends can offer support, and
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peers with similar experiences can act as role models (Nyman et al., 2012; Marques-

Brocksopp, 2012).

In this context, the urban environment has a role to play and it is important to

understand the needs and requirements of a diverse population. An older person

who is partially sighted may face greater difficulties in terms of urban mobility than

a blind person that has been living with sight loss for more years or had adequate

training. Ability or difficulty are not merely defined by condition and pathology, but

also from the years of onset, the presence of a support network and the availability

of appropriate training. Environmental factors are as important. The meticulous de-

sign and implementation of tactile pavements, the installation of audible and tactile

traffic and orientation signage can make a difference. Adequate, accessible and in-

clusive infrastructure, can encourage as well as facilitate the process of adjustment

and enable people to be independent and lead active lives.

A.3 Barriers for mobility

This section provides a review of barriers to the mobility of visually impaired per-

sons. As Kitchin et al. (1998) highlighted research on visual impairments has

focused on four areas: information processing, spatial abilities, the effectiveness of

extracting information from different senses, media, and spatial experiences. Here,

these aspects are discussed in turn, from the perception of information, the role of

environment knowledge and the physical barriers in the urban environment.

A.3.1 Perceptual barriers

A.3.1.1 Vision

Vision is often considered as a spatial sense, necessary for the acquisition of spa-

tial information about the environment and the location of various objects that exist

within this environment. However, other sensory modalities are also used to acquire

information about our surroundings. When all the senses are functioning, informa-

tion from all the senses is integrated in a spatial representation, but what happens

when one sense becomes impaired? In terms of spatial perception and knowledge,

information from other senses (auditory, tactile or even olfactory perception), can
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also be used. This raises the question whether the information derived from those

senses is sufficient and if the representation of the environment will be equivalent.

The question about the nature and quality of mental representation of space in the

absence of vision were discussed in Chapter 2 (p. 52). If senses have a hierarchical

importance for perception and cognition, as it is often assumed, a hearing impair-

ment would be expected to haveminimal impact but, in the absence of vision, people

would be unable to learn or structure their knowledge of their surroundings (Thinus-

Blanc and Gaunet, 1997). Here the contribution from the other senses are discussed:

A.3.1.2 Auditory perception

Audition can provide information about the distance and direction of objects, under

the condition that these objects produce or reflect sound. Estimating the distance

and direction of movement is also possible based on the change in the intensity

of sound and change in pitch (Doppler effect), but this is a complicated task as it

requires prior knowledge about the nature and levels of a sound at different distances.

For this reason, audition is considered a sense of relatively low spatial precision

(Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997), and in the context of an urban environment, the

simultaneous presence of a multitude of sounds make this a taxing mental exercise.

Nevertheless, sound also carries semantic information and can be associated with

certain objects, e.g. the sound of a car can easily be recognised.

As it will be discussed later, this aspect of sounds can be harnessed to allow

easier localisation, and infrastructure can be adapted to act as a sound source. For

example,‘talking’ traffic signs and beeping traffic lights allow pedestrians to locate

their position in the environment. Signals also convey information, and act as cues.

As Barlow et al. (2005) discuss, blind and partially sighted people often use varia-

tions in traffic-related noise as a confirmatory cue that it is safe to cross the street.

When traffic lights are available, the sound of traffic parallel to the direction of the

pedestrian crossing is suggestive that it is safe to cross the intersection. However,

this becomes more challenging In the case of non-controlled crossings, when traffic

lights are not available and pedestrians must evaluate the status of traffic only by

hearing. This can be particularly confusing in intersections when major and minor,
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busy and quieter roads intersect.

A.3.1.3 Tactile perception

Haptic information can be efficient to recognise textures, materials and patterns,

and effectively can expand the sensory systems of an individual who can use sev-

eral body parts for information inputs, such as hands when reading Braille or a tactile

map, the feet when sensing patterns on the pavement, or the arms to sense the direc-

tion and behaviour of a sighted guide. The main disadvantage of tactile perception is

that it is particularly localised, can only provide information about the immediate en-

vironment, within physical reach of the person. For example, Cornoldi et al. (2009)

has show that visually impaired individuals can learn spatial layouts from tactice

maps, and employ strategies to construct mental representations of space that are

similar to those used by sighted participants. In conditions of active walking, In-

struments like a long cane, can extend the range of this information ‘horizon’ only

by a few meters.

A.3.1.4 Olfactory perception

Olfaction, finally, can sometimes be used as a cue or landmark for the recogni-

tion particular locations, e.g. to identify the location of a bakery, or the fumes of a

busy road. Experimental mappings of urban “smellscapes” by the British artist Kate

McLean (wwww.sensorymaps.org) suggest that indeed urban areas are strongly as-

sociated with certain smells. However, smells are volatile by nature, and therefore

spread over large areas; thus they have a low spatial resolution, and can be incon-

sistent due to weather and time (or even day of the week).

A.3.1.5 Sensorial Bandwidth

The senses carry not only different kind of information about our surroundings, but

also different amount. From the perspective, vision is considered to have both qual-

itative and quantitative advantages in comparison to other sensory modalities. In

their review, Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet (1997) argue that this is a matter of availabil-

ity and precision of information. The amount of information that can be obtained

from sensory input is called by Giudice and Legge (2008) —in signal processing

terms—as bandwidth. Vision allows to perceive proximal, as well as distant ob-
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jects. The position of objects can be established simultaneously, both with respect

to our body (idiothetic) and to other environmental features (allothetic). Visual in-

formation also carries many different aspects of an object, including its location,

shape, layout and spatial relationship to other objects, and other qualitative infor-

mation about colour, material, state, texture and other factors. This information is

accessible to the individual even for distal objects. Such information, for example,

cannot be provided by tactile or auditory input.

The attention allocated to information from different senses varies. This phe-

nomenon is known to as attentional modulation, and refers to the fact that: “Visual

attention can be both sharply focused and easily solicited; whereas haptic perception

processes the former property and audition the latter, only vision possesses both”

(Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997, p.22). For example, in the absence of vision, the

sound of a mug being placed on the table will attract our attention to its location,

but haptic information will be required to discover its size, or the orientation of

its handle. Thus integration of input from various sources is required to derive the

same kind of information. In cases of sensorial conflict, when there is a discrepancy

between information from different sensory modalities, visual information usually

dominates over the input of other senses. Going back to James Gibson’s seminal

Theory of Affordances, vision also conveys information about the affordances of

objects — what behaviours are possible: “what we perceive when we look at ob-

jects are their affordances, not their qualities” (Gibson, 1979).

A.3.2 Environmental Factors

The variety of objects, features and landmarks present in the urban environment

can function in a positive, assistive way, facilitating orientation and mobility or can

hinder it. The quality and typology of urban or architectural design can also have a

great impact on mobility, both at a cognitive and at a behavioural level.

A.3.2.1 Urban Infrastructure

Urban infrastructure, including the pavements, benches, streets crossings, bollards,

bus stops, traffic and information signposts, mailboxes and other elements that com-

prise the urban streetscape, can improve or hinder the mobility and confidence of
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Table A.1: Golledge and Stimpson’s catalogue of barriers to independent mobility

Types of barriers to navigation for visual impaired individuals

Pavement furniture

Cars parked on pavement

Inability to read visual cues (e.g. street signs).

Construction/repair

Irregular, uneven or broken surface

Crowds of people

Steps

Traffic lights without audible or pedestrian sequence

Weather

Lack of railings

Imperceptible kerb cuts (dropped kerbs)

Elevators

Distance

Door location

Door handles

Non-standard fixtures (shop front rails, baskets and stalls)

Traffic hazards

Surface textures (lack of)

Overhead obstructions (overhanging signs, cables, vegetation)

Lack of cues (e.g. uniform / open space )

Gradient

Source: Golledge and Stimpson (1997, p. 493), as cited in Jacobson (1998).

visually impaired persons. For example, large radii in the street corner design, may

be useful for turning vehicles, and at the same time confusing about the degrees

of directional change and therefore lead to less accurate cognitive maps of visually

impaired individuals (Golledge et al., 2000). Similarly, presence or absence of tac-

tile paving signalling the street crossing, the availability of accessible traffic signals

(tactile or auditory), and the complexity of the pavement surfaces can also affect the

comfort and pedestrian experience.

One particular aspect of urban infrastructure that has received a lot of attention

is the street crossing. The safe crossing of streets is one of themain difficulties, risks,

and stressors of walking for the visually impaired. To understand the complexity

of this task, one has to consider the number of different subtasks that need to be

accomplished during a street crossing, as well as the criticality and risk if one fails,

which increases the psychological cost of the whole process:
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“Tasks that are involved in crossing a street include detecting the street,

locating the crosswalk or crossing location, aligning (establishing a

heading toward the opposite corner), determining an appropriate time

to cross, and travelling in a straight path while crossing” Barlow et al.

(2005)

People use often rely to the traffic noise (reflecting the volume of traffic) in

order to initiate crossing. As Barlow et al. (2005) point out, this technique can be

particularly taxing when intersections are wide, when there are multiple lanes or

some of the lanes are designated for turning traffic.

Two well established modifications to make street crossings more safe, are the

introduction of accessible pedestrian signals (APS), like “talking signs” which use

audible cues, or others with tactile cues, both of which inform pedestrians when

it is safe to cross. Barlow et al. (2005) conducted a study with sixteen sighted,

partially sighted and blind individuals, in three US cities, to compare street cross-

ing behaviour with or without APS. At intersections without APS major issue that

emerged was ”failure to begin to cross during the walk interval”. Only half (48.6%)

of the crossings started during the walk interval, and a quarter of all independent

crossings (26.9%) ended after the onset of perpendicular traffic. In some cases, par-

ticipants were unaware they must press a push-button to activate the crossing; in

other cases not having concurrent traffic parallel to the pedestrian, due to pedestrian

phasing (head-start). However, at street crossings with APS people started crossing

earlier when they received a right-of-way, which reduced the risk of still crossing

the street after the end of the walk interval. APS also increased number of cross-

ings on time; reduced request for assistance / errors i.e. more independence. This is

example of the difficulties visually impaired individuals face in everyday environ-

ments, and also suggests that a well-designed urban environment, making adequete

provisions can have a great impact both in the safety and the well-being of visually

impaired pedestrians.

In the UK there is extensive guidance and best practices on the correct instal-

lation of audible and tactile (rotating cone) traffic signs from the Department for
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Transport. This includes information about the appropriate location of the crossing,

the installation of drop curbs, and placement of tactile paving to indicate reliably

where there is crossing, what kind of crossing it is (controlled or non-controlled)

and eventually when it is safe to start crossing the street (UK Department for Trans-

port, 1991).

Further, there exist guidelines for the placement and type of tactile paving and

the overall design of the crossing aims to provide pedestrians with multi-modal in-

formation on the appropriate timing, orientation and alignment that the person has to

take to arrive safely on the opposite side of the pavement. Despite the fact that UK

standards describe in detail how infrastructure should be constructed, environmen-

tal audits show that in reality urban infrastructure is less consistent, homogeneous

and accessible. One reason may be that Design Standards change according to new

research, but urban infrastructure may not be reconfigured as frequently, not least

due to high costs.

During an audit for the City of York Puech and Atkin (2012) discovered that

even when an environment complies with infrastructure standards, it may still score

low in accessibility. For example, urban areas often consist of complicated sig-

nalled crossing with multiple stages (traffic island), feature steep dropped-curbs and

uneven or complicated surfaces that cause confusion and anxiety. In addition, de-

signer intention and inadequate implementation of design standards can exacerbate

such issues, and result in an environment that scores low on accessibility despite the

designers’ original intentions. For example, (Atkin, 2010) notes that unnecessary

tonal changes of the paving surface, lack of well-defined drop kerbs, presence (or

lack of) tactile paving perpendicular to the line of travel, undifferentiated vertical in-

frastructure (poles, bollards), all parts of a novel urban design upgrade, resulted in a

confusing and, ultimately, less accessible environment. As Puech and Atkin (2012)

point out, the implementation of new guidelines for urban or architectural design

is a slow process, and government guidelines often do not keep up with research

findings.

New design concepts can have the opposite effect than intended if not imple-
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mented correctly. A useful example is the redesign of the Exhibition Road in central

London, where the Science Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Na-

tional History Museum are located in close proximity, and thus the road consistently

features large pedestrian crowds. The new urban design was conceived as a shared

space, i.e. without a physical demarcation separating pedestrians and cars, but did

not make any provisions for visually impaired visitors who could veer off into the

car traffic without realising. Extensive advocacy proposed adding corduroy tactile

paving to demarcate the pavement from the road. The new tactile pavement had to

be easy to detect by a person crossing not only perpendicular, but also at an acute

angle (when a person is ready to veer from the pavement to the street) to protect

visually impaired pedestrians. Behavioural tests with visually impaired, as well as

wheel-chair users, confirmed that the added features were successful in protecting

visually impaired pedestrians, without hampering the mobility of wheelchair users

MVA Consultancy (2010). To conclude, these two examples of auditory pedestrian

signals and tactile paving highlight the importance of thoughtful planning, under-

standing the needs of users, and the complexity of implementing solutions.

A.3.2.2 Inclusive design

To mitigate some of the issues outlined in the previous section, the principles of

inclusive design propose design strategies and benchmarks to ensure spaces are de-

signed taking into account the needs and requirements of various user-groups, in-

cluding older people, visually impaired people, or wheelchair users amongst others.

According to the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE),

inclusive design means “designing for transport that is dignified, accessible, afford-

able, safe and easy to use [ including amount others] a shelter with a talking count-

down system, [...] a bus with a ramp” (CABE, 2008). As the authors note, “The

impact of bad design is more likely to be felt by disabled people and older people,

people from minority cultures and faiths, carers with young children, and therefore

has a disproportionate effect on women” (CABE, 2008). Addressing barriers for

the mobility of people will not only transform their current activities, making easier

mobility, but will also allow them to engage in more social, professional and other
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activities. The effort to render architectural and urban spaces more accessible to all

people, taking into account those designs that facilitate the mobility of people with

disabilities, is referred to as inclusive or universal design. According to the Sawyer

and Bright (2004)

An inclusive approach accepts that people have a range of needs and

leads to designs that allow the majority of people to use the built en-

vironment independently, safely and comfortably. Sawyer and Bright

(2004)

This approach is reflected in UK’s building regulations. The UK Disability

Discrimination Act (DDA) was introduced in 1995 (and updated in 2001, 2003 and

2005) to improve provision of employment and occupation for people with disabil-

ities. Although the DDA does not make direct provision for the built-environment,

these were addressed independently in the British Design standards of 2001/2005

(Sawyer and Bright, 2004). In the 2010 version of UK’s Building Regulations, it in-

cludes detailed guidelines about the design of infrastructure from dwelling to public

buildings, and what reasonable design measures can be taken to ensure inclusive

access, from the placement of handrails, tactile paving and ramps and many more

aspects of the built environment. Improved accessibility has the potential to influ-

ence the lives of disabled people, making spaces easier to use, and enable people

to be more active and accomplish aims and activities they were otherwise unable or

restricted to realise.

Making the design of buildings and cities more inclusive can have a major

impact of people’s lives that can be best explained by the concept of hidden demand.

In transport studies the hidden demand refers to the latent capacity of a system,

that is not reflected on initial surveys but only once a new system is available—for

example people start making trips to new destinations that could not be accessible

earlier. Marston and Golledge (2003) use the idea of hidden demand to describe the

positive effects of their navigational aid concept; their participants responded that

if this type of navigational assistance system was widely available, it would enable

them to make more trips easier, and be engaged in educational, leisure and other
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activities beyond what they were currently involved. As the researchers write, this

“hidden demand represents a desire or demand for inclusion and participation that

has not been previously addressed or acknowledged” (Marston and Golledge, 2003,

p.481). By extension, this reflects the overall impact of inclusive design. tackling

specific issues, such as making accessible pavements, creates new and previously

unobserved opportunities.





Appendix B

GPS data processing

B.1 GPS Data Analysis

This appendix explains the pre-processing steps used to clean the GPS data of

participant-routes for Experiment 2 (Chapter 6).

Figure B.1: Raw GPS tracks of 27 Participants from the Experiment 2. The positioning

‘noise’ is visible in the fuzzy trajectories.

B.1.1 Data collection

GPS positioning data were collected by two Android applications ‘Presenter’ (used

by the participant) and ‘Fieldworker’ (used by the researcher). The two applica-

tions were running on two identical LG Nexus 5 devices (2014), with the following

specifications:
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• Chipset: QualComm Snapdragon 800

• Size 4.95 inches

• Resolution 1920 x 1080 (445 ppi)

• Dimension: L x W x D (mm) 137.84 x 69.17 x 8.59

• Wi-Fi Dual-band Wi-Fi (2.4G/5G) 802.11 a/b/g/n/nc

• GNSS: GPS and Glonass

• Android version 5.1.1 (Lollipop)

B.1.2 Pre-processing stages

Before using the GPS data to analyse the behavioural, psychophysiological and neu-

ropsychological data, the GPS tracks had to be pre-processed. First of all, it was

necessary for analysis to detect the corresponding street segment for each set of co-

ordinates (latitude-longitude) in order to evaluate the effect of environmental char-

acteristics. In addition, collecting GPS data in between tall buildings, known as

’urban canyons’, which are typical for urban environments, produce reflections of

the satellite signal on the vertical surface which reduce the positioning accuracy of

the resulting GPS coordinates.

The reduced accuracy of GPS tracks causes three issues that had to be addressed

for the context of this work. Firstly, a particular trajectory may may appear longer

than the actual distance travelled, due to the accumulation of error. Second, the tra-

jectories of a group of participants travelling the exact same route, will not overlap,

and thus spatial analysis methodsmay underestimate the effect of a location. Finally,

the scattering of location points laterally of the trajectory, may appear visually ap-

pealing at certain scale (Figure B.1), but when trajectories are combined over other

environmental features such as buildings the visual clarity of the representation is

reduced.

For these reasons, it was decided to process the GPS data, projecting them

on the centre-line of each street-segment, a procedure called map-matching, which
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would result in ‘clean’ trajectories for all participants, and produce a list of traversed

street segments.

Another issue issue that had to be addressed was that in certain cases, GPS

coordinates were identical, possibly due to corrupted updates of the GPS module.

This can be detected by a) multiple identical records, b) as a ‘jump’ in the trajectory

This appears as a jump in the trajectory. This was rectified by interpolating the

erroneous measurements between the last and then next accurate record. Figure B.2

shows those cases when the positional error (scattering) was too large to be rectified

by an automated routine (e.g. the participant turning more than two streets) and had

to be manually adjusted.

Figure B.2: Map of instances where manual edits of the GPS points was necessary to ensure

they are fall in proximity of the correct node Voronoi.

B.1.3 Street Matching Procedure

The preprocessing required to find the street that a point belongs, assign the street

identifier to this point, and finally project each point on the street network. To re-

duce computational cost, the first step was to estimate the a subset of street-segments
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Figure B.3: Map of Fitzrovia’s street network and intersection that was used to minimise

the computational effort of map-matching. Minor streets, such as inner service

roads, were also removed from the dataset unless a participant had used them.

This step was necessary because GPS points were frequently located within

building blocks and they would have been erroneously attributed to inner ser-

vice roads due to proximity. Additional nodes were placed at the seven (7) goal

locations.

where a point was more likely to have been measured. This was achieved by iden-

tifying all the nodes (i.e. intersections, FigureB.3) that an individual passed in their

trajectory and then using the corresponding street-segment between two nodes for

the map-matching.

Voronoi polygons were generated based on the intersection nodes, with a 10%

buffer and the same unique ‘id’ as each node (Figure B.4, and were manually op-

timised so that street segments and GPS points are falling within the appropriate

node. (Figure B.5).
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Figure B.4: A voronoi tesselation of Fitzrovia based on street intersection nodes (represent-

ing decision points) was created.

Figure B.6 shows the next step of the process, during which points located

within a certain polygon were assigned the ‘id’ of the polygon / node.

Finally, by the ‘node-id’ of each point was used to identify and re-project (per-

pendicular) to the appropriate street-segment centre-line. Thus, the final result of

this process was a record of GPS points, re-projected to the street network centre-

line, which included the initial data-collection timestamp which was used to merge

with other datasets, including EEG and EDA measures.
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Figure B.5: The voronoi tessellation was improved by manual edits to rectify instances

where GPS points were not falling within the appropriate node.
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Figure B.6: Map of the GPS points, linked and colour according to the node they were as-

signed. Afterwards the lines connecting consecutive nodes were used to project

the GPS points to the street-segment centre-line.





Appendix C

Noise levels

C.1 The measurement of noise levels

UK’s Department for Environment, Food Rural Affairs (DEFRA) calculates indi-

cators of noise exposure, using a variety of estimates, aggregated by time period:

day (Lden) and night (Lnight), and source: road, rail, industry and air-traffic. These

data are available at 10 meter grid and are calculated for receptor height of 4m – not

the average human person.

DEFRA calculates an index of ‘total noise population exposure’, based on the

noise levels in different areas, and the population of those areas as indicated by the

most recent census. In Reading, as indicated by C.1, the majority of the popula-

tion (53.1% TODO) is exposed to moderate levels noise 60-64.9dB(A), which is

expected for outdoors urban spaces with moderate vehicular traffic.

DEFRA estimates noise levels without “actual” noisemeasurements but, rather,

using computer modelling techniques and data about traffic flow, road, rail and ve-

hicle types. Population level noise-exposure is calculated by “statistically assigning

census output area data to buildings in a mapped area”, in other words how many

people are estimated to live/work in an area, and then aggregating the number of

people exposed to each noise band. DEFRA’s models include general landscape

features and urban morphology (water, built or green space) to estimate the spread,

reflection or absorption of noise in different areas.

Therefore, this measurement are an indication of the general levels of noise that
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can be expected in the area and do not reflect on-the-ground condition during the

experiments, but allow to make general prediction about the relationship between

vehicular traffic

For the experimental route, noise levels were visually estimated based on the

map C.1, to be on average in the range of 60-64.9dB(A) and rising to 65-69.9dB(A)

near intersections. Using information from the map, two scores were calculated for

the experimental route. The first was average noise levels per route segment. This

suggests rather uniform levels of noise along the experimental route, with small vari-

ations around street intersections. However, the aggregate nature of this map does

not capture the variations in road- and pedestrian traffic, which cause differences

in ambient levels of noise in the different sections of the route. Therefore, due to

their relative uniformity, these aggregate scores of noise per street, are expected to

have minimal predictive ability with regards to the affective experience of the par-

ticipants. This does not suggest that sound does not have an effect but rather that

the data available for this study did not capture this environmental factor.

According to DEFRA, rather than direct nose measurements in the field, these

noise maps have been produced using computer modelling based on traffic flow data

for different modes of transport, taking into consideration how urban morphology

may affect the diffusion of noise. Similarly, population exposure is estimated sta-

tistically according to the census data for people leaving in each area. Therefore,

such figures are indicative and have to be taken with caution. To some extend the

reflect an average situation in those urban areas, but the actual conditions may have

been different: circumstantial lower or higher ambient vehicular traffic would have

modulated the noise levels at the time of the experiment.

C.2 Noise levels in Reading

In the Reading town-centre, industry and air-traffic do not have noise impacts, as

there are no industrial activities and there were no data available on the impact of

Heathrow. The railway line, that runs through the north side of the town-centre, is

a major source of noise, reaching levels above 75dB(A), but the effect is minimal
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at areas beyond the railway, and is not expected to produce any effect on the exper-

imental route. On the contrary, road-traffic from cars, buses and other vehicles has

a widespread impact on the town-centre.

Figure C.1: Top: Map of Noise level estimates in Central Reading. Bottom: Percentage

of central Reading population exposed to different levels of noise. Source:

Department for Environment, Food Rural Affairs (DEFRA), UK.
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D.1 Experiment 1
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UCL RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE  
GRADUATE SCHOOL OFFICE 
      
      

 
Dr Andrew Hudson Smith 
Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis 
UCL   
 
 
1st April 2014  
 
 
Dear Dr Hudson Smith  
 
Notification of Ethical Approval 
Project ID: 4329/002: Understanding the experience of multimodal urban mobility of blind and visually 
impaired people 
 
In my capacity as Chair of the UCL Research Ethics Committee (REC) I am pleased to confirm that I have 
approved your study for the duration of the project i.e. until March 2015. 
 
Approval is subject to the following conditions: 

1. You must seek Chair’s approval for proposed amendments to the research for which this approval has been 
given. Ethical approval is specific to this project and must not be treated as applicable to research of a 
similar nature.  Each research project is reviewed separately and if there are significant changes to the 
research protocol you should seek confirmation of continued ethical approval by completing the 
‘Amendment Approval Request Form’. 

 
The form identified above can be accessed by logging on to the ethics website homepage: 
http://www.grad.ucl.ac.uk/ethics/ and clicking on the button marked ‘Key Responsibilities of the Researcher 
Following Approval’. 
 
2. It is your responsibility to report to the Committee any unanticipated problems or adverse events involving 

risks to participants or others.  Both non-serious and serious adverse events must be reported.   
 
Reporting Non-Serious Adverse Events 
For non-serious adverse events you will need to inform Helen Dougal, Ethics Committee Administrator 
(ethics@ucl.ac.uk), within ten days of an adverse incident occurring and provide a full written report that 
should include any amendments to the participant information sheet and study protocol.  The Chair or     
Vice-Chair of the Ethics Committee will confirm that the incident is non-serious and report to the Committee 
at the next meeting.  The final view of the Committee will be communicated to you. 

 
Reporting Serious Adverse Events 
The Ethics Committee should be notified of all serious adverse events via the Ethics Committee 
Administrator immediately the incident occurs.  Where the adverse incident is unexpected and serious, the 
Chair or Vice-Chair will decide whether the study should be terminated pending the opinion of an 
independent expert.  The adverse event will be considered at the next Committee meeting and a decision 
will be made on the need to change the information leaflet and/or study protocol.   
 

Figure D.1: Ethics Approval for Experiment 1

D.2 Experiment 2
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UCL RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE  
GRADUATE SCHOOL OFFICE 
      
      

 
Dr Andrew Hudson Smith 
Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis 
UCL   
 
 
2nd April 2014  
 
 
Dear Dr Hudson Smith 
 
Notification of Ethical Approval 
Project ID: 4329/003: The role of subjective experience in cities  
 
In my capacity as Chair of the UCL Research Ethics Committee (REC) I am pleased to confirm that I have 
approved your study for the duration of the project i.e. until April 2015. 
 
Approval is subject to the following conditions: 

1. You must seek Chair’s approval for proposed amendments to the research for which this approval has been 
given. Ethical approval is specific to this project and must not be treated as applicable to research of a 
similar nature.  Each research project is reviewed separately and if there are significant changes to the 
research protocol you should seek confirmation of continued ethical approval by completing the 
‘Amendment Approval Request Form’. 

 
The form identified above can be accessed by logging on to the ethics website homepage: 
http://www.grad.ucl.ac.uk/ethics/ and clicking on the button marked ‘Key Responsibilities of the Researcher 
Following Approval’. 
 
2. It is your responsibility to report to the Committee any unanticipated problems or adverse events involving 

risks to participants or others.  Both non-serious and serious adverse events must be reported.   
 
Reporting Non-Serious Adverse Events 
For non-serious adverse events you will need to inform Helen Dougal, Ethics Committee Administrator 
(ethics@ucl.ac.uk), within ten days of an adverse incident occurring and provide a full written report that 
should include any amendments to the participant information sheet and study protocol.  The Chair or     
Vice-Chair of the Ethics Committee will confirm that the incident is non-serious and report to the Committee 
at the next meeting.  The final view of the Committee will be communicated to you. 

 
Reporting Serious Adverse Events 
The Ethics Committee should be notified of all serious adverse events via the Ethics Committee 
Administrator immediately the incident occurs.  Where the adverse incident is unexpected and serious, the 
Chair or Vice-Chair will decide whether the study should be terminated pending the opinion of an 
independent expert.  The adverse event will be considered at the next Committee meeting and a decision 
will be made on the need to change the information leaflet and/or study protocol.   
 

On completion of the research you must submit a brief report (a maximum of two sides of A4) of your 
findings/concluding comments to the Committee, which includes in particular issues relating to the ethical 
implications of the research.   

Figure D.2: Ethics Approval for Experiment 2
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Standardised Questionnaires

All instruments below are taken from the cited documents.

E.1 Santa Barbara Sense of Direction

As developed and described in Hegarty et al. (2002):

This questionnaire consists of several statements about your spatial and navi-

gational abilities, preferences, and experiences. After each statement, you should

circle a number to indicate your level of agreement with the statement. Circle “1” if

you strongly agree that the statement applies to you, “7” if you strongly disagree, or

some number in between if your agreement is intermediate. Circle “4” if you neither

agree nor disagree.

1. I am very good at giving directions.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

2. I have a very poor memory of where I left things.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

3. I am very good at judging distances.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

4. My ”sense of direction” is very good.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)
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5. I tend to think of my environment in terms of cardinal directions (N, S, E, W)

.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

6. I very easily get lost in a new city.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

7. I enjoy reading maps.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

8. I have trouble understanding directions.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

9. I am very good at reading maps.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

10. I don’t remember routes very well while riding as a passenger in a car.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

11. I don’t enjoy giving directions.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

12. It’s not important to me to know where I am.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

13. I usually let someone else do the navigational planning for long trips.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

14. I can usually remember a new route after I have traveled it only once.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)

15. I don’t have a very good ”mental map” of my environment.

1 (strongly agree) 2 3 4 5 6 7 (strongly disagree)
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E.2 Questionnaire on Spatial Representation

As described in Pazzaglia and Beni (2001):

1. Do you think you have a good sense of direction?

(not at all) 1 2 3 4 5 (very good)

2. Are you considered by your family or friends to have a good sense of direc-

tion?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

3. Think about the way you orient yourself in different environments around you.

Would you describe yourself as a person:

a. who orients him/herself by remembering routes connecting one place to

another?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

b.who orients him/herself by looking for well-known landmarks?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

c. who tries to create a mental map of the environment?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

4. Think of an unfamiliar city. Write the name: . Now try to classify your rep-

resentation of the city:

a. survey representation, that is a map-like representation

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

b. route representation, based on memorising routes

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

c. landmark-centred representation, based on memorising single salient land-

marks (such as monuments, buildings, crossroads, etc.)

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

5. When you are in a natural, open environment (mountains, seaside, country)

do you naturally individuate cardinal points, that is where north, south, east,
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and west are?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

6. When you are in your city do you naturally individuate cardinal points, that is

do you find easily where north, south, east, and west are?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

7. Someone is describing for you the route to reach an unfamiliar place. Do you

prefer:

a. to make an image of the route?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

b. to remember the description verbally?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

8. In a complex building (store, museum) do you think spontaneously and easily

about your direction in relation to the general structure of the building and the

external environment?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

9. When you are inside a building can you easily visualise what there is outside

the building in the direction you are looking?

1 (not at all) 2 3 4 5 (very much)

10. When you are in an open space and you are required to indicate a compass

direction (north-south-east-west), do you:

a. point immediately?

b. need to think before pointing?

c. have difficulty?

11. You are in a complex building (many doors, stairs, corridors) and you have to

indicate where the entrance is, do you:

a. point immediately?
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b. need to think before pointing?

c. have difficulty?

E.3 UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist

As described in Matthews et al. (1990):

The following words all refer to how you might be feeling. We would like you

to think about how well each word refers to how you are feeling now, right at this

moment Look at eachword and tell us howwell it describes how you are feeling right

now. There are four possible responses for each question: tick the response which

best describes your feelings right now. Remember to answer all the questions. Do

not take too long over the questions; your first response is usually the best.

1. Active

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

2. Contented

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

3. Edgy

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

4. Energetic

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

5. Happy

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

6. Nervous

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

7. Calm

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not
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8. Sluggish

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

9. Sad

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

10. Relaxed

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

11. Sorry/Regretful

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

12. Passive

Definitely, Slightly, Not Much, Definitely Not

E.4 Vision Quality of life

As described in Misajon et al. (2005):

1. Does my vision make it likely I will injure myself (i.e. when moving around

the house, yard, neighborhood, or workplace)?

a. It is most unlikely I will injure myself because of my vision.

b. There is a small chance.

c. There is a good chance.

d. It is very likely.

e. Almost certainly my vision will cause me to injure myself.

2. Does my vision make it difficult to cope with the demands in my life?

a. My vision e has no affect on my ability to cope with the demands in my

life.

b. does not make it difficult at all to cope with the demands in my life.

c. makes it a little difficult to cope.

d. makes it moderately difficult to cope.

e. makes it very difficult to cope. f. makes me unable to cope at all.
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3. Does my vision affect my ability to have friendships?

a. My vision e makes having friendships easier.

b. has no effect on my friendships.

c. makes friendships more difficult.

d. makes friendships a lot more difficult.

e. makes friendships extremely difficult.

f. makes me unable to have friendships.

g. Not applicable; I have no friendships.

4. Do I have difficulty organizing any assistance I may need?

a. I have no difficulty organizing any assistance I may need.

b. I have a little difficulty organizing assistance.

c. I have moderate difficulty organizing assistance.

d. I have a lot of difficulty organizing assistance.

e. I am unable to organize assistance at all.

f. Not applicable; I never need to organize assistance.

5. Does my vision make it difficult to fulfil the roles I would like to fulfil in life

(e.g., family roles, work roles, community roles)?

a. My vision e has no effect on my ability to fulfill these roles.

b. does not make it difficult to fulfill these roles.

c. makes it a little difficult to fulfill these roles.

d. makes it moderately difficult to fulfill these roles.

e. makes it very difficult to fulfill these roles.

f. means I am unable to fulfill these roles.

6. Does my vision affect my confidence to join in everyday activities?

a. My vision e makes me more confident to join in everyday activities.

b. has no effect on my confidence to join in everyday activities.

c. makes me feel a little less confident.

d. makes me feel moderately less confident.

e. makes me feel a lot less confident.
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f. makes me not confident at all.

E.5 Independent Mobility Questionnaire

As described in Turano et al. (1999):

Name:

Date:

D.O.B.:

List 3 things that cause you the most stress in your mobility situations (walking

around):

Part 1:

Directions:Read each mobility situation given below and circle the number which

best expresses the level of difficulty you feel in the situation without any assistance

(cane, companion, guide dog, etc). On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 represents no difficulty

and 5 represents extreme difficulty. N/A represents not applicable. Use N/A also if

you only perform an activity with assistance. If your selection is greater than 1 and

the difficulty is due to some reason other than your vision loss, please place an ”x”

in the blank space.
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1. Walking in familiar areas

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

2. Walking in unfamiliar areas

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

3. Moving about in

a. Home

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

b. Work

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

c. Classroom

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

d. Stores

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

e. Outdoors

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

4. Moving about in crowded situa-

tions

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

5. Walking at night

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

6. Using public transportation

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

7. Detecting ascending stairwells

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

8. Detecting descending stairwells

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

9. Walking up steps

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

10. Walking down steps

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

11. Stepping onto curbs

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

12. Stepping off curbs

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

13. Walking through doorways

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

14. Walking in high-glare areas

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

15. Adjusting to lighting changes dur-

ing the day

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

16. Indoor to outdoor

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

17. Outdoor to indoor

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

18. Adjusting to lighting changes at

night:

a. Indoor to streetlights

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X b. Streetlights to

indoor

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X
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19. Walking in dimly lit indoor areas

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

20. Being aware of another person’s

presence

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

21. Avoiding bumping into:

a. People

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

b. Walls

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

c. Head-height objects

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

d. Shoulder-height objects

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

e. Waist-height objects

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

f. Knee-height objects

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

g. Low-lying objects

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

22. Avoiding tripping over uneven

travel surfaces

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

23. Moving around in social gather-

ings

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

24. Finding restrooms in public places

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X

25. Seeing cars at intersections

N/A 1 2 3 4 5 X
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Part 2

1. Other health problems that contribute to limitations in walking around: Are

you currently on any medication?

Yes No

If yes, please list:

2. Have you fallen in the last year? (By ”fallen,” I mean unintentionally come

to rest on the ground or at some lower level.)

Yes No

If so, approximately how many times?

3. Have you had a fear of falling in the last year? (By this I mean have you ever

been anxious or worried about falling or been aware of being frightened of

falling? This may or may not be associated with a feeling of unsteadiness.)

Yes No

4. Do you limit travel by yourself due to your vision loss?

Yes No

5. How often do you ask someone to accompany you when you leave your

house?

Always Usually Sometimes Never

6. Are you satisfied with your present level of travel? Yes No Have you ever had

any kind of training to help you move around better (”mobility training”)?

Yes No

7. If ”no”, the main reason is because:

a. It costs too much

b. I don’t think I need it

c. Nobody told me training was available

d. Other

8. Do you use a mobility aid (e.g., guide dog, cane, sighted companion)?

Yes No
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9. If yes, in what situations?:

Outdoors

Indoor, unfamiliar areas

Other

10. Do you believe that your ability to travel on foot by yourself is less than that

of people with normal vision?

Yes No

11. Do you wear glasses/sunshades to control illumination?

Yes No

12. If yes, in which situations?:

Outdoor, daylight

Outdoor, dusk/night

Indoor, brightly lit areas

13. Which type/color glasses do you use?
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